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There they stand, isolated, majestic, imperious, brooded over by the gigantic water-tower 

and chimney combined, rising unmistakable and daunting out of the countryside – the 
asylums which our forefathers built with such immense solidity 

to express the notions of their day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enoch Powell, Health Minister 1960-63, in a speech given to the Annual Conference of the National 
Association of Mental Health, March 1961, London, later known as his ‘Water Tower’ Speech. 
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Disclaimer 
 

The language used in referring to the mentally ill has been, and continues to be, 
re-created and re-invented. This thesis includes words such as ‘asylum’, ‘madhouse’, 
‘lunatic’, ‘idiot’, ‘insane’, ‘imbecile’, ‘pauper’, and terms such as ‘first-class’, ‘second-
class’ and the ‘dirty’ and ‘noisy’. These terms are not intended to be sensationalist but are 
used solely for historical accuracy despite their potential to offend the modern reader.  

 
Professor Wolf Wolfensberger, the German academic who has greatly influenced 
disability policy worldwide and who was a pioneer in restructuring the related language 
in 1955, argues that using the original terminology removes any chance of it being 
artificial or contrived. He believes that newer, changing phraseology can be ‘faddish’ and 
in danger of occupying a ‘here today and gone tomorrow’ position. Instead he prefers to 
use that which is ‘harmonious with the substratum of the broader, long-standing, natural-
embedded language conventions of the English tongue.’1 
 
Current terminology such as ‘psychiatric hospital’ and ‘mental illness’ is used in addition 
to historical language as its meaning is more easily understood today. 

                                                
1 Lecture by Professor Wolf Wolfensberger and Susan Thomas, A History of Human Services: Universal 
lessons and future implications, September, 1998, Millersville University, Pennsylvania, organised by the 
Minnesota Governor’s Council on Development Disabilities. This is accessible online at www.mnddc.org 
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Abstract 

 
In 1897 John Sibbald, Commissioner in Lunacy for Scotland, stated that ‘the 

construction of an asylum is a more interesting subject of study for the general reader 
than might be supposed.’1 This thesis traces the development of the public asylum in 
Scotland from 1781 to 1930.  
 
By placing the institution in its wider social context it provides more than a historical 
account, exploring how the buildings functioned as well as giving an architectural 
analysis based on date, plan and style. Here the architecture represents more, and 
provides a physical expression of successive stages of public philanthropy and legislative 
changes during what was arguably one of the most rapidly evolving stages of history. At 
a time when few medical treatments were available, public asylum buildings created truly 
therapeutic environments, which allowed the mentally ill to live in relative peace and 
security. The thesis explores how public asylums in Scotland introduced the segregation 
or ‘classification’ of patients into separate needs-based groups under a system known as 
Moral Treatment. It focuses particularly on the evolving plan forms of these institutions 
from the earliest radial, prison-like structures to their development into self-sustaining 
village-style colonies and shows how the plan reflects new attitudes to treatment.  
 
While many have disappeared, the surviving Victorian and Edwardian mega-structures lie 
as haunting reminders of a largely forgotten era in Scottish psychiatry. Only a few of the 
original buildings are still in use today as specialist units, out-patient centres, and 
administrative offices for Scotland’s Health Boards. Others have been redeveloped as 
universities or luxury housing schemes, making use of the good-quality buildings and 
landscaping. Whatever their current use, public asylums stand today as an outward sign 
of the awakening of the Scottish people to the plight of the mentally ill in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries.  

                                                             
1 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 5 
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Introduction 

Asylum – noun 
1) shelter or protection 

2) protection granted by a state to a political refugee 
3) an institution for the mentally ill (dated) 
Origin Greek ‘asulon’ meaning ‘refuge’1 

 

 This thesis is an investigation into the architectural and social development of the 

public ‘lunatic asylum’ in Scotland in the period 1781-1930. These vast institutions, 

which once accommodated society’s mentally ill population, have for the most part 

ceased to function as psychiatric hospitals. The treatment they once provided has now 

become the responsibility of community health services due to dramatic changes in 

medical science and public attitudes. These buildings are fast disappearing, taking with 

them countless social and architectural histories. Those that remain stand as mute 

witnesses to a therapeutic movement that flourished in Scotland from the end of the 

eighteenth century into the first half of the twentieth. Throughout the 150-year period of 

this study 34 purpose built, public asylums were constructed across Scotland, from 

Dumfries in the South West to Inverness in the North.2 Initially Scotland was slow to 

make provision for the mentally ill, but it was not long before it placed itself at the 

forefront of innovative treatment and institutional design. While similar work has been 

undertaken on English asylums, Scottish asylums as a whole remain largely unstudied.3 

 

Chapter 1 considers attitudes to mental illness prior to 1781 and draws on a variety of 

sources to give an account of the accommodation and treatment of those deemed ‘insane’ 

in prisons, tolbooths and other private facilities. It explores contemporary beliefs 

surrounding ‘insanity’ and the mysteries of the natural and supernatural, such as religious 

holy sites, lunar associations, allegations of demonic possession and witchcraft. It was a 

                                                             
1 L. Brown (ed.), The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Vol. I A-M, Oxford, 1993, 136 
2 This does not include five ‘first-class’ annexes, which are also included in this study. In addition the 
Crichton Royal Institution and the Southern Counties District Asylum are dealt with as one. Had all of 
these been included in the overall count, this would have totalled 40. 
3 A gazetteer on Scottish hospitals was carried out by Historic Scotland (Harriet Richardson/Anne Riches 
c.1988) which includes asylums, but this is in an unpublished form at the Royal Commission on the 
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. Other books and booklets have been published on 
individual Scottish asylums, but these are often mainly pictorial. 
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time when there was no accurate diagnosis and no cure other than through spontaneous 

remission. The only solution seemed to be the removal of the ‘insane’ from society 

followed by incarceration under penal-style conditions. This chapter also investigates 

some of the early landmark institutional developments for the mentally ill across Europe 

and discusses how these influenced asylum design in Scotland. 

 

The next three chapters discuss the public asylum as an institution in Scotland with 

particular reference to legislation and key reformers. Chapter 2 begins with the asylums 

of the ‘early’ period (1781-1857); Chapter 3 explores the impact of the Lunacy Scotland 

Act of 1857, which was responsible for what in this study is termed the ‘main’ asylum 

building period (1857-1887); and Chapter 4 concerns the ‘late’-period asylums (1888-

1930), which incorporated many lessons learned over the previous century in terms of 

managing and building for mentally ill patients. A chronology linking public asylum 

development to legislative change over the study period has been included for ease of 

reference.  

 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 outline the developing architectural plan and layout of public asylum 

buildings in Scotland, starting with the early, rigid, prison-like structures progressing 

through to the late colony-planned institutions. It follows the same division into ‘early’, 

‘main’ and ‘late’ periods.  

 

This is followed by the final four chapters, which deal with the workings of the asylum 

and how it operated under the Moral Treatment regime. The main features of this form of 

treatment are discussed including the issue of asylum location and landscape; aspects of 

increased liberty for patients; the central role of asylum staff; the asylum as a home; and 

the benefits to patients and the asylum community of employment, recreation and 

religious practice.  

 

A brief section (Appendix 1) has been included which comments on the decline of the 

public asylum and highlights the fate of some of the original buildings that once formed 
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such an important part of Scotland’s landscape. This brings the story of the asylum up to 

date and allows the reader to witness the current state of these threatened buildings.   

 

A major objective of the study was the creation of a Gazetteer, which will be of use to 

future scholars, either in connection with this thesis or as a stand-alone research 

document. Each public asylum has been given an entry which includes architectural and 

historical details, illustrations and a scaled map plotted by National Grid Reference. The 

Gazetteer also contains a series of composite maps charting asylums built during each 

period. Two databases detailing major asylum work carried out by architects and 

architectural practices have also been added which may be searched by site or by 

architect.  

 

Asylums were essentially self-sufficient communities and their complex requirements 

made it a challenging project for any asylum planner. The design of asylum buildings and 

the Moral Treatment regimes had to fit together in their overall purpose and function. 

This multi-fold brief for the architect had to be achieved within an environment where 

order, economy, efficiency and discipline were essential. The design had to separate male 

patients from females, ‘curables’ from ‘incurables’, the violent from the docile, the clean 

from the dirty, at the same time as ensuring maximum security for patients, good 

visibility for staff and efficiency in its practical operations. To what extent these building 

requirements could be met without resorting to the architectural characteristics and 

management systems of a prison is a question frequently addressed.  

 

While asylums revolutionised the care and treatment of the mentally ill their original 

purpose has now largely been succeeded by Care in the Community. Their enduring 

legacy is often in the monumental structure of the buildings and the beauty of their 

landscaped grounds, which for generations provided a home for thousands of individuals. 
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Methodology and the use of sources 

 

The inspiration for this thesis came from a lecture given by Professor David 

Walker on the subject of Health, Welfare and Law as part of an undergraduate course 

entitled The Architecture of Scottish Cities, Towns and Villages 1625-1850 in the School 

of Art History at the University of St Andrews in 1998. This interest grew when I later 

worked as a Buildings Investigator for the Threatened Buildings Survey at the Royal 

Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS). Asylum 

buildings were being closed down and many of the records they contained were 

vanishing at an alarming rate. This research was carried out independently though 

contemporaneously with a large-scale recording programme at RCHAMS that included 

the requisitioning of ground and aerial photography for these sites. 

 

This thesis considers those institutions specifically designed and constructed as public 

asylums in Scotland between 1781 and 1930. Included are seven Royal Asylums (10 

buildings in total), one other early asylum at Aberdeen and one ‘pauper’ asylum, wholly 

funded by legacies or by voluntary subscription.1 To this is added 19 District Asylums 

established as a direct result of the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act and two Parochial 

Asylums. Five detached annexes for private patients under the overall management of a 

larger public institution are also included. The date range has been set to include two 

further institutions which illustrate the changes in asylum layout and social thinking of 

the 1920s.  

 

Excluded from this research are private asylums, usually run for profit, and which often 

used former domestic buildings. Also not included are institutions specifically for 

‘imbecile’ children (often termed asylums), female-only ‘Magdalene’ asylums or 

specialist facilities for disabled people, such as the ‘blind’ asylums. The use of the term 

‘asylum’ is also a convenient marker for the study’s end date. After 1930 the word 

asylum vanished from the titles of institutions and was replaced by ‘mental hospital’. All 

                                                
1 The Southern Counties District Asylum is incorporated into the entry for the Crichton Royal Institution. 
Only the early Aberdeen asylum of 1797 does not have its own entry but is discussed in the main text. 
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the Scottish institutions studied contained the word ‘asylum’ in their original title, with 

the exception of the Crichton Royal Institution in Dumfries. This only adopted the term 

‘asylum’ at a later date, while the two final developments in the study, Gogarburn Home 

for Mental Defectives and Lennox Castle Certified Institution for Mental Defectives did 

not use this terminology.  

 

Existing texts 

In approaching this topic it was necessary to explore existing texts, which were extremely 

limited in number. The most obvious starting point was the extensive summary Gazetteer 

covering all Scottish hospitals (including lunatic asylums) carried out by Harriet 

Richardson and Anne Riches at Historic Scotland in 1988. This provided much useful 

material and formed the starting point for the study. The Gazetteer is held in unpublished 

form in the RCAHMS archive. Two particularly helpful publications were The History of 

Crichton Royal Institution by Morag Williams (then archivist of the hospital) of 1989 and 

Jonathan Andrews and Iain Smith (eds), Let There be Light Again: A History of 

Gartnavel Royal Hospital from its beginning to the present day of 1993, which 

documents much more than the institution itself. Additional publications on individual 

asylums were available, though these contained mainly pictorial records and were 

designed for local domestic consumption.  

 

Archives 

Although many surviving asylum archives were consulted in the preparation of this 

thesis, it was decided to make particular reference to four sample institutions, chosen to 

represent different areas of Scotland and range of origins. These were the records of 

Glasgow Royal Asylum (comprising both the original building by William Stark and the 

replacement building at Gartnavel by Charles Wilson); the Royal Edinburgh Asylum 

(including Robert Reid’s original building, William Burn’s West House and the ‘first 

class’ annex at Craighouse by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson); the Crichton Royal Institution 

in Dumfries by William Burn; and the Northern Counties District Asylum in Inverness by 

James Matthews. Each represents entirely different architectural arrangements and 

illustrates developing ideals. While all of the 40 asylum sites were researched, some are 
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considered in greater detail than others, due, primarily to the availability of archival 

material. At the commencement of this study very few archive collections had 

computerised listings and so in the majority only hand lists were available. Scanned 

illustrative material was almost non-existent. Over the course of this research, this 

material has been made much more accessible to scholars but most of what has been used 

in this work was consulted and collected prior to this development. 

 

In relation to each asylum a preliminary study of any available text was carried out. This 

was followed up with a site visit to consult any archival records or to identify where they 

had been transferred. It was also important to experience the size, scale and location of 

each building. Asylum archives which had not already been relocated to larger record 

offices and libraries had, in some cases, disappeared without trace. The availability of 

study material was a critical factor in deciding what aspects of the project could be 

investigated successfully. Some asylums had retained their own records, such as at 

Montrose and Dumfries, both of which had museum facilities and provided excellent 

service. Others had been passed to local, academic or national libraries or to health 

service archives and, unfortunately, some had been lost. Whilst personal medical records 

were still being stored for ongoing medical care, architectural and social material was in 

very grave danger of disposal. The buildings which originally housed them had 

sometimes been completely cleared of archive material while health service professionals 

who continued to occupy the older buildings were unaware of their value. Site managers 

were of necessity interested mainly in the latest plans since they were needed to carry out 

maintenance. From personal experience those institutions that did not plan carefully for 

the preservation of their historic documents and pass them directly to a secure archive 

have little surviving historic material. At the time of this research much of the remaining 

archive material was being held in storage prior to cataloguing consequently some items 

in this study are referenced in an incomplete form. This was particularly the case at the 

Dundee asylums, the papers of which are now lodged in the Tayside Health Board 

Archive at Dundee University (reference THB7).  
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The largest archives, those of the Greater Glasgow Health Board and the Lothian Health 

Board archives, are safely held in the special collections sections of the Mitchell Library 

in Glasgow and in the Edinburgh University Library. Much preliminary work connected 

with this thesis was carried out in these archives along with those of the Highland Health 

Board at the Raigmore Hospital in Inverness and the Crichton Royal Hospital in 

Dumfries. The collections held at the RCAHMS, the Map Library of the National Library 

of Scotland and in the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh have been used 

extensively.  

 

Minute books and annual reports 

Minute books and annual reports were an invaluable resource, with the latter being 

particularly useful. Rather than attempting to abstract material from the individual 

primary source minute books of each institution, which were at best patchy and 

inconsistent in their availability, it was decided to draw mainly on the material contained 

in annual reports prepared by the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for 

Scotland. These included in-depth continuous commentaries on the most important 

minuted decisions of both the General Board and the District Boards and provide a 

standardised, comprehensive record of the operations of each asylum. The General 

Board’s annual reports extend to almost 60 volumes and contain a veritable treasure trove 

of useful, systematically-collected material run from 1857 to 1914. Following this date, 

reporting was continued by the General Board of Control and research was also carried 

out in these annual reports. Material referring to the period prior to 1857 was accessed by 

direct reference to annual reports of the individual asylums concerned.  

 

The usefulness of these annual reports cannot be overestimated. They comment on all 

aspects of life in the asylum, from building developments to advances in clinical practice 

and from enumeration of ‘lunatics’ to rates of board and staff pay. They provide social 

commentaries and a balanced insight into the asylum world, patients, staff and buildings 

they occupied along with the treatment they received. The importance of annual reports 

was emphasised as early as in 1842 in the Third Annual Report of the Crichton Royal 

Institution, Dumfries, which stated: ‘we conceive that the chief use of these annual 
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summaries at the present, is to introduce the public to the interior of an asylum: to expose 

transactions which cannot be witnessed, or even conjectured, by any other means and to 

explain principles which otherwise can only be gathered from their results.’2 Annual 

reports provide more than a basic record, a sentiment which was endorsed by the British 

Medical Journal referring to the Edinburgh Royal Asylum Report of 1927: ‘Dr George 

M. Robertson has accustomed us to look in his annual report for something more than a 

bare record of facts relating to the hospital. We have been taught to expect an expression 

of opinion on some of the most important events of the year affecting the work of 

psychiatry and the administration of lunacy laws.’3 

 

It is important to remember, however, that annual reports are official documents and as a 

result they inevitably give a positive view of situations and events. In these reports the 

General Board, acted as a public watchdog, and oversaw the operations of the District 

Boards. 

 

Architectural Plans  

Much research was undertaken using architectural plans. As historical documents they 

have a wide significance, detailing not only the plan, elevations and sections but often 

also give a wealth of additional information, such as how many patients were to be 

accommodated in each room, materials to be used in construction and the arrangement of 

the grounds. Competition plans were also useful in understanding why certain designs 

were chosen over others and the changing attitudes this represented. 

 

Maps 

The earliest maps used for this research were those surveyed by John Wood (Montrose, 

1822; Glasgow, 1822; Aberdeen, 1822; Perth, 1823) and the Great Reform Act Plans of 

1832 (Glasgow, Dundee and Elgin). The Large Scale Town Plans (1847-95) published by 

the Ordnance Survey, have been an invaluable source, particularly for their highly 

detailed delineation of the external and internal arrangements of public buildings. As 

                                                
2 Third Annual Report of the Crichton Royal Institution for Lunatics, Dumfries, 1842, 5 
3 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3453, 12 March, 1927, 486-487 
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most of the asylums in this study were built as a consequence of the Lunacy (Scotland) 

Act of 1857 the majority of map extracts are taken from the 2nd edition of the Ordnance 

Survey. Asylums located on the edges of towns often fell outside the boundaries of the 

Town Plans and have therefore been taken from maps in the National Library’s Counties 

of Scotland collection.  

 

Although many map extracts have been reproduced in this work, it was essential to be 

aware of their limitations. While they confirmed that particular asylum buildings existed 

at a particular date and provided precise locations, they had to be interpreted critically 

and in conjunction with other reference material. They have been particularly useful in 

tracing the development of particular buildings over time and their inter-relationship with 

the surrounding area. Two brief case studies have been included in this section to 

illustrate some of the interpretational difficulties encountered in this work when using 

historic maps as a primary source.  

 

Case Study I  

Case Study I illustrates the inconsistency of mapping and why several maps extending 

over many decades may need to be studied for any site (together with relevant texts) to 

understand and accurately chart the building’s development. For example, the progressive 

stages of Aberdeen Royal Lunatic Asylum can be followed through figures 1-6 using 

maps dating from 1822 to 1912. These extracts also reflect the changing quality of 

mapping by individual cartographers and later through organisations such as Ordnance 

Survey. The detail of the Ordnance Survey mapping in figures 5 and 6 is balanced by 

Bartholomew who could map the completed asylum. 
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Fig. 1 Aberdeen Lunatic Asylum of 1819; John Wood’s Plan of the town of Aberdeen, 1822. Scale: 

Scotch chains at 74 ft ©nls 
 

• shows the building as surveyed in 1822 
• gives details of owners and the name of adjoining lands 
• shows plantation 
• no approach lanes or roads 
• indicates a main block with wings to east and west with additional blocks running 

north-south 
• shows layout of airing courts 
 

 
Fig. 2 Aberdeen Lunatic Asylum of 1819; the Great Reform Act Plan of 1832. Scale: 6 inches to 1 mile 

©nls  
 

• shows the building as surveyed in 1832 
• provides much less detail than the Wood plan of 10 years earlier 
• suggests no work was carried out since 1832 
• shows no plantation or airing courts 
• no approach lanes or roads 
• main block does not give the impression of a symmetrical façade 
• East wing running north-south is detached  
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Fig. 3 Aberdeen Lunatic Asylum of 1819, Keith & Gibb, Map of the Cities of Aberdeen, Keith & Gibb 

lithographers, 1862. Scale: 1 inch to 600ft ©nls 
 

• shows the building surveyed in 1862 
• shows that by 1862 major developments had taken place 
• indicates it had received its Royal Charter 
• approach road and avenue had been created 
• gives the impression the building comprised four quadrangles with wings 

extending to north of main east-west axial corridor 
 

 
Fig. 4 Aberdeen Lunatic Asylum of 1819; Ordnance Survey Large Scale Town Plan, 1865-7. Scale: 25 

inch to 1 mile ©nls  
 

• shows the building as surveyed  1865-7 
• indicates clearly the layout of classified airing yards and formal gardens 
• show planted avenue, access roads and landscaped parkland 
• indicates wings shown in 1862 map had either been planned rather than actually 

built or demolished as a result of a fire, over provision or structural problems, 
their footprint shown as hollow rectangles. 
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Fig. 5 Aberdeen Lunatic Asylum of 1819; from Ordnance Survey Large Scale Town Plans 1866-67, 

surveyed 1867, published 187. Scale: 1:500 ©nls 

 
Fig. 6 Aberdeen Lunatic Asylum of 1819; Bartholomew, John G., Plan of Aberdeen, [Edinburgh]: The 

Edinburgh Geographical Institute, 1912 from Plate 67 of J.G. Bartholomew's 'Survey Atlas of 
Scotland', 1912. Scale: ½ inch to 1 mile ©nls 

 
Maps have also been useful in ascertaining which part of a building was completed first 

and Case Study II takes the example of James Murray Royal Asylum in Perth of 1827 

(figs 7 to 10), providing an example of a building surveyed prior to completion. It is 

possible that figure 7 is an updated version of Wood’s original map but as the building 

was designed in 1822 it is likely that only the foundations were in place at the time of 

surveying the site. Both the Wood and the Reform Act maps (figs 7 and 8) show this 

asylum having only a single range. It is known from the architect’s plans and the finished 

asylum that it was planned in a T-formation. Furthermore, neither of these maps show 
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any laid-out driveways nor approach roads. Since the asylum opened in 1827 it is 

surprising that the Reform Act map of 1832 should not include the rear wing. The 

explanation could be that the main block was part of a first contract, with the rear wing 

being the second. Unfortunately as the asylum site at Perth is located to the north-east of 

the river, it lies just outwith the boundary for the 1st and 2nd edition Town Plans of the 

Ordnance Survey. Later plans exist but most show it with additional buildings, as in the 

Bartholomew map of 1912 (fig. 9). The first to detail it in its finished state is the six-inch 

1st edition of Perthshire of 1866. 

 
Case Study II 

 
Fig. 7 Perth Lunatic Asylum of 1827; map extract from John Wood’s Plan of the town of Perth, 1823. 

Scale: Scotch chains at 74 ft ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 8 Map extract from the Great Reform Act Plan of 1832. Scale: 6 inches to 1 mile ©nls  
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Fig. 9 J. G. Bartholomew, Plan of Perth, from plate 68 Plans of Oban, Inverness, St Andrews, Perth, 

Stirling & Peebles, Survey Atlas of Scotland, The Edinburgh Geographical Institute, Edinburgh, 
1912. Scale ¼ inch to 1 mile ©nls 

 

 
Fig. 10 James Murray’s Royal Lunatic Asylum, Perth, Six-inch 1st edition, Perthshire, 1860, published 

1866 ©nls 
 

Photographs 

Photographs were also an invaluable resource and have been used extensively in this 

work. Historic photographs in particular create a real sense of how things existed. 

Commenting on documentary photography Sir Benjamin Stone, on behalf of the National 

Photographic Record Association, wrote in 1897 that their aim was ‘to show those who 

will follow us, not only our buildings, but our everyday life, our manners and our 

customs.’4 Aerial photography has been an important additional aspect of this study since 

                                                
4 quoted by J.C. Lemagny and A. Rouille, A History of Photography: social and cultural perspectives 
(trans. by J Lloyd) Cambridge, 1987, 65 
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it has the advantage of revealing the whole building on its site and the relationship of one 

building to another. As a flight director at RCAHMS I was personally responsible for the 

aerial survey of Scotland’s asylums. 

 

Web-based databases 

Although use has been made of many websites in the course of this research, four have 

been particularly consulted. These are SCRAN (Scottish Cultural Resources Access 

Network, www.scran.ac.uk) which has over 360,000 digital images of all aspects of 

Scottish life and history; Wellcome Trust for the History of Medicine, 

www.wellcome.ac.uk, with over 25,000 digital images on many subjects relating to the 

history of medicine; RCAHMS (Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical 

Monuments of Scotland www.rcahms.gov.uk) with its archive of building-related 

material, some of which has been scanned and made available to the public; and the 

Dictionary of Scottish Architects, www.scottisharchitects.org.uk, which has been an 

invaluable source for all details concerning architects and buildings. The latter was only 

in the early stages of its development at the outset of the research for this study. 

 

Historic Scotland (Listing Reports) 

The listing reports for those institutions that have them were consulted. Historic 

Buildings reference number (HSLBR) has been provided in the gazetteer so that future 

researchers can access the information directly from Historic Scotland.  

 

Legislative Acts 

The mental health legislation of the period was studied in the original through the Society 

of Writers to Her Majesty’s Signet (WS Society) at the Signet Library in Edinburgh.  

 

National Census Figures 

The National Censuses of Scotland for 1861 and 1871 were accessed through the 

National Library of Scotland.  
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Gazetteer 

In addition to identifying the important phases in the development of public asylums in 

Scotland and putting them into their social context, this research has also involved the 

creation of a Gazetteer, which collates much of the useful information gathered for this 

study from a range of different sources.  
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For ease of reference the figures and footnotes in this study run in chapters. Given their 

frequency annual reports, information from statistical accounts in addition to reports and 

lectures have been given in full each time so as not to cause confusion. All other 

references follow the system of using ibid. and op. cit., however, all works are repeated in 

full on the first mention in each new chapter. 
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Chapter 1 

 
Attitudes to mental illness prior to 1781 

 
… for the relief of the most unfortunate of our fellow-men: of those who may be most 

literally said to ‘sit in darkness, and in the shadow of death: 
being fast bound in misery and iron.’1 

 
 To appreciate fully the importance of the new public asylum on society in the 

period 1781-1930 it is necessary to consider what preceded it in respect of treatment and 

accommodation. This chapter reviews the changing perception of ‘insanity’ from the 

Middle Ages up to the nineteenth century and introduces some of the key reformers who 

promoted these developments. Reference is also made to the conditions for ‘lunatics’ in 

Scottish prisons, infirmaries and private madhouses. The emergence of the first British 

and European institutions devoted to the ‘insane’ is discussed as each of these represented 

a key milestone in asylum development and were influential in advancing change in 

Scotland.  

 

In the fourteenth century the concept of ‘madness’ was illustrated by Chaucer in The 

Knight’s Tale: ‘yet saw I modnesse laghying in his rage’ and this imagery of uncontrolled 

emotion characterised the ‘insane’ for many years to come.2 For centuries ‘lunatics’ were 

believed to be people possessed by the devil and in the Bible can be found the verses: 

‘Lord, have mercy on my son: for he is lunatick’ and ‘Jesus rebuked the devil; and he 

departed out of him.’3 This belief in devil possession continued well into the eighteenth 

century. It figured widely in European Christian iconography, such as in the 1610 

engraving by Jean Collaert entitled Saint Ignace Délivrant un Jeune Possédé in which St 

Ignatius is pictured freeing the body of a young man from his demon (fig. 1.1). The belief 

that people could be under mysterious, supernatural influences persisted into the mid 

nineteenth century and led the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland 

to recall of that period ‘the belief in demoniacal possession was waning but was not 

                                                
1 W. A. F. Browne, What Asylums Were, Are, and Ought to Be, the substance of Five Lectures delivered 
before the Managers of the Montrose Royal Lunatic Asylum Edinburgh, 1837, Edinburgh, Preface 
2 Chaucer, The Knight’s Tale, fol. 1561, 6 
3 The Holy Bible, King James Version, Matthew Ch. 17 vs. 14-18 
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extinct.’4 Only in 1895 could it state that scientific knowledge had progressed to such a 

degree that ‘under such influences, the belief in the supernatural nature of insanity has 

died out.’5 

 

 
Fig. 1.1 Jean Collaert, Saint Ignace Délivrant un Jeune Possédé, facsimile of an engraving of 1610 

©Bliothèque Interuniversitaire de Médecine d’Odontologie, Paris 
 
 
One of the traditional explanations for the strange behaviour of those believed to be 

‘insane’ related to the movement of the moon and this association led to the use of the 

term ‘lunatic’ from the Latin luna meaning moon. In Scotland the old Gaelic words to 

describe mental illness are Caothach, Mearan or Boile and around them grew up the 

sayings Gealach Sathurna foghair gabhaidh boile sechd trath (Saturday’s autumn moon 

will take frenzy seven days) and Gealach ur Sathurna gabhaidh mearan tri trath (New 

moon on Saturday will take madness three days).6 Illustrated in this mid eighteenth-

century engraving entitled ‘Moonstruck Maidens’ (fig. 1.2), the full moon has beamed 

                                                
4 Thirty-sixth Annual Report (Supplement) of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland, 
Edinburgh, 1895, 20 (hereafter referred to as ‘… Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh)  
5 Ibid., 31 
6 A. Carmichael, Ortha Nan Gaidheal: Hymns and Incantations, Vol. II, Edinburgh and London, 1928, 
(2nd ed.), 293 
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down tiny individual crescent moons, which has caused the madwomen to dance. In 

philosophy and literature, this view of madness, sometimes also referred to as ‘folly’, had 

its status alongside discord, anger, despair and avarice. 

 

 
Fig. 1.2 Moonstruck Maidens, engraving by an unknown artist, c.1750 

 
The response to the dangerous, unpredictable behaviour of those considered to be ‘mad’ 

was removal and incarceration from society. There was concern that ‘insanity’ might be 

contagious. English myths and legends of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries tell of how 

King John, when approaching the village of Gotham near Nottingham, heard accounts of 

a town full of madmen and subsequently changed his course for fear of contagion.7 This 

was similar to the fear of the leper. In Madness and Civilisation the French historian and 

philosopher Michel Foucault (1926-84) commented that with the disappearance of 

leprosy between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries this fear was directly 

transferred to the ‘lunatic’.8 As with all other communicable diseases of that time, leprosy 

                                                
7 J. O. Halliwell, The Merry Tales of the Wise Men of Gotham, London, 1811, 4 
8 M. Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason, New York, 1965, vi 
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was greatly feared. Not only could it kill but it was also believed to induce mental 

disturbances, which strengthened the association with ‘lunacy’. This resulted in the 

frequent juxtaposition of images of lepers and lunatics, both of whom were required to 

announce their presence by ringing a bell and wear branded clothing. The imagery of the 

wandering ‘Tom O’Bedlam’ (fig. 1.3) shows him with the bell motif on his sleeve, 

indicating that he is ‘unclean’.  

 

 
Fig. 1.3 Late 1780s - early 1790s engraving of ‘Mad Tom’, showing his licence to beg, Catchpenny 

Prints 163, Popular Engravings from the 18th Century, 1970, 97, plate 149 
 

The generic phrase ‘Tom (or Bess if female) of Bedlam’ was frequently used in literature, 

most famously by Shakespeare in King Lear: 

 
The country gives me proof and precedent 
Of Bedlam beggars, who, with roaring voices, 
Strike in their numb’d and mortified bare arms 
Pins, wooden pricks, nails, sprigs of rosemary; 
And with this horrible object, from low farms, 
Poor pelting villages, sheep-cotes, and mills, 
Sometime with lunatic bans, sometime with prayers, 

Enforce their charity... poor Tom!9 

                                                
9 W. Shakespeare, King Lear, Act 2, Stanza 3, lines 13-19 
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The fear of the lunatic was later described by Samuel Johnson who in 1776 stated: ‘If a 

madman were to come into this room with a stick in his hand no doubt we should pity the 

state of his mind but our primary consideration would be to take care of ourselves. We 

should knock him down first and pity him afterwards.’10 There was initial fear of the 

unpredictable behaviour, followed by the fear of contagion, and only later would come 

pity. The General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland would later explain 

that ‘madness’ and ‘insanity’ were used chiefly to indicate ‘those kinds of mental 

disorders which involved danger and inspired fear and in which it was thought that the 

protection of others required that the patients should be kept in safe custody.’11 

 

In addition to fear, another association was that of poverty. During the Reformation 

concepts of affliction were closely linked to sin and the belief that worldly hardship 

derived from personal immorality. Hence the afflicted were somehow responsible for 

their own suffering and that those who truly wanted to reform had the inner capacity to 

do so. The converse of this was that those believed to be living a virtuous life would be 

justly rewarded with material comfort. This led to the idea that poverty was somehow a 

sign of a sinful life. In England, particularly during the reign of Henry VIII, it was 

believed that ridding society of ‘paupers’ would lead to the abolition of poverty.12 They 

were thus cast away with the hope that they would never return. This was reflected in the 

fifteenth-century allegory by Sebastian Brant (1494), the Ship of Fools (fig. 1.4), with a 

boat full of ‘madmen’ who have set out to sea with no direction and no pilot.  

 

The purely administrative approach to dealing with the ‘insane’ in the early years is 

further illustrated by an extract from the Ayr Treasurer’s Accounts of 1593-4, when it 

was stated: ‘To ane man to tak a field William Dawsoun quha is beside himself and 

troublis the toun £8.’13  

 

                                                
10 R. W. Chapman (ed.), J. Boswell, Life of Johnson, London, 1998, 725 
11 Thirty-sixth Annual Report (Supplement) of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1895, 20 
12 Foucault, op. cit., vii 
13 Ayr Treasurer’s Accounts, APS iv 30, c.39 (12mo edition c.185) listed under Common Good of Burghs, 
1593-4 
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Fig. 1.4 ‘Ship of Fools’ allegory by Sebastian Brant, 1492 in E. H. Zeydel, The Ship of Fools, Ontario, 

1944, 349 
 

‘Witchcraft’ 

‘Witchcraft’ was another perceived manifestation of ‘insanity’. This was particularly the 

case in Scotland where ‘supposed witches’ were burnt at the stake. Figure 1.5 envisages 

the scene of the last person sentenced to death for witchcraft in Scotland in 1722 and 

portrays the individual as deranged.  

 

 
Fig. 1.5 Illustration depicting the burning of the last ‘witch’ condemned to death in Scotland in 1722 in W. 

P. Letchworth, The Insane Foreign Countries, New York and London, 1889, 110 
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She is pictured dancing at the site where she was to be killed. The small boy and kneeling 

girl (presumably her family) are shown with sticks representing the belief that ‘insanity’ 

was a form of hereditary illness and that the outward body mirrored the inner soul. To 

that end a mis-shapen body told of a mis-shapen or possessed soul. These examples give 

a very brief illustration of the perceived nature of ‘insanity’, ‘lunacy’ or ‘madness’, their 

origin and how society responded to it prior to the nineteenth century. 

 

Religious shrines 

In the centuries prior to any effective medical treatment for ‘madness’, almost every 

country in Europe had holy places to which the ‘insane’ would be taken to find cures. 

There are records of shrines for the mentally ill in Ireland, Scotland, England, Belgium 

and Germany and in France memorials to Saints Menou and Dizier were frequented from 

mediaeval times. At the shrine of St Dymphna in Gheel, Belgium, the ‘insane’ began to 

settle and were cared for by townspeople. Here it seemed that fear was slowly beginning 

to give way to pity. St Dymphna (fig. 1.6) is particularly celebrated as the patron saint of 

the mentally ill and is still visited today by chronic sufferers in search of healing.  

 

 
Fig. 1.6 St Dymphna, photograph of a holy card of c.1960 taken by A. Adam, 2008 
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In Scotland the little ruined chapel of Strath Fillan was long recognised as a shrine for the 

cure of mental derangement.14 Sir Walter Scott referred to it as:  

 
St Fillan’s blessed well 
Whose spring can frenzied dreams dispel 
And the crazed brain restore.15 

 

This ‘holy pool’ (fig. 1.7) is located by St Fillan’s Priory on the River Fillan, near 

Crianlarich in Perthshire, in which the ‘madman’ was submerged in order to cure his 

illness.16 

 

 
Fig. 1.7 St Fillan’s Holy Pool, Strath Fillan, Photograph by T. Smith, 2007 
 

These saints and shrines offered hope for the ‘insane’ at a time when public institutions 

were practically non-existent, and where they did exist they were purely custodial.  

 

‘Lunatics’ in prisons 

Scotland’s ‘lunatics’, up to the mid nineteenth century, were frequently consigned to a 

cell in the local tolbooth along with common criminals – and even sometimes were 

chained to the outer wall of the building. Here they could be publicly abused and 

displayed as a warning to others. Figures 1.8 and 1.9 show the manacles still in place at 

the Aberdeen Tolbooth and the Kilmaurs Tolbooth in Ayrshire, used both for malefactors 

                                                
14 British Medical Journal, July, 1888, 201 
15 W. Scott, Marmion: A Tale of Flodden Field, Edinburgh, 1835, 47 
16 St Fillan was born in Ireland but moved to Scotland and there became a patron saint of the ‘insane’. His 
crozier can be found in the Museum of Scotland. 
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and ‘madmen’. Conditions of incarceration were so harsh that, for some, death was 

considered a better fate. In Prisons and Punishments in Scotland Cameron gives an 

example from 1718 of a lunatic in Kinghorn, Fife, who had been imprisoned in such a 

state that he ‘found his happy release into death by swallowing melted lead.’17  
 

 
Fig. 1.8 Cell with manacles inside tower of Aberdeen Tolbooth, City of Aberdeen, 1995 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 1.9 Kilmaurs Town House, East Ayrshire, showing a manacle on the outer wall18, 1995 ©RCAHMS 

                                                
17 J. Cameron, Prisons and Punishments in Scotland, Edinburgh, 1983, 159 
18 The manacles attached to the outer wall would originally have hung loose rather than being ‘pinned’ up 
as shown 
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An undated letter in the Perth Museum from a Reverend James Scott recommended the 

continued confinement in the tolbooth of a female ‘lunatic’, Grissel Kelly, ‘til she 

become more calm.’19 At that time the Kirk Session of the parish church was providing 

for her sustenance, the agreement being that on receipt of some allowance her daughter 

‘would make meat and carry it to her.’ Whilst it was deemed to be the church’s Christian 

duty to provide for the inmate, it was also concerned with keeping the ‘insane’ securely 

locked up. As the reformer W. A. F. Browne (1805-85) would later state in a series of 

lectures, What Asylums Were, Are and Ought To Be, the main objective during this period 

was ‘to confine and conceal.’20 He notes how conditions on the continent were little 

different from Scotland, citing the example of a monastic establishment in the south of 

France where every ‘lunatic’ regularly received ten lashes per day and how at Maréville, 

near Nancy, the cages containing the ‘insane’ were placed in cellars.21 These cages were 

probably similar to the Belgian Case of 1784 illustrated in figure 1.10.  

 

 
Fig. 1.10 Belgian Case of 1784 as illustrated in W.P. Letchworth, The Insane in Foreign Countries, New 
 York and London, 1889, 197 

                                                
19 Perth Museum, ref. B59.24.11/188, letter from Rev. Jas. Scott to Bailie Duff 
20 Browne, op. cit., 101 
21 Ibid. 
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Browne refers to Lille in the north of France, where ‘lunatics’ were confined in 

subterranean holes and at Saumur where they inhabited cells without windows, with 

wooden troughs filled with oak bark as beds.22 In the 1820s Jean Etienne-Domenique 

Esquirol (1772-1840), student of the renowned reformer Philippe Pinel (1745-1826), 

undertook a nationwide survey. He visited all the institutions in France where ‘lunatics’ 

were confined and from his observations he painted the following dramatic picture: 

 
I have seen them naked, clad in rags, having but straw to shield them from the cold 
humidity of the pavement where they lie. I have seen them coarsely fed, lacking air 
to breathe, water to quench their thirst, wanting the basic necessities of life. I have 
seen them at the mercy of veritable jailers, victims of their brutal supervision. I 
have seen them in narrow dirty, infested dungeons without air or light … [and] 
chained in caverns where one would fear to lock up the wild beasts that luxury-
loving governments keep at great expense in their capitals.23 

 

Esquirol prepared a list of penal institutions which he condemned, ‘there are few prisons 

where the raving mad are not to be found; these unfortunates are chained in dungeons 

beside criminals. What a monstrous association! The calm madmen are treated worse 

than the malefactors.’24 The ‘insane’ were treated as animals and the institutional 

factories that housed them resembled cages and pens more than any retreat for 

improvement. As Foucault observed, ‘this model of animality prevailed in the asylums 

and gave them their cagelike aspect, their look of the menagerie.’25 This is further 

illustrated in a painting by Goya entitled Courtyard with Lunatics of 1793-4 (fig. 1.11). 

Here the ‘mad’ are naked or partially naked, displaying the many different characteristics 

of ‘lunacy’ while the gaoler is fully clothed and pictured with a whip about to strike. The 

group of ‘lunatics’ is depicted in a dark, dismal, high-walled and gated courtyard with 

bare earth as a floor and no signs of comfort; the luminously bright daylight from above 

forms a great contrast to the outside world. 
 

                                                
22 Ibid. 
23 Quoted by D. B. Weiner, ‘Le geste de Pinel: Psychiatric Myth’ in M.S. Micale & R. Porter, eds., 
Discovering the History of Psychiatry, New York, 1994, 234 
24 E. Esquirol, as reported in The Literary Gazette; and Journal of the Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, etc. for 
the year 1820, London, 1820, 393 
25 Foucault, op. cit., 72 
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Fig. 1.11 Courtyard with Lunatics by Francisco Jose de Goya y Lucientes, 1792-94 ©The Athenaeum 
 

Throughout Europe, including Scotland, imprisonment was regarded as the only effective 

way to manage the ‘insane’ up to the late eighteenth century.  
 
In Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland, O. Checkland commented that at this same time 

‘there was no therapy that could lead to the engendering or revival of personality. The 

seriously mad were thus not really human, but seemed closer to animals.’26 In their 

annual report of 1895 the Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland looking back to this 

period recalled that while ‘the laws of Great Britain did not, like the French laws, 

previous to the first Republic, speak of the ‘insane’ as a class allied to mischievous and 

                                                
26 O. Checkland, Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland, Edinburgh, 1980, 165 
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ferocious animals; … they were conceived in the same spirit.’27 M. Parchappé, Inspector-

General of French asylums in 1853 would later note in his Des Principes a Suivre dans la 

fondation et la construction des asiles d’aliénés of that period: 

 
overall conditions were bad for all with restricted cells, cold and unhealthy with 
windows barred and lacking in glass … [with] two, three or even four sharing a bed 
with infrequently replaced straw, inadequate food and insufficient clothing. Sick 
people thrown together in ill lit corridors and rooms, poorly ventilated with very 
small airing yards. There was frequent use of restraints, cruel and irritating, chains, 
shackles, obstacles and yokes overseen by ignorant carers who repressed them with 
blows.28 

 

The necessity for confinement linked inextricably the regimes for criminals and the 

insane. Progress was slow and although new institutions were being established in 

Europe, in Scotland many ‘lunatics’ were still being accommodated in gaols or tolbooths. 

In an address to the public in 1807 Andrew Duncan (1744-1828), President of the Royal 

College of Physicians in Edinburgh, declared that ‘the metropolis of Scotland is 

distinguished by the variety of its charitable establishments, and by the munificence with 

which they are endowed and supported. It is, at the same time, a remarkable fact, that it 

contains no suitable public provision for the reception and relief of the insane.’29  

 

‘Lunatics’ in Scottish infirmaries and the Glasgow Town’s Hospital 

As Scotland’s infirmaries began to be established in the mid eighteenth century an 

alternative to the tolbooth and prison emerged and ‘lunatics’ began to be lodged 

alongside those with physical illnesses. This meant that the ‘curable’ were therefore being 

accommodated with the ‘incurable’. The infirmaries however, were conceived to deal 

largely with short-term infectious cases or surgery. The ‘insane’ were considered to be a 

disruptive group in the hospital who caused disturbance to the other patients. Furthermore 

the ‘insane’, in their turn, were exposed to all forms of infectious disease which placed 

them in great danger from the other patients.  

                                                
27 Thirty-sixth Annual Report (Supplement) of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1895, 19 
28 M. Parchappé, Des Principes a Suivre dans la fondation et la construction des asiles d’aliénés, Paris, 
1853, 217 (trans. A. Darragh) 
29 A. Duncan, Address to the public respecting the establishment of a lunatic asylum at Edinburgh, 
Edinburgh, 1807 
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In Glasgow the Town’s Hospital was opened in 1732 for the chronically sick, ‘poor 

decaying old men, widows and orphans’ of the city (figs 1.12 and 1.13).30 Designed by 

John Craig and Allan Dreghorn the three-storey and attic buildings formed a quadrangle 

with the principal range fronting onto Clyde Street and had two projecting side wings, 

which provided accommodation for the ‘incurably insane’. The space in the centre was an 

airing-ground for ‘paupers’. It was later supplemented by a new infirmary block to the 

rear of the existing building, with accommodation for ‘lunatics’ in its basement. The 

managers of the hospital had intended to increase the capacity from 152 to 600 when 

funds would permit and the building had been planned in such a way that would make 

these additions possible. In 1736 a native of the city, John McUre, noted in his History of 

Glasgow that: 

 
This hospital is still enlarging, and two wings of additions are to be added to the 
building … and it deserves particular consideration, the benefit of it not being 
restricted, like many other hospitals, to any certain number, or to any particular 
sort of poor; but being designed to extend to all sorts of poor belonging to the 
place.31 

 

 
Fig. 1.12 Colour lithograph of the Glasgow Town’s Hospital entitled Old Town's Hospital and residence 

of Robert Dreghorn Esq., by Thomas Fairbairn, 1839, ©Glasgow City Libraries 
                                                
30 J. McUre, History of Glasgow, 1736, Glasgow, 1830 (2nd ed.), 251 
31 Ibid., 252 
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Fig. 1.13 Engraving on wood showing the Town’s Hospital in J. F. S. Gordon (ed.) The History of 

Glasgow (Glasghu Facies) published by J. Tweed, 1872, 1096. Re-engraved from the original by 
R. Scott in Glasgow Delineated, 1827, plate opposite page 80 

 
 
The physically and mentally ill ‘paupers’, along with other general inmates, were 

accommodated together in the hospital, the only stipulation being that they had to belong 

to the general Glasgow area. Located on the banks of the River Clyde, the Glasgow 

Town’s Hospital was prone to flooding, leading to damp cells in the basement. This, 

coupled with extreme overcrowding, was grossly detrimental to any kind of recovery. Mr 

McNair, one-time Director, expressed his concerns for the neglected state of the 

‘lunatics’ incarcerated therein and among whom were often ‘persons of respectable rank, 

who, from want of proper accommodation, had to be placed in damp and dismal cells, 

scarcely fit for human beings of the lowest grade.’32 

 

In his account of 1736 McUre commented that ‘a more convenient infirmary’, which had 

‘proper apartments for people who had lost the use of their reason’, was needed. He went 

on to complain that this was ‘a thing most wanting, there being nothing of that kind in 

North Britain.’33 Although the need for a separate asylum was raised, no real progress 

was made in Glasgow at this time and the mentally ill continued to be accommodated 
                                                
32 Eighteenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1832, 13 
33 McUre, op. cit., 252 
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alongside other chronic cases in the Town’s Hospital for many years to come. In other 

Scottish towns and cities, namely Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Dumfries, Dundee and 

Inverness, the mentally ill were also accommodated along with the physically ill in the 

general hospitals. 

 

The Royal Infirmaries of Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Dundee 

The Royal Infirmary in Aberdeen was founded in 1742 and was initially a comparatively 

small hospital containing only 40 beds. The lower floor had a few small rooms, 

containing ‘Bedlam cells’ which were for persons ‘bereft of reason’. Similarly, although 

on a larger scale, the new Edinburgh Infirmary of 1748 had 12 vaulted cells set apart for 

‘lunatics’. In Edinburgh Andrew Duncan in his 1809 Observations on the Structure of 

Hospitals for the Treatment of Lunatics, noted that by treating lunatics in a general 

hospital ‘the injury done to the other patients, by their noise, is an insuperable objection’ 

and that they are therefore ‘no longer admitted into the Infirmary of Edinburgh, although, 

in the original plan, apartments were allotted for them.’34 The New Statistical Account of 

Scotland states that ‘when the Infirmary was first instituted, a ward was set apart for the 

care of lunatics; but it was soon found that the contiguity of these with the other patients 

was most inconvenient for both classes.35 A similar situation was evident at the Aberdeen 

Infirmary when, in the Minutes of 1798, it was noted that ‘it is attended with very great 

inconvenience and prejudice to sick patients to have those who are under mental 

derangement, lodged within the same house, and that the cells in the present hospital are 

not constructed on a plan to afford proper accommodation to that class of patients.’36 

Instead they recommended that ‘an outer or separate building, at a proper distance from 

the infirmary’ be erected.37 In Dundee, which, by the first decade of the nineteenth 

century was the third most populous centre in Scotland, John Paterson’s infirmary opened 

for the reception of patients in 1798 and accommodated ‘lunatics’ up to 1812 (fig. 

1.14).38  

                                                
34 A. Duncan, ‘Observations of the General treatment of Lunatics as a branch of Medical Police’, The 
Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. 4., 1808, 147 
35 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 1, Edinburgh, 732 
36 Aberdeen, GRHB 1/1, Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary and Lunatic Hospital, 1798, 1 
37 Ibid. 
38 See A. Colville, Dundee Delineated, Dundee, 1822, 114-5 
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Fig. 1.14 Photograph of the Dundee Royal Infirmary, taken before 1880 ©Dundee Central Library 
 

The Infirmaries of Dumfries and Inverness 

When the Northern Infirmary in Inverness was established in 1799 (fig. 1.15) ‘lunatic’ 

patients were accommodated from the outset, with donations accepted on the 

understanding that it was to be open to both the physically and mentally ill. The 

physicians complained about the location of the ‘Bedlam cells’ within the main hospital 

building, noting the disturbance to the general patients ‘from the great noise made by 

such of the Bedlamites that are furious.’39 It was soon decided that ‘an outward or 

separate building at a proper distance from the infirmary for persons disordered in reason’ 

was required and by 1804 the site comprised a ‘large and handsome infirmary … with a 

lunatic asylum attached to it, for the use of the Northern Counties of Scotland.’40 This 

represented a small but important development, which led to ‘lunatics’ at Inverness being 

accommodated in a separate, detached block (illustrated in figures 1.16), which was 

advantageous to the recovery of both categories of patient. This was also the case at 

Dumfries (figures 1.17) where ‘lunatics’ were housed in the detached side block to the 

right of the main building. In both Inverness and Dumfries a further development was 

evident in the relocation of the infirmary from the centre of the busy town to the outskirts. 

                                                
39 Aberdeen, GRHB 1/1, Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary and Lunatic Hospital, 10 June, 1773, 19 
40 Aberdeen, GRHB 1/1, Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary and Lunatic Hospital, [no date], 1798, 1 
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In the New Statistical Account of Scotland of 1834-45, it was stated that the Dumfries 

Infirmary stood ‘on an airy locality at the south east extremity of the town.’41  

 

 
Fig. 1.15 The Town of Inverness in 1823, showing the Northern Infirmary. Drawn by I. Clark from a print 
  published by Smith & Fletcher, London, from ‘The Story of a Scottish Voluntary Hospital’ by 
  T.C. Mackenzie (ed.,) Inverness, Northern Chronicle Office, 1946 
 

 
Fig. 1.16 Northern Infirmary of 1799, Inverness, from John Wood’s Plan of the Town of Inverness from 

actual survey, 1821 ©nls  

                                                
41 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 4, Dumfries, 15 
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Fig. 1.17 Dumfries Infirmary of 1776, Dumfries, from John Wood’s Plan of the Towns of Dumfries and 

 Maxwelltown from actual survey, 1819 ©nls 
 

In Inverness discussions regarding the establishment of an asylum started in 1818, but no 

progress was made as the local population felt that no expense should be incurred for the 

erection of a house for ‘lunatics’. This view was reflected by a Mr Fraser of Torbreck, 

who expressed serious doubts whether it should be ‘at all entertained for the reasons 

which made many other countries hostile to it.’42 Inverness provides an illustration of the 

discussions all over Scotland in relation to the priority to be accorded to the 

accommodation of the rapidly growing number of ‘lunatics’. Asylum buildings were 

extremely expensive to build and maintain and many people were simply not prepared to 

donate money to erect homes for ‘madmen’. This led to many compromises, for example 

at the Northern Infirmary, where it was argued that if sufficient changes could be made to 

the infirmary buildings, ‘lunatics’ could continue to be housed there on a more 

satisfactory and permanent basis. After all, there was already staff on hand: a surgeon, 

keeper, matron and servants supported by the public purse. In 1850 a legacy of £2,000 

was received from a ‘benevolent friend to the poor’, which specified that the character of 

the Royal Infirmary should be maintained, with accommodation for those ‘diseased in 

                                                
42 Inverness Journal (and Northern Advertiser), Friday 6 March, 1818, 3D, G 
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body or mind … to obtain shelter and relief.’43 It was agreed that ‘less than one fourth of 

the legacy, being £500, may be sufficient to put the cells and the ground in excellent 

order for the reception of at least 20 lunatics, within three months, if the matter be 

vigorously gone about.’44 Such provisions outlined for the redevelopment of the lunatic 

accommodation at the Northern Infirmary were clearly inadequate due to the increasing 

demand, yet ‘lunatics’ continued to be housed there until around 1850.  

 

Patients in private madhouses or maintained at home 

In addition to accommodating ‘lunatics’ in prisons and hospitals, a great number of 

patients were detained in private madhouses. These were small, un-regulated houses run 

for profit and open to those whose relatives or friends were prepared to pay. Although 

this thesis deals only with public asylums, private institutions must also be considered as 

it was partially due to the abuses of their inmates that the need for the new public asylum 

grew ever more urgent. Whilst there were some ‘good’ private asylums in Scotland, 

Duncan argued in 1809 that ‘it cannot be denied that some of them are disgraceful 

nuisances, and that they are liable to the greatest abuses.’45 He highlighted that anyone in 

Scotland, ‘however notorious or suspected his character may be, is permitted to keep 

what is called a private madhouse … and … is not obliged, by law, to observe any 

regulations.’46 In Outside the Walls of the Asylum, Bartlett and Wright note that ‘mad and 

idiotic Scots were almost always cared for by men and women who had no professional 

qualifications (or pretension).’47 They provided information on the backgrounds of those 

who ran ‘madhouses’ citing the case of David Veitch, ‘the allegedly spendthrift husband 

of the woman who kept the largest madhouse in Midlothian in 1816’, who ‘was bred a 

farmer’. They mentioned that ‘the keeper of the Edinburgh Bedlam in 1750 was a 

gardener called Robert Dickie.’ It was commonplace for staff at these ‘madhouses’ to be 

unqualified and unskilled, leading to many abuses. 

 

                                                
43 Inverness Advertiser, 4 June 1850, 6 C+D 
44 Ibid., ref. 4/6, 6 C+D 
45 Duncan, ‘Observations’, op. cit., 145 
46 Ibid. 
47 P. Bartlett and D. Wright, Outside the Walls of the Asylum: The History of Care in the Community 1750-
2000, London, 1999, 39 
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Another issue with private madhouses was that there was a high risk of unjust 

incarceration. With no regulation or trained staff, anyone who could afford it or anyone 

wanting to rid themselves of an awkward relative could have them confined in a private 

madhouse. The importance for the family was often to confine and conceal, and, as 

Duncan stated, it was a place where chains and darkness were part of its apparatus.48 The 

General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland would later comment: 

 

Proprietors of licensed houses endeavour to fill their premises by offering to take 
patients on low terms; gross deceptions are practised by them with a view of 
screening defects, abuses, and mismanagement and those patients who, by reason of 
their malady, are rendered incapable of making complaints, endure much 
deprivation and oppression.49 

 

An article ‘The Management of the Insane in Scotland’ in the British Medical Journal 

written following the passing of the Lunacy (Scotland) Act in 185750 stated of private 

‘madhouses’ in Scotland that:  

 
the premises are in most cases totally unsuited for the purpose of asylums, and are 
crowded in an extreme degree. The patients are badly lodged within doors and are 
scarcely ever allowed to walk beyond small yards surrounded by high walls. They 
are generally scantily fed and clothed, and are provided with but a meagre amount 
of bedding which is often of the worst kind. They are frequently subjected to 
mechanical restraint and seclusion, and are occasionally stripped naked and placed 
to sleep together on loose straw cast into rudely constructed bed frames.51 

 

The Commissioners of the General Board, in looking back to earlier times, included this 

description of conditions in these private madhouses: ‘there are houses in which some of 

the paupers are constantly manacled, either with the view to preventing their escape or to 

keep them from attacking the attendants or patients. In almost every house were found 

handcuffs, leglocks, gloves, straps, and strait-waistcoats.’52 

 

                                                
48 Duncan, ‘Observations’, op. cit., 147 
49 Thirty-sixth Annual Report (Supplement) of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1895, 18 
50 An Act for the Regulation of the Care and Treatment of Lunatics, and for the Provision, Maintenance and 
Regulation of Lunatic Asylums in Scotland, 1857, 20 & 21 Vict. c.71 
51 ‘The Management of the Insane in Scotland’, British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 38, 19 September, 
1857, 793 
52 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, 1xxxiv 
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One such private madhouse was described in detail by Browne in What Asylums Were, 

Are and Ought to be: 

 
The building was gloomy, placed in some low confined situation, without windows 
to the front, every chink barred and grated – a perfect gaol. As you enter, the creak 
of bolts, and the clank of chains are scarcely distinguishable amid the wild chorus 
of shrieks and sobs which issue from every apartment. The passages are narrow, 
dark, damp, exhale a noxious effluvia, and are provided with a door at every two or 
three yards. Your conductor has the head and visage of a Charib; carries, fit 
accompaniment, a whip and a bunch of keys, and speaks in harsh monosyllables. 
The first common room you examine, measuring twelve feet long, by seven wide, 
with a window which does not open, is perhaps for females. Ten of them, with no 
other covering than a rag round the waist, are chained to the wall, loathsome and 
hideous; but, when addressed, evidently retaining some of the intelligence, and 
much of the feeling which in other days ennobled their nature. In shame or sorrow, 
one of them perhaps utters a cry; a blow which brings the blood from the temple, 
the tear from the eye, an additional chain, a gag, in indecent or contemptuous 
expression, produces silence. And if you ask where these creatures sleep, you are 
led to a kennel eight feet square, with an unglazed airhole eight inches in diameter; 
in this, you are told five women sleep. The floor is covered, the walls bedaubed 
with filth and excrement; no bedding but wet decayed straw is allowed, and the 
stench is so insupportable, that you turn away and hasten from the scene. Each of 
the sombre colours of this picture is a fact. And those facts are but a fraction of the 
evils.53 

The brutal treatment within some of these private ‘madhouses’ was uncovered as a result 

of the 1815 Act to Regulate madhouses in Scotland, which made two main provisions.54 

Firstly, it became a requirement for annual licenses to be granted to private madhouses in 

which one or more ‘lunatics’ were housed and secondly that inspections must be carried 

out twice a year by sheriffs and medical men. It also empowered sheriffs to make 

inspections of any other public asylum, hospital, poorhouse or gaol in which lunatics 

were accommodated.  

 

The harsh conditions in the private ‘madhouses’ continued throughout Britain well after 

the passing of the 1815 Act and in Browne’s lecture What Asylums Are he commented on 

the situation in Middlesex in the 1820s where a patient had been found alone in an 

outhouse of a private ‘madhouse’ in winter with no fire, broken windows sleeping in a 

                                                
53 Browne, op. cit., 132 
54 55 Geo. III c. 69 
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miserable room up a private stair. This room was ‘small and offensive, containing only a 

wet and dirty piece of sacking filled with straw, with one rug and a blanket.’55  Browne 

recorded for this treatment the patient paid £50 per annum. By all accounts this was a 

common occurrence. In many cases these private madhouses had few, if any, staff and 

coercion was often seen as the only method of handling the ‘lunatics’. According to 

Browne, in another instance ‘three keepers were expected to guide, govern, and soothe 

250 patients.’56 In yet another private asylum ‘164 patients were entrusted to two 

keepers’, whilst in a third ‘each servant was appointed to take charge of fifty patients.’57  

Edinburgh’s ‘madhouse’, for ‘lunatic’ patients, was an institution known as ‘Bedlam’, 

which was part of the charity workhouse and was under the superintendence and direction 

of its managers. Duncan stated that it was ‘scarcely possible to conceive a situation less 

adapted, either to promote recovery, or to confer that comfort which even the incurably 

insane are capable of enjoying.’58 It was located at the intersection of Teviot Row and 

Bristow Port, now ‘Teviot Place’ and ‘Bristo Street’, and can be seen in John Ainslie’s 

City of Edinburgh plan of 1780 labelled ‘Correction House and Bedlam’ (fig. 1.18). Four 

years later a map by Alexander Kincaid (fig. 1.19), A Plan of the City and Suburbs of 

Edinburgh, shows the establishment labelled ‘Bedlem.’ It originally comprised three 

parallel ranges, with a further block running at right angles. Duncan noted that ‘the 

buildings of Bedlam by their very limited size, their inconvenient construction and their 

local situation are radically and unalterably unfit for the purposes of a lunatic asylum.’59 

 
Duncan, having visited some of the accommodation and reviewed the treatment of 

‘lunatics’ in Europe and England, was determined to improve the conditions in Scotland. 

He advocated properly designed, purpose built institutions, which would provide a safe 

haven for this unfortunate group. 

 

                                                
55 Browne, op. cit., 145 
56 Ibid., 147 
57 Ibid. 
58 Duncan, Address to the public, op. cit., 4 
59 Ibid. 
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Fig. 1.18 J. Ainslie, map extract from his plan City of Edinburgh, showing ‘Correction House and Bedlam’ 
 (here labelled ‘Y’ with a key elsewhere on the map), Edinburgh, 1780 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 1.19 A. Kincaid, map extract from A Plan of the City and Suburbs of Edinburgh, showing ‘Bedlem’ 
 Edinburgh, 1784 ©nls 
 

The first purpose-built institutions for the ‘insane’ in Europe and England 

 
Le Bicêtre and La Salpêtrière  

The concept of large multi-functional institutions providing for society’s afflicted came 

from France where major advances had been taking place from the mid seventeenth 

century. These institutions were built on a vast scale, reflecting the sheer unmet need, and 

housed the physically sick, the orphaned, the unemployed, the senile and the ‘insane’. 

Rather than all being housed together, as previously, the Hôpital Général in Paris, 

founded by Cardinal Jules Mazarin in 1656, was the first institution to segregate these 

groups so that each had its own accommodation. In 1680 the Maison de Force, a prison 
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for female prostitutes and criminals of various sorts, was added. The two largest sections 

of the complex were for the ‘mad’ and comprised Le Bicêtre for males and La Salpêtrière 

for females, each capable of housing up to 6,000 individuals. These institutions occupy 

an important place in the history of the treatment of ‘insanity’. At the time of their 

erection they were little more than centres of custodial care, but they did, for the first 

time, provide purpose-built accommodation for the ‘insane’. It was here that many of the 

guiding principles that would define asylum management and design throughout the 

following two centuries would originate. Much of this was due to the pioneering work of 

the great French physician Philippe Pinel (1745-1826) who was appointed Chief 

Physician at Le Bicêtre in 1792 (fig. 1.20). In 1793 he set about removing the mechanical 

restraints, which had been used for decades, and advocated that patients would no longer 

be feared, ridiculed and pitied, but rather understood and treated with kindness. In the 

final years of the eighteenth century a maternity hospital was added for both married and 

unmarried patients and by the start of the nineteenth century the prison no longer formed 

a part of the hospital complex. 
 

 
Fig. 1.20 Philippe Pinel. Lithograph by P. R. Vignéron., c.1810 ©Wellcome Library, London  
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Underlying this was the belief that improved ‘behaviour’ by the ‘insane’ would come 

from an understanding of their need to develop inner self-discipline. Pinel emphasised the 

need for liberty, physical exercise, hygiene and active employment and was revolutionary 

in referring to ‘lunatics’ as ‘patients’. At the Bicêtre and La Salpêtrière Pinel’s patients 

could move freely about the hospital grounds and the dark dungeons of the previous 

centuries were replaced with sunny, well-ventilated rooms. This gave rise to the 

revolutionary concept of ‘Moral Treatment’, initially referred to by Pinel as traitement 

moral in his Recherches et observations sur le traitement moral des aliénés of 1799. This 

‘treatment’ would develop in the context of the Enlightenment and would become the 

dominant therapeutic influence in asylum development throughout the 1800s. 

 

Pinel outlined his suggested improvements in his treatise of 1800, Traité médico-

philosophique sur l'aliénation mentale ou la manie, when he stated that the institution 

should: 
allow every maniac all the latitude of personal liberty consistent with safety; to 
proportion the degree of coercion to the demands upon it from his extravagance of 
behaviour; to use mildness of manners or firmness as occasion may require,—the 
bland arts of conciliation, or the tone of irresistible authority pronouncing an 
irreversible mandate, and to proscribe, most absolutely, all violence and ill 
treatment on the part of the domestics, are laws of fundamental importance, and 
essential to the prudent and successful management of all lunatic institutions.60 

 

It was at La Salpêtrière and Le Bicêtre that Pinel was famously credited with unchaining 

the inmates. The Asylum Journal of 1855 later reported that he tried the ‘humane 

experiment of releasing from fetters some of the insane citizens chained in the dungeons 

walls of the Bicêtre’.61 In the painting Dr Pinel in the courtyard of the Salpêtrière of 

1876, the artist Robert-Fleury places Pinel in the courtyard of La Salpêtrière, after freeing 

a female patient from her manacles (fig. 1.21).  

 

Buildings became a vital part of the Moral Treatment. Patients who had become over 

excited by the stresses of modern life were removed to these institutions where they were 
                                                
60 P. Pinel, Traité médico-philosophique sur l'aliénation mentale ou la manie, Paris, 1800 (translation 
1806), 81  
61 The Asylum Journal, (later the Journal of Mental Science and today the British Journal of Psychiatry), 
No. 1, 15 September 1853, 1 
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physically sheltered and immersed in an ordered, rational and balanced environment. 

They were ‘treated’ within a purpose-built world, which offered them a new kind of 

existence.  

 

 
Fig. 1.21 Dr Pinel in the courtyard of the Salpêtrière, gravure by Goupil after painting by Robert-Fleury, 
 1876 ©National Library of Medicine (NLM)  
 

The original architect of La Salpêtrière was Pierre Le Muet (1591-1669) and he was 

succeeded by Libéral Bruand (1635-97) who began the Chapel (La Chapelle Saint-Louis) 

in 1670 and completed it in 1677. It was in La Salpêtrière that the first efforts were made 

at a ‘classification’ or separation of the mentally ill, subdividing them into loges. The 

strict ‘classification’ meant that patients would be housed alongside others of the same 

social rank in society, gender or with similar complaints. These loges were used to 

categorise inmates by the nature of their disease (illustrated in figure 1.22) into wards for 

‘idiots’, ‘sowers of discord’, ‘agitated cases’ (further divided into ‘curable’ and ‘recent 

incurable’), ‘escapees’, the ‘melancholy’ and the ‘senile’. The loges were designed in 

1789 by Charles François Veil and were connected by small internal corridors. According 

to hospitals historian G. Goldin in her article on asylums in the Grove Dictionary of Art, 
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these corridors were ‘aggressively ventilated.’62 Along with ‘classification’, this emphasis 

on ventilation was to be a central feature of the operation of the later public asylums. In 

his Treatise on Insanity of 1800 Pinel outlined the importance of classification by 

‘disease’ and how each group required a specific type of accommodation. He advocated 

that: 

 
melancholics ought to be allotted a part of the establishment commanding open and 
cheerful scenery, and adjoining to the grounds or gardens, where it is intended to 
engage them in the pleasing exercises of horticulture. The most furious and 
extravagant maniacs, it will be proper to confine in the most retired part of the 
building, where their cries and howlings will not reach beyond the gloom and 
secrecy of the place, and where no external object can be presented to excite or to 
aggravate their fury. Those subject to periodical mania, may, during their lucid 
intervals be liberated from their gloomy residences, and be permitted to associate 
with the convalescents.63 
 

This represented a huge shift in attitudes and outlines how the layout and arrangement of 

buildings could contribute to the effective management of the institutions. 

 

 
Fig. 1.22 Ground plan of the loges at La Salpêtrière as illustrated in J. D. Thompson and G. Golding, The 
 Hospital: A Social and Architectural History, Yale, 1975, 69 

                                                
62 G. Goldin, ‘Asylum’ in Grove Dictionary of Art, Vol. 2, London, 2003, 658 
63 P. Pinel, A Treatise on Insanity, Paris, 1801, 172 
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The grand central administration block of La Salpêtrière was equally impressive in its 

size and scale. It had a long three-storey-and-attic range of three sections punctuated with 

four four-storeyed blocks which were stepped forward and capped with Mansard pavilion 

roofs at the terminals of each range. The building reflected seventeenth-century Parisian 

taste and boasted a grand central entrance block with three large arched openings, each 

flanked by a pair of Ionic columns. The whole institution was entered by a ceremonial-

style lodge block (as seen in figures 1.23-1.27). Apart from the chapel, which was 

somewhat plainer in style, the buildings of the main blocks were stylish and hugely 

impressive – arguably even more monumental than those of Cardinal Richelieu’s Old 

Sorbonne.  

 
Fig. 1.23 Hôpital de la Salpêtrière, Paris, France, 1905. Photograph by E. Gauckler from the collection of 
 Le Professeur J. Dejerine 1849-1917, published Masson, Paris, 1922, Plate VIII ©Wellcome 
 Library, London 
 

 
Fig. 1.24 La Salpêtrière, Paris, view of lodge gateway ©A. Darragh, 2003 
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Fig. 1.25 La Salpêtrière, Paris, view of original administration block ©A. Darragh, 2003 
 

The symmetry of the main building at La Salpêtrière would become a central feature of 

public asylum design in Scotland right up to the twentieth century. Another component of 

the plan was the introduction of a garden and other spaces in which inmates could 

exercise. The site plan of the whole complex (fig. 1.26) illustrates other elements of the 

new institution such as fields for farming, providing the opportunity for productive labour 

and self-sufficiency, ideas which would influence future public asylum design. Activity 

and exercise played an important role and Foucault notes how at the Hôpital Général 

inmates filled their days with practical work whilst certain periods were set aside for ‘the 

reading of pious books.’64 As to practical employment, it was noted that patients were to 

spend extensive periods of time carrying out tasks that their ‘strengths and situations … 

sex and inclinations’ would allow.65 The institutions of the Hôpital Général were not 

merely social but their functions were at the same time economic, religious and moral. 

This moral function was further serviced by the chapel, which was located centrally 

behind the main block. With its vast ornamental dome this formed a focal point for the 

design and at the same time representing hope and symbolising the belief that God was at 

the centre of life in the hospital, uniting all the inmates. With its farmland, gardens, 

church and complex of classified buildings this revolutionary institution would become a 

model which future asylum planners would follow right across Western Europe. 
                                                
64 Foucault, op. cit., 61 
65 Ibid., 60 
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Fig. 1.26 Hôpital de la Salpêtrière, Paris, including a detailed numbered plan. Line engraving by J. E. 
 Thierry after E. Poulet Galimard, 1812 ©Wellcome Library, London  
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Fig. 1.27 La Salpêtrière, Paris, main entrance archway of lodge ©A. Darragh, 2003 
 

La Salpêtrière led to the construction of hundreds of separate buildings throughout France 

devoted to the treatment of mental illness by radically changing the individual’s 

environment. Given that insanity was characterised by purposeless mental and physical 

behaviour its treatment was aimed to correct this by instilling a sense of order, harmony 

and balance into their lives. Pinel’s student and successor, Jean Esquirol (1772-1840) 

(fig. 1.28), promoted these same enlightened principles and established new asylums all 

over France. 
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Fig. 1.28 Jean-Etienne-Dominique Esquirol, stipple engraving by A. Tardieu, 1828, ©Wellcome Library, 
 London 
 

The London ‘Bedlam’ 

Returning to the previous century, the first large-scale institution built exclusively for the 

mentally ill in Britain was London’s revolutionary Bethlem Hospital of 1676 (more 

commonly known as ‘Bedlam’). It was architecturally very impressive but in 

management it was little more than a prison for containment, as La Salpetrière had been 

when it was first established. There are records of English visitors frequenting Bedlam 

for the purposes of entertainment, paying a penny for the privilege of being able to take 

their families inside to poke the lunatics with long poles ‘to stir them to rage or feeble 

antics.’66 Thompson and Golding highlight this when they relate that ‘For a penny anyone 

could walk the wards with unconcealed curiosity and amusement. Visiting Bedlam was 

something to do on an idle day, like going to the zoo.’67 It is this idea of somewhere 

beyond the boundaries of the normal human world that has continued to fuel the 

perception of the lunatic asylum as an institution in which chaos and ‘bedlam’ reigned. 

The graphic illustrations of life in Bedlam have continued to fuel society’s understanding 

of the public asylum, and it is unfairly assumed by many to have been the prototype for 

all subsequent institutions. But this was only the first stage in a revolutionary 

developmental process. 

                                                
66 Cameron, op. cit., 165 
67 J. D. Thompson and G. Golding, The Hospital: A Social and Architectural History, New Haven, 1975, 69 
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Conditions in Bedlam were satirised by William Hogarth in the final scene of The Rake’s 

Progress (fig. 1.29), which traced the decline of a young man. Disorder and chaos 

predominates the scene and various forms of insanity are depicted. As a contrast from 

‘Courtyard with Lunatics’ by Goya, Hogarth’s ‘lunatics’ are now inside the asylum rather 

than outside and are, for the most part, clothed. Here are found the religious fanatics; 

those disappointed in love; the musician driven mad by his art; the delusional; and those 

attempting to solve the unsolved questions of the universe. The scene is noisy, boisterous 

and confused; and two genteel ladies have come to visit seeking entertainment.  

 

 
Fig. 1.29 Scene at Bedlam from The Rake’s Progress, engraving by T. Cook after William Hogarth, 1796 
 ©Wellcome Library, London 
 

The monumentality of Bedlam made a strong statement that this type of institution was 

firmly established and here to stay. Its imposing structure made it of great contemporary 

interest and its long corridors with rows of cells on either side provided one of the most 

influential models for future designs of institutions devoted to the care of the mentally ill. 

Construction of the main single-pile, three-storey block was commenced by the City 

Surveyor Robert Hooke in 1674 and it was originally built to accommodate 120 inmates 
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at an estimated cost of £17,000.68 On each floor the keepers’ rooms were placed near the 

entrance. The inmates’ rooms and the privies were situated toward the end blocks. With 

the exception of the ‘idiot’ wing, all accommodation was in single cells. Its landscaping 

added to the grandeur of the site and gave the appearance of a royal palace, grand estate 

or a respected seat of learning (fig. 1.30). First impressions would not convey the reality 

that it was a ‘lunatic’ hospital ‘for the relief and cure of persons distracted’. On closer 

inspection, however, bars could be seen on the windows and the statues on the gates were 

not Greek or Roman classical figures but statues of ‘raving’ and ‘melancholy’ madness, 

each reclining on one half of a broken segmental pediment (fig. 1.31). 

 

 
Fig. 1.30 The Hospital of Bethlehem [Bedlam], L'Hospital de Fou, at Moorfields, London: seen from the 
 north, with patients in the foreground. Coloured engraving of 1810, after a design by Robert 
 Hooke c.1750. Published by John Bowles and Son, London, 1810 ©Wellcome Library, London 

                                                
68 M. Cooper, A More beautiful City; Robert Hooke and the Rebuilding of London after the Great Fire, 
Stroud, 2003, 192-5 
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Fig. 1.31 Engraving of ‘raving’ and ‘melancholy’, by C. Warren after C. Cibber, 1680, London, 1808 
 ©Wellcome Library, London 
 

Celle, Germany 

Other European countries in the eighteenth century also saw the emergence of new 

architectural designs related to the housing of ‘lunatics’. One well-known example is in 

Celle, Germany, where the prison (1711) and asylum (1713) were connected with 

quadrangles and linked together with a church. Here the prisoners’ cells faced outwards 

to the grounds while the cells of the ‘lunatics’ faced into the courtyard, reflecting the 

belief that a return to normality for the prisoner was effected through his coming to a 

realisation of the freedoms he has been denied; for the ‘lunatic’, through a study of the 

behaviour of his fellow ‘insane’ inmates. Society still largely believed that mental illness 

was either self-inflicted or a punishment imposed by God. In the case of the self-induced 

it was also felt that the ‘madman’ was capable of rectifying his own behaviour when he 

wanted or chose to return to normality.  

 

St Patrick’s Hospital, Ireland 

Ireland too had an appetite for change exemplified in another architectural landmark. The 

satirist Jonathan Swift (1667-1745), Dean of St Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin from 1713 
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until his death, had become acutely aware of the appalling conditions in which the 

mentally ill of Dublin were being accommodated. Swift had, in his earlier days, been a 

Governor of the London Bedlam and bequeathed ‘his whole fortune, excepting some 

legacies, to build and endow a hospital, in or near this city, for the support of lunatics, 

idiots, and those they call incurables.’69 This was to be St Patrick’s Hospital, designed by 

George Semple and opened in 1757 (fig. 1.32). In his poem On the Death of Dr. Swift of 

1731 he wrote: 
 

He gave the little wealth he had 
To build a house for fools and Mad; 
And show’d by one satyric touch, 
No nation wanted it so much.70 

 

 
Fig. 1.32 St Patrick’s Hospital, Dublin, from undated hospital brochure, c. 1915 ©Royal College of 
 Physicians of Ireland 
 

Although on a much more simple scale with fewer pretensions to grandeur it is likely that 

Bedlam had been the model for Semple’s building. There are many similarities both in 

                                                
69 F. E. Ball, Ball’s Swift, The Correspondence of Jonathan Swift, Vols I-VI, London, 1913, 8 
70 P. Rogers, Jonathan Swift, The Complete Poems, No. 498, London, 1983 
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layout and management, in fact the ‘Cells agree exactly with ye Bedlam…’71 As at 

Bedlam, St Patrick’s had a vaulted basement for servants and violent patients with barred 

and unglazed windows seven feet from the floor. Food was passed to the inmates through 

an opening, 5 in. x 10 in. Also like Bedlam the cells opened onto spacious galleries, 

which served as viewing areas for curious visitors. 

 

‘Treatments’ 

With the emerging desire to provide appropriate accommodation for the ‘insane’ also 

came an interest in ‘treatment.’ These were crude attempts and included water therapies 

such as ducking to the point of near drowning, swinging, bleeding, blistering and purging. 

Figure 1.33 illustrates an example of a water therapy treatment incorporating a bridge 

constructed with a trap door in the middle. The unsuspecting patient was encouraged to 

cross the bridge only to fall into the cold water through the trap door at the bottom of the 

structure. Many of the early treatments were designed to subject the individual to a 

sudden shock to the system. Wolfensberger and Thomas argue in their lecture A History 

of Human Services that institutions treated patients on a basis of ‘territion’ by which they 

meant that they were literally terrified out of their lunacy.72 Barbarous as this may seem, 

it must have improved some patients and was therefore considered to be a worthwhile 

form of therapy.  

 
Bleeding, or ‘exsanguination’, was also used as a general tranquilliser for ‘insanity’. This 

was a popular form of treatment for all types of medical conditions right up until the 

beginning of the twentieth century. Up to three pints of blood were withdrawn from 

patients during any one session and given that humans only have eight pints of blood, 

removing three would undoubtedly subdue and remove any fight left in the individual. 

Bleeding, it was believed, diminished congestion of the vessels of the brain, which was 

also thought to be responsible for some forms of ‘insanity’. It was carried out in a variety 

of ways, such as by ‘cupping’ or through the administration of leeches. 

                                                
71 Quoted in E. McParland, Public Architecture in Ireland 1680-1760, New Haven and London, 2001, 81 
72 The Minnesota Governor’s Council on Development Disabilities, A History of Human Services, 
Universal lessons and future implications, Wolf Wolfensberger and Susan Thomas, September 1998 
Millersville University, Pennsylvannia. This lecture can be accessed at http://www.mnddc.org 
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Fig. 1.33 Unsuspecting mental patient being lured across a bridge with a trap door in the middle of 1826 
 from S. L. Gilman, Seeing the Insane, 1982, pl. 204, 159  
 

Contemporary descriptions and the rationale for many of these physical treatments 

including, venesection, use of emetics, purgatives, the circulating swing, opium, 

camphor, alternating warm and cold baths and the ‘shower bath’ (in essence a cold 

shower), are detailed in W. S. Halloran’s Practical Observations on the Causes and Cure 

of Insanity of 1818. On the use of the circulating swing (fig. 1.34) he commented: 

 
Fortunately, for practitioners, a safe and very effectual remedy … has been 
communicated to the public by Doctor Cox in his practical work on insanity; who, 
though he modestly ascribes the invention to the late Doctor Darwin, was the first 
to apply the circulating swing to practical utility, for the relief of the insane … from 
repeated trials I can confidently declare that its efficacy, to the extent alleged by 
Doctor Cox, appears to be incontrovertibly ascertained.73 

 
There were many different devices for swinging or whirling the patient vertically or 

horizontally, in a narrow bed, on a chair or standing. According to Wolfensberger and 

Thomas this was believed to have ‘soothing’, ‘lolling’ effects which would ‘tranquilise 

the mind and render the body quiet.’74 As a technique it was highly regarded but in 

Scotland seems only to have been used in the most severe of cases, and then only in the 

very earliest period of this study.  

                                                
73 W. S. Halloran, Practical Observations on the Causes and Cure of Insanity, Cork, 1818, 89-9 
74 The Minnesota Governor’s Council on Development Disabilities, A History of Human Services, 
Universal lessons and future implications, Wolf Wolfensberger and Susan Thomas, September 1998 
Millersville University, Pennsylvannia. This lecture can be accessed at http://www.mnddc.org 
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Fig. 1.34 Detail of the Circulating Swing at asylum as found in W. S. Halloran, 1818, plate after 94 
 

St Luke’s Hospital  

The poor conditions and overcrowding in London’s Bedlam eventually provoked a 

demand for change and this led to a new institution for the city – St Luke’s Hospital on 

Windmill Street, Upper Moorfields, of 1750 (fig. 1.35). Here no patients would be 

taunted by idle visitors as it was stated in the regulations that ‘The Patients in this 

Hospital shall not be exposed to publick View.’75 
 

 
Fig. 1.35 St Luke’s Hospital, London. Engraving after George Dance, London, 1771 ©Wellcome Library, 
 London  
                                                
75 C. Stevenson, Medicine and Magnificence: British Hospital and Asylum Architecture, 1660-1815, New 
Haven and London, 2001, 93 
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This first St Luke’s Hospital was built to designs by George Dance the Elder (1695-

1768). Little is known about it other than a brief description by author Robert Dodsley 

(1703-1764) of ‘a neat but very plain structure … nothing is here expended on ornament, 

and we only see a building of considerable length, plastered over and whitened, with 

ranges of small square windows, on which no decorations have been bestowed.’76 It was 

reported in 1776 that the elder Dance’s building had become ‘so much decayed’ that a 

replacement was required and St Luke’s was rebuilt on a new site in Old Street, and on 

Bethlem’s scale (540 feet long). A competition for the design was advertised in 1777 but 

the younger Dance, who had succeeded his father as the Hospital’s surveyor, seems not to 

have entered. While James Gandon won the competition and secured the premium, the 

younger Dance actually secured the commission in 1778. Four years passed before he 

could design something affordable enough for construction to be approved (fig. 1.36).77  

 

 
Fig. 1.36 St Luke’s Hospital, London, the second hospital building, J. Gough after: Tho. H. Shepherd, 
 1787 ©Wellcome Library, London 

                                                
76  R. Dodsley, London and its environs described. Containing an account of whatever is most remarkable 
... in the city and in the country twenty miles round it, London, 1761, Vol. 4., 205 
77 Stevenson, op. cit., 100 
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Like Bedlam this was to be a vast institution built on a monumental scale, reflecting the 

permanency and importance of the establishment. At St Luke’s there were further 

developments in treatment, however, with patients being encouraged to take an active 

role in the day-to-day running of the establishment. This reflected Pinel’s belief that 

active, productive employment was the panacea for most mental complaints. In figure 

1.37 the female patients are shown engaged in washing and general laundry. He noted in 

his Treatise of 1806 that ‘I am convinced that no useful and durable establishments … 

can be found except on the basis of interesting and laborious employment.’78  
 

 
Fig. 1.37 St Luke's Hospital, Old Street, London, by George Dance Junior, showing the interior of the 
 female ward with many inmates and a member of staff. Coloured aquatint by J. C. Stadler after 
 A. C. Pugin and T. Rowlandson, 1809 ©Wellcome Library, London 
 

Pinel’s Moral Treatment continued to evolve in Britain through the eighteenth century 

thanks to several influential ‘moral reformers’ such as the resident Physician of St 

Luke’s, William Battie. In 1785 he published A Treatise on Madness and used it to 

promote the belief that ‘madness’ was a real disease requiring specific medical and moral 

treatments that must be administered by professionals.79 He noted that those afflicted 

                                                
78 Pinel, A Treatise on Insanity, op. cit., 216 
79 See W. Battie, A Treatise on Madness, London, 1758 
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required their own specific accommodation – or moral architecture – and that new asylum 

sites should incorporate such buildings as a church, a farm and workshops. Battie 

believed that the arrangement of these buildings was critical for the patients’ recovery 

and cure. Alongside these developments he advocated religious teaching to remove moral 

anxieties and stimulate the mind. 

 

Narrenturm, Vienna 

The latter years of the eighteenth century saw the building in Vienna of a new type of 

accommodation for the insane in the Narrenturm or ‘Fool’s Tower’ (fig. 1.38). Still a pre-

Enlightenment establishment in many ways, its fortress-like appearance arguably 

resembles a prison more than a hospital. It formed part of the general hospital or 

Allgemeines Krankenhaus in which all kinds of afflicted people were accommodated, as 

had been the case at the Hôpital Général in Paris. The building was commissioned by 

Joseph II, who had returned from France with new ideas on architectural forms, and these 

were in turn executed through the designs of Isidore Canevale in 1784. Its perfectly 

cylindrical five-storey structure is still visible today and stands in the grounds of the 

city’s main hospital. The design was based on the principle of maximum surveillance, 

and this concept of structured supervision would be a major feature of future public 

asylum design in Scotland.  

 

 
Fig. 1.38 ‘Tower of Fools’ (Narrenturm), Vienna, 1784. Replica of older, undated model in the 
 Niederösterreichisches Landesmuseum, St Pölten, Austria, built by a2-prix.com, Vienna, 2005 
 ©Technisches Museum Wien 
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Whatever the penitential aspect of Celle and Narrenturm and however vast and 

impersonal La Salpêtrière, Bedlam and St Luke’s, these institutions provided new 

solutions of how to provide for ‘lunatics’ as a separate group and each represented 

developments in architectural design. They were, however, soon to be succeeded by a 

totally different kind of institution.  

 

The Retreat at York 
 
The Retreat at York of 1796 arguably provides the best illustration of the developing 

ideals and aims of the new-style institution in Britain. Three years after Pinel removed the 

chains of the inmates at La Salpêtrière other elements of the Moral Treatment were 

beginning to emerge in England, and in particular in the work of a Quaker, William Tuke 

(1732-1819) (fig. 1.39). Unlike the vast, impersonal institutions of Bedlam and St Luke’s 

in London, Tuke’s small-scale institution formed a complete contrast, accommodating 

only 24 patients and was built to resemble a private, domestic country house (fig. 1.40). 

Here Tuke developed a family-style community based on the humanitarian principles of 

Quakerism, where each individual had a particular role to play. Foucault commented that 

Tuke had aimed to create a Quaker environment in his asylum when he stated ‘the Retreat 

would serve as an instrument of segregation; a moral and religious segregation which 

sought to reconstruct around madness a milieu as much as possible like that of the 

community of Quakers.’80 

 

By giving the patients a daily routine with active employment, Tuke instilled in them a 

sense of contributing to the greater good and thus creating feelings of self-worth and 

usefulness. This cultivation of moral and rational strength of character would, he hoped, 

lead to self-surveillance and self-criticism. As Marcus Reuber states in Medicine, Disease 

and the State in Ireland 1650-1940: 

 
the impact of the religious beliefs of the Society of Friends was perhaps just as 
important as sensualist philosophy or medical thought to the development of ‘moral 
management’. Believing that some portion of God’s supreme goodness could be 

                                                
80 Foucault, op. cit., 243 
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found within all human beings as an ‘inner light’, the Quakers were not prepared to 
give up hope that patients could improve with the correct treatment.81 

 

 
Fig. 1.39 William Tuke, from a portrait of c. 1889 ©Wellcome Library, London 

 

At the Retreat no physical force was to be exerted on the patients, but rather they were 

‘persuaded’ to conform through recognition of their own failings. By making the 

individual responsible for his own successes or failures a connection was drawn between 

action and consequences and a sense of personal responsibility was encouraged. Tuke 

wanted the patients to earn the superintendent’s respect and praise and this desire to do 

well was to provide the stimulus to work effectively and behave rationally. As Tuke’s son 

Samuel noted in 1841, ‘the cultivation and extension of the remaining healthy feelings 

and associations forms one of the most important parts of moral management.’82 Rather 

than the force and brutality used in previous centuries, any chastisement was a great deal 

milder, often taking the form of denial of something which gave the patient pleasure. The 

idea was that they would be able to ‘learn’ right from wrong, becoming accountable for 

their own actions. Although it was Tuke’s ambition to do away with all methods of force 

and restraint in his asylum, he never managed it entirely. He highlighted this trend of 

humane enlightened opinion when he remarked: ‘The change which has taken place in 

the general sentiments, in regard to the attentions due to deranged persons, has produced 

                                                
81 M. Reuber,  ‘Moral Management and the ‘Unseen Eye’: Public Lunatic Asylums in Ireland 1800-1845’ 
in E. Malcolm and G. Jones (eds), Medicine, Disease and the State in Ireland 1650-1940, Cork, 1999, 211 
82 S. Tuke, On the Construction and Management of Hospitals for the Insane, London, 1841, xix 
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a striking change in the mode of treatment.’83 The religious aspects of the moral approach 

to treatment were of fundamental importance to Tuke and his family as illustrated in his 

statement that ‘to encourage the influence of religious principles over the mind of the 

insane is considered of great consequence, as a means of cure.’84  

 

 
Fig. 1.40 The Retreat near York, from S. Tuke and W. Alexander, Description of the Retreat, 
 1813©Wellcome Library, London 
 

Architecturally the Retreat was a simple, dignified Georgian building of no great stylistic 

merit or interest, but it nevertheless marked a revolutionary departure. Although (as at 

Bedlam and St Luke’s) it was symmetrical, ordered and rational, its setting was no longer 

in the centre of a busy city but rather in lush, countryside parkland. As B. Edington noted 

in The Design of Moral Architecture at the York Retreat, buildings and surroundings 

would play a vital role in the treatment of the ‘lunatics’ as ‘sane surroundings would help 

restore patients to sanity through a kind of osmosis.’85 The main building comprised a 

                                                
83 Royal Academy Collections at The Royal College of Physicians, London, Record No. 04/3201, Watson 
and Pritchett: Plans, Elevations, Sections and Descriptions of the pauper Lunatic Asylum lately erected at 
Wakefield, York 1819, 5 
84 S. Tuke, Description of the Retreat, London, 1813, 50 
85 See B. Edginton, ‘The Design of Moral Architecture at The York Retreat’, Journal of Design History, 16, 
2003, 103-17 
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three-storey central range of five bays with two subsidiary blocks of two storeys on either 

side, also with five-bay elevations. The corridor or ‘gallery’ of the main section spanned 

its length, but was interrupted by the addition of the framed doorways, which acted as 

classification barriers (fig. 1.41). As evident from the plan, supervision was effective in 

the main block with its long central corridor, and easy access could be had from the main 

stairs in the centre or at both ends. 
 

 
Fig. 1.41 The Retreat near York from S. Tuke and W. Alexander Description of the Retreat, 1813 
 ©Wellcome Library, London 
 

The architect John Bevans working with William Tuke disguised the barred windows 

(and with them the penal associations) by hiding iron rods within the wooden sashes. This 

deliberately domestic construction was intended to make the patients think of the Retreat 

as a kind of surrogate home, an aspect of design that would come to characterise many of 

the public asylums in Scotland. Tuke wanted to avoid the brutalising effects of the other 

contemporary institutional settings. Although still at a rudimentary stage, humanitarian 

reforms were emerging. Basic human needs that had previously been denied and 
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considered unnecessary in earlier decades, such as fresh air, natural daylight and water, 

were now deemed essential.  

 

Other key reformers in Britain, Ireland, Europe and America 

Tuke was not the only exponent of Pinel’s Moral Treatment in England. Other pioneering 

reformers would come later, such as the asylum Superintendent Robert Gardiner Hill 

(1811-78), at the Lincoln Asylum, and Dr John Conolly (1794-1866) at the Middlesex 

Asylum at Hanwell. Moral Treatment included education to stimulate the mind and 

physical exertion to tire the body. They went further to promote actively rehabilitation 

rather than mere employment. They also believed that security could be maintained in the 

absence of all forms of mechanical restraint through close supervision by well-trained, 

vigilant attendants. From the end of the eighteenth century pioneering spirits across 

Europe set about reforming the care of the mentally ill through the construction of 

institutions, legal reforms and Moral Treatment regimes. 

 

Ireland 

Moral Treatment was also emerging in Ireland under the leadership of Alexander Jackson 

(1767-1848) who had trained in Edinburgh under the influential lecturer in medicine, 

William Cullen (1710-90). From 1795 Jackson had worked at the Dublin House of 

Industry and lamented the fact that, apart from Swift’s St Patrick’s Hospital of 1757, 

there was no other accommodation specifically for the ‘insane’ in Ireland until the last 

decades of the eighteenth century. He was a great believer in the Moral Treatment 

pioneered by Pinel in France and the regime of curative nature employed by Tuke at the 

Retreat. Like Pinel and Tuke, Jackson found that ‘lunatics’ were: 

 
not insensible to the means of comfort or even enjoyment. Insane persons retain the 
power of judging and calculating what concerns their own interest, in the stages of 
the disorder, during which the superficial observer might conclude they were totally 
insensible…Whatever tends to promote the happiness of the patients is therefore 
considered of the highest importance in a curative point of view.86 

 

                                                
86 A. Jackson, 1809, as cited by an anonymous author, ‘Memoir of Dr Jackson’, Dublin Quarterly Journal 
of Medical Science, Vol. 5, No. 20, 1 May, 1848, 565-6 
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America 

Progress was also taking place across the Atlantic, initially as a consequence of the 

relationship between Tuke’s Society of Friends establishment in York and the Friends 

Asylum at Frankford, Pennsylvania. In 1817 this became the second institution solely for 

the insane in the United States (after that in Williamsburg, Virginia of 1773) and the first 

on that continent founded explicitly to practice moral therapy.87 The key individual in this 

development at Frankford was an itinerant minister, Thomas Scattergood (1748-1815) 

(fig. 1.42), who had visited the Retreat at York between 1796 and 1800 and had seen at 

first hand Tuke’s use of this kind of therapy. Scattergood’s fervour for the use of the 

Moral Treatment when dealing with the mentally ill was later promoted by Dorothea Dix 

(1802-1887) who is discussed in Chapter 2 in relation to the setting up of the Royal 

Commission in Lunacy for Scotland in 1855. 

 

 
Fig. 1. 42 Drawing of Thomas Scattergood, c.1800 ©Friends Hospital, Philadelphia 
 

In improving conditions for ‘lunatics’ in western Eroupe progress had been slow, but by 

1800 developments were taking place, which demanded more humane treatment in the 

emerging public lunatic asylums. The coupling of ideas on Moral Treatment and the 

actual construction of the related building illustrate the extent to which the two had 

become inter-twined and would continue to be even more associated in the decades to 

come. ‘Insanity’ was regarded by many as a consequence of Divine punishment, demon 

                                                
87 An account of the establishment can be found at http://www.friendshospitalonline.org 
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possession or in some occasions, was self afflicted. Society’s response prior to the advent 

of the public asylum had been to treat the individual in the same way as the criminal, as a 

dangerous nuisance to be securely confined from the rest of civilisation. This removed 

potential danger from society but the close association between criminality and insanity 

exposed the insane to the same brutality and repression. With the advent of reformers 

starting with Pinel and Esquirol in Paris, together with Tuke in England a new approach 

to the care of the insane emerged. This was based on the design of specialist asylum 

buildings which allowed residents to be separately grouped or classified together by 

gender, nature of symptoms, or behaviour instead of being thrown together without 

thought. Just as important, however, was the recognition that repression and brutality was 

totally counter productive to cure and care. Moral Treatment was based on gentleness, 

kindness and humane principles and created a receptive environment in which radical 

changes to the treatment of the insane could evolve. These new concepts were rapidly 

embraced in Scotland and led to the construction of purpose built asylums to provide for 

their care. 
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Chapter 2 
 

 The public asylum in Scotland – the ‘early’ period  
 
When the care of the insane passed out of the hands of those who regarded themselves as 

mere gaolers charged with the custody of persons who were sources of public danger, 
into the hands of men who had chiefly in view the cure and alleviation of the conditions of 

patients … it was soon recognized … there was room for further progress.1 
 

The growth in interest for improving conditions of the mentally ill and asylum 

building in Scotland was gradual, but when it came it was remarkable. The country soon 

placed itself at the forefront of enlightened ‘asylum’ design, boasting institutions of 

national and international importance. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 chart the emergence of the 

public asylum in Scotland, introduce key reformers and philanthropists, and investigate 

the role of legislation in the developmental process. These reflect the ‘early’, ‘main’ and 

‘late’ periods of the study and are illustrated in the form of a scaled timeline which links 

the legislative Acts with public asylum provision (fig. 2.1). 

 

This chapter covers the ‘early’ period of public asylum building in Scotland (1781-1857). 

These initial public asylums were conceived by humanitarian reformers intent on 

improving the conditions of the ‘insane’, particularly with regards to providing suitable 

accommodation. This period saw the creation of seven public asylums, which would later 

become known as the ‘Royal’ or ‘Chartered’ Asylums and one small ‘pauper’ asylum in 

Elgin. Legislation did emerge during this period in the form of the Acts of 1815, 1828 

and 1841, but these were primarily concerned with the regulation of private ‘madhouses’ 

rather than public asylums. 

 

Parchappé in Des Principes a Suivre dans la fondation et la construction des asiles 

d’aliénés referring to Scotland stated ‘the development of mental hospitals depended 

largely on private charitable initiatives which, while inadequate to the enormous task, 

produced admirable results in that rich and intelligent nation.’2  

                                                
1 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 9 
2 M. Parchappé, Des Principes a Suivre dans la fondation et la construction des asiles d’aliénés, 1853, 221, 
(trans. A. Darragh) 
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Fig. 2.1 Scaled timeline of public asylum provision and mental health legislation in Scotland, 1781-1930 
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At the beginning of this study ‘lunatics’ were being accommodated at home, in 

unregulated private ‘madhouses’, ‘lunatic’ departments of prisons, ‘lunatic wards’ of 

infirmaries and poorhouses and, eventually, in the new public asylum. Royal Asylums 

accepted both ‘pauper lunatics’ and ‘private lunatics’ whereas the ‘lunatic’ wards of the 

poorhouse accepted only ‘pauper lunatics’.  

 

Early attempts at enumeration of the ‘lunatic’ population in Scotland 

During the early period of this study attempts were made to enumerate the ‘lunatic’ 

population throughout Scotland but major problems arose with regard to diagnosis since 

these were not made by medical practitioners. There was no standardised approach to 

how these counts were conducted hence the results are grossly unreliable. The Census of 

Scotland of 1811 reported the population of Scotland in that year to be 1,805,864 but did 

not attempt any breakdown of the number of ‘lunatics’ or ‘insane’, and few other forms 

of statistical data regarding this group survive. The first decennial Census which 

attempted to enumerate the ‘insane’ was 1861, most likely as a result of the Lunacy 

(Scotland) Act 1857. One of the earliest counts of ‘lunatics’ was based on Presbytery 

returns and was provided in Niles’ Weekly Register of 1818, where it was noted under 

Foreign Articles that: 

 
It appears by returns from the Scotch Presbyteries that there are in Scotland 3486 
lunatics, including the Northern Isles and Zetland, but exclusive of 259 parishes 
from which no returns have been received. Of the former number 2840 are at large, 
649 are confined, 622 are furious, and 2688 are fatuous, 965 are wholly maintained 
by relations; 781 partly, 523 wholly by parishes.3 

 

Given this excluded 259 parishes (about a third of the total number of parishes), this 

highlights the unreliability of these returns. A further example of inconsistency is given 

in figure 2.2, which charts information taken from An Abstract of Returns from the 

Clergy of Scotland, relative to the number of lunatics in that part of the United Kingdom. 

This enumeration was also carried out in 1818 and fails to include 50 parishes that made 

no returns. 

 

                                                
3 H. Niles and W. O. Niles, Niles’ Weekly Register, Vol. 14, 1 August, 1818, 390 
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County Total Public Private At home At Large 

Aberdeen-shire 423 39 2 175 207 

Argyll-shire 293 4 5 129 155 

Ayr-shire 214 9 5 53 147 

Banff-shire 148 6 0 47 95 

Berwick-shire 66 3 0 19 44 

Bute-shire 59 1 0 7 51 

Caithness-shire 74 0 0 19 55 

Clackmannan-shire and Cromarty-shire 39 1 0 7 31 

Dumbarton-shire 82 4 2 15 61 

Dumfries-shire 163 7 8 42 106 

Edinburgh-shire 285 56 92 32 105 

Elgin-shire 79 1 3 21 54 

Fife-shire 242 6 5 43 188 

Forfar-shire 276 30 4 94 148 

Haddington-shire 80 2 7 11 60 

Inverness-shire 240 9 1 72 158 

Kincardine-shire 110 5 0 52 53 

Kinross-shire 15 1 0 3 11 

Kirkcudbright-shire 77 5 0 18 54 

Lanark-shire 349 25 3 102 219 

Linlithgow-shire 60 0 1 10 49 

Nairnshire 24 0 0 4 20 

Orkney and Shetland-shire 129 0 0 54 75 

Peebles-shire 28 0 0 1 27 

Perth-shire 313 7 10 82 214 

Renfrew-shire 175 21 3 47 104 

Ross-shire 210 4 9 69 137 

Roxburgh-shire 108 6 4 33 65 

Selkirk-shire 12 0 0 3 9 

Stirling-shire 122 4 0 34 84 

Sutherland-shire 63 1 0 30 32 

Wigton-shire 70 1 3 28 38 

Total 4,650 258 159 1356 2877 

Fig. 2.2 Total numbers of ‘insane’ in Each County Total4 
 

                                                
4 An Abstract of Returns from the Clergy of Scotland, relative to the number of lunatics in that part of the 
United Kingdom, 6 May, London, 1818, 36 
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The serious deficiencies of these early returns did not, however, deter later commentators 

from trying to interpret this data. For example in What Asylums Were and Ought to Be of 

1837, W. A. F. Browne based his comparison of Scotland’s lunatic population with other 

countries on these returns. He noted that the proportion of the ‘insane’ to the ‘sane’ in 

continental Europe was ‘1 in 1000’ in Wales it was 1 in 800’ in Scotland ‘1 in 574’ and in 

America ‘1 in 262.’5 It is, however, difficult to ascertain the accuracy of these statistics. 

In the absence of accurate enumeration any definite conclusions about incidence or 

prevalence of ‘insanity’ is therefore impossible in this early period.  

 

The first public asylums in Scotland 

The first charitable public asylum was opened in 1781 in Montrose. This was as a result 

of the generosity of Mrs Susan Carnegie of Charleton (1744-1821) (fig. 2.3). Widowed 

early in life she resolved to devote herself to philanthropic projects, one such being the 

establishment of an asylum for the town of Montrose. 

 
Although there is no particular evidence, she may have been motivated in this project by 

the death of the poet Robert Fergusson in 1774 in the Edinburgh Bedlam. Carnegie was a 

poet herself and would have been familiar with Fergusson’s work. She had been appalled 

by the conditions in which ‘lunatics’ were kept in the local tolbooth and together with the 

Provost of Montrose, Alexander Christie (1721-94), She made an appeal for funds to 

open an asylum for both ‘private’ and ‘pauper lunatics’ in Forfar and Kincardine:  

 
my view in this undertaking was merely to rid the Town of Montrose of a nuisance 
– that of mad people being kept in prison in the middle of the street – and the hope 
that, by providing a quiet and convenient Asylum for them, by good treatment and 
medical aid, some of these unfortunate persons might be restored to society.6 
 

They publicised their appeal through a combination of printed pamphlets and letters to 

potential contributors (some sent as far away as India) and it met with a prompt and 

liberal response from the local citizens.  

 
                                                
5 W. A. F. Browne, What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, Edinburgh, 1837, 52 
6 A letter of 6 July 1815 to the managers of the Montrose Lunatic Asylum as quoted in R. Poole, 
Memoranda Regarding the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Infirmary, and Dispensary, of Montrose, Montrose, 
1841, 2 
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Fig. 2.3 Painting of Susan Carnegie, c.1810 ©University of Aberdeen 
 

The asylum was completed on 23 June 1781 and the first patient was admitted on 6 May 

1782. In 1803 Carnegie suggested that the asylum should obtain a Royal Charter and this 

was granted in 1810. In 1816 a marble plaque was erected to the ‘indefatigable exertions’ 

of both Susan Carnegie and Provost Christie, and the important role they played in the 

creation of Scotland’s first public asylum (fig. 2.4). While the majority of the patients 

came from the Angus (then Forfarshire) towns of Montrose and Arbroath, it is known that 

some came from as far away as Edinburgh, Elgin and even Stromness in Orkney.7 The 

public response to this appeal and the demand for places clearly demonstrated the need 

for the new public asylum (figs 2.5 and 2.6). 

 
                                                
7 F. Winslow (ed.), ‘The Law of Lunacy and the Condition of the Insane in Scotland’, in The Journal of 
Psychological Medicine & Mental Pathology, Vol. XII, 1859, 429-40  
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Fig. 2.4 Memorial Plaque at Sunnyside Royal Hospital of 1816, Montrose, 2000 ©A. Darragh 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.5 Montrose Lunatic Asylum of 1781from A. S. Presly, A Sunnyside Chronicle 1781-1981, Dundee, 
 1981, 3 
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Fig. 2.6 Great Reform Act Plan of Montrose, 1832 ©nls 
 
Discussions for a public lunatic asylum in Aberdeen had taken place as early as 1797. It 

was noted in the Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary that 

 
…an establishment for insane persons is very much wanted at Aberdeen and … 
nothing would so much tend to procure contributions, donations and legacies of 
well-disposed persons as an immediate establishment on a small scale which might 
be afterwards enlarged and extended…8 
 

This was to be a plain, simple building, managed by a single keeper with a number of 

servants. It is difficult to know exactly what this building would have been like but a 

description in the Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary gives an idea: 

 
The Committee are decidedly of the opinion that the great and general error in 
forming establishments of this nature by expending a large sum on buildings ought 
to be studiously avoided. In the present case a very plain house for the 
accommodation of a decent man who shall have the charge of the patients and his 
necessary number of domesticks might form the centre of one side of a low 
quadrangle building – the other three sides should be divided into cells formed by 
division walls and one storey in height for the patients. Access to all the cells from 
the inside of the square. The communications to the whole might be by the central 

                                                
8 Minutes of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, 941.25 Ab3, 18 December 1797, 119 
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gateway immediately fronting the keeper or superintendent’s house – and the 
roofing of the cells might be made to decline inwards.9  

 

By the following year the President and Managers of the infirmary had received 

considerable sums of money towards the building of the asylum and the search for a 

suitable site led them to an enclosure of Clerkseat, roughly half a mile from the town, 

which they purchased from Mr Thomas Black for £365. 9. 8.10 Priority then turned to 

employing an architect for the work and it was suggested that ‘some information as to the 

estimates of the building, & annual expence [sic], might be obtained from the lunatic 

hospital at Montrose.’11 On the 19 December 1798 the appointed architect, Mr Dodd, 

presented a plan of the proposed building to the committee. These were approved and 

Dodd was instructed to provide estimates for ‘the expense of the walls and cells and other 

buildings’ and in the meantime ordered to ‘break ground for the foundation, and to lay 

down a few stones.’12 The lowest estimates for the building came from William 

Wedderburn & George Smith at eight pounds (which included the digging of the 

foundation and the erection of scaffolding) and from John Allan & Andrew Park at seven 

pounds and fifteen shillings. Dodd was paid 60 guineas for his plan, £10 for 

superintending the building, and £10 for the expense of travelling to Montrose.13 The 

Aberdeen Asylum was opened for the reception of patients on the 8 November 1800.  

 

The building formed a court of an oblong square and occupied about an acre of ground, 

with a gentle declivity to the south. It had a garden adjoining to the same extent and a 

well of good water in the centre of the court. Accommodation comprised rooms for the 

managers, apartments for the keeper and his servants, a series of public and private rooms 

for convalescent patients and 16 individual cells, the number of which could be increased 

as and when required. The new asylum received sustained criticism however, both as 

regards its architecture and management, and as early as 1801 two infirmary officials, Dr 

Dyce and Dr Moir stated, among other things, that there was a serious want of air 

                                                
9 Ibid. 
10 Minutes of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, GRHB 1/1, 1798, 9 
11 Ibid., 5 
12 Ibid., 17 
13 Minutes of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, GRHB 1/1, 1801, 56 
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circulating in the cells. By 1816 it was noted that ‘of fifty three patients at that time in the 

house more than forty were found to be incurable … of the last number, many were 

harmless idiots, who ought not to have been admitted as the institution is intended only 

for the reception of insane persons dangerous to society.’14 It was also clear that the 

asylum was badly in need of renovation and extension and on 21 March that year it was 

decided that an architect must again be appointed to consider the most suitable way of 

increasing its capacity and remedying the existing defects. Further unfavourable reports 

continued in the meantime and in April 1817 a report by the Sheriff Depute forced the 

managers to take urgent action regarding the number of patients in each of the 

bedchambers. In his report he noted that this was ‘an arrangement attended with 

considerable danger’ and he felt it to be his duty to urge ‘an alteration without delay.’15 

This led to an open letter being placed in the Aberdeen Chronicle in May 1817 from an 

unnamed manager: 

 
Gentlemen, We approved, but a fortnight since, of a report in which a radically bad 
plan and insufficiency of the buildings of the lunatic asylum were particularly 
noticed, and it was certainly the sense of the meeting that no further patching of the 
buildings should take place … there is in this a degree of precipitation highly 
unbecoming and apparently a design which I trust you will counteract of taking 
away by additions to a Building, ill planned and ill executed, the means that, at no 
remote period, would enable the mangers to purchase the necessary ground and 
complete Buildings suitable to the proposes for which the charity is intended. 

 

Although this first asylum building at Aberdeen was clearly insufficient in both capacity 

and quality, its existence at this early date illustrates the growing recognition throughout 

Scotland that the ‘insane’ was a specific group requiring separate provision. 

 

Glasgow’s first purpose-built public asylum was opened in 1807 at the behest of a local 

philanthropist, Robert McNair. It was recorded in 1832 that he had erected a lunatic 

asylum ‘more appropriate to patients of respectable rank, and better fitted for the 

treatment of patients of all ranks, than the cells of the Town’s Hospital, at that period our 

                                                
14 Annals of Aberdeen of the reign of King William the Lion to the end of the year 1818, with an account of 
the city, cathedral, university of Old Aberdeen, Aberdeen and London, 1818, 153 
15 Report of Sheriff Alexander Moir of Scotstown, Aberdeen, 28 April, 1817  
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only public receptacle for lunatics of every description.’16 Glasgow’s new lunatic asylum 

was revolutionary in its design and, seemingly unlike the Aberdeen asylum, provided a 

level of accommodation hitherto unknown in Scotland. The directors became concerned 

that it was too comfortable, with the annual report of 1818 stating that: 

 
the comfortable accommodations in the Asylum often produce bad effects, by 
fostering habits of indolence, and inducing the patients to employ dishonest arts, in 
order to prolong their stay, after they seem fit for resuming their usual labours.17 

 

Civic pride was an important factor in the development of many of the early public 

asylums, particularly those in the Glasgow area. The humanity and benevolence of the 

citizens was applauded in the report of the First General Meeting of Qualified Subscribers 

when it was recorded that ‘the erection of a Building, which they trust will prove an 

Asylum to the wretched through many succeeding ages’, would be ‘at the same time an 

ornament to the city of Glasgow, and a monument of the humanity of its citizens.’18 The 

monumental building of the Glasgow Royal Asylum is illustrated in figures 2.7 and 2.8. 

 

 
Fig. 2.7 Glasgow Lunatic Asylum of 1807, photograph by c.1880 ©RCAHMS 

                                                
16 Eighteenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1832, 13 
17 Fourth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1818, 7 
18 Report of The General Committee appointed to carry into effect the Proposal for a Lunatic Asylum at 
Glasgow with a Minute of the First General Meeting of Qualified Subscribers, Glasgow, 1814, 3  
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Fig. 2.8 Glasgow Lunatic Asylum of 1807, photograph by c.1890 ©RCAHMS 
 

Dundee 

Dundee’s first public lunatic asylum (fig. 2.9) was established in 1812 ‘by donations of 

well disposed persons’, which enabled them to ‘purchase ground and erect a suitable 

hospital, or asylum, for the cure of insane persons.’19 Contributions were received from 

the people of Dundee, its surrounding area and, as with Montrose, from abroad. The 

foundation stone of the new asylum, laid on 3 September 1812, contained coins of the 

realm, an almanac, two Dundee newspapers of the day and a parchment stating that the 

asylum was ‘To restore the use of reason, to alleviate suffering and lessen peril where 

reason cannot be restored.’ It also recorded ‘The Dundee lunatic asylum was erected by 

public contribution … as a branch of the Royal Infirmary.’20 While it was granted a 

Royal Charter in 1819, there was an understanding that the infirmary and the asylum 

would operate as two separate institutions within the same Corporation. 

                                                
19 The Chartulary, 1811-1891, No. 1 of the Dundee Lunatic Asylum, 11. This is a large manuscript volume 
detailing the various charters relating to the foundation and expansion of the hospital and housed in NHS 
Tayside Archive at the University of Dundee 
20 Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the Dundee Lunatic Asylum, Dundee, 1842, 12 
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Fig. 2.9 Engraving of Dundee Lunatic Asylum of 1812 from A. Colville, Dundee Delineated, Dundee, 
 1822, 117 
 

Edinburgh, Dr Andrew Duncan and the 1815 Act 

It was thanks to Dr Andrew Duncan of St Andrews (1744-1828) (fig. 2.10), also a close 

friend of the poet Robert Fergusson, that Edinburgh followed Montrose, Aberdeen and 

Glasgow in establishing its first public lunatic asylum. Watching his friend’s mental 

deterioration in the lunatic wards of the infirmary, Duncan resolved to establish an 

asylum where those suffering from mental illness could be accommodated and treated 

more humanely. Duncan was a contemporary of Carnegie of Montrose and of Pinel in 

Paris and in 1790 was appointed Professor of the Theory of Medicine at Edinburgh. He 

lectured in public health, carried out research into mental illness and was responsible for 

the publication of Medical and Philosophical Commentaries, the only regular medical 

periodical in Britain from 1773-95. He became President of the Royal College of 

Physicians in Edinburgh and this position gave him the power and influence to promote 

the new asylum development for Edinburgh. 
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Fig. 2.10  Engraving of Dr Andrew Duncan, 1815 ©The University of Edinburgh 
 

In 1812 he noted that ‘workhouses are deficient, in every moral and physical means, for 

restoring lunatics to reason. Their servants are coarse men, ignorant of the delicate and 

complicated management of mental derangement.’21 Duncan established the first 

institution exclusively for the mentally ill in the capital in 1813, the Royal Edinburgh 

Asylum (fig. 2.11) and this was the only public asylum in Scotland at that time to receive 

money from the government. It came in the form of a grant of £2,000 from the estates 

forfeited in the aftermath of the Jacobite Rising of 1745. 

 

 
Fig. 2.11 Elevation drawing of Edinburgh Lunatic Asylum of 1813 ©Wellcome Library, London 

                                                
21 A. Duncan, Short Account of the Rise, Progress, and Present state of the Lunatic asylum at Edinburgh, 
Edinburgh, 1812, 17 
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Two years after the opening of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum legislation was passed, An 

Act to Regulate Madhouses in Scotland of 1815.22 This was the first Act relating to the 

‘insane’ but only dealt with ‘lunatics’ confined in private houses run for profit. Historians 

rarely refer to the 1815 Act as it was considered to be ‘limited in scope, custodial, sheriff-

led and administratively and medically ineffective.’23 M. Barfoot comments that ‘it did 

not extend to public hospitals or public asylums further than to authorize sheriffs and 

stewards to visit and inspect, nor did it extend to any house where only one furious or 

fatuous person or lunatic is confined.’24 The Act made it illegal to keep a ‘madhouse’ 

without a licence, decreed that licences must be renewed every year and ruled that 

‘madhouses’ had to be inspected twice a year. Powers were given to sheriffs and stewards 

to recall licences or set any improperly detained person at liberty. A further requirement 

was the need for a medical certificate before ‘lunatics’ could be detained in a private 

‘madhouse’. A reminder of this requirement was printed in the Inverness Journal of 1842 

that: 

no person shall receive into his exclusive care and maintenance … any one Insane 
Person, without first having an Order and Certificate, signed by two physicians, or 
Surgeons, in terms similar to that which is required on the admission of any insane 
person into a Licensed House … and any persons receiving into his care any such 
persons contrary to this Enactment, shall incur a penalty of £50.25 

 
In the following years the penalty for this offence was increased to imprisonment for 

three calendar months, illustrating the importance of declaring any ‘insane’ persons 

accommodated in such places. The Act of 1815 did heighten awareness about the role of 

the new public asylum, however, only Montrose, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Dundee and 

Edinburgh had public asylums at this time. 

 

Developments in Inverness 

Developments in the north of Scotland were slow, nevertheless discussions were 

underway to provide for the ‘lunatic’ population of that area from 1818. In a letter from 

Lord Binning, dated 28 February, to Sir Alexander Muir Mackenzie, Bart, he suggested: 
                                                
22 55 Geo. III c. 69 
23 M. Barfoot, ‘The 1815 Act to Regulate Madhouses in Scotland: A Reinterpretation’ in Medical History, 
January 2009, 53(1): 57–76 
24 Ibid. 
25 Inverness Journal and Northern Advertiser, 14 Oct, 1842, 1A 
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1st, my object is to provide for the restraint of mad paupers, whose freedom would 
be dangerous to the community. 2nd, my object is to provide for the care and 
treatment of such mad paupers as, without being absolutely violent and furious, 
may be a nuisance to others, or who may be in such a state [s’a’e] as to afford some 
reasonable expectation that, by such medical or moral treatment as may be 
applicable to their ease, they may be restored to their families and to society.26 

 

An attempt to pass legislation in 1818 for the erection of lunatic asylums from public 

funds in Scotland was rejected as ‘a waste, uncalled-for and inexpedient’.27 Given that 

many of Scotland’s philanthropic institutions were at that time funded by voluntary 

contributions there was a concern that if people were forced to contribute to public 

asylums it would result in a decrease in spontaneous charity. The initial proposal to 

establish an asylum at Inverness similar to that at Montrose proved highly controversial.  

 

In his letter Lord Binning went on to note that: 

 
It is not easy to say how long a lunatic may continue harmless if he is allowed to 
wander about, to be subject to provocation, or to any sort of mismanagement or ill 
treatment likely to foment his disorder:- therefore it is that I consider the restraint of 
lunatics in general, whose cases are susceptible of treatment at all, as a measure 
connected as much with the safety and comfort of others, as it is with the feeling of 
compassion one naturally entertains towards these desolate beings.28  

 

It was 25 years later in 1843 that the first formal steps were taken towards the erection of 

a lunatic asylum at Inverness for the Northern Counties and an asylum was not actually 

built until 1864. 

 

Further developments at Aberdeen 

The problems experienced at the Aberdeen asylum necessitated both structural and 

managerial changes. In May and June of 1817 the Aberdeen architect Mr Archibald 

Simpson submitted three plans for additional buildings with estimates and Mr Smith, one 

plan. Simpson’s second design, which had the benefit of being able to be built in stages 

when funds became available, was approved on 19 June 1817. Dodd’s original building 

                                                
26 Inverness Journal, 1818, 13 March, 4d, e 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
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would continue to be used in the meantime and, in fact, it was not until the second phase 

of major addition to the site in 1847, that all traces of it finally disappeared. Reference is 

made in the Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary during 1817 and 1818 to time being taken 

to await the result of the 1818 bill in Parliament and the potential changes it might bring 

to the building of new public asylums. When the bill was rejected, Simpson’s plans went 

ahead with the additional suggestion of a realignment of the site. By July 1818 an 

additional piece of land to the west of the current asylum had been purchased and it, 

together with the proposed work, brought the total cost for the new project to £7623.29  

 

Further collections were made to finance the project, the main donor being a Mr Forbes 

of Strathdon who was ‘pre-eminently distinguished for a spirit of philanthropy and 

Christian Charity, founded on genuine and simple piety.’30 His private fortune saw him 

make large donations to both the infirmary and asylum in June 1821. It is interesting to 

note that public opinion was clearly shifting to the unmet needs of the ‘insane’, in this 

instance as he donated £1,000 to the Infirmary and £10,000 to the Aberdeen Asylum.31 

Public contributions continued for some time and in the New Statistical Account of 

Scotland of 1834-45 the entry for Fintray notes that ‘besides the weekly collections for 

the ordinary poor, annual collections of a very considerable amount are made for the 

Infirmary and Lunatic Asylum at Aberdeen.’32 

 

While the ongoing expense of maintaining a ‘private lunatic’ in a royal asylum was 

generally met by the individual themselves, their family or friends, the cost to maintain a 

‘pauper lunatic’ was met by the parish of their residence. In the same account of 1834-45 

it was noted that a Pauper Lunatic Fund for Aberdeen was instituted in 1820 ‘for the 

purpose of defraying the expense of attending the maintenance in the lunatic asylum, of 

lunatic paupers belonging to the parish of St Nicholas.’33 In the account for the Tarland 

parishes it stated that the Poor’s Fund was very limited and did not exceed £80. It 

                                                
29 Minutes of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, GRHB 2/1/2, 3 May, 1819 (by date, no page 
numbers) 
30 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 12, Strathdon, Co. of Aberdeen, 542 
31 Ibid. 
32 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 12, Fintray, Co. of Aberdeen, 173 
33 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 12, Aberdeen, Co. of Aberdeen, 58 
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continued that ‘there are, at an average, 16 paupers on the role, but no travelling poor 

belonging to these parishes. The unfortunate and destitute poor are now in the lunatic 

asylum of Aberdeen, and occasion a heavy expense upon these parishes.’34 

 

James Murray and the Royal Asylum in Perth 

Unlike the existing asylums at Montrose, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Dundee and Edinburgh, 

the asylum at Perth was the first to be entirely funded through a legacy, executed in a 

deed of covenant of 1814-5 (see fig. 2.12). 

 

 
Fig. 2.12 Plaque to James Murray, 1827, photograph 2002 ©A. Darragh 
 

James Murray, though a simple day-labourer himself, had come into a large fortune in the 

form of a bequest from his brother, a rich merchant in India, who had perished at sea in 

1809. It can only be assumed that Murray, aware of the innovations taking place in the 

care of the mentally ill at this time, wished to play an active role in the treatment of the 

afflicted of his home town. Perth was a growing centre of population and suffered from 

many of the related social problems including a lack of provision for the ‘insane’. A 

government enquiry of 1813 concerning the treatment of ‘lunatics’ had found the 

conditions were ‘such as might well make the blood curdle in the veins.’35 James Murray 

found himself in a position to rectify the situation by ‘the erection of an Asylum for the 

                                                
34 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 12, Tarland, Co. of Aberdeen, 845 
35 W. D. Chambers, Murray Royal Hospital, Perth, 1827-1977, Perth, 1977, 3 
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reception of Lunatic persons in the said City of Perth and its neighbourhood.’36 James 

Murray’s Asylum in Perth of 1827 (fig. 2.13) was designed to avoid any ‘gloomy 

appearance of confinement’ and it was noted how in that institution ‘the greatest 

criminals were treated with a gentleness of care which made the contrast frightening.’37 

Although originally funded by a legacy, James Murray’s was maintained by public 

subscriptions. The example set by the people of Perth in supporting their asylum 

encouraged other towns to be equally generous. The Aberdeen Asylum Superintendent D. 

C. Campbell would later comment that it had set ‘a meritorious example to other towns’ 

as ‘besides a subscription for their public funds, the names of many respectable 

inhabitants of Perth, appear among the list of contributors.’38 

 

 
Fig. 2.13 James Murray’s Asylum, Perth of 1827, photograph circa. 1875 ©RCAHMS 

The cost to maintain a ‘pauper lunatic’ in a public asylum at that time could vary greatly. 

Montrose and Aberdeen were the least expensive, at an average of £14 per annum, 

whereas Edinburgh was the most expensive, at around £50 per annum.39 The New 

Statistical Account of Scotland of 1834-45 recorded that the parish of Comrie, Perthshire, 

had ‘three lunatics in Perth Asylum, who cost the heritors L. 60 a year. The annual 

expense … is thus about L. 180.’40 This was clearly a considerable expense for parishes. 

                                                
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid., 7 
38 D. C. Campbell, Hints on the Management of Lunatic Asylums, Aberdeen, 1851, 12 
39 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 1, Edinburgh, Co. of Edinburgh, 732 
40 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 10, Comrie, Co. of Perth, 594 
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At Kinfauns ‘the Kirk session expended considerably upwards of L. 100 on the Board, 

medical treatment &c. of paupers in the Lunatic Asylum.’41 

 

Dr W. A. F. Browne  

In 1836 Dr W. A. F. Browne (fig. 2.14) was appointed Superintendent to the Montrose 

Asylum and was among the most important reformers of the treatment of mental illness 

of his generation. He studied medicine at Edinburgh University under George Combe 

and, after graduation in 1832, went to France to study mental diseases under Esquirol at 

Charenton and La Salpêtrière.  

 

 
Fig. 2.14 Portrait of Dr W. A. F. Browne by an unknown artist in What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to 

 Be, Edinburgh, 1837 
 
There he absorbed the original teachings of Pinel and became familiar with the work of 

the seventeenth-century social reformer, St. Vincent de Paul.42 On his return from France 

he initially went into general practice but continued his interest in ‘insanity’ and in 1834 

was appointed Medical Superintendent of the Montrose Asylum. Browne’s was not only 

the first such appointment but he was one of the most innovative asylum superintendents 

                                                
41 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 10, Kinfauns, Co. of Perth, 1223 
42 W. A. F. Browne’s youngest son was christened Vincent de Paul 
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in Scotland introducing many of the enlightened treatment practices he had observed 

during his time in France. 
 

It was at Montrose that Browne delivered a series of lectures in 1837 on What Asylums 

Were, Are, and Ought to Be, in which he proposed the idea of a ‘perfect asylum as 

Utopia.’43 These lectures were quite revolutionary and set new standards both nationally 

and internationally for the treatment of the ‘insane’ in his lifetime. D. Gollaher in Voice 

for the Mad notes that Browne’s printed lectures were as influential in America as in 

Britain and that Dorothea Dix, a leading authority on the reform of the treatment of the 

mentally ill, deemed them a ‘masterful work.’44 In these lectures he explained his vision 

of what asylums could be, or as he said ‘ought to be’. Describing the elements in detail he 

dealt with such topics as the sitting of the asylum, its architecture, sanitation and the 

manner of heating. He advocated the abolition of airing courts, which had been a feature 

of all the early asylums in Scotland and England, and suggested they be replaced by 

gardens and farms to be cultivated by patients. Insisting on the importance of occupation 

and employment he felt these activities would prepare patients for their eventual re-

integration into the community on their discharge. He stressed the importance of 

classification and encouraged as much liberty as possible for the ‘insane’ consistent with 

the safety of the wider community. He also advocated an end to compulsion and 

punishment of the mentally ill. In the final part of his lectures he painted a picture of his 

ideal asylum in which a spacious, airy, sun-filled building is surrounded by trees and 

gardens, with patients busily involved in industry and activity. Brown moved from 

Montrose in 1839 to become the first Superintendent of the newly opened Crichton 

Institution in Dumfries of which the British Medical Journal would later state, had the 

reputation of being ‘one of the best, if not the best managed in Scotland, and of being 

even a pattern to many English asylums.’45 When the Scottish Lunacy laws were 

reformed in 1857 as a result of the Lunacy (Scotland) Act, Browne was appointed to the 

influential position of being one of the first Commissioners in Lunacy. The British 

Medical Journal of 1857 commented on his work What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to 

                                                
43 Browne, op.cit., 176 
44 D. Gollaher, Voice for the Mad: The Life of Dorothea Dix, New York, 1995, 347 
45 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 38, 19 September, 1857, 792-4 
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Be and his career at the Crichton Royal that this had ‘tended to gain for Dr Browne that 

high reputation which has now met with a graceful recognition.’46 

 

Elgin Pauper Asylum  

The public asylum at Elgin was unique in that it was the only independent asylum in 

Scotland established solely for ‘pauper lunatics’. Need had been expressed for a ‘pauper’ 

asylum as early as 1828 and in the same year the managers of Gray’s Hospital requested 

plans from Archibald Simpson. He had been in Elgin building St Giles’ Church from 

1825. This same church donated the land for the asylum and public contributions were 

received, the annual funding being provided from rates. The new asylum was built by 

Simpson close to Gray’s from 1833-5. Charges were fixed at £12 per anum with the 

patient’s parish to provide clothes, bedding and to pay any other bills. According to the 

New Statistical Account of Scotland of 1834-45, it contained at that time ‘ten cells and the 

benefit of it is confined to the insane poor within the county.’47 

 

The second asylum building at Edinburgh 

During the years 1835 and 1836 the attention of the Town Council was repeatedly drawn 

to the defective state of the Edinburgh Bedlam. By this date the original asylum of 1813 

had been open for over 20 years but while donations, collections and legacies had 

originally been solicited primarily for an institution for ‘pauper lunatics’, it was not yet 

providing for this group. By the 1830s it had been decided to build additional 

accommodation solely for the ‘poorer classes’. Land was purchased on the Tipperlin 

estate in 1837 and the new asylum building ‘West House’ was built and was intended to 

‘rank among the best in Britain, with respect both to general arrangements, and to the 

successful treatment of mental disease.’48 

 

Although moral reformers were making steady progress on the treatment and 

accommodation needs of the mentally ill, the general public was not as equally 

philanthropic or charitably inclined. A large number of complaints was raised regarding 

                                                
46 Ibid. 
47 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 13, Elgin, Co. of Elgin, 24, 93 
48 First Annual Report of the Edinburgh Royal Asylum, Edinburgh, 1840, 6 
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the proposed ‘West House’ from the adjoining village of Tipperlin whose residents were 

concerned about ‘the discomforts and dangers of passing so close to a mental hospital.’49 

By August 1838 both the architect William Burn and the Governors of the asylum 

decided that due to the ‘unreasonable objections and difficulties and the still more absurd 

whims and conceptions of the Tipperlin parties’ the scheme of progressive additions and 

improvements should be abandoned.50 Despite the initial local resistance, West House 

was eventually built between 1839 and 1842 with the intention that the original building 

would be demolished. Due to escalating building costs, yet again the managers at the 

Edinburgh Asylum were forced to use it for ‘private’, paying patients in addition to the 

‘pauper’ patients. In an attempt to raise additional funds for the building at Morningside 

heritors were encouraged to buy perpetual rights at £34 each which in turn entitled them 

to admit all the ‘lunatic paupers’ from within that parish at the heavily discounted rate of 

£15 per annum.51 The new building was opened in 1839 for the reception of both 

‘pauper’ and ‘private lunatics’ and remained as such for most of the remainder of the 

century (fig. 2.15). 

 

 
Fig. 2.15 The second Edinburgh asylum of 1837, photograph 1955 ©The Scotsman Publications Ltd  
                                                
49 C. J. Smith, Historic South Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Vol. I, 1978, 197 
50 Lothian Health Board Archive, letter from architect William Burn to the Directors of the Edinburgh 
Asylum, 18 July, 1838 
51 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 1, Edinburgh, Co. of Edinburgh, 749 
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Dr David Skae was appointed Physician Superintendent in 1846 and was noted for his 

extensive work on the classifications of insanity. The Edinburgh Royal Asylum, under his 

direction, would acquire a ‘world-wide reputation’ and was ‘a school in which have been 

trained a large number of the medical superintendents of the English and Scotch 

asylums.’52 

 

Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries (incorporating the Southern Counties Asylum) 

Like Perth, this asylum was funded by way of a legacy. Dr James Crichton (1765-1823) 

(fig. 2.16), after training as a physician, had taken up service with the East India 

Company. He made his fortune in China and India as a trader. He was also appointed 

Physician to the Governor General of India. On his return to Scotland he married 

Elizabeth Grierson (fig. 2.17) in 1810. He was 14 years older than Elizabeth and died 

after only 13 years of marriage but had requested that his fortune be spent on the 

establishment of a charitable institution or a university. On 31 October 1833 the scheme 

was abandoned and Mrs Crichton instead decided that a certain part of the funds should 

be used to build and endow a Lunatic Asylum in the neighbourhood of Dumfries. Initially 

this personal philanthropy was not so positively received by the wider community. The 

Dumfries Times in November 1834 argued that ‘the erection of a public madhouse was a 

mode of appropriation which the town and neighbourhood entirely objected to as 

wasteful and uncalled for.’53 It was labelled the ‘Crichton Foolery’ and was attacked for 

the ‘absurdly disproportionate magnitude of the scale’ on which it was planned.54 

Nevertheless the project went ahead and on 20 June 1835 Mrs Crichton delivered her 

prayer of blessing for the future building: 

 
It is my earnest wish and desire that this building should be founded on the faith of 
God. It is built from the funds of my husband, which were acquired solely by the 
great blessing of God upon his honest industry. From a poor youth he became a rich 
man, but he ever acknowledged with the deepest feelings of gratitude that to Him 
who had been his God and his Guide the praise alone was due.55 

 

                                                
52 British Medical Journal, 10 May, 1873, 549 
53 The Dumfries Times, 19 November, 1834,	  3, B 
54 Ibid. 
55 Quoted in M. Williams, History of Crichton Royal Hospital, 1839-1989, Dumfries, 1989, 14 
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Fig. 2.16 Dr James Crichton, c.1840 Fig. 2.17 Mrs Elizabeth Crichton, c.1840 
 ©J. and M. Williams   ©J. and M. Williams 
 

The asylum opened on 5 June 1839 and received its Royal Charter on 3 July 1840 (fig. 

2.18). By the time the asylum was ready to appoint staff in 1838, Browne’s lectures of 

1837 had been published in book form and were circulating throughout Scotland. Mrs 

Crichton was so impressed with what she read that she immediately offered him the post 

of Medical Superintendent, which he duly accepted. In the Dumfries institution Browne 

had the opportunity to put his plans for an ‘ideal asylum’ into effect. Although initially 

established by means of a legacy, the income for the asylum at Dumfries derived from a 

range of other investments, further legacies, donations, and subscriptions. The New 

Statistical Account of Scotland of 1834-45 also stated that it received ‘parochial 

contributions and liberal allowances from the counties of Dumfries and Wigton and the 

Stewartry of Kircudbright.’56 

 

                                                
56 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 4, Dumfries, Co. of Dumfries, 25 
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Fig. 2.18 Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries of 1839, photograph 1993 ©RCAHMS 
 

Southern Counties Asylum 

This was opened in 1849 by the management of the Crichton Royal Institution (on the 

same site) to accommodate ‘pauper lunatics’ with funding that had become available as a 

result of the Poor Law (Scotland) Act of 1845.57 Demand for admission to the Crichton 

Royal had been great, but the quality of the accommodation was considered to far exceed 

that necessary for ‘paupers’. The Crichton Royal committee decided to set up the 

Southern Counties Asylum as a separate institution exclusively for this group of patients 

(fig. 2.19). The benefit to the Crichton Royal was that this strategy enabled the transfer of 

the vast majority of the ‘pauper’ patients to the Southern Counties District Asylum, 

which was built more along the lines of a poorhouse, allowing it to concentrate on higher 

paying private patients. The two institutions operated semi-independently but shared the 

same management, including the Medical Superintendent, from the outset. While 

separate, they clearly worked very closely together and by 1885 became the ‘First’ and 

‘Second’ Houses of the Crichton Royal Institution.  

                                                
57 8+9 Vict. 83, The Amendment and Better Administration of the Laws Relating to the Relief of the Poor in 
Scotland 
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Fig. 2.19 Southern Counties District Asylum, view from Crichton Memorial Church tower, 1895 

©Crichton Royal Hospital 
 

Additional buildings 

Two replacement asylums were constructed during this early period to meet the growing 

demand for public asylum accommodation in Glasgow and Montrose. In each case 

overcrowding had become so extreme and ideas about the form and function of the 

buildings had so changed that entirely new institutions were built. When the second 

Glasgow asylum was established at Gartnavel in 1842 it was intended to accommodate 

more than 600 patients at a cost of approximately £40,000 (fig. 2.20). As part of the 

appeal for funds copies of the proposed elevation and ground plan along with 

explanations were made available to the general public for their comments.58 Glasgow 

had a tradition of supporting institutions for the relief of the distressed and impoverished. 

The asylum authorities hoped that this cause would meet with the approval of its citizens. 

A generation had passed since the community had previously been asked to subscribe for 

the original asylum and it was felt the time was right to renew this request for support by 

means of a further public appeal. This stressed that asylums had been successful in 

                                                
58 Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the Dundee Lunatic Asylum, Dundee, 1839, 9 
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reducing pauperism and in recovering the services of many individuals who would 

otherwise have been lost. The Annual Report of 1841 stated that, ‘another model 

Institution will in a short time be added to those which are so creditable to our City.’59 

 

 
Fig. 2.20 The second Glasgow Asylum at Gartnavel of 1842, photograph 1988 ©RCAHMS 
 

The final asylum in this early period was the replacement for the very first institution at 

Montrose of 1781. It was built on a new site in 1855 a few miles to the north of the town 

on the Sunnyside estate (fig. 2.21).  

 

 
Fig. 2.21 The second Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside of 1855, c.1870 ©Tayside Health Board  

                                                
59 Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1841, 10 
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Other legislative developments in 1845 

Although further Lunacy Amendment Acts were passed in 1828 (9 Geo. IV c.34) and 

1841 (4+5 Vict. c.60), these were of little consequence.60 In 1845 two major events 

occurred which greatly influenced future public asylum policy in Scotland. The first of 

these was the Lunacy Act for England and Wales (8+9 Vict. c.100), which made 

provision for ‘lunatic paupers’. This did not have an immediate effect in Scotland but 

clearly set an example for other parts of the United Kingdom to follow. The second was 

the impact of the Poor Law Act for Scotland of 1845, which placed a duty on Parochial 

Boards to provide for the ‘insane’ in properly authorised asylum accommodation. Even 

ten years later, however, it was clear that the Boards were not taking their responsibilities 

in this matter seriously enough and at that point Lord Ashley, later the 7th Earl of 

Shaftesbury, attempted to bring Scotland into line with the ‘lunacy’ legislation of 

England and Wales. In highlighting the plight of ‘pauper lunatics’ in Scotland he stated 

that ‘I believe that not in any country in Europe, nor in any part of America, is there any 

place in which pauper lunatics are in as much suffering and degraded state as those in Her 

Majesty’s Kingdom of Scotland.’61  

 

Dorothea Dix and the Royal Commission of 1855 

A key figure of the Lunacy reform which was soon to take effect in Scotland was the 

American Dorothea Lynde Dix (1802-87) (fig. 2.22). Dix was a deeply religious 

individual and throughout her twenties and early thirties had devoted her life to teaching, 

social reform and the moral improvement of herself and others. But overwork, physical 

and mental strain alongside general fatigue and imperfect health gradually led to an 

emotional breakdown in 1836. As a result she decided to leave her hometown of Boston, 

Massachusetts, later that year to undertake a grand European tour and letters of 

introduction to people all over the continent came from companions and colleagues. She 

first stopped in England and was warmly received into the home of the Quaker Sir 

William Rathbone at Greenbank, near Liverpool. Here she was treated like one of the 

                                                
60 An Act for altering and amending an Act passed in the fifty fifth year of His late Majesty, intitled ‘An Act 
to regulate Madhouses in Scotland’; An Act to alter and amend certain Acts Regulating madhouses in 
Scotland; and to provide for the custody of Dangerous lunatics 
61 Earl of Shaftesbury, Speech to the House of Commons, 6 June, 1845 
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family and nursed back to health and strength through kindness, gentleness together with 

mental and social stimulation.  

 

 
Fig. 2.22 Dorothea Lynde Dix, Oil on canvas by Samuel Bell Waugh, 1868, ©National Portrait Gallery, 

Smithsonian Institute 
 
It was at Greenbank, with all its influential and political visitors, that Dix would first 

come into contact with the policies surrounding social and humanitarian Whig reform and 

the desire for a new system of public welfare. It was also here that she met Samuel Tuke 

of the York Retreat and Robert Owen of the experimental New Lanark Community in 

Scotland, both of whom she greatly admired. It was an exiting time for Dix to be in 

England and rather than continuing on her Grand Tour she decided to remain with the 

Rathbones, only eventually returning to Boston in 1840. On her return she devoted 

herself to the care and treatment of the ‘insane’, initially in Massachusetts, and eventually 

all over America, putting into practice much that she had learnt from her time in England. 

She was responsible for the establishment of many asylums and played an important role 

in attempting to create new legislation, becoming a well-known and influential figure 

herself. In 1854 she put forward a Land-Grant Bill for the Indigent Insane Persons, but 
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this was vetoed by President Frankin Pierce who thought it was the responsibility of the 

individual states to cater for their own ‘insane’ population.62 

 

Later that year she decided to take her long-awaited trip to the continent and broke her 

journey once again in Liverpool with the Rathbones. In the time she had been back in 

America, England had changed dramatically. This was in part due to mass 

industrialisation, as people moved from the countryside to the towns and the existing 

institutions such as prisons, workhouses and factories struggled to cope under the 

pressure. As a result of the Lunacy Act of 1845 the institutional landscape now also 

included public county asylums. Dix’s reputation and work with the ‘insane’ in America 

was, by this stage, well known in England and, although originally bound for continental 

Europe, Dix felt a calling to remain in England and spent time visiting many of these new 

institutions. Later in the year she took a holiday to the estate of the botanist and geologist 

Sir Walter Calverly Trevelyan in the North of Scotland, which was to prove the catalyst 

for her involvement in Scottish Lunacy reform. Breaking her journey in Edinburgh she 

was introduced to Scotland’s social and political elite and came to feel a great affection 

for the city and its institutions. During her time there she made herself familiar with the 

state of affairs in the private ‘madhouses’ and asylums and it was not long before she 

realised that there was urgent need for reform. 

 

It was evident that Scotland was lagging behind England in relation to lunacy legislation 

at this time and in particular the provision of accommodation suitable for ‘pauper 

lunatics’. This resulted in the continued use of private asylums and ‘madhouses’ and Dix 

drew attention to the neglect and abuse of the ‘insane’, writing that ‘none are of so much 

needing quick reform as the private madhouses for the insane.’63 She continued 

 
the sooner I address myself to this work of humanity the sooner will my conscience 
cease to suggest effort or rebuke inaction … it will be no holiday work however – 
but hundreds of miserable creatures may be released from this bitter bondage – 
which the people at large are quite unconscious of.64 

                                                
62 Senate Debates On The Land-Grant Bill For Indigent Insane Persons, February 21, 1854, Library of 
Congress 
63 Gollaher, op. cit., 345 
64 F. Tiffany, Life of Dorothea Lynde Dix, New York, 1890, 231 
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She also wrote to the Lord Advocate James Moncrieff stating: ‘I really cannot with a 

quiet conscience leave … till these abominable places are broken up or controlled.’65 Dix 

spent several weeks in Edinburgh promoting this cause and although she was warmly 

welcomed in many quarters, others were hostile. She found a ready supporter in Dr David 

Skae, Superintendent at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum but elsewhere her actions were met 

with suspicion. She was especially disappointed that W. A. F. Browne, whose lectures 

she had labelled as a masterpiece had referred to her as ‘The American Invader’ and an 

‘interfering busybody.’66 

 

In The Chronicle of Crichton Royal by Superintendent C. C. Easterbrook, he included 

recollections attributed to Browne’s son, James Crichton-Browne, on the subject of Miss 

Dix. In providing comments on her activities he referred to her ‘self-imposed tour of 

investigation’ that had been authorised by the Home Secretary. She was, he noted, the 

guest of his father for two days while she studied the institution. Crichton-Browne noted 

that: 

 
There can be no doubt that it was Miss Dix’s representations as to the miserable 
and neglected plight of certain classes of the insane in Scotland that led to the 
appointment of the Royal Commission of Inquiry … which again led to the Lunacy 
Act for Scotland in 1857 and the appointment of the Scottish Board of Lunacy. But 
Miss Dix’s painful revelations related entirely to abuses existing in private asylums, 
poorhouses and prisons, which she attributed to the negligence of the Board of 
Supervision and Poor Law Authorities.67 

 

Through her raising of the profile of Scotland’s private ‘madhouses’ she provided the 

impetus which eventually led to the building of ‘pauper asylums’. On 9 April 1855 a 

Royal Commission was Appointed to Enquire into the Condition of Lunatic Asylums in 

Scotland and the Existing State of the Law in Reference to Lunatics and Lunatic Asylums. 

In a debate in the House of Commons on 29 May, 1857, Mr B. Ellis, M.P. for St 

Andrews, stated that this report was ‘entirely due to the exertion of a lady who was not a 

native of England, Scotland or Ireland, but of the United States.’ He continued that: 

                                                
65 T. J. Brown, Dorothea Dix, New England Reformer, Harvard, 1998, 220 
66 A. D. T. Robinson, ‘Dorothea Dix: When will we see your like again In Scotland? Sketches from the 
History of Psychiatry’, in Psychiatric Bulletin, Vol. 13, 1989, 306 
67 C. C. Easterbrook, The Chronicle of Crichton Royal, Dumfries, 1940 
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She came to London and placed herself in communication with the Secretary of 
State for the Home Department and with the Duke of Argyll, and at her instance, 
and without any public movement on the subject, a Royal Commission was 
appointed to enquire into the state of the Lunatic Asylums of Scotland.68 

 

The critical role she played was also recognised retrospectively. In 1891 J. and A. 

Churchill in Asylums of the World noted that ‘mainly as a result of the self-denying 

efforts of Miss Dix, an American lady, a Royal Commission was appointed to enquire 

into the condition of lunatic asylums in Scotland.’69 Belated praise was further recorded 

in the Thirty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for 

Scotland: 

 
At her insistence, and without any public movement on the subject, a Royal 
Commission was appointed to enquire into the state of the lunatic asylums of 
Scotland. No one, we feel sure, could read the report of the Commission without 
feeling grateful to that lady for having been instrumental in exposing proceedings 
which were disgraceful to this or to any civilised country.70 

 

The notion of an American woman being able to influence legislation in Scotland at this 

time seems surprising due precisely to these two facts; she was a foreigner and she was a 

woman. Whatever the objections to Dix and her interventions, she was clearly influential 

in improving the conditions for the ‘insane’ in Scotland and therefore warrants due 

attention in this study. Clearly this indefatigable campaigner took on the establishment 

and produced results. 

 

It is evident that this early period witnessed dramatic developments in terms of the 

perceptions of ‘insanity’. This is turn led to the construction of seven Royal Asylums, one 

additional asylum, two replacement asylums, and a small ‘pauper’ asylum in Elgin. These 

were largely funded through the philanthropic activities of individuals or by general 

subscription and their inspiration a reaction to the revulsion felt by many to the brutal and 

inhumane treatment of ‘lunatics’. This was very much a reflection of the progressive 

views, which were circulating as a result of Enlightenment thinking spreading from 

                                                
68 House of Commons Debates, Lunatics in Scotland, Observations, 29 May, 1857, 1025 
69 J. and A. Churchill, Asylums of the World, London, 1891, 69 
70 Thirty-sixth (Supplement) to the Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1895, 18 
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France at this time and offered a pragmatic solution to the problem of ‘lunatics’ being left 

to wander the streets unsupervised. The map in figure 2.23 provides an overview of these 

institutions and shows their distribution throughout Scotland.71  

 

The provision of public asylums through benevolent action in this period was patchy with 

large areas of Scotland completely neglected, especially in regards to the needs of 

‘pauper lunatics’. Whereas Scotland had made early progress in asylum provision by 

1845 it was beginning to lag behind other parts of the United Kingdom. Legislation 

making specific provision for pauper lunatics had been enacted for England and Wales. It 

took a further ten years before a Royal Commission was appointed to ‘Enquire into the 

Conditions of Lunatic Asylums in Scotland’, thanks in part to Dorothea Dix, which led to 

the implementation of the Lunacy (Scotland) Act of 1857. This provided a coherent 

legislative basis for the care of the ‘insane’ in Scotland. It also created a central 

administrative structure to manage and supervise their future needs and opened the way 

to public funding for the development of public asylums and the maintenance of their 

residents. Furthermore it provided the impetus for an extensive public asylum building 

programme to meet the needs of the population of Scotland.  

 

                                                
71 By the end of the early period in 1857 replacement asylum buildings had been constructed on new sites 
in Aberdeen, Montrose and Glasgow. At Edinburgh an entirely new institution had been built on the same 
site adjoining the original building (thus only one map reference). These are each given their own 
individual sites on the map (apart from the short-lived Aberdeen asylum), thus making a total of 10 Royal 
Asylums and one pauper asylum.  
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Fig. 2.22 Distribution of Public Asylums in Scotland during the Early Period 1781-1857 
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This chapter has outlined the social context for the early period of Scottish public asylum 

development and identified the input of key reformers of that time. Their campaigning 

was highly successful and resulted in the building of a total of 12 public asylum buildings 

where none had existed previously. All of these were funded from a range of charitable 

sources and the variations and rationale for their individual designs are discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 5. Some were quite plain and utilitarian while others reflected a 

burgeoning of civic pride and a growing confidence that the era of the public asylum had 

finally arrived. 
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Chapter 3 
 

The public lunatic asylum in Scotland – the ‘main’ asylum building period 
 

The chief objects of the Statute are to provide for the building of district asylums for the 
reception of pauper lunatics, and to insure the proper care and treatment of lunatics 

generally, whether placed in asylums, or left in private houses under the care or relatives 
or strangers.1 

 

This chapter focuses on the ‘main’ asylum building period (1857-1887), which 

starts with the implementation of the Lunacy (Scotland) Act of 1857. This led to the 

creation of Scotland’s General and District Lunacy Boards and the associated District 

Asylums, which were built to accommodate ‘pauper lunatics’ all over the country. By the 

mid-nineteenth century there was a growing recognition that the organisation and 

provision of care for the mentally ill in Scotland was inadequate. In the Builder of 1860 it 

was noted that ‘striking a line from Aberdeen to Glasgow through Perth, there was in 

1857 absolutely no provision in the northern and north-western counties, except a few 

cells in the basement of the infirmary at Inverness, and a pauper institution at Elgin for 

forty-six patients.’2 Despite the existence of the Royal Asylums and private asylums, 

many ‘lunatic paupers’ were still detained in dismal, over-crowded lunatic wards of 

infirmaries, poorhouses, private houses or in prisons. Meanwhile effective legislation 

covering ‘lunacy’ had been introduced all over Europe, with Ireland (then part of the 

United Kingdom) being the first country to have a system of public asylums from as early 

as 1817. Ireland’s lead was only followed by France and Switzerland in 1838, England in 

1845, Norway in 1848, Belgium in 1850 and eventually Scotland in 1857.3  

 

Reform was necessary in Scotland and there is no doubt that it was greatly stimulated by 

Dix’s visit in 1855 when she highlighted the inhumane conditions still prevalent in many 

of Scotland’s private ‘madhouses’. With the support of the Duke of Argyll, Lord 

Shaftesbury, the Lord Advocate Moncrieff and the Home Secretary, Sir George Grey, 

Dix set about initiating a Royal Commission to undertake a thorough investigation into 

                                                
1 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, i 
2 ‘Lunatic Asylums in Scotland’ in Builder, 7 January, 1860, 4 
3 M. Reuber, Staats-und Privatanstalten in Irland, Irre, Ärzte und Idioten, Köln, 1994, 74 
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the condition of ‘lunatics’ and, in particular, ‘lunatic paupers’ throughout Scotland. 

Although the matter had already been under the consideration of the government for 

some time, the speed of the development and ease of implementation that followed was to 

a great extent a response to her spirited and determined advocacy. 

 

The role of the new Scottish Commission was to inspect and ascertain as much detail as 

possible on every existing asylum in the country reporting in each case on: - 

 

I. Object, Origins, History, and Date of Opening 
II. Constitution, Government and Management 
III. Quantity and Appropriation of Land 
IV. Amount and Description of Accommodation for Patients of the several 

Classes and respective Sexes 
V. Sources and Amount of Income 
VI. Rates of Payment for Patients 
VII. Medical and other Officers, Attendants, and Establishment, with Salaries, 

Wages, and Allowances 
VIII. Total Capital Expenditure on 14th May 1855 
IX. Condition of the Asylum and Patients when visited by the Commissioners4  

 

It also gave details on the location of existing asylums, their various situations, sizes and 

constructions, noted insufficiencies in accommodation, examined the nature and 

treatment of insanity, the constitution of asylums and their wider influence and purpose. 

Additional areas of consideration included diet, restraint and seclusion, religious services 

and numbers of attendants. It was an extremely thorough report and much of it was 

embodied in the resultant Act of 1857. 

 

The Commission included two experienced permanent English Commissioners. The first 

was William George Campbell who had served on the English Board from 1845. His 

family originally came from Inverary in Argyllshire and he was the nephew of the Duke 

of Argyll. The second was Samuel Gaskell who was the first resident Medical 

Superintendent in England to become a Commissioner. From 1840 he had managed the 

                                                
4 taken from headings throughout the Scottish Lunacy Commission Report by Her Majesty’s 
Commissioners appointed to Enquire into the State of Lunatic Asylums in Scotland and the existing Law in 
reference to Lunatics and Lunatic Asylums in that part of the United Kingdom, with an Appendix, 
Edinburgh, 1857 (hereafter Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857) 
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Lancashire County Asylum at Lancaster, the second largest in England after the 

Middlesex County Asylum at Hanwell, and had taken the role of adviser to the English 

Commissioners on asylum design and management. Together with Dr James Coxe, an 

active local member who prepared the final report, Campbell and Gaskell emphasised the 

urgent need for effective legislation to curb the flagrant abuses of the ‘insane’ through the 

creation of a strong central authority to oversee their care. The report also emphasised the 

need for a major expansion of the network of public asylums across Scotland. 

 

The findings of the Royal Commission were incorporated into the Lunacy (Scotland) Act 

of 1857 – An Act for the Regulation of the Care and Treatment of Lunatics, and for the 

Provision, Maintenance, and Regulation of Lunatic Asylums in Scotland.5 This Act, 

alongside existing provisions and with specific Amendments in 1862 and 18666, formed 

the basis of future Lunacy Law in Scotland, which remained in force for most of the 

nineteenth century. Additional small Acts or Amendments were passed in 1864, 1867 and 

18717 but these were limited in both scope and outcome. Reflecting on the impact of this 

legislation in 1897 one of the Commissioners in Lunacy, Dr John Sibbald, stated these 

Acts represented: 

 
the culmination of the efforts of philanthropists who, during the first half of the 
century, had striven to rouse the nation to a sense of its duty to secure for the insane 
in every part of the country humane treatment in institutions suitably constructed 
and adequately equipped. The asylums that were erected in consequence of this 
legislation were therefore intended to be places where the patients would not only 
cease to be a danger to society, but where they could also be treated in the way 
most likely to benefit them, either by restoring them to a state of mental soundness, 
or, where that was impossible, by making their life in an asylum a tolerable and if 
possible a happy one.8 
 

The most important administrative outcome of the 1857 Act was the creation of the 

‘General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland’ (hereafter the General Board). 

Although this was only to operate for five years, it had a major impact on asylum 

                                                
5 An Act for the Regulation of the Care and Treatment of Lunatics, and for the Provision, Maintenance and 
Regulation of Lunatic Asylums in Scotland, 1857, 20 & 21 Vict. c.71 
6 Lunacy (Scotland) Act, 1862, 25 & 26 Vict. c.54; Lunacy (Scotland) Act, 1866, 29 & 30 Vict. c.51 
7 Lunacy Board (Scotland) Act, 1864, 27 & 28 Vict. c.59; Lunatics (Scotland) Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict. 
c.55; Criminal and Dangerous Lunatics (Scotland) Act, 1871, 34 & 35 Vict. c.55 
8 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 7 
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development in Scotland and led to the provision of some form of public institution for 

the care of the mentally ill in almost all parts of the country. Whereas the asylums of the 

early period were characterised by the benevolence of individual reformers, those of the 

main and late periods were largely the result of new legislation. Parchappé commented: 

‘the development of institutions to help treat the mentally ill has in the United Kingdom, 

like France, been heavily dependent on the progress of legislation.’9 The Lunacy 

(Scotland) Act of 1857 was the single most important piece of legislation affecting the 

development of the public asylum system and resulted in widespread changes. It emerged 

at the mid-point of this study and led to the first systematic attempt to identify the full 

extent and nature of ‘insanity’ within the country. The Act established a central 

administrative structure charged with the oversight of the needs of the insane and opened 

the way to public funding of future asylum developments. This in turn led to the enduring 

legacy of related buildings to serve the public asylum network across Scotland. The 

General Board was responsible for the implementation of the new Lunacy (Scotland) Act 

of 1857, taking over the existing duties of the Board of Supervision (of the Poor Law) in 

those aspects relating to mental health.10 For the purposes of the Act the new General 

Board divided Scotland into administrative districts, inspected all existing asylums, 

created new District Boards and oversaw the granting of licences to private ‘madhouses’ 

(or their removal). According to the First Annual Report of the General Board the chief 

object of the Statute was ‘to provide for the building of ‘District Asylums’ for the 

reception of pauper lunatics and to ensure the proper care and treatment of lunatics 

generally, whether placed in asylums, or left in private houses under the care of relatives 

or strangers.’11 Having established the Districts, the Commissioners next had to assess the 

standard of existing accommodation in terms of the current requirements and decide 

whether additional provision was necessary. The first meeting of the new General Board 

was held in Edinburgh on 4 November 1857, with the full provisions of the Act coming 

into force on 1 January 1858. 

 

                                                
9 M. Parchappé, Des Principes a Suivre dans la fondation et la construction des asiles d’aliénés, 1853, 217, 
(trans. A. Darragh) 
10 J. S. Gibson, The Thistle and the Crown: A History of the Scottish Office, Edinburgh, 1985, 14-16, 36 
11 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, i 
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Enumeration of ‘Lunatics’ 

Not surprisingly a major effort was made to identify and count all those suffering from 

‘insanity’. After all, if something is unquantifiable it is difficult to draw any conclusions 

about it. The 1857 Act was intended to establish the actual burden of ‘insanity’ through 

careful enumeration. Much of the information used has been derived from the statistical 

returns contributed to the Annual Reports of the General Board of Commissioners in 

Lunacy for Scotland between 1858-1913.12 These formed an essential component of the 

centralised data collection system based on medical diagnosis. This information brought 

order out of chaos and provided a reliable basis on which to make realistic plans for 

future provision. One of the first duties of the General Board was to carry out a census of 

all ‘lunatics’ in the country. Until that time the lack of a central authority and any 

standard guidance regarding diagnostic categories had made any enumeration process 

virtually impossible. The number of persons officially recognised as ‘insane’ following 

this census was 5768, or 192 per 100,000 of the population.13 The General Board carried 

out its first enumeration of ‘lunatics’ in 1857 and 1858 for inclusion in the First Annual 

Report of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland. In 1861 the 

National Census took over this function and in its attached report commented that up to 

that time there had been no consistency in the approach to enumeration or classification 

of ‘lunatics’. Previous counts had been attempted but these were in no way thorough or 

representative, often leading to misleading information. It continued ‘figures are not 

necessarily truths; but unless they are truths – true facts – they only lead to error.’14 The 

ongoing system of identifying the mentally ill instituted by the General Board made the 

compilation of future returns for the censuses much more reliable.  

 
The First Annual Report of the General Board in 1859 provided a breakdown of the 

population by gender in each existing private and early period asylum. Figure 3.1 shows 

that the number of ‘pauper’ patients resident in public asylums was almost double that of 

the ‘private’ patients. Interestingly the two institutions where the numbers of ‘private’ 

and ‘pauper’ were almost equal were the two originally funded by legacies – James 

                                                
12 Annual Reports of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland 1859-1913, Edinburgh 
13 Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1885, x1viii 
14 National Census of Scotland Report, Edinburgh, 1861, lviii  
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Murray’s Asylum in Perth and the Crichton Institution in Dumfries. This was due in part 

to the original conditions as laid out by the benefactors, which stipulated that the 

accommodation was to provide for both classes of patient. Furthermore, of all the private 

wings of asylums at this time, those of the Crichton and James Murray’s were generally 

considered to be the most luxurious, thus more ‘acceptable’ to the higher class of patient. 

 

 
Fig. 3.1 Public lunatic asylums in Scotland and the number of private and pauper patients accommodated 

within each15 
 
This early data excludes those still accommodated in the ‘lunatic department of general 

prisons’ and in ‘training schools’; categories which were included in later reports. This 

was also the first systematic listing of the various forms of accommodation occupied by 

‘lunatics’ in Scotland at the time of the 1857 Act. These returns suggest a slight excess at 

that time in the number of cases of ‘lunacy’ among females as compared with males. In 

Figure 3.2 it can be observed that this did indeed seem to be the case for those 
                                                
15 Drawn from the First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, Appendix B 
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accommodated in private asylums, poorhouses and private houses but not in the respect 

of the public asylums where the situation was the reverse – 1226 males and 1154 females.  

 

 
Fig. 3.2 Distribution of ‘lunatics’ in different forms of accommodation in Scotland as of 1 January 

185816 
 

Figure 3.3 shows that the number of ‘paupers’ resident in public asylums on 1 January 

1858 was 1594 or more than double the 786 private patients. The Commissioners also 

reported 745 ‘insane’ accommodated in private ‘madhouses’, comprising 330 male and 

415 female patients. Of these, 219 were private patients and 526 paupers. Poorhouses in 

1858 were accommodating 839 ‘insane’, of whom 362 were male and 487 female. Of 

these only six were private patients and 833 paupers. The 1859 Annual Report clearly 

established a base-line of all those considered ‘insane’ under their control, which was an 

essential preliminary step in assessing the existing level of provision and estimating the 

degree of unmet need.  
 

                                                
16 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, iii 
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Fig. 3.3 Distribution of ‘lunatics’ in different forms of accommodation in Scotland as of 1 January 

185817 
 

The Commissioners commented that the numbers of ‘insane’ in poorhouses could not be 

considered accurate at that time as they found many ‘paupers’ not accounted for but 

obviously of unsound mind.18 Poorhouse ‘lunatic’ wards were, to a large extent, a 

reflection of overflow accommodation pressures experienced by the Royal Asylums and 

these housed ‘pauper lunatics’ who were supported by the parish. With the population of 

Scotland expanding rapidly and a restricted provision of asylum places, the pressures on 

the local Parochial Boards (Parish Councils after 1894) to make alternative arrangements 

for the ‘insane’ increased. While some financial aid for the support of ‘pauper lunatics’ in 

poorhouses did come through parliamentary grants they were principally a charge on 

local rates. 

 

Statistical returns for ‘insane paupers’ resident in private houses were compiled by the 

Inspectors of the Poor. Their numbers came to 1784, comprising 810 male and 974 

                                                
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid., ii 
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female patients. Whilst the Inspectors were able to furnish returns for the ‘pauper 

lunatics’ in private ‘madhouses’, no statute permitted the Commissioners or the 

Inspectors of the Poor to make returns on individual private patients in the homes of 

relatives or friends. 

 
New definitions  

Having carried out the count of ‘lunatics’ for the initial census the next priority for the 

General Board was to describe the various types of accommodation existing and to 

specify the standards for the new generation of asylums. This was detailed in the 

Commission’s report of 1857 (and in all future reports) under three main categories – 

‘Public Asylums’, ‘Private Asylums’ and ‘District Asylums’. 

 

The Board specified that the words ‘public asylum’ shall mean and include ‘all such 

hospitals, madhouses or asylums as are or shall be established for the custody of lunatics 

by Act of Parliament or Royal Charter.’19 To this was added any other non-profit, 

charitable institutions, other than District Asylums into which lunatics were committed. 

The Commissioners did not believe that lunatic wards of poorhouses should be included 

under the definition of ‘public asylums.’ 

 

‘Private Asylums’, included ‘all houses and asylums established under the Act for ‘more 

than one lunatic … kept for pecuniary gain or profit by the proprietors.’20 In the case of a 

private asylum the admission of a ‘lunatic’ was a matter of arrangement between the 

superintendent and the party seeking reception. 

 

The Board went on to define the new District Asylum, stating that ‘District Asylum’ shall 

mean an asylum of one of the newly created Districts. 

 

The use of the term ‘public asylum’ by the General Board was contested by the old city 

Bedlam in Edinburgh (which was essentially a poorhouse) and also by the Barony 

poorhouse. In both instances the General Board refused to recognise them as public 
                                                
19 Ibid., vii 
20 Ibid. 
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asylums. The Board also decided that in many instances of lunacy the individual could 

continue to live at home with each case being decided on its own merits. It was anxious 

to ensure the Act itself did not become too intrusive, noting that it must ‘… enquire into 

the operations of the lunacy law, so far as regards the security afforded by it against 

violations of personal liberty.’21 In the first annual report it was noted: 

 
There are many persons, for example, whose mental condition requires that they 
should be placed under the care and control of others, yet whom we would hesitate 
to deprive of liberty to the extent almost necessarily involved in sending them to 
lunatic asylums as at present constituted.22 

 
Sir George Abercromby, one of the Members of the Banff District Lunacy Board, noted 

that a definition of the word ‘lunatic’ should also be given as the terms ‘fatuous’ and 

‘imbecile’. The word ‘lunatic’ generally signified that a person was considered to be 

dangerous whereas many, as became apparent during the course of this study, were not.23 

 

The appointment of the General Board 

The General Board made many key decisions and was required to report to the Secretary 

for the Home Department at the beginning of each year. It comprised three persons 

appointed by Her Majesty, one of whom was to be an unpaid Commissioner and 

Chairman of the Board, with two others who would receive a salary, ‘not exceeding one 

thousand two hundred pounds each per annum, as shall be fixed by the commissioners of 

Her Majesty’s treasury.’24 This was a significant salary even in 1857 and reflects the 

importance attached to the role of a Commissioner.25 It ensured that the position would be 

attractive to the widest possible range of well-qualified candidates. The Act specified that 

after the initial five-year period of the Commission the two paid Commissioners would 

become Inspectors General in Lunacy for Scotland under the management of the 

                                                
21 P. J. Haythornthwaite, Scotland in the Nineteenth Century, Aldershot, 1993, 161 
22 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, ix 
23 Letter from Sir George Abercromby to the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland, 
printed in Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archive, Aberdeen, GRHB 
35/1, 27 October, 1859 
24 20 & 21 Vict. c.71, 612 
25 According to J. G. Williamson in ‘The Structure of Pay in Britain, 1710-1911’, in Research in Economic 
History, Vol. 7, 1982, the average yearly salary of Solicitors and Barristers in 1861 was £1600 while that 
for Surgeons and Medical Officers was £343 
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Secretary of State.26 The appointment of Commissioners to the General Board of Lunacy 

was made on 23 September 1857 and two days later was published in the London 

Gazette. It was reported that, under the provisions of the Act 20 & 21 Vict. c.71, the 

Queen has been pleased to make the following appointments: 

  
Unpaid Commissioner and Chairman of the General Board of commissioners in 
Lunacy for Scotland – William Hugh Elliot, Esq., (commonly called Viscount 
Melgund). Paid Commissioners – James Coxe, Esq., M.D., William Alexander 
Francis Browne, Esq., M.D., Secretary – William Forbes, Esq., … by Warrant 
under the hand of the Right Honourable Sir George Grey, Bart., one of Her 
Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State – Sir Alexander Charles Gibson Maitland, 
Bart., and George Young, Esq., Sheriff of the County of Inverness, to be unpaid 
Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland.27  

 

The Chairman of the Board, though unpaid, had considerable powers and this position 

was filled by William Hugh Elliot, Viscount Melgund, eldest son of the Earl of Minto. 

The work of the General Board fell chiefly to the two paid Commissioners. The first of 

these was James Coxe, from Kinellan near Edinburgh, who had been one of the 

Commissioners of the 1855 Royal Commission enquiry into the state of lunatic asylums 

in Scotland and the main author of the subsequent 1857 report. The second was W. A. F. 

Browne, probably the best-known public asylum superintendent in Scotland, having been 

in charge at both the asylums of Montrose and Dumfries, and the author of the influential 

series of lectures on What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be.28 Paid Commissioners 

would thereafter generally be chosen from among existing asylum superintendents and 

this seemed to provide an informal career pathway for them. 

 
Two Deputy Commissioners were also appointed to visit and supervise the ‘insane’ 

boarded out in private families; these were Dr Arthur Mitchell and Dr James Paterson. 

Thomas Clouston, Superintendent of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum commented, ‘the 

selection of Commissioners was the most important matter after the passing of the Act, 

                                                
26 20 & 21 Vict. c.71, 617. The Secretary of State in question was actually the Home Secretary, the office of 
Secretary for Scotland did not exist until 1885 when it was revived. 
27 London Gazette, No. 22043, Friday 25 September, 1857 
28 W. A. F. Browne, What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, Edinburgh, 1837 
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and here were men with an ideal experience, with a secure tenure of office, with a great 

public and philanthropic work before them.’29 

 

In addition to the payment of £1,200 per annum to each Commissioner, there was £500 to 

each Deputy Commissioner, £300 to the Secretary and £150 for the clerk amounting to 

total annual running costs of £3,850. This was a significant expenditure and, although its 

work led to a great many reforms the continued need for the Board’s existence was 

challenged in 1862. This unhappiness came mainly from the Parochial Boards, which had 

a joint responsibility along with the General Board for the support and care of ‘pauper 

lunatics.’ The Parochial Boards felt that the General Board was becoming too powerful, 

nevertheless, it continued in existence for a further 30 years. In relation to the direct 

contributions of the Commissioners W. A. F. Browne and J. Coxe to its operation it was 

stated that they were: 

 
mainly instrumental in formulating the liberal and enlightened policy of the new 
General Board of Lunacy … and devoted themselves assiduously and successfully 
to the establishment of new asylums and the introduction of better methods of 
treating the insane throughout Scotland.30 

 

They were to be involved with every stage of care for individuals and for reporting on 

existing accommodations, together with the planning and management of future asylums. 

Duties were varied, extensive and included the inspection of all public, private and 

District Asylums in Scotland. The General Board was also required to arrange visits at 

least twice (or in some cases four times) a year to all places in which ‘lunatics’ were 

believed to be housed. In each location they were to observe conditions in respect of 

personal restraint or coercion and to report on the diet and general state of health of 

individual patients – both mental and physical. They were also obliged to monitor the 

upkeep of each asylum as to its state of repair, heating, ventilation, cleanliness and water 

supply. Instances of overcrowding were to be reported and Commissioners were required 

to ensure that patient numbers did not exceed those for which asylums were originally 

                                                
29 T. S. Clouston, ‘The Lunacy Administration of Scotland 1857-1892’ in American Journal of Insanity, 
Vol. 50, October, 1893, 193 
30 J. Harper, ‘W. A. F. Browne’, in Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1955, 593 
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planned. A record of how funds were managed and the overall numbers of patients 

admitted, cured, dismissed, deemed incurable or had died was to be maintained. An 

individual record was to be kept for each patient, detailing the medical treatment they 

received, their diet, exercise, clothing and whether they received hot or cold baths. 

Commissioners of the General Board were responsible for granting licences or levying 

fines on private asylums found operating without licences and to maintain a list of private 

‘madhouses’. The General Board also determined the conditions under which the 

parliamentary grant for the support of ‘pauper lunatics’ was to be distributed, although 

the money was actually allocated through the Board of Supervision. A final duty was to 

record if there were any insane ‘at large’.  

 

In addition to establishing a network of new District Asylums, the operation of the 

existing public asylums was to be monitored. This was to assess how well they were 

meeting the expectations set at the time of their erection. If this was not the case then the 

General Board was to advise on necessary improvements. Commissioners were 

authorised to visit asylums, prisons, poorhouses or private asylums at any time – day or 

night. The Act also required the General Board to approve plans, specifications, estimates 

and sites proposed by District Boards for new District Asylums. If agreement was given, 

the District Boards then had a period of two years in which to build the new asylum.  

 

Creation of the Districts  

For the purposes of the new 1857 Act, the General Board divided Scotland initially into 

eight Districts with a view to the erection of new ‘Pauper’ asylums to serve each of these 

areas. There was provision to alter or vary the Districts by combining or dividing counties 

or parts of counties and as of 1859 it was further divided into 21 Districts, as follows and 

as illustrated in figure 3.4: 
 

The Aberdeen District comprising Aberdeenshire 
The Argyll District comprising Argyllshire 
The Ayr District comprising Ayrshire 
The Banff District comprising Banffshire 
The Bute District comprising Buteshire 
The Caithness District comprising Caithness-shire 
The Dumfries District comprising counties of Dumfries, Kirkcudbright and Wigton 
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The Edinburgh District comprising the counties of Edinburgh and Peebles 
The Elgin District comprising Elginshire 
The Fife District comprising the counties of Fife and Kinross 
The Forfar District comprising Forfarshire 
The Glasgow District comprising Lanarkshire 
The Haddington District comprising Haddingtonshire 
The Inverness District comprising Inverness, Nairn, Ross and Cromarty, and Sutherland 
The Kincardine District comprising Kincardineshire 
The Orkney District comprising Orkney 
The Perth District comprising Perthshire 
The Renfrew District comprising Renfrewshire 
The Roxburgh District comprising the counties of Roxburgh, Berwick and Selkirk 
The Shetland District comprising Shetland 
The Stirling District, comprising the counties of Clackmannan, Dumbarton, Linlithgow 
and Stirling.31 
 
 

These Districts varied greatly with respect to population (as illustrated in figure 3.5), 

geographical extent and wealth. Several were too small to support an asylum. Shetland, 

for example, for many years sent its ‘lunatic’ patients to Aberdeen, while those from 

Orkney were received in Edinburgh. In the case of Orkney it was reported by the General 

Board that ‘they maintain that, by virtue of an agreement with the managers of the Royal 

Edinburgh Asylum, they possess the privilege of sending all the pauper lunatics of the 

District to that asylum, on certain fixed and favourable terms.32 As early as 1867 

negotiations were underway to merge the Argyll and Bute Districts and by 1869 it was 

noted in the Eleventh Annual Report of the General Board that an agreement had 

‘recently taken place between the District Boards of Argyll and Bute in terms of which 

the asylum at Lochgilphead becomes the joint asylum of the two districts.’33 It noted that 

‘no county has shown itself more ready to undertake the duty of providing suitable 

accommodation for its pauper lunatics than that of Argyll.’34 

 

                                                
31 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, v 
32 Ibid., xxii 
33 Eleventh Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1869, xxv 
34 Ibid. 
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Fig. 3.4 Original Map showing the location of asylums in Scotland in 1857 from the Scottish Lunacy 

Commission Report, 1857, plate 1 
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Fig. 3.5 ‘Lunatic’ Paupers in each Lunacy District, 1858-68. Information taken from the Eleventh Annual 

Report of the Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland, 1869, xxi 
 

New District Asylums   

Whereas the Royal Asylums catered for both private and pauper ‘lunatics’, the new 

District Asylums erected in accordance with the provisions of the 1857 Act were intended 

for paupers only. The most significant feature of the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act was the 

decision to build ‘District Asylums’ throughout Scotland – chiefly in areas where there 

was little or no existing provision for ‘lunatic paupers’ while accommodation for private 

patients continued to be provided at the Royal Asylums. All new public asylums were to 

be managed and directed through one central authority. Dr John Sibbald, later a Deputy 

Commissioner in Lunacy, speaking of this unity of control stated that it ‘led to beneficial 

results in various directions, one of the most important being the development of a system 

of administration affecting pauper lunatics which does not exist in so comprehensive a 

form anywhere else.’35 

 
                                                
35 J. Sibbald. ‘The Study of Insanity and the treatment of the insane in Scotland’, British Medical Journal, 
Vol. 1, No. 1903, 19 June, 1897, 1564 
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The concept of District Asylums was not new, for as early as 1816 the county Sheriffs 

had put forward a suggestion for the ‘general improvement of the system of managing the 

insane; and all concur in recommending the establishment of District Lunatic Asylums in 

different parts of Scotland.’36 The 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act was particularly vital for 

provision of facilities in the Highlands and Islands where the counties of Inverness, 

Nairn, Ross and Cromarty, and Sutherland had never had a public asylum. A vast 

institution was therefore planned for Inverness, which would accept both English and 

Gaelic-speaking patients and be of sufficient size to serve the whole area. 

 

A major development was also proposed for the District of Perth. James Murray’s Royal 

Lunatic Asylum, a ‘public institution for charitable purposes’, had been in existence since 

1827 to provide for both ‘private’ and ‘pauper’ patients of the county. Its Directors felt, 

however, that the balance between the classes had weighed too much in favour of the 

‘paupers’ who could not appreciate the levels of accommodation it provided and 

recommended that it be reserved solely for patients of the ‘higher’ classes. In 1848 a Bill 

had been introduced into Parliament, which proposed a take over of the Royal Asylums 

by the State. The Directors of James Murray’s petitioned the Government strongly 

against this proposal and as a result it was rejected. In the last Annual Report of the 

General Board the comment was made that ‘with the exception of the Perth Royal 

Asylum, which declined to contract for the reception of pauper patients, all the others 

agreed to receive them.’37 Perth Royal Asylum maintained that there was a close 

relationship between the growing number of ‘incurables’ and the number of ‘pauper 

lunatics – the class that impedes and clogs all the curative machinery of any hospital … 

the class which is gradually, but inevitably, causing degeneracy of all our public hospitals 

for the insane into mere receptacles or retreats for the hopeless.’38 The Royal Asylum 

management insisted that it was the duty of the District Board to make separate District 

Asylum provision for this group. A new District Asylums was established in Perth in 

1864 and shortly after this James Murray’s ceased to accept ‘pauper lunatics’. 
                                                
36 Reports of the Select Committee appointed to consider of Provision being made for the better Regulation 
of Madhouses in England: with Minutes and Evidence order by the House of Commons, (With an appendix 
on Scotland), 11 June 1816, Vol. 6, 448 
37 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, 1xxxv 
38 Thirty-sixth Annual Report of James Murray’s Royal Asylum, Perth, Perth, 1863, 8 
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The 15 new asylums built during the ‘main’ asylum building period (1857-77), are shown 

in figure 3.6. They were the District Asylums of Argyll (1863), the Northern Counties 

(1864), Perth (1864), Banff (1865), Ayrshire (1866), Haddington (1866), Fife and 

Kinross (1866), Stirling (1866), Melrose (1869), Bothwell (1872) and Mid Lothian and 

Peebles (1874). To this was added the Barony Parochial Asylum (1875), Greenock 

Poorhouse and Parochial Asylum (1876), Paisley and Johnstone District Asylum (1876) 

and Dundee Lunatic Asylum (second) (1877). Figures 3.7 to 3.14 show several of these 

new District Asylums, giving an initial impression of the size and style of building, the 

utilitarian nature of the architecture (with the exception of Barony) signifying the fact that 

they were built for ‘paupers’. The asylums at Barony, Greenock and Dundee were not 

straightforward ‘District’ asylums, being connected to a Parochial Board, a Poorhouse 

and a Royal Asylum respectively. They were, however, built during this main asylum-

building period and followed roughly the same principles of design.39 Within 20 years of 

the 1857 Act there was a more than doubling of the numbers of public asylums.  

 

                                                
39 This was the second asylum at Dundee built at Liff in 1877 to replace the original Dundee Asylum of 
1812. In 1898, when a new building for ‘first-class’ patients was established at the Liff site, this 1877 
building became the pauper wing and was denoted a District Asylum 
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Fig.  3.6 Distribution of asylums built in Scotland during the ‘main asylum building period’ of 1857-77 
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Fig. 3.7 Argyll and Bute District Asylum of 1863, photograph 2002 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 3.8 Northern Counties District Asylum of 1864, photograph 2000 ©A. Darragh 
 

 
Fig. 3.9 Perth District Asylum of 1864, photograph 2001 ©RCAHMS 
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Fig. 3.10 Haddington District Asylum of 1866, photograph c.1900 ©Herdmanflat Hospital 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.11 Fife and Kinross District Asylum of 1866, photograph c.2001 ©David Walker 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.12 Melrose District Asylum of 1869, photograph 1997 ©RCAHMS 
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Fig. 3.13 Mid Lothian District Asylum of 1874, photograph 2010 ©T. Smith  
 

 
Fig. 3.14 Barony Parochial Asylum, c.1900 ©East Dunbartonshire information and Archives 
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Makeup of the District Boards  

As outlined in the 47th clause of the Lunacy (Scotland) Act the District Boards were to 

be made up of and elected from the members of the County Prison Boards. In the case of 

counties that had, due to their size or geographical area, merged with others to form a 

lunacy district, representatives of each of the county prison boards were selected. The Act 

laid down no specifications as to the desired number on each District Board, only that it 

should be proportionate to the size and scale of the planned institution. 

 

To site some examples, the District Lunacy Board for the County of Banff comprised 

Major Lachlan Duff, Gordon Duff, M.P., John Forbes of Haddo, John Gordon of 

Cairnfield. William Gillespie Bryson Esquire of Cullen House, Robert Simpson of 

Cobairdy, Sir George Samuel Abercromby, Baronet, and Provost Robert Duncan of 

Banff, all of whom where on the Country prison Board.40 

 

At Edinburgh in 1860 it was noted that the District Board comprised the Lord Provost, 

Bailies Johnston, Blackadder, Grieve, T. Russell, Forrester, and G.E. Russell; Dean of 

Guild Mossman; Councillors Fyfe, Wood, Hunter, Marshall and Boyd from the City of 

Edinburgh; Mr Trotter of Mortonhall, Mr Dundas of Arniston, Mr Logan White of 

Kellerstain, and Mr H Maxwell Innes of Loganbank. From Leith, Bailies Lindsay and 

Gavin; from Musselburgh Bailie Riddock; and from Portobello, Bailie Craig.41 

 

In the case of the new Northern Counties District Asylum which was to cater for 

Sutherland, Ross and Cromarty, Inverness and Nairn, the board comprised 22 members; 

two from Sutherland; eight from Ross and Cromarty; 10 from Inverness; and two from 

Narin as illustrated in figure 3.15. 

 

                                                
40 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Aberdeen, GRHB 35/1, 1 
41 The Scotsman, 17 May 1860, 2 
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Fig. 3.15 Extract from the Inverness Advertiser, 16 March 1858, 1 
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Duties of the District Boards 

Whilst the General Board formulated policy on Scotland-wide issues, it also worked 

closely with the District Boards and these, in turn, managed their own asylum and 

District on a day-to-day basis. One of their principal delegated duties was the inspection 

of ‘pauper lunatics’ in all forms of accommodation. They were to make regular reports on 

them, to maintain up-to-date lists and to ensure that none remained ‘at large’. The District 

Boards requested that the Inspectors of the Poor and the county police assist them by 

making returns of all the ‘pauper lunatics’ known to them within their respective 

Districts.42 ‘Pauper lunatics’ housed in District Asylums were deemed to belong to the 

parish in which they were resident at the time of their reception into an asylum. The 

expense of their maintenance then fell to that parish. 

 

The primary function of the District Boards, however, was to erect and manage these new 

District Asylums, to identify suitable sites, commission plans from architects (or hold 

competitions), detail specifications and prepare estimated costs of erecting and operating 

the new asylum. Similar procedures applied if the decision was to alter, enlarge or adapt 

an existing asylum. All plans had to be approved by the General Board but the District 

Board was responsible for managing the building process. The District Board was 

required to prepare estimates of the expenditure needed to maintain the establishment for 

the first year of operation. Once the asylum was functioning the District Board was to 

take charge, maintain discipline, make appointment of officers, servants and clerks, 

suspend or remove staff and fix salaries. It was required to furnish the General Board 

with annual reports and financial statements. The 1857 Act required every public, private 

and District Asylum to maintain a ‘Register of Lunatics’. This recorded when patients 

were admitted, personal details, the form of insanity from which they suffered, nature of 

attacks, any restraint that was necessary and if they were cured or died in the institution. 

The Act specified that any superintendent not keeping this register correctly and up to 

date would be liable to a fine. This legislation encouraged a new level of local 

responsibility for the ‘insane’. The Commissioners encouraged patients and staff to have 

pride in their institutions.  

                                                
42 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, iv 
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The Amendment Acts of 1862 and 186643 did not alter the fundamental principles of the 

1857 Act but did strengthen the powers of the General Board in terms of the certification, 

detention and the supervision of patients. These changes simplified admission procedures 

for voluntary patients and specified that the consent of the Sheriff was no longer 

necessary to gain admittance to an asylum. From the time of the Poor Law Act in 1845, 

poorhouses had provided accommodation to ‘sane paupers’, but conditions therein were 

harsh and principally intended to drive people back to work. The asylum, by contrast, was 

seen as a much more attractive alternative, characterised by the humane principles of 

kindness and gentleness, along with an emphasis on rehabilitation. Parochial Boards 

argued that ‘paupers’ would feign illness in order to secure admission to these new 

asylums as conditions were so much better than those provided by the poorhouse. While 

they only had responsibility for ‘sane paupers’ under the 1862 Act they were nevertheless 

permitted to admit ‘pauper lunatics’. However, this required them to provide appropriate 

accommodation – most commonly in the form of ‘lunatic’ wards attached to the 

poorhouse. 

 

Figure 3.16 shows that this was the case at Peddie & Kinnear’s 1855 Stirling Poorhouse 

where the ‘lunatic’ wards were located in a separate U-plan block to the rear. H. 

Richardson and G. Stell note that ‘as a consequence of this practice some of the larger 

population centres established Parochial Asylums – indistinguishable from the District 

Asylums in all but their administration.’44  

 

The Criminal and Dangerous Lunatics (Scotland) Amendment Act of 1871 related mainly 

to the removal of ‘lunatics’ from prisons across Scotland to specialised asylum provision 

such as at the lunatic section of Perth Prison.  
 

                                                
43 Lunacy (Scotland) Act, 25 & 26 Vict. c.54; Lunacy (Scotland) Act, 29 & 30 Vict. c.51 
44 H. Richardson and G. Stell, ‘Health and Welfare’ in G. Stell, J. Shaw and S. Storier (eds), Scottish Life 
and Society: a compendium of Scottish Ethnology; Volume 3, Scotland’s Buildings, Edinburgh, 2003, 321 
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Fig. 3.16 Stirling Poorhouse of 1855; from Ordnance Survey Large Scale Town Plan, 1858 ©nls 
 

Voluntary patients 

One provision of the 1862 Act was that public asylums (both Chartered and District) 

were allowed to accept voluntary patients. The notion of willingly admitting oneself into 

the new public asylum speaks volumes for the changing perception of the asylum as a 

benevolent institution. Prior to 1862 no provision existed under the Scottish Lunacy Law 

for the admission of voluntary patients but An Act to make further provision respecting 

Lunacy in Scotland (25 and 25 Vict. cap. 54, clause 6), was to change this. Initially the 

procedure was rather cumbersome as it required an Order of the Sheriff, but the 1866 Act 

further simplified the procedure and this resulted in a marked increase in the number of 

patients seeking voluntary admission.45 The effect of this change was highlighted in the 

Annual Report of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland of 1877: 

 
Under the provisions of this clause and with the view of rendering it easy to obtain 
asylum treatment in a case in which the mental malady was not sufficiently 
declared to warrant regular certificates of lunacy, but where the person affected was 
nevertheless desirous of submitting himself to treatment, the superintendent of an 
asylum was authorised, with the previous assent of one of the Commissioners in 

                                                
45 Nineteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1877, xiv 
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Lunacy, granted on a simple written application by the patient himself, to receive 
such patient as a voluntary inmate of the asylum.46 

 

The report contained a table showing the numbers seeking voluntary admission. There 

was great variation in the popularity of this procedure across the country (fig. 3.17) but 

voluntary patients were almost always private patients.47 

 
Aberdeen Royal Asylum 1 
Argyll District Asylum 3 
Ayr District Asylum 5 
Dumfries Royal Asylum 132 
Dundee Royal Asylum  1 
Edinburgh Royal Asylum 28 
Fife District Asylum  2 
Glasgow Royal Asylum 50 
Haddington District Asylum 2 
Mid Lothian District Asylum 2 
Montrose Royal Asylum 9 
Perth Royal Asylum 3 
Perth District Asylum 1 
Roxburgh District Asylum 2 

Fig. 3.17 Table showing the number of voluntary patients admitted to each asylum in Scotland in 1877 
 
The General Board noted that no voluntary patient was admitted into the District 

Asylums of Inverness, Stirling, Banff and Elgin. On the other hand, no fewer than 132 or 

31.6 per cent of the whole number of voluntary patients admitted into all the asylums of 

Scotland were received into the Crichton Royal Institution.48 The Board commented that 

to their knowledge ‘the persons admitted voluntarily into asylums are almost all persons 

in easy if not in affluent circumstances.’49 

 
Relationship between the General Board and the District Boards 

It is difficult to ascertain how the relationship between the General Board and the District 

Boards worked in practice, but with one responsible for answering to the other there is no 

doubt from time to time there was friction. In 1869 Arthur Mitchell of the General Board 

                                                
46 Ibid., xv 
47 Ibid., xvi 
48 Ibid., xvii 
49 Ibid. 
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stated, however, that the Districts Boards would obviously have a greater knowledge or 

their own District than the General Board, when it was reported: 

 
It is clear that the District Board ought to have a better and fuller knowledge of 
local interests and requirements than the General Board can have, and I know that 
the Chairman of the General Board is always desirous that due weight is given to 
views which, after deliberation, are taken by the local authorities.50 

 

Several instances are alluded to in the annual reports of the General Board but few 

disagreements were aired in print. On the whole the language used suggests a good 

working relationship, but the following excerpt conveys a flavour of the frustrations 

between the two Boards when not in agreement. The 1869 Annual Report of the General 

Board provides details of its dealings with the Renfrew District Board of Lunacy, stating 

that ‘a considerable portion of the District of Renfrew is still without adequate 

accommodation for its pauper lunatics, and we have repeatedly called on the District 

Board to take steps for carrying out the requirements of the Statute.’51  

 
The General Board reports often complained about having to make numerous requests to 

the District Boards after directions have not been carried out. In the case of the Northern 

Counties District Asylum in Inverness it noted that: 

 
The asylum grounds have still a naked appearance, and none of the walks are 
sheltered. It is recommended that trees be planted on an extensive scale in various 
parts of the grounds, and that this be done without delay. Reference to this subject 
has been made in former reports; and it is suggested that a committee of the District 
Board be appointed to purchase the plants and superintend the planting.52 

 
The District Boards were required to make regular reports to the General Board on a great 

many matters and immediate contact was necessary in cases of accident or neglect. An 

example of this is provided by the case of an accidental death of a patient in the 

Roxburgh District Asylum, in which an epileptic patient drowned in a bath while the staff 

was temporarily absent. The report states that ‘the circumstance was at once reported to 

                                                
50 Minutes of the Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archive, Aberdeen, GRHB 35/1, 21 
May 1869 
51 Eleventh Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1869, xxviii 
52 Twenty-first Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1879, 55 
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the Procurator-Fiscal and the General Board of Lunacy.’53 As District Asylums were 

responsible for appointing their own architects for the new asylums, the efficient running 

of the building was primarily their immediate concern.  

 

District Boards did feel confident enough to challenge the position of the General Board 

in their annual reports. When giving an account of measures to enlarge the Southern 

Counties District Asylum (latterly part of the Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries), the 

following statement was directed at the General Board: 

 
the suggestion that the plans of the proposed extension should be transmitted for 
our comments and approval, before being carried into execution, was refused, with 
an intimation from the Chairman of the District Board, who is at the same time a 
trustee of the asylum, that, it seemed to him, the General Board of Lunacy had no 
concern in the matter. We are, however, of opinion, that it is clearly within the 
province of this Board to decide as to the sufficiency of the accommodation to be 
provided, and there is thus some reason to fear that this refusal may afterwards give 
rise to questions which a compliance with our reasonable request might have 
avoided.54 

 

Should a District Board fail to follow a line of action which the General Board 

determined to be appropriate, the issue could be referred to the Secretary for Scotland. He 

could direct the General Board to apply to the Court of Session to appoint someone to 

take the required action at the expense of the District Board. 

 
Conclusion 

The main building period 1857-87 was preceded by the Royal Commission in 1855. This 

was followed by the passage of the Lunacy (Scotland) Act of 1857. The legislation 

provided for a powerful central authority – The General Board of Lunacy – to be 

established to oversee the care of the ‘lunatics’ throughout Scotland wherever they were 

housed. It was required to identify unmet need, produce future strategies to supply this 

need and to monitor the whole asylum system on an ongoing basis. The first important 

step was to establish base-line information which essentially involved counting all those 

who were regarded as ‘insane’.  

                                                
53 Ibid., 66 
54 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, xvi 
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While the General Board was responsible for overall supervision and strategy there was a 

definite effort to devolve day-to-day management down to the District Boards. This 

provision was especially attractive to the better-off patients. Symbolically the move to 

voluntary admission albeit for a small group of patients initially, brought asylum care 

much closer to general hospital treatment.  

 

By the end of this main period 15 new District Asylums and a large number of other 

associated buildings had been constructed across Scotland. There were still some densely 

populated urban areas with inadequate provision. However, a national network of 

asylums had been established, it was functioning well and there was growing public 

confidence in the operational arrangements introduced by the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) 

Act. The new asylums built by the end of this period were on a much larger scale than 

those of the early period, funded by central government and built to approved standards. 

Outward appearances were intended to be pleasing to the eye and be reminiscent of a 

large country house set in its own well-tended grounds. Reception areas were intended to 

be attractive to the new patient or the visitor. At this stage most of the new asylums 

consisted of a single, all purpose building. Further detail of the design and layout of these 

main period asylums is provided in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 4 
 

The public asylum in Scotland – the ‘late’ period 
 

the best proofs that our asylums have the confidence of the public are, that they are all 
full to overflowing; that a great number of private patients are sent to them from England 

and Ireland, while very few Scotch patients 
indeed are sent out of this country.1 

 

This chapter focuses on the ‘late’ period of public asylum building in Scotland 

(1887-1930), together with legislation and other related general asylum developments. It 

also discusses further alterations in administrative Districts, the spiralling costs of 

building and maintaining the asylum network. The practices of boarding out and 

voluntary admissions are also considered. This period saw the passing of three further 

Acts – the Lunacy Districts (Scotland) Act of 1887, the Lunacy Board Salaries and 

Clerks (Scotland) Act of 1900 and the Mental Deficiency and Lunacy (Scotland) Act of 

1913.2 Fewer entirely new public asylums were built during this time than in either the 

‘early’ or ‘main’ periods (12 in the early period; 15 in the main; and eight in the late) but 

this did not imply a slowing down in the tempo of building activity. The final eight 

asylums were larger than those that preceded them and were capable of accommodating 

much greater numbers. This chapter also explores the factors behind increasing numbers 

of patients seeking entry into the public asylum and the changing nature of the asylum 

population.  

 

During the main and late periods many of the existing asylums were enlarged by the 

addition of new wings, detached hospital blocks, recreation halls, churches, farms, 

cottages and villas. The first three entirely new institutions built during the late period 

were as a direct result of the 1887 changes to administrative Districts. These were the 

District Asylums for the City of Glasgow (1889), Govan (1890), and Lanark (1895). 

Other asylums built during this late period were the District Asylums for Edinburgh 

(1898), Aberdeen (1899), Renfrew (1909), Gogarburn Home for Mental Defectives 

(1924) and Lennox Castle Certified Institution for Mental Defectives (1929). The final 

                                                
1 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 855, 19 May, 1877, 635-6 
2 50 & 51 Vict. c.39; 63 & 64 Vict. c.54; 3 & 4 Geo. V c.38 
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two at Gogarburn and Lennox Castle are included to illustrate the developing style of 

institutions and are not strictly ‘asylum’ projects. Neither of these was ever described as 

an ‘asylum’. These large specialist institutions dedicated exclusively to ‘mental 

defectives’ marked a change in the provision of care for these patients.  

 

A further development of the late period was the construction of separate detached ‘first-

class’ annexes for private patients on existing asylum sites. These were for the Royal 

Edinburgh Asylum at Craighouse (1888); the House of Daviot for the Aberdeen Royal 

Asylum (1889); Carnegie House at the Montrose Royal Asylum (1896); and Gowrie 

House at the Dundee Royal Asylum (1898). These developments along with the newly 

created District Asylums of the late period are shown on the map in figure 4.1. Asylums 

were becoming more a hospital for active treatment of the sick rather than a secure 

system of long-term social housing for society’s afflicted. The growing popularity of 

voluntary admissions especially for private patients and the opportunity to progress 

through the asylum reflected the greater ‘medicalisation’ of the asylum and brought it 

more into line with the care patterns of the general hospital. 

 

Numbers of ‘insane’ 

The pace of industrialisation and urban development continued over the latter part of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth century and saw the population of Scotland grow from 

3,062,294 in 1861 to 4,025,647 in 1891. In Lanarkshire, including Glasgow, this 

increased from 631,566 in 1861 to 1,046,040 in 1891.3 As shown in figure 4.2 the 

number of ‘lunatics’ in Scotland also steadily increased.4 As the number of ‘pauper 

lunatics’ grew, so the financial burden on the local Parochial Boards increased. Over the 

period of this study, the total number of ‘lunatic poor’ requiring admission almost 

doubled and to ease the burden on local government finances a parliamentary grant was 

authorised to cover the cost of maintaining these patients. 

                                                
3 Census figures taken from http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk 
4 This graph stops in 1909 as this was the last decennial count carried out by the General Board of 
Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland, their reports ending in 1913. 
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Fig. 4.1 Distribution of asylums built in Scotland during the late asylum building period, 1877-1930 
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Fig. 4.2 Total number of ‘Insane’ recorded at 10-year intervals from 1859-1909 

 

Increase in ‘insanity’ – real or apparent 

The increase in ‘insanity’ in Scotland was discussed in both the early and main periods 

and is returned to again in the late section. In 1895 the General Board of Commissioners 

in Lunacy for Scotland stated that ‘we have from a very early period of our existence as a 

Board, expressed the opinion that the increase of the number of registered lunatics did not 

prove an increased liability in the community to mental disease, but might be accounted 

for by a process of accumulation of patients, arising from a variety of causes.’5 During 

the late period, due to increased provision, access to asylums was becoming easier than 

ever. Furthermore patients could now admit themselves voluntarily and the public 

asylums were more accessible, with provision extending all over the country. By 1897 the 

British Medical Journal reported that the number of places in public establishments for 

                                                
5 Thirty-sixth Annual Report (Supplement) of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1895, vii 
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the ‘insane’ in Scotland which in 1837 had been under 600 had grown to over 11,000.6 

This did not infer that ‘insanity’ was more prevalent than it had been, but simply that 

those who could benefit were now much more adequately provided for under an efficient 

public regime.  
 

The British Medical Journal of 1892 published an article submitted by the General Board 

of Lunacy for Scotland on the perennial topic of the increase in ‘lunacy’. It stated that the 

increase of ‘pauper lunacy’ was not much greater than that which could have been 

expected from the overall increase in population. Nor did the Board detect any tendency 

to insanity in the community. The most telling comment was in relation to social welfare 

provision. It stated that there was an increasing tendency on the part of parochial 

authorities to accept claims on parochial relief on the ground of ‘insanity’, which, in turn, 

opened the way to the state grant in aid towards the maintenance cost of pauper lunatics.7 

 

In his work The Lunacy Administration in Scotland 1857-1892 Clouston, stated that ‘by 

1893 there were 8,871 patients, or 70% of the total ‘lunatic’ population resident in 

asylums; 163 or 1½% in private asylums; 875 or 7% in the ‘lunatic’ wards of poorhouses; 

and 2,560 or 20% boarded out with private families’. He pointed out that had the ‘lunatic’ 

patients currently in the poorhouses and private dwellings – totalling 3,433 – needed to be 

accommodated in public asylums ‘the additional cost of buildings to house them would 

have been approximately £700,000.’8 Figure 4.3 gives the comparative statistics between 

1858 and 1909 gathered by the General Board of Lunacy. These indicated an overall 

increase in all the different forms of accommodation except for the private asylums, 

which had long ceased to receive pauper patients. In 1902 Clouston stated that the private 

asylums were almost gone with ‘only three private asylums’ containing 90 patients 

between them.9  

 

 

                                                
6 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 1903, 19 June, 1897, 1564-5 
7 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 1657, 1 October, 1892, 746 
8 T. S. Clouston, ‘The Lunacy Administration of Scotland 1857-1892’ in American Journal of Insanity, 
Vol. 50, October, 1893, 193 
9 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 2140, 4 January, 1902, 50-51 
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 1858 1909 Increase Decrease 

Royal Asylums 2380 3641 1261 0 

District Asylums 0 9709 9709 0 

Private Asylums 745 90 0 655 

Lunatic Wards of Poorhouses 264 736 472 0 

Private Dwellings 1804 2945 1141 0 

Total Increase or Decrease 5193 17121 12583 655 

Fig. 4.3 Comparative return 1858-1909 by type of accommodation taken from Annual Report of the 
General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland, 1909.10 

 
Alteration in administrative Districts 

Further legislative change in the form of the 1887 Lunacy Districts (Scotland) Act led to 

the creation of five new District Asylums. This was especially important for Lanarkshire, 

which had previously been under the Glasgow Lunacy Board from 1857, and had 

experienced a rapid increase in population. Applications were made by the 

Commissioners of Supply of the County of Lanark and by the Parochial Boards of the 

parishes of Barony, Govan and the City of Glasgow to create new Boards. It was agreed 

that four new Lunacy Districts should be created – the Barony Lunacy District, the City 

of Glasgow Lunacy District, the Govan Lunacy District and the Lanark Lunacy District. 

District Asylums of the City of Glasgow at Gartloch (fig. 4.4), Govan (fig. 4.5) and 

Lanark (fig. 4.6) were built over the next eight years to serve these new Districts.  

 
There were also changes in the Districts of the north east of Scotland involving the 

county of Aberdeenshire. The General Board held an enquiry in 1898, bringing together 

the Aberdeen Parish Council, the directors of the Aberdeen Royal Asylum and the 

Aberdeen District Lunacy Board. As a result it was decided that the Aberdeen City Parish 

should be made into a separate Lunacy District to be called the Aberdeen City Lunacy 

District.11 This led to the building of the Aberdeen District Asylum in 1899 (fig. 4.7). 

 

A further alteration of the existing Districts was made at Paisley, which resulted in the 

creation of the Renfrew District Asylum at Dykebar in 1909 (fig. 4.8). In the 1910 

Annual Report of the General Board it was stated that ‘the parish of Paisley has, by an 

                                                
10 Fifty-first Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1909, xi 
11 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1500 
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Order of the General Board, approved of by the Secretary for Scotland, been erected into 

a separate Lunacy District, and this asylum has in consequence been adopted as the 

District Asylum for the Paisley Lunacy District.’12 

 

 
Fig. 4.4 City of Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch, by Thomson & Sandilands, 1889 

©www.monklands.co.uk 
 

 
Fig. 4.5 Govan District Asylum, aerial photograph, 1960 ©Newsquest (Herald & Times) 

                                                
12 Fifty-second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1910, 131 
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Fig. 4.6 Lanark District Asylum (later Hartwood Hospital) of 1895 by J. L. Murray 
 

 
Fig. 4.7 Aberdeen District Asylum, Kingseat by Alexander Marshall Mackenzie, 1901-4, photograph 

1995 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 4.8 Renfrew District Asylum at Dykebar of 1909 ©Newsquest (Herald & Times) 
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Sample comparative costs involved in building asylums during the late period  

The continued building of large-scale asylums led to increasing financial demands on 

both central government and the local authority ratepayer. As the standard of 

accommodation improved in public asylums along with the provision of specialist 

buildings so too the demand on the public purse increased. When the new District 

Asylum for Edinburgh was built in 1898 the British Medical Journal noted: 
 

all who are connected with the management of pauper lunatic asylums are well 
aware that, in most of them the patients are surrounded by conditions far more 
advantageous than are usually attained by the healthy members of the class to 
which they belong … and it is manifest that the expenditure incurred, falling as it 
does on the long-suffering ratepayer, more especially when it is incurred with 
regard to these cases in which there is no ultimate hope of cure, justifies the 
condemnation of the Commissioners.13 

 
It is difficult to make a direct comparison between the costs of these later District 

Asylums. Some were set within extensive estates while others had little land associated 

with them. The construction costs of asylums varied greatly across Scotland in respect to 

the transportation of building materials and the cost of labour. Some asylums were built 

over an extended number of years with additions as demand and finance permitted. 

Figure 4.9 provides a sample of the comparative costs to build and fit-out four of the 

District Asylums of the late period.  
 
 Glasgow District 

 
Lanark District 
 

Govan District 
 

Aberdeen District 

Date 15 May 1897 15 May 1896 15 May 1899 15 May 1904 
 

Land £8,500 £12,000 £15,340 £12,942 
 

Buildings £162, 868 £152,427 £200,000 £98,533 
 

Furnishings £6,767 £9,703 £20,000 £8,139 
 

Total £178,136 * £174, 132 £235,340 £119,885 
 

Number of beds  382 in 1898 500 in 1896 570 in 1899 472 in 1904 
 

Price per bed ** £426- £466 £304-£348 £392-£461 £208 
 

 

* These figures do not include any expense for water supply works, water being obtained from the Glasgow Corporation Mains 
passing the asylum, for which the District Board pays the usual water rate 
** Price per bed of total cost of scheme including land, buildings and furnishings immediately after completion 
Fig. 4.9 Table showing comparative costs (to the nearest £) to build and fit out four sample District 

Asylums of the late period14 
                                                
13 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2486, 22 November, 1908, 520-21 
14 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1501 
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Clearly the equivalent costs today would be vastly greater given the ravages of inflation. 

These were all major building projects, which today would certainly be measured in 

terms of tens of millions of pounds. 

 

Additional accommodation for the better-off 

By 1892 the Medical Superintendent at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, Thomas Clouston 

could confidently state that Scotland had reached an important milestone. He asserted that 

by this date all of Scotland’s ‘insane paupers’ were suitably provided for by the state.15 It 

was certainly true that there had been a great increase in the accommodation for ‘pauper’ 

patients, which was one of the principal objectives of the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act. 

Provision for ‘private’ lunatics, however, had not progressed at the same rate. Additional 

‘first-class’ accommodation on existing Royal asylum sites was provided during this late 

period at Craighouse for the Edinburgh Royal Asylum, Carnegie House for the Montrose 

Royal Asylum and Gowrie House for the private patients at the Dundee Royal (later 

District) Asylum. By 1914 the General Board reported that the provision for private 

patients in relation to the Royal Asylums was ‘in a highly satisfactory state, and that the 

large amount of accommodation which they afford to private patients is duly appreciated 

by the public.’16 The provision of ‘first-class’ accommodation, linked with voluntary 

admission greatly assisted in creating the public perception of the asylum as a hospital in 

which cure was the more likely outcome rather then long-term care. 

 

Further developments in the classification of ‘lunacy’ 

By the late period, knowledge of the causes of mental illness was much greater than ever 

before. At the Edinburgh District Asylum (fig. 4.10) patients were allocated into four 

distinct groupings with a different provision for each. The first group comprised the 

chronic cases, the second those requiring medical care, the third the ‘pauper lunatics’ who 

could be accommodated in the ‘lunatic’ wards of the poorhouses and the final group 

consisted of those who could be safely ‘boarded out’. The first group was usually housed 

in the main asylum building and was made up of the more chronic cases, which 

                                                
15 Clouston, op. cit., 193 
16 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, 1xxii 
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comprised the largest section of asylum population. The second group was the acute and 

curable cases, the ‘dangerous’, the ‘troublesome’, those ‘difficult to manage’ and those 

needing constant care and attention. Clouston stated that the second group should be 

entirely accommodated in hospital blocks, detached from the main buildings of the 

asylums and with their own special nursing staffs. The third group contained those who 

could be cared for in the ‘lunatic’ wards of the poorhouse. The benefit of housing these 

patients in the poorhouse was that it was generally cheaper and it relieved overcrowding 

in the asylum. Poorhouses built following the 1845 Poor Law Act often had surplus 

accommodation in addition to that needed to house ‘ordinary paupers’. This form of 

accommodation was considered adequate for the mental state and general expectations of 

such patients. Initially the General Board was reluctant to sanction the housing of this 

group in this way but when the poorhouse authorities improved both the care 

arrangements and the living conditions for this class of patients, they withdrew their 

objections. 
 

 
Fig. 4.10 Edinburgh District Asylum at Bangour of 1898-1906 by Hippolyte J. Blanc ©The Scotsman  
 Publications Ltd 
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Boarding out 

The fourth group comprised ‘chronic’, ‘harmless’ and ‘weak-minded’ patients who could 

be boarded out with families. One of the Deputy Commissioners, Dr Arthur Mitchell, was 

a key figure in developing this practice, which became the envy of other countries. 

Boarding out had been growing in popularity since 1863 and in that year the annual 

report of the General Board provided further guidance in relation to patient selection, 

housing conditions and appropriate situations in which this could be employed. In 1864 

Mitchell had published a paper, The Insane in Private Dwellings, in which he argued that 

by boarding out patients with families in rural cottages they would have much more 

individual attention and freedom and be made happy and comfortable at a very small 

cost. In other words they could enjoy the benefits of a domestic setting at a cost far below 

that of an asylum. This was clearly a fore-runner of ‘Care in the Community’, which is 

the corner-stone of today’s mental health provision. 

 
By the end of the nineteenth century the General Board was actively promoting the 

benefits of boarding out. Patients could be housed with families either in special units 

designed for them on the edge of the asylum complex or in the agricultural villages 

bordering the asylum or even housed with private families. The city of Aberdeen had 

been an early pioneer of the system, with ‘pauper lunatics’ belonging to the parish of St 

Nicholas being boarded out from as early as 1865. The British Medical Journal in 1906 

remarked that a ‘Mr Wallace, formerly inspector of the Parish just named, claimed, we 

believe, to have been the first in the United Kingdom who boarded out both pauper 

lunatics and children. He was certainly the first in Scotland to do so.’17 Boarding out 

colonies developed throughout Scotland, such as in the small village of Kennoway in 

Fife, which was used for the boarding out patients from Edinburgh.18  

 

As early as 1877 Clouston writing in the British Medical Journal stated that ‘the Scotch 

system of inspecting the insane and imbeciles who live in private houses, is infinitely 

superior to the English system of having no inspection of those persons at all.’19 The 

                                                
17 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1501 
18 Fifteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1873,1i  
19 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 855, 19 May, 1877, 635-6 
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Scottish boarding out system achieved both national and international recognition. In 

1893 the General Board proudly announced that it had demonstrated the ‘private dwelling 

system in Scotland to Dr Peeters, Medical Director of the Insane Colony at Gheel in 

Belgium, to Messrs Deschamps and Pétrot, President and Vice President of the Conseil 

General de la Seine, and to Dr Rey, Conseiller General de Vaucluse and Physician to the 

Asylum at Marseille.’20 

 
While the system in Scotland was highly regarded by many, there were others who had 

reservations, not so much in regard to boarding out itself, but on the impact it had on the 

remaining residents in the asylum. In the annual report of the Glasgow District Asylum 

for 1905-6, the Medical Superintendent, Dr W. A. Parker, drew attention to the 

disadvantages of the system, caused by the removal of the ‘quiet’ and ‘well-behaved’ 

individuals. By removing these calm patients (the only ones suitable for boarding out) he 

argued more disturbed individuals would be left behind resulting in greater disruptive 

behaviour. Boarding out also reduced the supply of good workers who contributed to the 

operation of the asylum care regime. Parker went on to suggest a further extension of this 

process: 

 
with no boarding-out, irritable and easily-excited people would have been 
distributed over a larger number of wards, with a larger number of quiet, apathetic, 
and demented folk around them as padding, and consequently with fewer quarrels 
and less noise and excitement altogether. If boarding-out is to be resorted to in such 
a way as to be satisfactory it should be carried out further. To take away from 
asylums only the quiet, harmless, useful folk is bad. Where boarding-out is 
arranged in village groups, with an experienced Inspector and Medical Officer as 
supervisors then noisy and troublesome cases could with success and advantage be 
boarded-out. Many a patient who is very troublesome among a number could be 
managed much more easily and successfully if alone with his guardians.21 

 
Voluntary patients 

The late period of this study saw a great increase in the number of voluntary patients 

seeking admission. As noted in the British Medical Journal of 1892, these were persons 

who ‘with the sanction of the Lunacy Board voluntarily enter asylums for treatment of 

mental disorder, but whose mental condition is not such as to render it legal to grant 
                                                
20 Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1893, 94 
21 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2393, 10 November, 1906, 1323-4 
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certificates of insanity.’22 The 1911 Annual Report of the General Board concluded that 

this increase in voluntary admissions was a sign that the asylum was really a hospital for 

the care and treatment of mental disorders.23 The Commissioners were supportive of this 

provision, which allowed people who desired to place themselves under care in an 

asylum to do so in a way that is ‘not attended with troublesome or disagreeable 

formalities’.24 

 

Mental Deficiency and Lunacy (Scotland) Act, 1913 

The General Board, in its final annual report of 1914, reviewed many of the changes that 

had taken place over the years since the major legislation of 1857. During this time, they 

stated, ‘matters have repeatedly come under our observation pointing to the necessity for 

amending defects in the Lunacy Acts or for extending their provisions.’25 The final piece 

of legislation introduced during this late period was the Mental Deficiency and Lunacy 

(Scotland) Act of 1913. This made some further changes to mental health care, 

particularly with regard to the treatment of voluntary patients without certification. 

Henceforth it became possible for an individual to be admitted to an asylum as a 

voluntary patient on his or her own application to the superintendent. Prior to this time 

admission had only been granted on the specific recommendation of two medical doctors. 

This same provision was only introduced in England and Wales by way of the Mental 

Treatment Act of 1930. 

 

According to the First Annual Report of the General Board of Control for Scotland in 

1915 (the successor body to the General Board), the Lunacy Act of 1857 and the 

subsequent amending Acts of 1862 and 1866 made no provision for dealing with ‘any 

class of the feeble-minded who were not insane excepting that of idiots’.26 They 

commented that this omission had ‘always been regarded as unfortunate both in the 

                                                
22 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 1657, 1 October, 1892, 746, taken from the Thirty-fourth Annual 
Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1892 
23 Fifty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1911, xxvi 
24 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 2140, 4 January, 1902, 50-51 
25 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, Civ 
26 First Annual Report of the General Board of Control for Scotland, 1915, Glasgow, v 
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interests of the community and of the feeble-minded in particular’.27 With the passing of 

the Mental Deficiency Act in 1913, public funding became available for the care of 

‘mentally defective’ or ‘mentally handicapped’ adults. 

 

Several institutions had also been established for children at Baldovan in Dundee (1852); 

Gayfield Square in Edinburgh (1859); and at the Royal Scottish National Institute in 

Stirling (1862). The Mental Deficiency and Lunacy (Scotland) Act of 1913 led to the 

establishment of specialised institutions for adults such as the Gogarburn Home for 

Mental Defectives (1924) and Lennox Castle Certified Institution for Mental Defectives 

(1929). Neither of these facilities was given the title of ‘asylum’ but the Act clearly 

established the clinical and administrative link between mental health and mental 

deficiency.28 It was not until the Local Government (Scotland) Act of 1929 that the terms 

‘asylum’, ‘home’ and ‘institution’ were, in the main, substituted for ‘mental hospital’ or 

simply ‘hospital’. 

 

Comparison of admission arrangements between England and Scotland  

In comparing Scotland’s management of the mentally ill with that in other parts of the 

Kingdom it was argued in the British Medical Journal of 1927 that ‘as the law stands 

today the recoverable mental patient is in a much happier position in Scotland than in 

England’.29 This was primarily due to the concept of voluntary admission, where patients 

were free and able to enter an asylum in the early phase of their illness. Furthermore they 

were not necessarily ‘certified’ unless their symptoms became acute. In England, as late 

as 1927, it was still the magistrates who signed the order for admission to a mental 

hospital, not a medical practitioner. On being presented with a patient the magistrate was 

required to form an independent judgement as to their soundness of mind. In Scotland the 

Sheriff was required to accept the written testimony of medical practitioners, given under 

oath, in the form of certificates. As noted in the British Medical Journal in 1927, ‘in 

England a layman decides, while in Scotland the problem is regarded as a medical one.’30  

                                                
27 Ibid., 
28 Ibid., Vi 
29 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3611, 22 March, 1930, 553 
30 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3453, 12 March, 1927, 486-7 
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Key figures in the late asylum period 

 

Dr John Sibbald 

Dr John Sibbald (fig. 4.11) was appointed Assistant Physician to the Royal Edinburgh 

Asylum under Dr Skae and whilst there made numerous trips to the continent in order to 

study the various methods of treating the ‘insane’. His observations were published 

mainly in the Journal of Mental Science, of which he was Editor from 1868-70. In 1862 

he became Medical Superintendent of the Argyll and Bute Asylum and in 1870 a Deputy 

Commissioner in Lunacy for Scotland. During his time with the Commission he devoted 

himself primarily to the subject of the ‘insane’ in private dwellings. Sibbald was a major 

advocate of the dispersed colony system of asylum layout, which was a particular aspect 

of the ‘late’ period and in 1897 he published a pamphlet entitled Plans of Modern 

Asylums, which attracted widespread attention. In this he promoted the concept of the 

asylum based on the pattern of the asylums of Alt scherbitz in Germany and of Kankakee 

in America. These were based on the idea of patients living together in individual home-

like structures within a self-contained village. He developed his thinking during the main 

asylum building period and was clearly ahead of his time. As a consequence of these 

advanced views, the Edinburgh District Lunacy Board appointed him medical advisor for 

the construction of the new asylum for the city.31 
 
Sir Thomas Clouston 

Clouston was a most influential moral reformer and was Medical Superintendent of he 

Royal Edinburgh Asylum in Morningside in 1873 (fig. 4.12). He was a native of Birsay 

in Orkney and published many works on mental diseases and lectured in the Edinburgh 

University Medical School in 1879 in Psychiatry. He would later plan the extension to the 

asylum in 1893, known as ‘Craighouse’, on the nearby Easter Craiglockhart Hill. 

Everything about the site was designed to look like a great country house or hydropathic 

hotel and was opened for the reception of ‘first-class’ patients in 1894. Clouston was 

greatly respected by the medical profession and following his retirement in 1908 was 

knighted in 1911 for his services to the treatment of the mentally ill. The Annual Report 

                                                
31 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 2314, 6 May, 1905, 1020 
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of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland in 1908 said of Clouston 

that ‘by his medical work and his high moral character he gained for himself the 

confidence of the medical profession throughout the country and consequently patients 

were referred to his care from every part of the United Kingdom.’32  

 

   
Fig. 4.11 Dr John Sibbald, c.1870   Fig. 4.12    Dr Thomas Clouston, c.1880 

©Lothian Health Board Archive   ©Lothian Health Board Archive 
 

The late stage development of the asylum 1887-1930 was distinctly different from the 

early and main periods. The late stage focuses on the medicalisation of mental heath, the 

encouragement of voluntary treatment and significant efforts to return patients to the 

community through boarding out arrangements. Six new District Asylums were opened 

during this time linked to the newly created District Boards in densely populated areas. 

This also marked an end to large scale ‘asylum’ projects. There were two large mental 

deficiency institutional developments, which were a response to specific legislation 

respecting adult mental handicapped individuals. Another development was the growth in 

provision for private patients with four ‘first-class’ houses being built. This was an 

interesting development since the primary focus of the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act had 

up to that point been toward making provision for ‘pauper lunatics’. 

 
                                                
32 Fifty-first Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1908, xxxi 
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Within the asylum system patients were being streamed into specific groupings: chronic 

cases, acute or disturbed patients in need of constant clinical care, those who could be 

cared for off site in lunatic wards of poorhouses and finally those who could be boarded 

out. The Scottish boarding out regime, was particularly successful. This had the 

immediate attraction of requiring fewer residential places in asylums. 

 

Scottish legal arrangements regarding certification of the insane were considered to be 

more progressive than those in England. The Scottish system placed the certification of 

‘insanity’ in the hands of doctors rather than lay-magistrates as in England. It also 

introduced voluntary admission as an option and greatly simplified the legal processes 

involved. The 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act was partly a response to the conditions 

prevailing in private ‘madhouses’. In 1858 there were 745 individuals confined in these 

private facilities, which by 1909 had fallen to 90 patients. The overall number of 

individuals known to the authorities as suffering from ‘insanity’ grew from 600 in 1837 

to over 11,000 by 1897. The success of the Lunacy Scotland Act 1858 was extraordinary. 

It led to the provision of many new public asylums and improved the lives of many 

thousands of sufferers. By the late stage of asylum development the prospects of cure or 

improvement had changed completely by comparison with the early period. The 

accommodation provided in asylums was much more varied and was often designed for 

specialist functions. Instead of the single all-purpose buildings of earlier years there were 

smaller villas dispersed around a large country estate and these were intended to have a 

more familial, domestic feel than the large institutional building. Asylums were intended 

to be largely self-contained communities with their own farms and entertainments. 

Whereas in the early and main periods patients were deliberately separated from the 

community the emphasis in the late years was on re-integration.  
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Chapter 5 

 
Architectural developments – the ‘early’ period 

 
‘Who shall make the plan? Who shall decide on its adoption? The architect who is fond 

of his art, and likes to display architectural beauties, fine columns, and external 
decorations? Or he who is ignorant of the human mind in its state of health and disease? 

Or medical men, who have paid particular attention to insanity?’1 
 

The next three chapters chart the architectural development of Scotland’s public 

asylums. Chapter 5 examines those established between 1781 and 1857 (referred to as the 

‘early period’ asylums); Chapter 6 investigates the effect of the Lunacy (Scotland) Act on 

the building of asylums from that date up until 1887 (the ‘main building period’); and 

Chapter 7 looks at the ‘late period’ – asylums built from 1888 to 1930. These chapters 

focus on the developing layout of these institutions and illustrate how reforms in care and 

legislation were reflected in alterations to the design of asylum buildings. While there 

were many differences between individual asylum layouts during the three phases they 

more or less followed a chronological pattern. In the early period this was based on rigid, 

simple forms in radial or courtyard arrangement or in the recognisable shapes of an H-, 

T-, E- or U-plan. Under the influence of the 1857 Act this progressed to more 

standardised T- and E-plans, leading eventually to the pavilion, villa and colony-style 

layouts of the institutions built during the late period. A more extensive architectural 

description of each asylum is found in the Gazetteer. These three chapters provide an 

overview of this development and highlight the evolving design patterns over the period 

of this study.  

 

The Royal Asylums built during the early period (1781-1857) comprise Montrose (1781); 

Aberdeen (1800); Glasgow (1807); Dundee (1812); Edinburgh (1813); James Murray’s 

Royal Asylum in Perth (1827); and the Crichton Institution in Dumfries (1839). Due to 

increasing public demand the asylums of Glasgow, Edinburgh and Montrose required 

additional accommodation, even in this early period and in each case new asylum 

                                                
1 J.G. Spurzheim, Observations on the Deranged Manifestations of the Mind, or Insanity, London, 1817, 
214-5 
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buildings were constructed. At Edinburgh a new building, West House (1837), was built 

alongside the original; at Glasgow a new asylum building was constructed at Gartnavel 

(1842) and at Montrose a new building was erected at Sunnyside (1855). In the cases of 

Glasgow and Montrose these were built to replace the existing asylums (Glasgow became 

a poorhouse and Montrose was sold to the military). In Edinburgh the new building 

became the main asylum, providing accommodation for all categories of patients, and the 

original asylum building was used to house only those of the very highest social class. As 

this chapter deals primarily with plan and layout, all these buildings are discussed 

individually since each represents different aspects of architectural development. The 

names ‘Glasgow Royal Asylum’ and ‘Montrose Royal Asylum’ refer both to the original 

asylums and to the replacements at Gartnavel and Sunnyside (as they were essentially 

under the same management) and the ‘Edinburgh Royal Asylum’ refers to both the 

original and the replacement institution, West House. There was also a small public 

‘pauper’ lunatic asylum in Elgin of 1835 which, given its date of origin, also forms part 

of this ‘early period’ of asylums. The group consists, therefore, of 11 buildings made up 

of seven original Royal Asylums, two replacements, one additional building and one 

other related structures, each one designed on different principles. The Southern Counties 

Asylum was initially devised as a ‘pauper’ annexe to the Crichton Royal Institution but 

was essentially an extension of the local poorhouse provision. In time it would be 

formally absorbed into the Crichton Royal Institution but for the purposes of this work 

they are discussed together. 

 

Scotland’s earliest institutions followed certain aspects of the layout and character of the 

prison-like early English asylums such as Bedlam and St Luke’s. While efforts were 

being made to move away from this pattern, there is no doubt that there were still some 

similarities in both architectural design and management ethos. Public opinion was 

constantly shifting and reforms were beginning to take place throughout the early period 

but progress was slow. Many of these buildings were masterpieces of innovative planning 

and those extant today provide eloquent testimony to the quality of their design and the 

craftsmanship of their builders. In 1853 the Inspector General of French asylums, M. 
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Parchappé, stated that the Royal Asylums ‘placed Scotland on a par with those more 

advanced countries with regard to blending charity, science and art.’2 

 

The Royal Asylums were either supported by individuals or by way of public 

subscription and being managed by private committees they were at liberty to build their 

asylums as they saw fit. Thus in the early period asylums designs followed a variety of 

different plan forms – radial, courtyard, U-, H-, T-, and E- arrangements. It took some 

time to reach any consensus around the standardisation of plans but during this phase 

many design concepts evolved which would influence the succeeding generations of 

asylums in Scotland. The most important of these was ‘classification’ and this became a 

central theme running through all future public lunatic asylum designs. This related to 

both the patients who were classified by gender, social status and complaint and the 

buildings that were designed to accommodate these separate groups. Classification would 

become the hallmark of the asylum system, evolving gradually until it reached its zenith 

of sophistication in the colony-planned institutions of the ‘late’ period. This classification 

of different types of patient – male and female, wealthy and ‘pauper’, quiet and noisy, 

physically ill or physically healthy, curable and incurable – and the spatial separation of 

one group from the other was deemed critical to the overall sense of order and rationality 

in the asylum. The complex physical demands brought about by classification were then 

translated into buildings and thus the overall design and management of the institution 

was highly dependent on the degree of classification required.  

 

Stark and the first Glasgow asylum 

The most influential asylum design in Scotland was undoubtedly that of the Glasgow 

Lunatic Asylum by William Stark of 1807. It was built to a radial plan and for this reason 

it is considered separately and at greater length in advance of the others. In it patients 

were classified first by sex and then further divided into smaller, more defined groups. 

This initial segregation of males and females was strictly maintained, and characterised 

asylum design throughout Scotland well into the twentieth century. In architectural terms, 

                                                
2 M. Parchappé, Des Principes a suivre dans la fondation et la construction des asiles d’aliénés, Paris, 
1853, 221 (trans. A. Darragh) 
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this commonly manifested itself in the basic symmetrical division of a building into two 

distinct sections. The patients were then further classified according to rank or class – 

those of the higher classes occupying one half of the institution, those of a lower rank the 

other. It was only after these separations by gender and social class had taken place that 

classification by ‘degree of insanity’ was introduced. This is illustrated in Stark’s original 

‘Plan of Classification’ (fig. 5.1) in which he outlines his tiered and structured 

organisational system of 16 sub-divisions.  

 

 
Fig. 5.1 W. Stark, General View of the Plan of Classification, and of the Distribution of the Classes in 

the Glasgow Lunatic Asylum from W. Stark Remarks on the Construction of Public Hospitals for 
the Cure of Mental Derangement, Edinburgh, 1807 

 

Stark made his final classification by ‘state’ – here listed as ‘Frantic’, ‘Incurable’, 

‘Convalescent’ and ‘In an Ordinary State’. Its unique St Andrews cross (or Saltire) 

arrangement (fig. 5.2) saw four divisions of wards projecting diagonally from the hub of 

a functional, central dome, each providing accommodation for a different category of 

patient (fig. 5.3). The asylum originally provided accommodation for 136 patients of both 

classes, in addition to having rooms for the housekeeper, apothecary, superintendent, 
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physician, board rooms, store-rooms, servants apartments, kitchens, baths, billiard rooms 

etc.3  

 
Fig. 5.2 Glasgow Lunatic Asylum (first) of 1807 from John Wood’s Plan of the town of Glasgow, 1822 

©nls 
 
The lower storeys of the arms were longer than the rest, to afford additional rooms for 

‘noisy’ patients and on every floor there was a spacious gallery, with the windows on one 

side, and sleeping rooms on the other. The keepers’ apartments and day-rooms for the 

patients were placed at the junctions of the arms, in the central octagon. Within this 

central space there was also a circular corridor from which the superintendent could 

supervise day-rooms and galleries. On each floor, the galleries and apartments could all 

communicate freely with the central building. 

 
In 1814 the Glasgow asylum was highly commended by the General Committee for its 

plan which: 

admits of a very minute classification of patients, according to their different 
characters, and the degrees of disease ... while, under one general management, 
it separates the different classes of inhabitants from one another as completely 
as if they lived at the greatest distance.4 

                                                
3 J. Swan, Views of Glasgow and its Environs, Glasgow, 1828, 26 
4 Report of The General Committee appointed to carry into effect the Proposal for a Lunatic Asylum at 
Glasgow with a Minute of the First General Meeting of Qualified Subscribers, Glasgow, 1814, 5 
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Fig. 5.3 W. Stark, design for a radial asylum in Glasgow, from Remarks…, 1807 
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This was echoed 10 years later in the annual report of 1824 when it was noted that ‘every 

possible attention is paid to the proper classification of our Patients; and the greater the 

variety of our accommodations, the more will it be in our power to attend to that 

important point of treatment.’5 Thus classification was considered fundamental for 

treatment and necessary for cure. 

 

Jean-Etienne Esquirol, the French alienist and pupil of Philippe Pinel and physician at La 

Salpêtrière from 1811, would later highlight the imperative levels of sub-division 

between classes and their resulting benefits: 

 
there should be … subdivisions for the furious incurable, for the calm melancholics, 
for the frantic melancholics, for the mad, for the convalescents, for those who dirty 
themselves; there should be covered walkways, workshops, refectories, an 
infirmary, a bathroom, etc, These subdivisions, indispensable for today’s well-
ordered lunatic asylums … if the subdivision of the buildings is not adopted, the 
present system will fall.6 

 

The radial plan of Glasgow was revolutionary in asylum design and therefore also of 

national and international significance. But what was the source for this radical design 

and how did it differ so greatly from what had come before? There is no doubt that there 

were strong references to French hospital design in Stark’s arrangement and it is likely 

that, being from a well-off family, he had travelled both in Britain and Europe and been 

aware of these schemes. In Des Principes a suivre dans la fondation et la construction 

des asiles d’aliénés of 1853 Parchappé stated that ‘the proposal to develop an asylum in 

Glasgow gave the architect W. Stark the opportunity to study institutions in a variety of 

other countries which provided him with insights which he incorporated in the original 

Glasgow asylum.’7 This may well have been in relation to specific examples in Italy and 

France. One of these may have been the Albergo die Poveri in Naples (fig. 5.4) by 

                                                
5 Tenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1824, 17 
6 E. Esquirol, Des maladies mentales considérées sous les rapports médical, hygéenique et médico-legal, 
1838, 142, ‘il faudra… des subdivisions pour les furieux en traitement, pour les furieux incurables, pour 
les mélancholiques calmes, pour les mélancholiques agités, pour les démances, pour les convalescens, 
pour ceux qui salissent; il faudra les promenoirs couverts, des ateliers, des réfectoires, une infirmerie, une 
salle de bains, etc, Ces subdivisions, indispensibles aujourd’hui pour tout hospice d’aliénés bien ordonné 
… Si l’on n’adopte pas la subdivision des bâtiments, on retombera dans le systèm actuel’, (trans. A. 
Darragh) 
7 Parchappé, op.cit., 221 
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Ferdinando Fuga in 1736 who planned a poorhouse ‘for the isolation and confinement of 

the needy.’8 His design was characterised by a square with two internal cross-shaped 

wings resulting in the creation of four classified courtyards. The circular central section 

was to be a church connected to the radiating ‘naves’ for inmate accommodation.  

 

 
Fig. 5.4  Albergo die Poveri, Naples by Ferdinando Fuga, 1736 in D. Mazzoleni, The Palace of Naples, 

1999, New York, 212 
 

H. Rosenau in Social Purpose in Architecture links Stark’s plans to the designs of 30 

years earlier of the French surgeon Antoine Petit (1718-94) for a radial-plan hospital in 

Paris of 1774 (fig. 5.5).9 As with Fuga’s plan, the church formed the central section of the 

design but here Petit incorporated a vertical cone type structure for ventilation (fig. 5.6). 
 

 
Fig. 5.5 Hospital plan by A. Petit from his Mémoire sur la meilleure manière de construire un hôpital de 

maladies 
                                                
8 Quoted in D. Mazzoleni, The Palace of Naples, New York, 1999, 210 
9 H. Rosenau, Social Purpose in Architecture; Paris and London Compared 1760-1800, London, 1970, 74-
75 
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Fig. 5.6 Plan for the new Hotel Dieu, drawing showing a chapel as a machine for cleaning the air, by A. 

Petit, 1774 from H. Rosenau, Social Purpose in Architecture 1970, 60  
 
The idea of ‘the church at the centre’ can be taken both physically and psychologically 

for whilst often physically situated at the centre, it was also considered ‘central’ to the 

running of these establishments, giving them a clear spiritual context. The belief that God 

should be at the centre of all things characterised hospital design at this time and the 

positioning of the church or chapel at the very centre of the design reflected this 

principle. This central positioning was not limited to hospital design and in fact, when 

Jackson proposed a standard plan and layout for gaols in Ireland, their first penitentiary 

design concept was a complex of three wings enclosing a courtyard with a wall on the 

fourth side and a central chapel and kitchen wing dividing the courtyard.10 Closer to 

home in 1738 the idea of a central church was considered by William Adam with his U-

shaped design for the Edinburgh Infirmary. Continental practice at this time was more 

spectacularly formalised, often adopting a variety of Greek Cross, radial and pavilion 

plans, all of which used the church as a focal point. Adam suggested the use of the top-

floor of the dome for operating theatres, with the proposal that on Sundays it be used as a 

chapel and on other occasions as an astronomical observatory.11 

                                                
10 M. Reuber, ‘Moral Management and the ‘Unseen Eye’: Public Lunatic Asylums in Ireland 1800-1845’ in 
E. Malcolm and G. Jones (eds), Medicine and the State in Ireland, Cork, 1999, 216 
11 T. M. Devine, ‘Improvement and Enlightenment’, in Proceedings of the Scottish Historical Studies 
Seminar, University of Strathclyde 1987-88, Edinburgh, 1989, 85  
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It is likely that all these designs had an influence on Stark’s design for Glasgow. Fuga’s 

plan had been published and circulated and although Petit’s designs were never executed 

they had been published in his Mémoire sur la meilleure manière de construire un hôpital 

de malades in 1774. Both advocated a circular or radial plan to incorporate classification 

and ease of surveillance. Stark would also have been familiar with the work of French 

physician and surgeon J. R. Tenon (1724-1816), who in 1788 published his Mémoires sur 

les hôpitaux de Paris.12 This report came about as the result of a survey into the problems 

in French hospitals and suggested improvements in Paris, focusing on the most important 

and indeed the oldest hospital in the city, the Hôtel-Dieu. Tenon himself published 

designs not for a radial solution, as Glasgow would become, but for a square arrangement 

of 14 wards, laid together in pairs with males on one side and females on the other (fig. 

5.7). Petit and Tenon were both medical men and their involvement demonstrates how 

their profession was continuing to influence not only the progress of medicine itself, but 

also the development of the associated architecture. 

 

 
Fig. 5.7 B. Poyet and J. R. Tenon, from Second Rapport des Commissionnairers chargés par l’Académie 

des projets relatifs à ‘létablissement des quatre hôpiteaux, 1786 from H. Rosenau, Social 
Purpose in Architecture, 1970, 55 

                                                
12 J. R. Tenon, Mémoires sur les hôpitaux de Paris, Paris, 1788 
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According to Rosenau there also existed an undated but earlier unpublished and much 

less well-known plan for a radial hospital within a square by Antoine Desgodets (1653-

1728) (fig. 5.8). It is possible that Stark would have been aware of and familiar with this 

plan as it was later published by Tenon in his Mémoires. 

 

 
Fig. 5.8 Desgodets, Plan for a Hospital, Cabinet des Estampes, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris showing a 

radial plan in a square, 1727 
 
A further offering presenting many of the same attributes as Petit’s plan was published in 

1785 by architect Bernard Poyet and versatile thinker Claude-Philippe Coquéau, in which 

they developed Petit’s earlier arrangement of six radial wings to an even more subdivided 

design of 16 wards (figs 5.9 and 5.10). Stark’s Glasgow asylum would be on a far smaller 

scale, however, than either Petit’s or Poyet’s proposals, which were designed for 2000 

and 5000 persons respectively. 
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Fig. 5.9 Coquéau and Poyet, Hospital site plan from Mémoire sur la nécessité de transférer et   
 reconstruire l’Hôtel-Dieu de Paris, 1785 
 

 
Fig. 5.10 Coquéau and Poyet, Hospital ground plan from Mémoire sur la nécessité de transférer et 

reconstruire l’Hôtel-Dieu de Paris, 1785 
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Whilst critics such as Rosenau discuss Stark’s design in relation to early French hospital 

design, it was equally, if not more likely that it was inspired by the arrangements of 

contemporary prisons in Britain and Ireland. It might be argued that at the end of the 

eighteenth century when Stark was creating his design for Glasgow, the building 

requirements for asylums were almost identical to those of a prison, primarily focusing 

on containment. The Glasgow design, although revolutionary in health care and for that 

reason unique in Britain, arguably aligned itself more closely to the penitentiary model.  

 

Most building patterns for institutions were home grown or evolved organically relating 

to need, but there were also model spatial schemes advocated by major Enlightenment 

figures such as Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832). One example of this in the Glasgow design 

was the use of elements derived from the Panopticon Principle.13 This principle or 

scheme was used and developed by penitentiary and asylum planners throughout Britain 

to achieve both classification and ease of surveillance. 

 

The Panopticon 

Coming from the Greek to mean ‘inspection house’ this was a principle advocated and 

developed in Britain by leading philosophical theorist Jeremy Bentham. Prior to the 

Glasgow Asylum his Panopticon Principle had been employed only for prisons, schools, 

penitentiaries and manufactories. While it was never used in its purest form in any 

Scottish, or for that matter British asylum design, certain key elements of it were 

incorporated in future asylum arrangements.  

 

It was based on a system whereby observation, supervision, power and control could be 

continuously exercised with minimal staffing. The concept performed both an 

architectural and a social function, rendering all inmates open to constant surveillance or 

at least created the impression that they were under constant surveillance. In simple terms 

the concept was based on a circular prison with a central observation room from which all 

cells were visible, but from which the observer is invisible (figs 5.11 and 5.12). The 

Panopticon was about ‘seeing’ but ‘not being seen’. Like the shape of the human eye, 

                                                
13 J. Bentham, Panopticon; or Inspection House: Containing the Idea of a New Principle, Dublin, 1791 
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therefore, one should logically design panoptic facilities to be round or circular. In 

Stark’s own words, his layout combined a ‘simplicity of superintendence’ of ‘both … the 

patients and the keepers’, who were constantly being followed by a ‘unseen eye’.14 

 

 
Fig. 5.11 Jeremy Bentham’s first design for a Panopticon Prison, 1787 (published 1791) in T. A. Markus, 

Order in Space and Society, Edinburgh, 1982, 74 
 

 
Fig. 5.12 Bentham’s Panoptic Prison design with prisoner in cell, as found in Foucault, 1975, 21  
                                                
14 W. Stark, Remarks on the Construction of Public Hospitals for the Cure of Mental Derangement, 
Glasgow, 1810 
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While chapels or altars had occupied the central space of early continental European 

hospitals, Bentham in his earliest designs placed the wardens or the prison governor and 

his family in the middle of the building. Where previously religious devotion had been 

crucial it now was replaced by management structures through which people were 

supervised and controlled at all times. This reflected the enlightenment ideas that science 

and human reason and no longer religion were paramount in human existence. In 

Bentham’s designs the central section was rendered with glass and iron to make it 

transparent and from this point all the inmates and indeed keepers could be seen. It also 

had the advantage of requiring a small staff. Prisoners were incarcerated in pie-shaped 

cells in the outer ring, into which light would enter from the windows behind. This is 

illustrated in figure 5.13, a Cuban prison of 1920, showing light shining through the 

patients’ cells, making them visible to inspection from the central tower.  

 

 
Fig. 5.13 Former Cuban prison, now the Museo de Presidio Prison Museum from National Geographic, 

1980, Vol. 2, 18  
 
It may be taken a stage further, that this control and supervision created a kind of self-

surveillance. The French theorist Michel Foucault (1926-84) noted that ‘by one 

inspecting glance, the individual would be led to interiorisation to the point that he is his 
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own overseer.’15 Each individual would thus exercise this surveillance over himself, 

becoming his own keeper. This self-surveillance merged with the principles of 

enlightened thinkers such as Tuke at the York Retreat that individuals were responsible 

for their own actions and therefore ultimately responsible for the ‘treatment’ they 

received. 

 

The Panopticon, in representing a concrete expression of institutional control, led others, 

in particular Foucault, to adopt the term ‘panopticonism’ to mean all forms of control or 

social discipline. In Discipline and Punish he writes of disciplinary power, surveillance 

and ‘normalisation’, when he suggests that ‘the Panopticon has become the metaphor for 

the process whereby disciplinary ‘technologies’, together with the emergence of a 

normative social science, ‘police’ both the mind and body of the modern individual.’16 

These highly organised spaces were at the same time architectural, functional and 

hierarchical and the carefully arranged internal space helped to create order and remove 

disorder. Even the perfect symmetry and balance of the asylum created a rational sense of 

order from the outset and asylum managers hoped this order might also infiltrate the 

world within. As Skull notes in Madhouses, Mad-Doctors and Madmen, the reformers 

believed that the asylum ‘by embodying regularity, discipline and precision, would serve 

as a model for the reordering of society.’17 In almost all Scotland’s public asylums 

separation, containment, classification, supervision and control would continue to be the 

underpinning elements of their design. 

 
In British prison design Bentham’s Panopticon was adopted in William Blackburn’s 

design at Ipswich of 1784-90 and this was undoubtedly a reference point for Stark for his 

1807 asylum (fig. 5.14).18 Closer to home, he was certainly aware of the competition 

designs for the new Edinburgh Bridewell in 1791. This had produced a wealth of material 

                                                
15 C. Gordon (ed.), M. Foucault, ‘The Eye of Power’ in Power/Knowledge, New York, 1980, 155 
16 M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, 1975, New York, (trans. A. Sheridan) 
1995, 213 
17 A. T. Skull (ed.), Madhouses, Mad-Doctors and Madmen; The Social History of Psychiatry in the 
Victorian Era, London, 1981, 121 
18 Some attribute the Ipswich design to Blackburn but according to Brodie, Croom and Davies in English 
Prisons, English Heritage, 2002, the Quarter Sessions Order Book states that the executed design belonged 
to Thomas and John Fulcher, Ches RO, Order Books of the Quarter Sessions, QAB 1/1/1 8-10, 
QAB1/1/2/166-7, QAB 1/1/3 20 
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as the successful competitor Robert Adam produced five alternative designs; the Glasgow 

architect James Wardrop submitted a set of plans; and John Baxter was a third contender. 

The designs by Wardrop and Baxter both had a central hub with radiating wings and were 

clearly modelled on the Ipswich arrangement. Wardrop’s had six wings and Baxter’s 

four. The Baxter plan in particular was an important source for Stark’s Glasgow asylum 

(fig. 5.15). Adam’s designs were quite distinct from one another but from the third design 

onwards show a definite reference to Bentham’s Panopticon.  

 

 
Fig. 5.14 Blackburn, plan of Ipswich Prison (Suffolk County Gaol), 1784-90 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.15 Baxter’s Edinburgh Bridewell ‘Alternative Plan’ for the Competition to design the Bridewell for 

Edinburgh 1791, from T. A. Markus, Order in Space and Society, 1982, 70  
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Not only were the radiating wings attached to a central hub as they would be at the 

Glasgow asylum, but the layout of the airing courts with the areas appropriated to each 

group for exercise and recreation was a key feature in this arrangement. The Select 

Committee stated that although many believed Stark’s plan to resemble that of the new 

prison at Ipswich, they thought he had taken as his source the Maison de Force at 

Ghent.19  

 

Stark’s Glasgow design in many ways summed up the thoughts and beliefs of the period, 

with issues of segregation and observation being of paramount importance. His four 

radiating wings allowed him to isolate completely the different classes of patient. These 

four arms, each of three storeys, came from a central octagonal hub, which also 

functioned as an observation tower and was crowned with a grand ornamental dome, 

which provided toplighting. Stark had anticipated that through this Panopticon-inspired 

arrangement the keepers would be able to keep an easy surveillance over the patients and, 

likewise, the superintendent could watch both patients and keepers from his central 

viewing gallery under the dome. Although his dome did not represent the crown of a 

chapel as it did in Fuga’s or Petit’s design, it did serve to unite the whole, just as a church 

is believed to unite all people. It had all the classificatory and surveillance structures 

found in the penal institution but to some extent at least, was adapted to the reformed 

management of the ‘insane’. In some respects these two institution types were similar, 

particularly with the need for a degree of confinement and containment. Stark’s plan was 

unique in Britain and revolutionised asylum design, bringing Scotland to the forefront of 

planning in this field.  

 
Before work on the Glasgow asylum commenced the plans were exhibited to the public 

with an explanation by Stark and sent to various medical practitioners in England for 

their comments. In the 1814 annual report of the institution it was noted that 

 
the plan of Mr. Stark, appeared to the Committee of the first excellence. But deeply 
sensible of the importance of the object, they exhibited it for some time before the 

                                                
19 Reports of the Select Committee appointed to consider of Provision being made for the better Regulation 
of Madhouses in England: with Minutes and Evidence order by the House of Commons, (With an appendix 
on Scotland), 11 June 1816, Vol. 6, 460 
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public, and invited observations. The Committee farther placed it in the hands of 
various Gentlemen, skilled in different departments of business, who examined it 
with the minutest accuracy: and lastly, they transmitted it to various Medical 
practitioners of distinguished talents, who unanimously expressed their highest 
approbation of it.20 

 

Stark’s use of the radial plan was innovative and well-received and in 1817 it was 

declared in the Edinburgh Review to be ‘the best establishment, beyond comparison, in 

Britain, (and perhaps Europe) … at the time of its erection’.21  

 
In 1816 and 1817 the Select Committee of the House of Commons noted that ‘the only 

objection to the design, with a view to general adoption … [is] the beauty of the external 

decorations.’22 The Glasgow asylum was widely visited soon after completion both by 

members of the public and asylum managers from all over Europe and America. Visitor 

numbers were so great that it was decided to keep a record of their names. In the second 

Annual Report of 1816 it was noted that over 3000 people visited that year with a 

particular reference to a gentleman who ‘came from America, for the express purpose of 

examining this Asylum, in consequence of the favourable reports concerning it in that 

Country.’23 By 1818 the number of visitors from around the country and abroad had 

increased to 4000.24 

 

The arrangement of high penitential-style boundary walls around the building created 

outdoor classified airing courts into which different groups of patients could have access 

to fresh air and exercise. One of the main functions of airing courts was later described by 

the General Board in 1881 when it stated: ‘they provided a safe and controlled 

environment in which patients suffering from maniacal excitement might work off their 

morbid energy in safety.’25 While they were functional, providing fresh air with a degree 

                                                
20 Report of The General Committee appointed to carry into effect the Proposal for a Lunatic Asylum at 
Glasgow with a Minute of the First General Meeting of Qualified Subscribers, Glasgow, 1814, 7 
21 ‘On Lunatic Asylums’ in the Edinburgh Review, No. LVI, 1817, 447 & 460 
22 ‘Reports of the Select Committee appointed to consider Provision being made for the better regulation of 
Madhouses in England: with Minutes and Evidence order by the House of Commons’, 12 June and 11 July, 
1815; 26 April, 26 May and 11 June, 1816, in The Edinburgh Review or Critical Journal, Vol. XXVIII, 
Edinburgh, March 1817, 447 
23 Second Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1816, 5-6 
24 Fourth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1818, 22 
25 Twenty-third Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1881, xxxii 
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of liberty within safe boundaries, they were clearly of a prison-like appearance. The 1816 

annual report for the Glasgow Royal Asylum commented that this led to the impression 

that ‘instead of being a dwelling of comparative comfort, the asylum … [had] … the 

appearance of a jail; Patients would become sullen or vindictive, and the chance of 

recovery reduced almost to nothing.’26 

 

By 1827 it was noted that: 

 
In the course of the year, the Asylum was visited by many intelligent strangers, 
among whom we may mention Dr. Vulpes of Naples, all of whom bestowed praise 
on our accommodations and arrangements. Mons. Breton, a member of the French 
Chamber of Deputies, and Dr. Ferrus, the Physician of the Bicêtre at Paris, who 
visited this country under a commission by their government, to obtain information 
respecting to our Lunatic Institutions, minutely examined the Asylum, and 
expressed high approbation of our treatment of the insane.27 

 

In Swan’s Views of Glasgow and its Environs of 1828 he commented on the 

classificatory systems employed by Stark noting: 

 
The higher and the lower classes have their distinct wards, that the unhappy 
sufferers may not be obliged to associate with a class different from what they have 
been accustomed to in the world. The sexes are kept apart. The furious, the 
moderate, and the convalescent patients are all carefully separated.28 

 

Regarding the design, Parchappé noted in 1853 that elements of Stark’s Panopticon-

inspired Glasgow design had not only been particularly influential in later British asylum 

designs but it had also begun to be adopted in America which had recently started to 

develop services for the mentally ill.29 Thus Scotland was becoming a leading nation in 

asylum design. But as attitudes changed and developed, the radial plan in its pure form at 

Glasgow was not considered worth continuing as an asylum design for Scotland. This 

was most likely due to the fact that it was considered too penitential in aspect, had poor 

circulation of air in the narrow ends of the triangles and that it required a perfectly flat 

site making the design impossible to replicate in many cases. 
                                                
26 Second Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1816, 5-6 
27 Thirteenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1827, 14 
28 Swan, op. cit., 26  
29 Parchappé, op.cit., 221 
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Tuke at the Retreat liked Stark’s design in general but commented that it came ‘too close 

to the characteristics of a prison’. Tuke remarked that Stark had made his plan so rigidly 

classified that there was no possibility of movement from one section to the other and this 

denied the very principle on which asylums were now being established. Stark’s plan 

would continue to receive later criticism for in 1851 D. C. Campbell in his Hints on the 

Management of Lunatic Asylums notes that the asylum at Glasgow was: 

 
nearly a copy of the excellent prison at Ipswich, built under the direction of the 
benevolent Howard, and it appears to me, that W. Stark did not sufficiently 
consider the different objects of the two establishments. A person who enters a 
prison charged with misdemeanour, belongs to the same class until his trial and, if 
convicted, remains in another until his final removal. It is obvious, therefore, that 
the arrangement for the classification of prisoners, must be essentially different 
from that for the classification of lunatics, in which facility of interchange has been 
stated to be the great object to be accomplished.30  

 
A further reason for its unsuitability as a model for future British asylum design was the 

fact that it was designed for only two social classes of patient. This was highlighted in the 

Annual Report of 1833, which recorded: 

 
In regard to rank, Stark’s asylum was constructed for only two ‘classes’ of patients, 
denominated the ‘Higher and Lower Rank.’ Roughly 20 years later however, it 
would be reported that an ‘oppressive number of patients’ was seeking admission to 
the asylum and that ‘a greater variety in the rates of board might be wise given the 
requirements of additional accommodations for the patients of higher classes.’31  

 

The plan was embraced in other parts of the world, however, and influenced design of 

asylums well into the twentieth century, particularly in America. 

 

Despite having some penitential features it is evident that even from this early stage there 

was an attempt to distance itself from the appearance of a prison. This was illustrated by 

the Directors of the Glasgow Asylum when in their annual report of 1833 they 

commented on the pressures they were under to erect a prison for ‘criminal lunatics’ 

within the asylum precincts. They stated that this would be totally objectionable on many 

                                                
30 D. C. Campbell, Hints on the Management of Lunatic Asylums, Aberdeen, 1851, 16 
31 Nineteenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1833, 10 
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grounds, but particularly on those of expense and superintendence. More importantly in 

relation to asylum ‘appearance’ they noted that: 

 
such an innovation on our Establishment, could not fail to be extremely offensive to 
the friends of our Patients of every description, and would, in all probability, be not 
only offensive but injurious to many of the lunatics themselves. The appearance of 
cells for criminals, continually in view, would excite in the minds of some of our 
patients, terrific impressions of atrocious crimes, and shocking punishments; and all 
of them who were capable of any degree of rational reflection, would be impressed 
with a feeling of degradation, on discovering that they had been placed in the same 
establishment, with persons who were notoriously of the most flagitious 
description.32 

 
If an asylum had the appearance of a prison it would be considered a prison, both by the 

patients and the public. Tuke had commented on this in 1812, particularly in relation to 

alternatives to barred windows (the obvious prison connection) when he stated ‘whatever 

lessens the prison-like quality of these abodes, is deserving of attention; it will therefore 

be proper to mention, that frames of cast iron, having all the appearance of wooden ones 

have been found to entirely supersede the necessity of iron grating, and of course they 

remove the prison-like appearance of the other modes of precaution.’33 

 

The first Glasgow Asylum also provides a good example of how an early Royal Asylum 

struggled to resolve these issues, when it was reported that ‘the building though striking 

is plain. It was the wish of the committee to avoid, on the one hand unnecessary expense, 

and on the other, a mean and sordid appearance.’34 With Stark’s design for a central dome 

it was intended that the asylum be an ornament to the city, but it had to be justified by 

also serving a definite purpose. Whilst there is no doubt that it gives the impression of 

grandeur, it was noted in the same report of 1814 that a dome of this kind was ‘necessary 

to unite the different parts of so extensive and peculiar a building … [and] … that it 

contributes to render the whole more airy and open.’35 The primary purpose of this dome 

was to top light the central area, flooding it with light, and it therefore served two parallel 

                                                
32 Ibid., 11 
33 S. Tuke, Practical Hints on the Constitution and Economy of Pauper Lunatic Asylums, York, 1815, 20 
34 Quoted in C. Stevenson, Medicine and Magnificence, New Haven and London, 2001, 210 
35 Report of The General Committee appointed to carry into effect the Proposal for a Lunatic Asylum at 
Glasgow with a Minute of the First General Meeting of Qualified Subscribers, Glasgow, 1814 
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functions. In this case Stark was able to unite form and function, practicality and style 

within the one architectural feature. When discussions were underway to make additions 

to Stark’s building in 1821 it was felt vital that any alterations be made in keeping with 

the original design as they did not want anything ‘from its structure or situation [to] injure 

the aspect of the present elegant and picturesque edifice.’36 While many considered it to 

resemble a prison there were equal numbers hailing it as a masterpiece. In Glasgow 

Delineated Stark’s asylum is described as ‘excelling in magnificence every building of 

the kind in London, Rome or Venice, and resembling more a palace than a habitation for 

the poor.’37 It continues ‘the whole is crowned by a magnificent octagonal dome of a 

peculiarly graceful appearance, which not only gives dignity to the building, but in a 

distant view of the city forms one of its most prominent embellishments.’38 Glasgow 

Delineated of 1826 noted that ‘the edifice is much admired for the elegance and 

simplicity of its design, its beautiful proportions and its fitness for the purposes to which 

it is appropriated.’39 The New Statistical Account of 1834-45 stated that the Royal 

Infirmary by Adams [sic] and the Lunatic Asylum by Stark, were at once ‘ornamental and 

appropriate for their respective purposes.’40 The Glasgow Asylum (as seen in the right 

hand side of figure. 5.16) was certainly one of the most impressive, and indeed 

revolutionary buildings in the city.  
 

Elements of Stark’s plan would a short time later be adopted by Watson and Pritchett in 

their designs for the new West Riding Pauper Lunatic Asylum in Wakefield (1815). 

They managed to solve some of the underlying problems of Stark’s design and, in turn, 

their design formed the basis for William Burn’s future asylums at Perth, Edinburgh and 

Dumfries. 

 

Stark’s asylum, therefore, strongly influenced several later Scottish asylum designs, but 

after some important modifications had been incorporated in the design for Wakefield. 

The defects of the Glasgow plan induced Tuke to state that he preferred, upon the whole, 

                                                
36 Seventh Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1821, 32 
37 Anon., Glasgow Delineated, Glasgow, 1826, 82 
38 Ibid., 88 
39 Ibid. 
40 New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 6, Glasgow, Co. of Lanark, 209 
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‘the H, or double cross form… of Wakefield.’41 Even Stark himself, stated that his 

Glasgow project did not equal that of his next asylum project at Dundee in 1812, which 

was in the form of the letter H. In Scotland there was another plan type, which lay 

between Stark’s radial plan for Glasgow and his H-Plan for Dundee – which was the 

courtyard or quadrangle plan. Although the shape of the plan is not particularly 

significant in the very earliest asylums, examining them in specific groups such as these 

provides a thematic and structured approach. 

 

 
Fig. 5.16 Drawing of Glasgow Cathedral, Royal Infirmary, Barony Church, and Lunatic Asylum, from A 
 Statistical Account of the Barony Parish of Glasgow with the principal transactions of the 
 Heritors for the last forty years, ink on paper, 1826, manuscript by James Hopkirk ©Glasgow 
 University Library 
 

The U- and H-plans 

These two plan types will be investigated together since to all intents and purposes they 

are based on the same concept. The H-plan eventually became the most commonly used 

layout in the early period of Scottish public asylum building. 
 

Scotland’s first true public lunatic asylum at Montrose was built in 1781 to a simple U-

                                                
41 ‘Reports of the Select Committee appointed to consider Provision being made for the better regulation of 
Madhouses in England: with Minutes and Evidence order by the House of Commons’, 12 June and 11 July, 
1815; 26 April, 26 May and 11 June, 1816, in The Edinburgh Review or Critical Journal, Vol. XXVIII, 
Edinburgh, March 1817, 461 
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plan arrangement with symmetrical two-storey and one-storey ranges running at right 

angles to the main block. This was also of two storeys but with a three-storey pedimented 

central section, which was the building’s only architectural embellishment.  Although no 

plans of the asylum as first built are known to survive, it can be deduced from drawings 

and from a copper halfpenny trade token dated 1799 that Scotland’s pioneer asylum at 

Montrose was arranged in the form of a U (fig. 5.17).42 It does show clearly, however, 

that the original building had a two-storey, seven-bay elevation with two single-storey 

wings attached. John Wood’s Plan of the Town of Montrose of 1822 and the Great 

Reform Act Plans and Reports carried out by the Parliamentary Boundary Commissioners 

in 1832 give the impression that it may have been an H-plan arrangement (fig. 5.18) but 

the Large Scale Town Plan map carried out by Ordnance Survey of 1861-2 is by far the 

most detailed, and depicts it as a basic U-plan arrangement (fig. 5.19). The only other 

example of this layout in a public asylum in Scotland was at the ‘First Class House’ of 

the Glasgow Royal Asylum at Gartnavel (1842), where it is in a much elongated form. 
 

 
Fig. 5.17 Reverse side of a copper halfpenny trade token of Andrew Nicol of Montrose in Angus. Dated 

1799, the token was manufactured by Kempson. ©National Museums of Scotland 

                                                
42 The penny is slightly misleading as the building has been squeezed to fit the circle making it look much 
narrower than it originally was. 
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Fig. 5.18 Montrose Royal Asylum (first) of 1781 from John Wood’s Plan of the town of Montrose, 1822 

©nls 
 

 
Fig. 5.19 Map extract of Montrose Royal Asylum of 1781 from Ordnance Survey Large Scale Town Plan, 

Montrose, 1861-2 ©nls  
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Stark at Dundee 

Given that Montrose was only 30 miles from Dundee, it is likely that Stark would have 

known this asylum extremely well and in essence it forms the basis of the plan for his 

asylum of 1812. Figure 5.20 shows the Dundee asylum when only half built (appears as a 

‘U’) and figure 5.21 shows the design of the Dundee asylum following more or less the 

same Montrose U-plan doubled back to back with a five-bay central block of two-storeys 

with two three-storey end pavilions. Single-storey wings of cells formed a kitchen court 

on the north side and on the south an airing ground forecourt. The central block contained 

the necessary public rooms – the day and workrooms, offices for administration, along 

with the Matron’s and Superintendent’s apartments. These were centrally positioned at 

the ends of the cross bar to the H and were bordered on either side by lozenge-plan day-

rooms. The flanking wings were built to accommodate, in single cells, four different 

classifications of patient. 

 

 
Fig. 5.20 Dundee Lunatic Asylum (first) of 1812 by William Stark and William Burn from the Great 

Reform Act Plan of 1832 ©nls 
 

In addition to having Montrose as a source for this plan it is also believed that the 

principle for the design for Dundee was taken from the idea of a rural farm with open 

courtyards.43 Whatever its exact sources, Stark’s submitted design shows a clear intention 

to move away from the radial and centralised formula of his earlier asylum project at 

                                                
43 D. M. Walker, Architects and Architecture in Dundee, 1770-1914, Dundee, 1976, 6 
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Glasgow. While the main function of entrance gates was to provide security for the 

patients they also had an ornamental quality. Browne at Montrose was acutely aware of 

the importance of the appearance and first impression of the asylum, advocating that the 

general aspect should be that of ‘an inhabited and well kept villa … of ample size and 

elegant appearance … with neat walks bordered with flowers … and nothing of the 

prison being apparent.’44 He suggested asylum gates could be modelled on the ornate 

high railings of Les Jardins des Tuileries in Paris which he believed, combined ‘elegance 

with security’.45 These ornamental details would further distance asylum design from 

prison design. 
 

 
Fig. 5.21 Ground Floor Plan and Elevation of the Dundee Lunatic Asylum as originally designed by 

William Stark in 1812 from Dundee Delineated, Dundee, 1822, folding plan between 116 and 
117 

 
In Dundee Delineated it states of Stark that ‘he had devoted much time to the study of 

buildings of this nature … had visited most of the asylums in Britain, and had availed 

himself of the knowledge and experience of the physicians and managers of these 

establishments.’46 His design for Dundee was universally accepted with the ‘unqualified 

approbation of the best judges.’47 

                                                
44 W. A. F. Browne, What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, Edinburgh, 1837, 221 
45 Ibid. 
46 Dundee Delineated, Dundee, printed for A. Colville, 1822, 117 
47 Walker, op. cit., 6 
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William Burn at Dundee 

Stark died in 1813 before his building was completed and it was only 10 years later in 

1824 that work was recommenced under the architectural leadership of William Burn. 

Although the Dundee asylum would end up reflecting the work of both architects the 

asylum still adhered to Stark’s overall H-plan arrangement. The original design had 

become outdated and Burn was required to make extensive modifications to enlarge and 

modernise Stark’s plan. This was a major project and whilst Stark was the main architect 

of the first phase, Burn was very much the architect of the second. As a city Dundee had 

grown dramatically during the hiatus and the numbers now requiring admission were far 

in excess of those planned for in Stark’s original design. Burn set about rebuilding the 

single-storey cellular system favoured by Stark into more practical two-storey dormitory 

accommodation, illustrated in figures 5.22 and 5.23 in a series of reconstruction drawings 

by D. M. Walker made in 1952.  

 

 
Fig. 5.22 Dundee Lunatic Asylum, reconstruction drawing of elevation and perspective view from Burn’s 
 1824 plans by D. M. Walker 1952 ©RCAHMS 
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Fig. 5.23 Dundee Lunatic Asylum, Reconstruction drawing showing composite plan by D. M. Walker 

comprising elements taken from the original drawings by Stark, later plans by Burn, the 1st 
edition Ordnance Survey map and the remains on site, 1952 ©RCAHMS 

 

The additional end-block terminals reflect Burn’s desire to maximise accommodation 

without disrupting the flow of Stark’s original plan. Burn’s 1824 plans proposed further 

additions to both the ground and upper floors of the central block, creating more space for 

utility rooms such as stores, a large drying room and a wash house. By 1830 approval 

was given for Burn to remodel the north front, which he did through the addition of a 

functional decorative Italianate water-tower. This was attached to the laundry and the 

wash house, rising above them by one stage and capped by a broad-eaved pyramidal roof. 

In 1825 the north-eastern female block was completed, followed by the male side – 

carried out to Burn’s specifications rather than to Stark’s. 

 

The south wing on the male side was begun somewhat later, in 1837, and the south-east 

wing on the female side in 1839. With the erection of these sections the overall height of 

the building had increased by one storey. Building work could not keep pace with 
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demand for places and a policy was soon adopted restricting admission to only the most 

seriously affected cases. Burn’s plans were halted by the directors in 1839, with only half 

of the design completed. This was partly due to a lack of finance but the principal reason 

was the growing concern that the expanding town centre would soon be encroaching on 

the asylum site. Burn’s work had begun in 1825 but the town had grown at such a rate 

that it was now within half a mile of the asylum. With tranquillity and a degree of 

distance from the outside world deemed essential, there seemed little point in continuing 

to build at the Stobswell site.  

 

Burn may have himself preferred the H-plan or it may have been implicit in the brief. It 

may also have been that from working on Stark’s plans he came to believe the H-plan to 

be the most suited to asylum architecture of this scale and size. Fourteen years later, in 

1839, he would use this same general format to design West House at Morningside in 

Edinburgh (1837) and the Crichton Royal Institution at Dumfries (1839).48  

 

Courtyard or quadrangle plan 

Two other Royal Asylums were commenced during the ten-year interruption at Dundee, 

which saw the demise of Stark and the appointment of Burn as his successor. These were 

the Edinburgh Royal Asylum of 1813 and the Aberdeen Royal Asylum of 1819 and both 

were based on a quadrangle or courtyard plan. Edinburgh’s first public asylum was 

designed gratuitously by Robert Reid and comprised four identical ranges laid out in a 

quadrangle with, on each face, a three-storey central block linked by lower two-storey 

corner pavilions (fig. 5.24). Each of these wings was intended to accommodate a different 

class of patient. In the centre of the courtyard were positioned four airing courts, for use 

by each specific group. The connecting covered walkways allowed for exercise in bad 

weather and permitted faster access to different parts of the building. 
 

                                                
48 In Parchappé’s description of asylums (1853, 191) he states that the H-planned public asylums in 
Scotland at this time were Dundee and Edinburgh (based on Wakefield) and that Crichton followed the X-
plan of Glasgow (he also refers to it as the croix de Saint-André, 237) 
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Fig. 5.24 Edinburgh Lunatic Asylum as designed by Robert Reid, 1813, showing the courtyard 

layout, taken from a printed booklet entitled Short Account of the Rise, Progress, and 
Present State of the Lunatic Asylum at Edinburgh ©Wellcome Library, London 
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Like the Glasgow Asylum before it, the layout was classified, rigidly ordered and entirely 

symmetrical. The design also had airing courts conveniently situated to the 

accommodation, though this was never fully completed (figs 5.25 and 5.26). Reid stated 

of his design that: 

 
The plan consists of various buildings detached from each other. In it are 
four distinct houses, for the accommodation of forty patients in each, with a 
keepers house and lodging for the servants, and also separate cooking 
places, and other conveniences. Four corner buildings are proposed for 
patients of a higher rank. There are also exhibited in the plan, three 
buildings, entirely removed from all the others, which are proposed for 
patients of a still higher rank, whose friends may wish them to have more 
extended accommodation, for themselves and servants. The house already 
on the ground may answer for lodging the principal keeper, or governor; and 
he might be permitted to board a few particular patients.49 

 
 

 
Fig. 5.25 Map extract from the New Plan of the City of Edinburgh by J. Kirkwood, showing in bold the 

only completed section of the asylum, 1821 
 
In his Observations on the structure of hospitals of 1809 Reid noted that: 

as the intended Edinburgh Lunatic Asylum may become very extensive, some 
general and extended plan of building ought to be kept in view although only a 
small portion of it should at present be completed. To admit a proper separation of 
the patients of different classes, according to their situation and circumstances, this 
asylum should consist of several buildings, in some respects detached from each 
other. Distinct classes of patients, according to their rank in life, and the payment 
which their relations agree to make to the Institution for their accommodation and 
maintenance, should be placed in separate houses.50 

                                                
49 R. Reid, Observations on the structure of hospitals for the treatment of lunatics, and on general 
principles on which the cure of insanity may be most successfully conducted. To which is annexed, and 
account of the intended establishment of a lunatic asylum at Edinburgh, Edinburgh, 1809, 10 
50 Ibid., 1 
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Fig. 5.26 Edinburgh Lunatic Asylum (first) of 1813 designed by Robert Reid from Ordnance Survey 

Large Scale Town Plan, 1849-53 ©nls 
 
 
Literature on the design and construction of public asylums started to be published in 

Scotland at the beginning of the nineteenth century. In 1809 Robert Reid published his 

Observations… which was basically an explanation of his asylum design given a 

universal title. But two years before him William Stark had published a similarly titled 

Remarks on the Construction of Public Hospitals for the Cure of Mental Derangement. 

The circulation of ideas on public asylum design and construction represented a major 

development in the importance placed on the architecture of institutions for the mentally 

ill. In 1812 Reid granted his permission for his plans for the Edinburgh asylum to be 

copied so that other cities could make use of them and a ‘Mr Kirkwood and his son were 

employed to make a series of engravings.’51 This was to be the only real courtyard 

arrangement and even then it was only partially executed. Had the plan been executed as 

designed, it may well have been a rather inconvenient arrangement. The great distances 

between one section and its mirror image may have led to difficulties in management and 

supervision. There may also have been problems with the circulation of fresh air. 

 

Aberdeen 

The architectural history of the lunatic asylum at Aberdeen is relatively complex. For this 

reason, a slightly more detailed account of the circumstances is recounted here. In its 
                                                
51 Campbell, op. cit., 10 
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final form the Aberdeen asylum would be very much a courtyard arrangement, although 

it also had many similarities with Stark and Burn’s asylum at Dundee in its employment 

of long wings arranged around six internal courtyards. Although it had been the intention 

of the managers of the Aberdeen Royal Asylum to merely extend the existing poorly 

arranged building, it was agreed by 1819 that Archibald Simpson would design an 

entirely new institution incorporating within the complex parts of Dodd’s original 

building of 1800. On 7 May of the same year a loan was sought from the bank and his 

plans were carried into effect. Henry Leith was appointed builder and James Small, 

mason, with Simpson to superintend the build. Originally this was a plain classical 

building, built to a shallow H-plan, with a two-storey central section of five-bays. It was 

flanked by side wings of six-bays, which rose to three-storeys and featured a small dome 

over a low parapet (fig. 5.27). 

 

 
Fig. 5.27 Aberdeen Royal Lunatic Asylum as first built by Archibald Simpson, 1819-22 from D. Miller 

Archibald Simpson, Architect: His Life and Times 1790-1847, Kinloss, 2006, 55 
 

By 21 March 1820 the south west wing had still only been partly executed but the 

enclosing walls had been built. At this point it is evident from the Minutes of the 

Infirmary and Asylum of Aberdeen that Simpson was unhappy with Small’s mason work, 

complaining that it had not been carried out properly, particularly on the front of the 

building, and as a result he would be withholding payment until these problems had been 

rectified.52 In August 1820 the walls to the south east of the site were raised a few feet 

higher and additional lower walls were also to be erected around the new building. It was 

partially on account of the continual overcrowding of Dodd’s asylum that Simpson’s new 

                                                
52 Minutes of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, GRHB 2/1/2, 21 March, 1820 
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buildings were necessary. On the 9 December 1820 the new building was opened and a 

proportion of the patients transferred from the old building. By the 4 June, 1821 the 

number of patients and servants in the asylum was 76, and two matrons and two keepers 

had been employed, one for each of the houses. It was at this point that Mr Forbes 

donated £10,000 to the new building, which allowed for the further development of the 

plan.53 

 

In December 1821 a fire broke out in the new asylum, and although no major damage 

was reported, this led to an investigation. It became apparent that the problem was 

connected with the construction of the chimneys and on 8 November 1822 Mr John 

Smith, architect, was called in to examine both the chimneys and the flues. It was noted 

that Mr Simpson was out of the country at this time. As a result, the stoves were removed 

from the two front day rooms. Small’s accounts were examined in detail and it is possible 

that the problems apparent in Aberdeen were of his making, rather than of Simpson’s, but 

as Simpson was superintending the build he naturally shouldered much of the blame. 

Further problems arose in 1823 when it was noted that many of the windows were 

leaking. There were some favourable comments made of the new asylum, however, such 

as by the Sheriff in his report of 19 April 1823 who noted that ‘an excellent new building 

has been erected in a healthy and good situation and connected with the old which is still 

kept entire.’54 But problems continued with the chimneys and it was stated that smoke 

frequently entered the building. Smith was appointed to employ suitable contractors and 

oversaw the work but there is no evidence in the Minutes that he was responsible for the 

major enlargement of the building at this time.  

 

John Wood’s map of 1828 confirms that by this date the front wings of the extended 

asylum had been built (fig. 5.28). It is likely that the buildings to the east, by the road to 

Berryden, were those belonging to the original building by Dodd 1800. The Reform Act 

map of 1832 marks these as two detached blocks, which would support this claim (fig. 

5.29).  

                                                
53 Ibid., 4 June, 1821 
54 Sheriff’s Report of the 19 April 1823 noted in Minutes of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, 
GRHB 2/1/2, 4 June, 1821 
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Fig. 5.28 John Wood, Plan of the Town of Aberdeen, 1828 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 5.29 Reform Act Plan of Aberdeen, 1832 ©nls 
 
On 14 January 1837 Simpson was once again superintending the building, this time with 

the mason John Mathieson. He was asked design a new kitchen and to make a sketch plan 

of suggested alterations. These additions were completed in 1840 and in 1845 the 

building was described in the New Statistical Account as the ‘exceedingly handsome’ 

Aberdeen Royal Asylum.55 In 1847 Simpson made further plans to construct a colonnade 

and workshops in the airing yards at a cost of £550, a chapel at a cost of £650 and to alter 

the passage and rooms in the low front wings.56 By the 22 April that year his assistant 

William Ramage had taken over, completing the west wing and the lodge on the 

Westburn Road. 
                                                
55 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 12, Aberdeen, Co. of Aberdeen, 104 
56 Minutes of the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, GRHB 2/1/2, 7 September, 1847 
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Bound with the Aberdeen Infirmary and Lunatic Asylum Annual Reports of 1847-59, the 

following isometrical drawing and plan of 1857 give a much clearer account of the 

eventual building at Aberdeen and how it would function (figs 5.30 and 5.31). 

 

 
Fig. 5.30 Isometrical View of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 
 1857, bound with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian 
 Health Board Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 
 

 
Fig. 5.31 Plan of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 1857, bound with 

the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health Board Archive, 
GRHB 1/7/2 
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The original main entrance block (figs. 5.32 and 5.33) was accessed through a central 

doorway, which led into a lobby. Directly ahead was an access passage, running at right 

angles and beyond, the boardroom, which faced north into the first of many courtyards. 

Along the south front of this block were the offices of the Superintendent, Matron, 

Steward with the bedrooms for the Matron and Steward behind to the north. By this date 

the Superintendent had been relocated to a private two-storey dwelling to the south west 

of the site.  

 

 
Fig. 5.32 Isometrical View of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 

1857, bound with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health 
Board Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 

 

 
Fig. 5.33 Plan of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 1857, bound 

with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health Board 
Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 
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To the rear of this block lay a semi-circular passageway, which led directly to the central 

kitchen with openings into the pantry and scullery, laboratory and ‘still’ room in which 

medicines were prepared. This block also comprised the asylum bake house and a room 

for dishes (fig 5.34). Projecting into the kitchen court at right angles and accessible from 

the galleries on either side were two bathrooms. 

 

 
Fig. 5.34 Plan of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 1857, bound 

with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health Board 
Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 

 

At the centre of the whole complex on either side of an arched gateway lay the sick 

rooms flanked by attendants’ bedrooms and dayrooms. The sick rooms faced north into 

the most northerly of the central courtyards; the facing side being devoted to workshops 

with a chapel above (figs 5.35 and 5.36).  
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Fig. 5.35 Isometrical View of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 

1857, bound with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health 
Board Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 

 

 
Fig. 5.36 Plan of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 1857, bound 

with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health Board 
Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 
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From the central entrance block on each side ran a horizontal wing as illustrated in figure 

5.37. These comprised colonnades and day rooms on the south side, with corridors 

behind and 10 single cell bedrooms facing north into the airing yards. These corridors 

continued to the terminals of the block where they were then turned at right angles. The 

long north-south ranges to the extreme east and west of the building (fig. 5.38) housed 

three further day rooms; one on the south front and two facing west (on the male side) 

and two east (on the female side), again into the airing courts. Two bathrooms extended 

into internal airing courts. The corridor led past these day rooms to a further 15 single cell 

rooms positioned on either side. At the termination of this wing was a further day room 

facing north. The continuation of these ranges comprised two seclusion yards on each 

side of the asylum. 

 

 
Fig. 5.37 Isometrical View of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 

1857, bound with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health 
Board Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 
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Fig. 5.38 Plan of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 1857, bound 

with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health Board 
Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 

 

The building seems to have been built around its 10 airing yards, four seclusion yards and 

three courtyards. The ‘first-class’ patients, or ‘boarders’ used the airing yards to the front 

of the asylum, which took the form of ornamental gardens on either side of the main 

avenue of approach (as has already been illustrated in figure 5.37). 

 

On the male side to the west, certain groups of patients had access to the partially 

detached billiard room and workshop, located by the surrounding wall bordering the 

Superintendent’s House (fig. 5.39), by way of an additional colonnade; on the female 

side, access was similarly given to patients working in the laundry to the extreme east of 

the site (fig. 5.40). 
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Fig. 5.39 Isometrical View of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 

1857, bound with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health 
Board Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 

 

 
Fig. 5.40 Isometrical View of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, by Keith & Gibb, lithographers, 

1857, bound with the Annual Reports for the Infirmary and Asylum 1847-59, Grampian Health 
Board Archive, GRHB 1/7/2 
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While the extensive system of airing courts may have facilitated an ease of classification, 

it seemed a complex arrangement with numerous potential difficulties in access. This 

would have been particularly problematic as regards the distribution of hot meals. At 

Aberdeen there was no communal dining hall, the patients instead being served in their 

dayrooms or bedrooms. Like at Reid’s building for Edinburgh, problems with the 

circulation of fresh air were also likely. 

 

Elgin 

It is difficult to know the exact plan of the small pauper asylum at Elgin but a map by 

Robert Ray of 1835-40 gives a good indication that it comprised only one long main 

rectangular block (fig. 5.41). It originally provided accommodation for only 10 patients 

but was enlarged by A. & W. Reid between 1863 and 1866 (fig. 5.42). 

 

 
Fig. 5.41 Plan of the Burgh of Elgin from Actual Survey by Robert Ray, 1835-40, showing the Elgin 

Pauper Lunatic Asylum of 1835, Edinburgh, 1838 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 5.42 Elgin District Asylum (reclassified from Elgin Pauper Lunatic Asylum in 1865) from Ordnance 

Survey Large Scale Town Plans, 1868, ©nls 
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H and T plans influenced by the Wakefield model 

The next three Royal Asylums were designed by William Burn in 1827 (Perth), 1837 

(Edinburgh) and 1839 (Dumfries) and were all derivatives of the arrangement of the 

Pauper Lunatic Asylum for the West Riding in Wakefield, Yorkshire by Watson and 

Pritchett of 1815. Burn is certain to have seen it as it was stated in 1840 that he had 

‘visited almost every Institution of the kind in Britain.’57 The Wakefield design had been 

greatly inspired by Stark’s radial Glasgow plan and one might say that in Burn’s asylums 

Stark’s plan had once again returned to Scotland. Although Burn’s plans, particularly 

those for Edinburgh and Perth, look like straightforward H and T plans, they also 

incorporate elements of the Panopticon that characterised Stark’s Glasgow design. The 

Wakefield plan (figs 5.43 and 5.44) displayed both radial and cruciform elements. It 

comprised a basic H-plan with two extended wings on either side of the crossbar, but the 

panopticon elements lay in the two octagonal hubs. From the central point of each 

supervision could be carried out through all the intersecting wards and lonzenge-shaped 

day-rooms (fig. 5.45). It was this aspect that was replicated (to varying degrees) in Burn’s 

asylums at Perth, Edinburgh and Dumfries, the principal formula being expandable or 

reducible depending on the size of the building required. Airing courts also formed an 

important part of the Wakefield design as they had done at Glasgow and Edinburgh (figs 

5.46 and 5.47). 
 

 
Fig. 5.43 Perspective view of Watson and Pritchett’s Wakefield asylum, from Plans, elevations, sections 

and description of the pauper lunatic asylum lately erected at Wakefield for the West Riding of 
Yorkshire in S. Tuke, Practical Hints on the Constitution and Economy of Pauper Lunatic 
Asylums, York, 1819 

 
                                                
57 Appendix Report by William Burn to the Managers of the Lunatic Asylum of Explanations with respect to 
the proposed New Lunatic Asylum Buildings, Edinburgh, May 1840, 3 
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Fig. 5.44 Model of the 1815 building by Watson and Pritchett of the West Riding Pauper Lunatic Asylum, 

made by Mr A.L. Ashworth, Hospital Secretary 1961-1973, using the original plans and 
drawings for the asylum, image found at www.mdx.ac.uk/www/study/asyarc 

 
 

 
Fig. 5.45 Cross sections of Watson and Pritchett’s Wakefield asylum from Plans, elevations, sections …. 

in S. Tuke, Practical …, York, 1819 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.46 Block plan of Watson and Pritchett’s Wakefield asylum showing the system of classified airing 

courts, from Plans, elevations, sections …. in S. Tuke, Practical …, York, 1819 
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Fig. 5.47 Floor plan of the West Riding Pauper Lunatic Asylum at Wakefield Lunatic Asylum by Watson 

and Pritchett in 1815 from On the Construction of Hospitals for the Insane Poor by M. Jacobi, 
1841 ©The Wellcome Library, London 

 
The T-plan 

Burn’s asylum in Perth of 1827 was the first to follow this formula as a variant of the H-

plan of Wakefield (fig. 5.48). As it was intended for only 80 patients there was little need 

for such an extensive plan. It echoed the arrangement in having a clerestoried stairhall at 

the junction of the horizontal and vertical strokes of the T with the day-rooms around it in 

the same lozenge-plan arrangement. In this case three wings extended from an octagonal 

hub at which point the supervisory and classificatory systems were effected. Burn would 

later replicate features of the Wakefield design to an even greater degree in his 

commissions in Edinburgh and Dumfries. In the New Statistical Account of Scotland 

1834-45 it was noted that Burn’s plans for Perth were ‘so contrived as not only to 

embrace every modern improvement, which is to be found in similar institutions 

throughout the Kingdom, but to render available the many special advantages connected 

with so favourable a locality.58 The ‘spacious and handsome’ building is almost entirely 

devoid of ornamentation with a Doric columned porch being one of its few decorative 
                                                
58 New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 10, Kinnoul, County of Perth, 946 
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features.59 It was executed in randomly coloured reddish sandstone from the local 

Kinnoull quarries and the use of this vernacular stone creates a less regimented 

appearance, distancing it further from a prison. The stone of the dressings and quoins is 

finished to a near-ashlar quality whereas the ordinary stone is left more rugged. This 

approach was not intended to diminish the grandness of the building, but rather to suggest 

the rural domesticity of the country house. The Perth asylum echoes the plain, classical 

style evident at Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee and Aberdeen. 

 

 
Fig. 5.48 Aerial view of James Murray’s Royal Asylum in Perth of 1827, designed by William Burn, 2001 

©RCAHMS 
 

William Burn at the second Edinburgh Royal Asylum 

Following his work at Perth Burn then moved to his next asylum project at the Royal 

Edinburgh Asylum where he built West House to meet the growing demand for public 

asylum accommodation in the city. His designs for West House reduced the Wakefield 

formation of two linked crosses to a basic H-plan without the additional extended wings 

running horizontally off the central crossbar of the H (fig. 5.49). In the Edinburgh plan 

the wings of the H provided sleeping accommodation and wash rooms for each class of 

                                                
59 Ibid. 
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patients on all storeys, whilst the more public rooms continued to be kept to the centre of 

the building just as at Wakefield and Perth. In addition the rooms for the Superintendent 

and Matron were central as they had been at Glasgow, illustrating again the emphasis 

placed on supervision and surveillance.  

 

 
Fig. 5.49 Map extract showing Royal Edinburgh Asylum by William Burn of 1837 from Ordnance Survey 

large scale Scottish town plans, 1847-1895, 1876-77 ©nls  
 

West House was designed to provide accommodation for 350 patients in total, with the 

west side of the building being reserved for 120 ‘first-class’ patients whilst 230 patients 

of the ‘second class’ were to be housed in the same available space on the right side. Due 

to spiralling building costs admission to the house was initially limited to those who 

could afford to pay for their accommodation in an attempt to generate income. This 

resulted in the exclusion of the poorer classes. Eventually ‘paupers’ were admitted and 

the ‘first-class’ patients were then housed in Reid’s original building, dividing the site 

into two distinct halves, corresponding to the different classes. This is shown in figure 

5.50 with Burn’s building on the left and Reid’s original building on the right of the map 
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extract. It may well have been this division into two separate buildings that determined 

what was to be designed by Wilson for the Glasgow Royal Asylum at Gartnavel in 1842. 

This was arguably the first stage of a development, which saw the creation of separate 

classified buildings on the same site – an arrangement which would come to characterise 

most of the Royal Asylum sites throughout Scotland. This would not be a feature of the 

later District Asylums which, being purely for ‘paupers’, had no requirement to house 

private, ‘first-class’ patients. 
 

 
Fig. 5.50 Map extract of Edinburgh Royal Asylum showing the new H-plan block designed by William 

Burn in 1837 on the left and the original building of the first asylum by William Reid in 1813 on 
the right from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1876-77 ©nls 

 

Dumfries 

Burn’s design for the Crichton Royal Institution in Dumfries of 1839 was the nearest of 

all his designs to the Wakefield model. Here the plan for a double-linked cross formed 

two clear sections, providing accommodation for males on the east side and females on 

the west (fig. 5.51). It would have been very close indeed to the Wakefield design, 

although when executed the building materials would make them appear at first sight 
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very different. The style of the Dumfries institution is Italianate with some Jacobean-

influenced details at the balustrades executed in local reddish sandstone. Due to lack of 

finance, only half of the original design was built (fig. 5.52), and the concept was only 

partially realised later by William Lambie Moffatt. This had major implications for the 

appearance of the building and also for the highly defined classification systems, which 

were to be put in place. The lozenge-shaped day-rooms employed at Wakefield and Perth 

re-appeared in his designs for Dumfries, but with the overall plan halved. The eight day-

rooms were reduced to four, leaving only one central area functioning as the inspection 

hall. 
 

 
Fig. 5.51 The Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, as originally designed by William Burn, 1839, from 

 M. Williams, A History of Crichton Royal Hospital 1839-1989 
 

 
Fig. 5.52 Map Extract sowing Crichton Royal Institution by William Burn (1839) from Ordnance Survey, 

Large Scale Town Plan of Dumfries, 1850 ©nls 
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Octagonal clerestories and arcaded balconies 

The octagonal clerestories that punctuated the roof line at Watson & Pritchett’s West 

Riding Pauper Asylum in Wakefield of 1816 (fig. 5.53) became a recurring theme in 

Burn’s Scottish lunatic asylum designs at Dumfries (fig. 5.54) and Perth (fig. 5.55). In 

each case these rose over the intersections of the wide ward corridors beneath and 

functioned as both supervision markers and provided areas for surveillance.  

 

 
Fig. 5.53 Octagonal clerestory at the West Riding District Asylum (ref. as fig. 5.44) 
 

 
Fig. 5.54 Octagonal clerestory Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, n.d. ©Crichton Royal Hospital 
 

 
Fig. 5.55  Octagonal clerestory at James Murray’s Asylum, Perth, 1970 ©Tayside Health Board  
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The corridors had flanking ranges of cells and were distinguished by arcaded balconies at 

the end of the wings. Whereas at Wakefield the octagonal clerestory comes to an abrupt 

end, and at Perth there is a cornice and plain parapet running round the top, Dumfries, 

being the most elaborate, has a sculptural balustrade detailed by a variation of a Venetian 

Scroll motif. This feature is repeated throughout the design, on the balustraded parapet of 

the central block of the entrance facade, on the end blocks and on the corner sections 

underneath the tower. A set of ornamental urns was also designed to run around this 

balustrade of inter-linking circles to give the building a more dignified appearance. This 

is especially true of the entrance block at Perth where a cross-wing with arcaded 

balconies, rather like a Mediterranean barrack block, was added at the southern extremity 

of the south arm of the ‘T’ in 1833, parallel to the main front. 

 

At the Southern Counties Asylum the only real conscious effort to maintain any 

continuity of design between the Crichton Royal Institution (fig. 5.56) and the pauper 

wing (fig. 5.57) seems to have been in the treatment of the entrance block. It echoed the 

Crichton in both proportion and in the addition of a balustrade, although in a simpler 

version. 
 

 
Fig. 5.56  Crichton Royal Institution by William Burn, 1839 
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Fig. 5.57  Southern Counties Asylum by William McGowan, 1848 
 

In plan it was more akin to the poorhouses of the period, built in the form of a simple T 

and therefore was a unique forerunner of the District Asylum layout following the 1857 

Lunacy (Scotland) Act (fig. 5.58). 

 

 
Fig. 5.58 Large Scale Town plans, Dumfries, Ordnance Survey, 1850 ©nls 
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The E-plan  

The other arrangement seen during the early period and not yet considered was the E-

plan. This was pioneered in Scotland (although on a composite site) in the design for the 

second-class house at the new asylum for Glasgow at Gartnavel built by Charles Wilson 

in 1842 (figs 5.59). 

 

 
Fig. 5.59 Floor plan of Second Class House of Glasgow Royal Asylum at Gartnavel by Charles Wilson, 

1842 ©RCAHMS 
 

In 1840 Wilson was dispatched on tour with the physician for the purpose of inspecting 

the principal asylums of Britain and France in search of new ideas and this would have 

enabled him to see the latest classical works of Félix Duban and Henri Labrouste. Soon 

after their return, Wilson proceeded to prepare ground and elevation plans of the intended 

institution, which from the design stage were unique in placing the buildings in two 

distinct sections. At Edinburgh the two separate houses had been designed at different 

times to meet increasing demand and therefore did not derive from one plan. These were 

designated the ‘First Class House’ which was larger and more ornate and the ‘Second 

Class House’ which was smaller and plainer (fig. 5.60 and 5.61). What was required for 

the rich, however, was not required for the poor and therefore the two houses at Gartnavel 

had to reflect this class distinction in their appearance.  
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Fig. 5.60 Charles Wilson, Gartnavel Royal Asylum, Elevation of the ‘First Class House’, 1841 

©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 5.61 Charles Wilson, Gartnavel Royal Asylum, Elevation of the ‘Second Class House’, 1841 

©RCAHMS 
 
Wilson’s original plan showed two separate buildings united by a splendid and 

magnificent chapel but this sadly was never built (fig. 5.62) due to lack of funds. The two 

houses were to be placed on two terraces, each fronting a different direction, and with 

entirely separate entrances and approaches (fig. 5.63). The entrance to the ‘First Class 

House’ was on the first floor, whilst that of the Second Class House was in the basement. 

Each was then to be further divided into two parts – one for the males and the other for 
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the females. The principal front of each consisted of the entrance, reception rooms and 

officers’ dwellings in the centre, with long galleries on either side running along the 

whole front between the centre and the wings. These galleries were half the width of the 

building, the half behind being divided into dormitories. They were entered from the 

galleries, and lit by windows in the back. The wings were occupied with wards, having 

several beds in each, attendants’ rooms, requisite baths and other conveniences. The 

institution achieved its aim in allowing for the minutest classification of patients in 

accordance with sex, rank and nature of complaint. The arrangements were varied with 

suites of apartments for the patients of the higher classes and dormitory or single room 

accommodation for the pauper patients. Classification was of central importance and of 

the 1839 plans it was noted that: 

 
we will now be able to classify our patients more completely than we have hitherto 
had the means of doing, according to the nature and degree of the malady, as well 
as to the rank of the individual. Patients in an ordinary state, as well as 
convalescents, and frantics of all the like rank, will be accommodated in the 
different sub-divisions of their proper ward, so as neither to disturb one another, nor 
to require the keeper to leave his ward, and remain absent, perhaps, several times a 
day, while performing his necessary duties to any one of his patients, who must still 
remain under his care, although for a time placed in a remote apartment of a distant 
ward.60 
 

 
Fig. 5.62 Charles Wilson, Gartnavel Royal Asylum, elevations showing the ‘First Class House’ and 

‘Second Class House’ united by a chapel (1840), ©RCAHMS 
                                                
60 Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1839, 8 
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Fig. 5.63 Floor plans showing ‘Plan of First Floor in First Class House’ and ‘Second Floor in Second 

Class House’ of Glasgow Royal Asylum at Gartnavel by Charles Wilson, 1842 ©RCAHMS 
 

Wilson’s new arrangement was very influential and the design of the ‘second class’ house 

may have provided the model for later T- and E-plan District Asylums. It was in 

operation well before the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act and shows clearly how the kitchen 

court and related patient accommodation would work.  It is also perhaps for this reason 

that Parchappé attached such importance to it in his Des principes à suivre dans la 

fondation et la construction des Asiles d’Aliénés of 1853.61 It was the T-plan rather than 

the more compact E- or H-plans, however, that went on to dominate asylum design as a 

result of the 1857 Act. Much later in 1882, the Chief Medical Officer of the asylum, Dr 

Yellowlees, remarked that Gartnavel was considered one of ‘the most perfect works of 

the kind in this country’ with constructions and arrangements ‘far in advance of their 

day’, which ‘yet compare favourably with many more modern asylums.’62 
 
In style the Tudor-Gothic castellated forms employed by Wilson would give the building 

a grand, distinguished appearance and commenting on the design it was noted in the 

annual report of 1843 that ‘the building, when completed, will be of vast extent, and must 
                                                
61 Parchappé, op. cit., 242-3 
62 D. Thomson, Lecture The works of the late Charles Wilson, Esq., originally read before the Architectural 
Section of the Glasgow Philosophical Society, 13 March, 1882, 3 
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have a very commanding appearance, both from the aspect of the edifice itself, and the 

commanding position which it occupies. [It]…will be on a scale of great elegance.’63 One 

of Wilson’s main strengths, and key to this design, was his ability to create picturesque 

groupings through the effective distribution of light and shadow (fig. 5.64). Without 

expensive ornamentation Wilson could achieve a dignified and artistic range from what 

was in essence a rather plain mass of buildings, at relatively modest expense. This was 

important as the Board was answerable for the public money it spent and in an attempt to 

avoid criticism at Gartnavel it was reported, ‘though the appearance of the New Asylum 

is imposing, and its internal arrangements on the most ample scale, the whole has been 

planned and constructed with the strictest attention to economy in every department.’64 

 

The façades were executed in stugged ashlar with polished margins and dressings. The 

‘First Class House’ house had an entrance façade of 35 bays arranged with 11-bay, two-

storey blocks alongside three-bay, three-storey end pavilions. The central section was 

formed by a seven-bay, three-storey pavilion, containing (amongst other rooms) the 

Superintendent's residence, which rose to a four-storey tower over the entrance. The main 

entrance was grand, with a recessed and moulded doorpiece, giving the impression of an 

elegant country house. This was further effected by the roll-moulded reveals and hood 

moulds around the windows, again giving a degree of solid yet refined dignity. At the 

sub-centres and end pavilions the windows were flanked by buttresses rising into tall 

octagonal pinnacles. As an ultimate gesture of conferring prestige on the institution, 

portrait heads of Victoria and Albert were carved into the arched portals of the pavilions. 

 

                                                
63 Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1843, Appendix, 85 
64 Ibid., 8 
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Fig. 5.64 Charles Wilson, engraving of Glasgow Royal Asylum in the Annual Report of 1844 ©Greater 

Glasgow Health Board 
 
From a distance the buildings seem to possess all the usual constituents of the Tudor-

Gothic, such as projected porches, buttresses, high pinnacles and oriel windows, yet on 

closer inspection these are merely an artifice. Wilson created this illusion by his 

assemblage of outlines, his clever play of light and shade and his compartmentalisation of 

different sections of the building. It may be that Wilson was inspired by the recent 

building of the new Houses of Parliament in London by Charles Barry (1835) (fig. 5.65) 

though the similarities relate more to the general layout and picturesque grouping than 

actual architectural style. This was achieved by the projection of the centres and wings 

and by raising one storey higher than the rest in one section above another. Furthermore, 

what seemed to be pinnacles from a distance, are in fact chimney stacks, so well disposed 

and outlined that they seemed to be purely decorative features. The walls were finished 

with crenellated parapets and, as seen in figure 5.66, were enriched and varied so as to 

increase the elevating effect of the upright lines, which predominate in the fronts.  
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Fig. 5.65 London Houses of Parliament from Gallery of Geography Pictorial and Descriptive tour of the 

world, steel engraving later coloured by hand, by Thomas Milner, London, 1860 
 

 
Fig. 5.66 Charles Wilson, ‘First Class House’ at Gartnavel Royal Asylum, 1965 ©RCAHMS 
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As the expense of Wilson’s Institution was chiefly to be defrayed by the revenue 

generated from the board of wealthy patients, the external appearance had to be such as 

would attract their approbation. Although it is impossible to know the rank and status of 

the patient ‘Mrs G-’, the author of the following passage, one can only assume by her 

language that she was of suitable social class to give an educated and accurate comment 

on Wilson’s building: 

 
The institution (or Castle as we denominate it) is beautifully situated on an 
eminence, and is separated into two divisions, called the East and West Houses, 
each containing a different class of patient. The effect of the West House front 
when viewed from an eligible spot is very good; the architecture is of a castellated 
description, (Tudor Gothic we believe), and has a very imposing appearance.65  

 

The chapel at Gartnavel 

In the asylums of the early period religious services normally took place in a multi-

functional room, which could be used for other purposes. It is for this reason that 

Wilson’s design for Gartanvel was so significant. Although never built, the chapel was 

the centerpiece of Wilson’s plan, arguably representing religion as an integral part of 

asylum life. Located between the ‘first-class’ and ‘second-class’ houses, it might also 

have been designed as an expression of hierarchical unity – a place where all sexes and 

classes could meet together. Divided, detached and separated in their daily lives but 

united by the church and ultimately by God. With the church’s moral obligation to unite 

all people and its desire to be an open and all-encompassing space it was appropriate, 

then, that the chapel should be placed in an area easily accessible to all classes. It was 

also intended to provide a definite focal point for the entire design. The Weekly Building 

Committee of 1843 decided that ‘the outline of the building will not be complete without 

this, and several inconveniences will be the result.’66 Ten years later in 1853, the funds 

still had not become available: ‘the original plan has not yet been completed, for want of 

necessary funds, a sad reflection of the public spirit of Glasgow citizens. Much was lost 

with the failure to execute the chapel, however, the strength of design at each of the 

houses is such that they can easily stand alone as fine examples of Wilson’s work. 

                                                
65 Gartnavel Gazette or Monthly Journal of the Glasgow Royal Lunatic Asylum, written and edited by 
patients, No. 2, Vol. 1, Wednesday, 6 July, 1853 (ref. GGHBA, HB13/2/136) 
66 Twenty-ninth Annual Report of Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1843, 6 
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Other independent or near-independent churches would follow in this and later periods 

such as that of the Dundee asylum built by William Scott from 1855-6. Despite the fact 

that other work on the asylum had stopped, the chapel was continued thus illustrating the 

importance attached to having this facility on site. When the asylum later moved to Liff it 

became Maryfield Parish Church to serve the tenements built on the former asylum site.   
 
The second Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside 

The final asylum of this early period is that of the replacement institution for the first 

asylum at Montrose. Overcrowding had become excessive at the original building and the 

growing town was also beginning to encroach on the site. A new asylum was thus built 

on a large scale at Sunnyside, a few miles away (figs 5.67, 5.68 and 5.69). It was 

designed by William Lambie Moffat from 1855-7 to a straightforward E-plan 

arrangement, originally to provide accommodation for all classes of patients. Moffatt 

arranged his administration block to form part of a grand central entrance front and the 

kitchens, dining and recreation hall formed the central wing of the E as at Glasgow. As 

illustrated in the map extract the ornamental gardens were located to the west of the site 

while the outline of the large airing court can be identified to the east, representative of 

the patients accommodated in either wing. The three-storey and basement structure 

featured a long south front of 24 bays with advanced ends and sub-centres and comprised 

day rooms and sleeping accommodation. Among other practicalities of its arrangement, it 

provided two internal courtyards, which would later characterise the Banff District 

Asylum of 1865 in particular. This design very much influenced the plan of asylum 

buildings to emerge after the passing of the 1857 Lunacy Act.  
 

 
Fig. 5.67 Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside of 1855-7 by William Lambie Moffatt, photograph taken 

from the south east 2001 ©RCAHMS 
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Fig. 5.68 Map extract of Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside of 1855-7 by William Lambie Moffatt, 

from Six-inch 1st edition Ordnance Survey, surveyed 1862, published 1865 ©nls 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.69 Aerial photograph of Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside of 1855-7 by William Lambie 

Moffatt, 2001 ©RCAHMS 
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The development of the Royal Asylums of Scotland in the early period of asylum 

building was a vital move towards the effective housing of Scotland’s ‘lunatic’ 

population and they dominated in their sphere for over 75 years. Just as the Royal 

Infirmaries were the core of medical provision in Scotland, so too the Royal Asylums 

never lost their leadership, and arguably, over the years, increased it. Although the 

earliest examples arguably had a penitential aspect, particularly in their use of walled 

airing courts, many of these structures were architectural adornments serving as both 

institutions for containment and expressions of public philanthropy. Both the ‘pauper’ 

class and the better-off patients were well served by the Royal asylums though much 

more accommodation was needed for paupers than could be provided. Buildings for 

‘paupers’ did not need to be as ornate as the Royals had been and there was no 

requirement for the extensive suites of rooms for the rich such as were provided at 

Crichton. Most importantly this early period of asylum building saw the early rigid forms 

of radial, courtyard and U, T, H and E arrangement establish principles of design on 

which the later asylums could be planned.  
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Chapter 6 

Architectural developments – the ‘main’ asylum building period 

When the most economical form of the building is adopted, their extent limited to what is 
necessary, and all ornament and superfluous or expensive finishings avoided, the plans 

will then be made upon the most economical scale consistently and efficiently; 
and district boards will then have some certainty that the cost they are incurring 

for the public is upon the least expensive and most economical scale, 
for the important objects in view.1 

 

During the ‘early’ period the Royal Asylums had provided accommodation for both 

private and ‘pauper’ patients. The demand for admission of ‘paupers’, however, was far 

beyond the capacity of the existing asylums. Overcrowding was widespread and many 

‘pauper’ patients were once again being housed in poorly run private madhouses. This 

ultimately provided the impetus for legislation and brought about the Lunacy (Scotland) 

Act of 1857. This in turn led to the creation of a network of District Asylums built 

specifically for ‘pauper lunatics’. There is no doubt that the Lunacy Act in England of 

1845 was also very influential in bringing about this change. The main focus of this 

chapter is the architectural development of Scotland’s District Asylums and it examines 

the directions for their arrangements as given by the General Board of Lunacy. Much of 

its advice was designed to remedy what were now considered to be the defects of the 

older Royal Asylum buildings. This chapter also considers emerging detached (or 

partially detached) structures on asylum sites such as the hospital block and the ‘first-

class’ annex. 

 

Problems with the existing Royal Asylums 

Although the Commissioners gave their ‘general approbation’ of the provision for private 

patients in Royal Asylums, they felt that the accommodation provided for ‘paupers’ was 

often too grand for their requirements.2 The Royal Asylums at Dumfries, Glasgow and 

Perth in particular were noted to be of a ‘very superior description’.3 This was felt to be 

unnecessary and led to the much plainer character of the early District Asylums. The 

                                                
1 A. W. Wemyss, Remarks on County Asylums Required for Pauper Lunatics with a Sketch Plan for These, 
 Edinburgh, 1861, 6 
2 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 67 
3 Ibid. 
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Commissioners believed that by economising on architectural forms and decoration more 

‘paupers’ could be accommodated in houses built expressly for them by reducing the 

attention paid to elaborate detail. In their report they stated: 

 
Such asylums as we propose might be constructed much more economically than 
has hitherto been the practice. In a well-conducted house, where the nervous energy 
of the patients is expended in exercise and judicious occupations, there is no 
necessity for the special and expensive arrangements that characterise the older 
establishments.4 

 

There were also concerns in respect of asylum location. By 1857 many of the Royal 

Asylums had been encroached upon by the nearby expanding towns in which they were 

located. This went against the views of the Commissioners who advocated tranquillity 

and the removal of patients from the stresses of daily life as a part of treatment. 

Furthermore the sites of existing Royal Asylums were in many cases too small to provide 

the land necessary for productive work and occupation. 

 

The Commissioners were also unhappy with the inflexibility of some of the original 

asylum designs, which did not allow for later expansion and enlargement. They drew 

attention to ‘double galleries, stone floors … deficient means of warming and ventilating 

… objectionable arrangements for the seclusion of refractory patients in dark rooms … 

central inspection staircases and open spaces on the upper stories.’5 These staircases 

referred to the central octagonal inspection areas that had characterised the designs of 

James Murray’s at Perth and the Crichton Royal at Dumfries. They were considered to be 

unsafe, unsightly and unnecessary (fig. 6.1). The Commissioners referred to them as 

having a ‘curiously contrived double wall’, from where the galleries, which radiated from 

the staircase, could be inspected through glazed apertures over the doors.6  

 

                                                
4 Ibid., 240 
5 Ibid., 65 
6 Ibid. 
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Fig. 6.1 Crichton Royal Institution, view of the observation octagon behind which was built the central 

staircase, 1993 ©RCAHMS 
 

They further criticised the external galleries at Perth and Dumfries, which were built to 

enable patients to take exercise in bad weather (fig. 6.2). For the safety of the patients 

these were enclosed externally with strong wire, or light ironwork, which the 

Commissioners felt was not only costly, but presented ‘a very objectionable and cage-like 

appearance, both from within and without.’7 This was also the case with the staircases 

and reflected the developing view that asylums should provide no signs reminiscent of a 

prison at the same time as being economical:  

 
We cannot recommend inspection staircases or external galleries for new asylums, 
both on the ground of their being expensive in construction, and also because they 
do not serve a good purpose, either as respects the management or treatment of the 
patients. We are disposed to advocate the erection of more simple and ordinary 
buildings for the poor, having a more domestic aspect and arrangement.8 

                                                
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
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Fig. 6.2 Crichton Royal Institution, view of original building showing external galleries ©Crichton Royal 

Hospital 
 

A further drawback with the Royal Asylums according to the Commissioner’s report was 

a lack of natural light and ventilation. It stated that although the buildings were, in 

general, well arranged as to aspect ‘the importance of a southern exposure for the rooms 

occupied by the patients as well as for the airing-grounds, has not been sufficiently 

attended to.’9 The Fifth Annual Report of the General Board in 1863 commenting on the 

old Dundee asylum, stated: ‘some portions of the house and especially the small garret 

dormitories … are cold, as well as gloomy and confined, and from their remoteness, 

cannot be supervised.’10 The following year, no improvements having been made they 

noted, the general arrangements of the building were still ‘cold, inconvenient, and 

gloomy.’11 In its sixth annual report the General Board noted that the Aberdeen asylum 

presented ‘relics of arrangements for the custody of the insane which are now passing 

away, in conjunction with the most recent and desirable developments.’12 They went on 

to state that these ‘relics’ were found principally in the basement floor of the main 

building, a great part of which ‘still consists of cheerless corridors, which in the winter 
                                                
9 Ibid., 66 
10 Fifth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1863, 140 
11 Sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1864, xxxviii 
12 Ibid., xxxvi 
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are insufficiently heated; and of ranges of single rooms having windows too high for 

cheerfulness.’13 

 

Poor ventilation was a problem in the radial, courtyard and H-plan arrangements of the 

early period as it had resulted in blocked pockets of air at the terminals of the wings. Of 

Dundee it was noted that ‘the structure of the building is such as to render it impossible to 

secure currents of fresh air at every point’.14 Such thinking had already been illustrated by 

Dr Thomas Charles Hope, a professor of Chemistry at Edinburgh University, who when 

writing of William Henry Playfair’s scheme for Donaldson’s Hospital, Edinburgh, in a 

letter of 1838, described the building as ‘being in the shape of a Close Quadrangle, a 

form so unfavourable to a circulation of Air that all Physicians consider it perfectly 

unsuitable to a hospital.’15 This was also an issue in other types of institution such as 

schools where the buildings at Daniel Stewart’s College (1855) and Fettes College (1870) 

in Edinburgh were designed on a T-plan arrangement. In both cases a dining-room with 

hall and library above were located in the same position as in the poorhouses (as will 

become evident later in this chapter). The issues of light and ventilation would have a 

direct bearing on the plan and layout of the new District Asylums.  

 

Throughout the lifetime of the General Board it continued to have oversight for the Royal 

Asylums and had the authority to decide when an asylum building should be remodelled 

or had become too out of date to continue to serve its community effectively. A case in 

point was the Elgin Pauper Lunatic Asylum of which the General Board reported in 1857 

‘the house was defective in many respects ... the construction and arrangement of the 

building is bad, and there is a want of land for the occupation of patients.’16 The District 

Board, after employing an architect to prepare plans for the remodelling of the asylum, 

decided it would be better to start afresh on a new site. Rather than beginning again, 

however, the building was adapted in such a way that it was reclassified by the General 

Board of Lunacy as a District Asylum in 1865. The legislation of 1857 led to greatly 

                                                
13 Ibid. 
14 Fifth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1863, 140 
15 D. M. Walker, ‘The Donaldson’s Competition’ in Architectural History, Vol. 27, 1984, 493 
16 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, xviii 
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increased provision for ‘pauper’ lunatics in plainer, more standardised accommodation. 

These asylums were purpose-built with the benefit of having the experiences of the 

successes and failures of the Royal Asylums on which to draw.  

 

The impact of the 1857 act on plan and layout 

Fifteen new public ‘pauper’ asylums were built during this main building period of 1857 

to 1887. These were the District Asylums of Argyll and Bute (1863); the Northern 

Counties (1864); Perth (1864); Banff (1865); Ayr (1866); Haddington (1866); Stirling 

(1866); Fife and Kinross (1866); Melrose (1869); Bothwell (1872); Mid Lothian (1874); 

Barony Parochial (1875); Paisley and Johnstone (1876); Greenock Poorhouse and 

Parochial (1876) and Dundee (1877). Each was managed by its own District Board which 

was answerable to the General Board, and was responsible for finding a suitable site, 

appointing the architect and for managing the build. The General Board did not provide 

an architectural brief or model nor did it propose a plan for these new District Asylums. 

While the General Board exercised central control a large measure of discretion was left 

to the District Boards in the particular arrangement of their own asylum. The 

Commissioners’ report of 1857 gave high-level directions on various matters and 

included a section entitled ‘Suggestions and Instructions’, which covered location of sites 

and arrangement of buildings. 

 

Architectural competitions 

The architects of the early period asylums were generally chosen by committees, which 

would then commission them to design the building, but many District Asylums would 

find their architect by way of a competition. In this main period the asylums for Argyll 

and Bute, the Northern Counties, Banffshire, Fife and Kinross, Ayrshire, Roxburgh and 

Barony would secure their architect in this way. Architects entered these competitions 

because the financial rewards were great if they were successful. Asylums were among 

the largest, and therefore the most sought after building projects of the age and securing 

the prestigious commission could be enough to set an architectural practice up for life. 

But open competitions were risky and, as it cost to enter, individuals and practices had to 

carefully weigh up the potential for success against the expenditure of time and costs, 
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particularly for those recently established. Limited competitions, such as that for the 

Banffshire and the Northern Counties District Asylums, greatly increased the likelihood 

of being successful.  

 

Plans requested from architects following the 1857 Act 

The plans required to be submitted for a District Asylum were numerous, extensive and 

would have been extremely time-consuming for any architect to prepare. Given the size 

and scale of the buildings the following were required: 

 
1. One or more sheets of the Ordnance map, containing the county, borough, or district 
in respect to which the asylum is to be erected; or some other large map in which the 
situation of the proposed asylum, and all the public roads and footpaths in the vicinity 
thereof, all clearly and fully defined. 
 
2. A general plan of the land (with a block of the buildings and offices) and of the 
exercise grounds, garden and road of approach, with the levels of the surface of the 
ground at the quoins of the building, offices, and fence walls figured thereon. 
Scale of 100 ft to an inch 
 
3. Plans of the basement, ground and each other floor of the main building, subsidiary 
buildings and offices; also of the roofs and gutters, and of the principal elevation. 
Scale of 20 ft to an inch 
 
4. Elevation of proportions of the principal front, and also of any other parts, in which 
any variation therefrom takes place. 
Scale of 10 ft to an inch 
 
5. Transverse and longitudinal sections, or sufficient portions thereof to show the 
construction of every portion of the building. 
Scale of 5 ft to an inch 
 
6. Plan and section of one separate sleeping room, dormitory, and eating or day room 
respectively, or of part of the same, showing the method of warming and ventilating 
each; also of the baths and washing rooms, and water-closets and the construction of 
the apparatus for each. 
 Scale of 15 ft to an inch 
 
7. An abstract of the draft contract and specification, giving a concise statement of the 
whole of the intended work, and also a detailed estimate of the building and the prices 
at which the different materials and workmanship have been calculated in making the 
estimate. 
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8. The thickness of the walls, and the scantlings of the timbers of the floors and roofs, 
to be figured. 
 
9. The general system of heating and ventilation, proposed to be adopted throughout 
the asylum, to be fully described in the drawings and specifications. 
 
10. Each plan to show the several classes and numbers of patients to be 
accommodated, in the wards, dayrooms, dormitories, cells, galleries, and airing courts, 
respectively, to which such plan relates. 17 

 

Although the General Board did initially consider providing a clear architectural brief it 

decided that it did not want to ‘fetter the energies of proposing competitors.’18 The 

instructions issued for the general guidance of architects and District Boards, in regard to 

the site and structure of asylums were virtually identical to those provided by the English 

Commissioners in Lunacy, but on the whole seemed to afford greater choice and 

flexibility. The General Board stated broad principles on which asylums should be 

constructed but left ‘the working out of the practical details to minds unbiased by models, 

which, emanating from this Board, could not fail to exercise a certain influence.’19 This 

stance led to some confusion and by 1860 the Fife District Lunacy Board was requesting 

the General Board to issue model plans. This request was declined, the Board preferring 

to ‘state generally their views to any architect who may desire to consult them before 

competing – leaving to him to embody them in this plan in such a manner, and to such an 

extent as, on careful study, and consideration, he may think right.’20 The annual reports 

indicate that asylum managers were encouraged to devise and carry into effect their own 

local initiatives. This related both to architecture and matters of general management. 

 

Further calls for model plans came from Alexander Watson Wemyss, a former surgeon at 

the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary with an interest in psychiatry and member of the Board of 

Management of the Fife and Kinross District Lunatic Asylum, in his Remarks on County 

Asylums Required for Pauper Lunatics with a Sketch Plan for These of 1861. He noted 

that plans were required for ‘pauper asylums of a suitable, but not extravagantly 

                                                
17 Ibid., 118-9 
18 Third Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1861, 219 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid., 210 
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expensive character, affording ample accommodation … as the expense of these, and 

others to be erected, has now become a serious burden upon the community.’21 He 

outlined the complex requirements of asylums and highlighted the different roles to be 

played by medical men and architects when he noted that:  

 
suitable plans for lunatic asylums are not easily devised, and cannot be obtained 
without much difficulty. Medical men can describe the nature, extent, form and 
arrangement of the accommodation or buildings required for an asylum, but they 
must leave to the architect the whole of the necessary details in its construction.22 

 

The General Board in its final report of 1914 congratulated itself for encouraging this 

freedom of design when it stated: 

 
It is a satisfactory feature of the Scottish Lunacy Laws and of their administration 
that no hindrance to progress is offered through the existence of any uniformity or 
inflexibility in the standard of what is proper. This admits of, and perhaps 
encourages, the putting into practice by the different Superintendents of different 
plans of management which their own experience leads them to originate and 
regard as improvements. Had it been otherwise and had a strict uniformity in the 
mode of dealing with their patients been pressed on them, it is probable that we 
should not have had the opportunity of recording some of those beneficial changes 
in the structural arrangements of asylums.23 

 

It did issue other guidance in relation to the ideal asylum size, preferred number of 

storeys, bedroom and dormitory arrangements, ease of communication and many more 

practical issues on light, ventilation, heating and management of grounds, but there was 

nothing explicit as to the overall plan.  
 
The developing plan 

One of the first issues tackled by the new General Board was that of asylum size. By 

1857 Edinburgh Royal Asylum was the largest public asylum, with accommodation for 

467 patients, whilst James Murray’s in Perth had under half that number, housing 183. 

The Board made it clear in its report that it advocated ‘moderate-sized asylums’ which 

                                                
21 Wemyss, op. cit., 4 
22 Ibid., 3 
23 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, 1xxxviii 
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would be ‘more efficiently conducted than large institutions.’24 It argued that large 

establishments increased risk of neglect, made supervision more difficult and became 

once again mere places of detention instead of hospitals or places of treatment. They 

considered that there were few advantages to be derived from large central 

establishments, which ‘are not so well adapted to meet the wants of the community as 

smaller local asylums, to which patients could be readily sent.’25 The Board also 

addressed the wider economic context: ‘large establishments do not appear to offer any 

counterbalancing advantages to the rate-payer, from being more economically 

conducted.’ 26 On the contrary, they considered the advantage, in this respect, to belong to 

the smaller or moderately-sized establishments (they give no precise figures for this) 

which could be placed in convenient localities throughout the country. This guidance had 

a direct bearing on the size of new District Asylums and the scale of plan required. 

 

The Board gave further advice that the main building ‘may consist of three storeys, 

provided the uppermost storey be devoted to sleeping accommodation.’27 The general 

height of each storey was not to be less than eleven feet. With regard to passages of 

communication the Board stated that they ‘should be of moderate width and adopted in 

lieu of wide corridors.’28 This way the day-rooms and dormitories could occupy the 

whole breadth of the building, resulting in much improved light and effective ventilation. 

It was considered important that the medical officer, attendants and others, should be able 

to get from one part of the asylum to another without necessarily retracing their steps.29 

Directions on the preferred room arrangement were given and whether accommodations 

should be provided in single rooms, in dormitories or in both. In the early period asylums, 

those of Montrose, Aberdeen, Perth, and Dundee, single rooms and moderate-sized 

dormitories had prevailed but large dormitories were introduced at Gartnavel in Glasgow 

and at West House in Edinburgh. The General Board was aware that ‘in those asylums in 

which the patients are chiefly placed in large dormitories …’ the mortality was generally 

                                                
24 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 64 
25 Ibid., 65 
26 Ibid., 240 
27 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid.  
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greater.30 In 1869 it was observed that ‘the asylums in which the proportion of single 

rooms is highest, are those of Perth (Royal), Aberdeen, Dundee and Dumfries; and it is 

worthy of notice that it is in these houses that the mortality is, on the whole, lowest.’31 

 

It was not stipulated that sleeping accommodation be in single rooms, on the contrary, 

they directed ‘the proportion of single rooms throughout the asylum need not exceed one-

third’ and they should ‘be chiefly in the wards appropriated to the excited and the sick, 

and the patients of dirty habits … a few should be available for special cases in the other 

parts.’32 The size of the single rooms should be not less than ‘nine feet by seven 

superficial, and eleven feet high.’33 Those single rooms set apart for the sick or bed-

ridden patients were permitted to be of larger dimensions and provided with a fireplace. 

Dormitory accommodation was to allow not ‘less than fifty feet superficial to each bed or 

patient.’34 In an article in the Builder on 7 January 1860 was be noted how space per 

patient in the public asylums, in particular those which would be built in Lanarkshire, 

would compare favourably to the space allotted to them in private asylums and 

poorhouses: 

 
In Lanarkshire, 800 cubic feet of air per patient have been fixed on by the sheriff, as 
the required allowance; but as regards private asylums elsewhere, the amount 
averages 300 cubic feet, and is even less than 200 feet, or not one third of what is 
usually considered necessary. The condition of the insane in poorhouses is alike 
unsatisfactory.35 

 

The Board suggested that no dormitory accommodation should be designed to contain 

‘less than six beds, nor more than fourteen.’36 

 

While many of the directions were modelled on those issued by the English 

Commissioners, not all were incorporated into the Scottish system and this again 

illustrates the preference for flexibility in design. The Builder again reported that 
                                                
30 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 70 
31 Eleventh Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh 1869, xix 
32 First Annual Report of the General …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
33 Ibid, 117 
34 Ibid. 
35 ‘Lunatic Asylums in Scotland’, Builder, January 7, 1860, 5 
36 First Annual Report of the General …, Edinburgh, 1859, 117 
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‘directions as to attendants’ rooms, and some other matters, such as placing windows not 

more than 4 feet from the floor, are omitted by the commissioners for Scotland.’37 It was 

suggested that there be at least one day-room per ward containing ‘not less than twenty 

feet superficial for each patient, calculated for the whole of the patients in each ward.’38 

Further advice proposed day-rooms and workrooms be so arranged as to afford easy 

communication with the grounds, and that ‘those appropriated to the aged and infirm 

should be on the lowermost storeys.’39 All this advice had an effect on the plan and layout 

of asylums. 

 

The first District Asylum 

The first District Asylum established as a result of the 1857 Act in Scotland was that of 

Argyll and Bute. In order to understand better the guidance of the General Board the 

District Board posed a series of questions. It sought advice on such issues as the number 

of patients to be accommodated in the new asylum, the ratio of single rooms to 

dormitories, rooms for attendants, corridor construction, the necessity of a chapel and 

whether or not the asylum should be built in one single block. The initial questions from 

the Argyll Board to the General Board emphasise the lack of specificity in their 

directions. Given that this was the first asylum of its kind such clarification would seem 

reasonable and the District Board considered it to be a ‘very responsible and difficult 

public duty’.40 The correspondence regarding further clarification was begun in April 

1860 by the Argyllshire District Board and lasted just over a year. Along with their 

opening letter they submitted plans from three competing architects seeking the advice of 

the General Board on which they felt would be most suited to the requirements for 

Argyllshire. These plans had been prepared by James Matthews, the successful 

competitor for the Northern Counties District Asylum; David Cousin, who was employed 

by the City of Edinburgh; and James Campbell Walker, the architect to the Society for 

Improvement of the Dwellings of the Labouring Classes. The District Board stated that 

                                                
37 ‘Lunatic Asylums in Scotland’, Builder, January 7, 1860, 4 
38 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 117 
39 Ibid. 
40 Third Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1861, 206 
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‘even the most moderated of the plans seemed to be more expensive than was 

necessary.’41 Argyll’s questions to the General Board were as follows:- 

 
1st. What is the number of lunatics for whom accommodation should be provided in 
Argyllshire? 
 
2nd. What proportion of single rooms is expedient? 
 
3rd. How many patients should be together in one dormitory and how many in one 
day room, taking into view both comfort and economy? 
 
4th. Is it necessary that separate rooms be provided for attendants? or should these 
sleep in the same place with the parties under their charge? 
 
5th. Are corridors necessary? or is it preferable that the rooms should extend across 
the building so as to have windows on both sides for cheerfulness and air? 
 
6th. Is a chapel indispensable? or would it meet your approbation to have the 
recreation-room fitted with seats on the Sundays? 
 
7th. We are struck with the fact that many of the private asylums now in Scotland 
are old dwelling-houses altered for the purpose and yet in several of these the 
patients are comfortably accommodated and efficiently managed at a very moderate 
expense. This leads to the conclusion, that possible large public buildings such as 
those exhibited in the plans sent herewith, are not necessary, and that ranges of 
houses, similar to the best class of farm-dwelling would suffice. The more domestic 
and home-like nature of such buildings seems more suitable for paupers, and might 
probably conduce more to their comfort and cure.  
 
Supposing such views to be entertained, or, at least, not to be opposed by the 
General Board, it seems possible to reduce the expense of asylums to probably a 
half of what is, at present, contemplated. 
 
P.S. – from the nature of the site at Lochgilphead it may be most economical to 
build the asylum three storeys high. Is this a material objection? Or any objection at 
all?  

 

The General Board replied and addressed these questions in order. It opened stating that 

when the General Board was first established it prepared and issued ‘Suggestion and 

Instructions’, chiefly for the guidance of architects, regarding the sites of asylums, the 

construction and arrangement of the buildings. This it had considered necessary to enable 
                                                
41 Ibid. 
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it to form an opinion as to whether the proposed erections would be appropriate for their 

purpose. It went on to note, however, that ‘at the time when our suggestions were issued, 

the prospects of lunacy in Scotland were very different from what they now are’. The 

General Board reminded the Argyllshire Board that the country was divided by the 

Statute into extensive Districts to provide asylums and that these, under the original 

constitution of the Districts, would have equalled in size the generality of the county 

asylums of England. It also stated that counties, or parts of counties, could sever 

themselves from their Statutory District and erect themselves into independent Districts. 

The consequence of this provision was that the Districts generally were subdivided and 

greatly reduced in size. The General Board continued that ‘several of them became so 

small that an asylum constructed upon the principles indicated in the ‘Suggestion and 

Instructions’ was no longer appropriate and that ‘the present district of Argyll belongs to 

this class.’42 In a supplementary response to the first question the General Board then 

recommended that the Argyllshire Board should erect an asylum for 120 patients of one 

main block and that ‘a house of this size will contain all the patients belonging to 

Argyllshire requiring ‘special medical treatment’.43 Clearly the General Board was 

unhappy that the Argyllshire Board had so reduced its boundaries that it would now 

require a much smaller asylum, below the size considered to be most efficient in 

operation. 

 
In response to the question regarding the proportion of single rooms that should be 

provided it recommended ‘a fifth as the minimum, and a third as the maximum.’44 The 

General Board qualified the use of single rooms by stating that it not only isolates noisy, 

refractory or restless patients but promotes the comfort of such as are better or more 

contented alone than when associated with others in dormitories. It then goes on to 

recommend a standard male/female division with 60 patients in each half comprising 15 

single rooms on each side arranged in the following manner:- ‘2 … so-called strong-

rooms for violent patients, but so constructed as to form cheerful bed-rooms when the 

shutters are removed: 4 for so-called refractory or excitable patients: 2 for sick or weakly 

                                                
42 Ibid., 207 
43 Ibid., 208 
44 Ibid. 
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patients: 4 for convalescent patients: and 3 for chronic restless patients.’45 As to 

dormitory accommodation they recommended the following division of the remaining 45 

patients:- ‘5 sick or infirm in a small dormitory; and the remaining 40 in 3 or 4 

dormitories’. For each side of the asylum (i.e. 60 patients) the General Board would 

recommend 3 day-rooms – 1 for the weak, sick, and feeble; 1 for the tranquil and 

convalescent; and 1 more for the more restless and excitable.’46 The Board also stated 

that a workroom for the females and workshops for the males were also requisites. 

 

The General Board advised that separate rooms for attendants were unnecessary and that 

it felt it to be a better arrangement for the attendants to sleep in the same rooms with their 

patients. In answer to the question regarding corridors the Commissioners responded that 

they were required only as means of communication and that they should resemble as 

much as possible the construction of corridors in an ordinary house, particularly in an 

asylum of moderate size. They suggested making both dormitories and day-rooms extend 

wall to wall across the building, so as to secure an abundant supply of fresh air and light.  

 

Regarding a chapel the Commissioners replied ‘we are of opinion that a separate chapel, 

in a small asylum of 120 patients, may be dispensed with, and that the recreation-room, 

or dining-hall, may serve the purpose, though of course, less satisfactorily.’47 

 

The General Board agreed with the District Board that the plans submitted were all upon 

too large and expensive a scale for the wants for the county of Argyll. It went on to say 

that ‘we must decline offering any opinion upon their respective merits’ and that ‘we 

cannot say whether we would consider a range of houses, similar to the best class of farm 

buildings appropriate for the purpose of an asylum’.48 What the General Board did state, 

however, was its belief that moderate-sized asylums should be constructed ‘with far less 

departure from the rules of ordinary house architecture than is at present the practice’.49 It 

continued to advise on classification of patients stating: ‘though it is found convenient to 
                                                
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid., 209 
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associate the patients in selected groups, it does not follow that the house in which they 

are placed must of necessity be divided architecturally into refractory, convalescent, 

infirmary wards, etc’.50 The rooms for noisy patients, it was suggested, should be located 

in the more remote parts of the building so as not to disturb others. The General Board 

then went on to state that ‘a clever superintendent would be able to use a conveniently-

constructed private house successfully as an asylum.’51 It then reiterated that the essential 

points in the construction of an asylum are easy and effective supervision of the 

attendants by the superintendent and of the patients by the attendants, easy access to the 

open air and easy communication with the kitchen. The Board felt that these objects 

might be attained without any wide departure from the rules of ordinary domestic 

architecture. 

 
There followed a further exchange of correspondence between the two boards in which 

the District Board criticised the General Board for its lack of direction and the General 

Board responded by stressing its impartiality. The General Board referred again to its 

section marked ‘Suggestions and Instructions’ and the District Board requested an official 

statement of whether these ‘Suggestions and Instructions in reference to sites, 

construction, and arrangement of buildings and plans of lunatic asylums’ published in 

1858 were considered binding on District Boards.52 The District Board stated that the 

General Board ought to be the best judge of the suitability of proposed plans and that it 

was in relation to this (and not the question of expense) that its guidance was originally 

requested. Later correspondence conveys the rising exasperation: 

 
the District Board is thus evidently of opinion that the General Board have [sic] no 
fixed views, either as to the number of pauper lunatics in Argyllshire for whom 
accommodation should be provided, or the extent and character of the buildings 
which should be erected. Indeed, they expressly state that they find themselves at a 
loss to comprehend what are the objects and views of the Commissioners.53 

 

The District Board was clearly unhappy that the General Board was unwilling to pass any 

definite judgement on the merits of the plans. While the General Board felt that it would 
                                                
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid., 217 
53 Ibid., 213 
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be exceeding its remit to become more involved and so lose its neutrality if it provided 

any more detailed responses. W. A. F. Browne emphasised that the General Board had 

been prepared, ‘while avoiding every approximation to choice or preference’, to examine 

them (the plans) and ‘supply whatever observations might be suggested by their 

respective characteristics.’54 This was clearly not enough for the District Board. 

 

Perhaps the most important outcome of this exchange for the purposes of the layout of the 

building at Argyll and for future District Asylum construction was the statement by the 

General Board that true economy would only be found in buildings of one block. It stated 

that ‘detached buildings are more expensive in themselves … than portions of a single 

block’ and that ‘accommodation of as cheap and simple a character as that can be 

provided in detached cottages’ could easily be erected in one block.55 This was contrary 

to the views of the District Board, nevertheless it accepted the directions and built the 

original asylum building in one main block (fig. 6.3). This may account for the plan 

having no obvious recognisable form. While it was clearly very difficult for the District 

Board to tease out the particular views of the General Board its tenacity did provide some 

workable guidance, which would inform subsequent asylum building projects.  

 

 
Fig. 6.3  Argyll District Asylum of 1899; from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1899 ©nls 
                                                
54 Ibid., 212 
55 Ibid., 218 
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Banff District Asylum 

While the Argyll and Bute asylum at Lochgilphead was the first District Asylum to be 

built in Scotland, it cannot be considered typical, either in its relationship with the 

General Board, or in its layout. The asylums that directly followed it, and in particular 

those at Banff, Inverness, Haddington and Cupar, reflect a much more standardised 

approach and settled working relationship with the General Board.  

 

As already evident at Argyll and Bute, the years immediately following the Lunacy Act 

of 1857 witnessed much discussion and debate between the existing Royal Asylums, the 

new District Boards and the General Board in Edinburgh. This concerned the issue of 

which Districts would develop new asylums and which would continue to make use of 

the accommodation provided in the existing Royal Asylums. This led to the question of 

the capabilities of certain smaller Districts to build and maintain successful District 

Asylums. This was particularly evident in Banff. The Royal Asylum at Montrose, which 

had recently erected extensive new buildings, suggested that it provide for all ‘lunatic’ 

patients from Banffshire while the adjoining District Board of Elgin urged the two 

districts to unite to form a joint Lunacy Board. In January 1859, however, both these 

offers were declined and the General Board received a letter from the Banff Board 

outlining its proposals to build its own District Asylum. A month later the General Board 

asked if it was yet ready to ‘report the position and capabilities of the proposed site for an 

asylum in the country of Banff.’56 Progress was slow, however, and even by September it 

was evident that little development had been made. As a result the General Board once 

again asked what steps it had taken for the provision of an asylum. It wanted to know 

what prospects there were of finding the necessary funding from any other source than a 

rate on the district.57 The main reason for the delay at Banff was due to ongoing 

discussions between the District Board and the managers of Chalmers Hospital as to the 

possibility of building a combined hospital and asylum. By 13 April 1861, when still no 

progress had been made, the General Board asked the District Board to once again 

consider ‘making an arrangement with the Elgin District Lunacy Board for the erection of 

                                                
56 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Aberdeen, GRHB 35/1, 26 February, 1859 
57 Ibid., 30 September, 1859 
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a joint asylum’.58 This must have spurred Banff into making a decision, for in just over a 

month it began to look for a site for its new public asylum, advertising in local 

newspapers and stating the extent of land required. 

 

In July 1861 the Earl of Seafield offered three different sites for the new asylum and the 

Board decided the one that he had labelled ‘No. 2’ was the most desirable. It extended to 

20 acres, 1 rood, and 39 perch, and was offered to them for the sum of £100 per imperial 

acre.59 Although the Board was disposed to accept Lord Seafield’s offer, it felt that 

additional land might be required in order to gain a good source of water. It was 

confident, however, that this would be agreed upon and the details of the proposed site 

were referred to the General Board which ‘entertained a favourable opinion of it.’60 Three 

architects were invited to submit plans by way of a limited competition – James Matthew 

of Aberdeen, William Ramage, also of Aberdeen, and Alexander Reid of Elgin. Each was 

paid £13 for their work. The brief was to provide accommodation for patients, servants 

and attendants in ‘a building of plain rubble construction with freestone or granite rybats 

and on the site fixed.’61 These were to be accompanied with a general specification and 

estimate of the expense of using freestone and granite separately. It was also stipulated 

that the building be so designed that it could, at any given time, be enlarged without 

interfering with the uniformity of the principal building. 

 

The site was approved by the General Board on the 14 November 1861 and the District 

Board examined the three sets of plans it had received. Mr Ramage provided the 

stipulated number of plans (five in total) with a description, general specification and 

estimate of the cost. It was noted that Mr Matthews submitted only ‘plans, specifications 

and a general statement’ while Mr Reid had sent a packet of five sheets of plans, a 

general specification and an estimate. It was unanimously decided by the Board that the 

plans belonging to Reid and Ramage should be transmitted to the General Board, but not 

                                                
58 Ibid., 13 April, 1861 
59 Ibid., 20 July, 1861 
60 Ibid., 7 September, 1861 
61 Ibid. 
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those of Matthews.62 It was hoped that by submitting two sets, one or other might be 

suitable or preferable. These were received in Edinburgh on 9 December 1861 at which 

point Matthews requested the return of his plans. A letter from the General Board to the 

District Board of 17 January 1862 intimated that it preferred Reid’s plan, with certain 

modifications, and requested that he meet with a member of the General Board to discuss 

how these might be made. Dr Coxe met with Reid and the suggested improvements were 

discussed and implemented. Coxe also advised Reid to show the amended plans to the 

District Board prior to resubmitting them to the General Board for final approval.  

 

On 14 November 1862 the General Board advised that the building should be erected in 

sections, starting with the main block. It also suggested that the amount of credit required 

to carry out the project be obtained from a local bank, but in the meantime that it might 

make an approach to the Government Loan Commission. Credit of £12,000 was provided 

by the Aberdeen Town and County Banking Company and the estimate for the building 

was £9,848.63 Further estimates for heating, ventilation and cooking were the 

responsibility of the Clerk, and Reid was authorised to employ a resident Inspector of 

Works. By April 1863 Alexander Stewart, builder, of Peterhead and D. Davidson, 

Inspector of works, were appointed. Davidson apparently ‘misconducted himself’, 

however, and, as a result, was replaced by Robert Mortimer from Brechin.64 Building 

work on the new asylum commenced the same month but it was not long before Stewart 

commented that the Morayshire stone being used was too soft and proposed a change to 

Rhynie freestone, which was granted by the District Board. 

 

Banff, Inverness, Haddington and Cupar 

This early group of District Asylums followed relatively standardised plans and their 

arrangements have much in common with Scottish poorhouses from the mid 1840s. The 

main difference is the addition in the poorhouse designs of a further reception block to 

the front of the plan. The poorhouse layout features an entrance in the long frontage with 

                                                
62 At this time Matthews was building the Northern Counties District Asylum at Inverness and it is possible 
that the Banff District Board felt that he could not commit wholeheartedly to both projects simultaneously. 
63 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Aberdeen, GRHB 35/1, 15 November, 1862 
64 Ibid., 30 April, 1863 
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the dining-hall behind integrated with the kitchen offices in the stalk of the T (fig. 6.4). 

By contrast the asylum often featured a dining-room to the front with the entrance to the 

rear (fig. 6.5).  

 
 Fig. 6.4  Sketch plan of Poorhouse layout, 2009 ©A. Darragh 
 

 
Fig. 6.5  Sketch plan of a typical T/E-plan asylum layout following the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act 2009 

©A. Darragh 
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The proximity of the kitchen and dining-rooms in the early District Asylums meant that 

food could be kept warm and facilitated easy access from anywhere in the house. In many 

ways this proved in many ways to be a logical layout. What seems to be less obvious was 

the positioning of the main entrance to the north behind the kitchen court. With its noises 

and smells it cannot have been a very suitable or formal route, particularly for visitors. In 

some respects the arrangement of the kitchen and accommodation block had it roots in 

the early period, as illustrated in Stark’s plan for Dundee (fig. 6.6) with walkways on one 

or both sides running alongside either side of the kitchen. 

 

 
Fig. 6.6 Map extract showing Dundee Royal Lunatic Asylum of 1812 by Stark (completed by Burn) from 

Ordnance Survey large scale Scottish town plans, 1847-1895, 1871 ©nls 
 

The main source for the arrangement, however, was most likely the second Montrose 

Royal Asylum with its E plan layout incorporating central kitchens and a long south front 

of patients’ accommodation (fig. 6.7) The asylums at Inverness, Banff, Haddington and 

Cupar all followed more or less this same pattern. 

 

 
Fig. 6.7 Montrose Royal Lunatic Asylum, 25-inch 1st edition, Ordnance Survey, surveyed 1862, published 

1865 ©nls 
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Just as at Montrose, the main entrance block at Banff ran parallel to the accommodation 

block to the south and between these two ranges at right angles from the centre lay the 

kitchen block (fig. 6.8). The entrance block was of one storey (fig. 6.9) and the 

accommodation block of two storeys (fig. 6.10). In the central section of each block this 

rose a further storey creating further attic space, which was devoted to staff sleeping 

accommodation. The kitchen and scullery also were both of double height. 

 

 
Fig. 6.8 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 2, Ground Floor Plan, 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, 

GHRB, MP 35/2 
 

 
Fig. 6.9 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No.5, South Elevation, 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, 

GHRB, MP 35/5 
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Fig. 6.10 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 5, North Elevation, 12 Mar 1863, Aberdeen, 

GHRB, MP 35/5 
 

Also as at Montrose, the arrangement at Banff created two large enclosed courtyards, 

providing additional outdoor spaces, which could be easily supervised and controlled. 

The airing courts extended to the west and east of the end blocks and would have been 

used by the patients from the dormitories on the upper floor who also made use of the 

adjacent day rooms. A block plan of the building showing the internal courtyards and 

airing courts is illustrated in figure 6.11.  

 

 
Fig. 6.11 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 12, Plan of Site, 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, 

GHRB, MP 35/12 
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In the central section of the accommodation block on the ground floor lay the large dining 

hall, which doubled as a chapel. From here there was direct access to the corridors on 

either side and behind it to the north lay a passage opening on to a waiting room, 

dispensary and central staircase (fig. 6.12). Above this on the main south front and to the 

left was the Superintendent’s sitting room with his bedroom behind, and the female 

workroom and recreation room to the right. Behind these was once again the passage, this 

time with a library and matron’s sitting room to the rear (fig. 6.13). The matron’s 

bedroom was one of two rooms in the attic storey, the other being the bedroom belonging 

to the female servants. Between these rooms lay the asylum’s main water cistern (fig. 

6.14). 

 

 
Fig. 6.12 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 2, Ground floor Plan (detail of central 

section), 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35/2 
 

 
Fig. 6.13 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 3, Upper Floor Plan (detail of central section), 

31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35/3 
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Fig. 6.14 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 3, Attics over central building (detail) 

Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35 
 
From the central section on both the ground and upper floors of the main accommodation 

block there was access to the patients’ rooms on either side. On the ground floor this 

wing comprised a wide corridor to the south with six single rooms and an attendant’s 

room (fig. 6.15). Behind these to the north lay the lavatories, extending into the internal 

courtyards. The only room on the south front in this section on either side of the central 

block was a large day room, accessed from the corridor, the combination of which was 

spacious enough to provide space for exercise in bad weather.  
 

 
Fig. 6.14 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 2, Ground floor Plan (detail of main 

accommodation block), 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35/2 
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On both sides of the central section on the upper story lay a large dormitory for 23 

(corresponding with the six single bedrooms below), and two single rooms above the day 

rooms to the south. The number of beds in the dormitory far exceeded the number 

suggested by the General Board, which was to be not fewer than six, nor more than 14. 

The lavatories were located directly above those of the ground floor (fig. 6.16). 

 

 
Fig. 6.16 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 3, Upper Floor Plan (detail of main 

accommodation block), 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35/3 
 

Beyond it to the extremity of the wings and at right angles lay a further section 

comprising two day rooms, two single rooms and a large bathroom (fig. 6.17). This wing 

provided the day accommodation for those in the dormitories above, with access via the 

staircases at the ends of the main block. On the upper floor of this wing there was a sick 

room on the south side with a dormitory for 12 patients to the north and lavatories to the 

extreme east and west. 

 

The block adjoining the main accommodation block at right angles from the centre and 

leading to the entrance block comprised the kitchen, sculleries (both of which were 

double height) and pantries. These were accessed from the accommodation block, the 
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entrance block and via the external glazed walkway, which ran round three sides of the 

internal courtyard on the west side. At Banff the walkway was attached only on the north 

and east ranges of the female side of the building (fig. 6.18). 
 

 
Fig. 6.17 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 2, Ground Floor Plan (detail of main 

accommodation block), 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35/3 
 

 
Fig. 6.18 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 2, Ground Floor Plan (detail of kitchen 

block), 31 Jan 1863, Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35/2 
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The central section of the main entrance block (fig. 6.19) on the ground floor contained 

the entrance hallway, office, bread store and a passageway to the external glazed 

walkway. Above the main entrance was a store room and a further bedroom for female 

servants.65 On the right of the main entrance was the steward’s room, potato room, coal 

store, workshop, post mortem room and dead house. To the left the larder, dairy, foul 

linen room, washhouse, laundry, porter’s room and the Matron’s store. 

 

 
Fig. 6.19 Banffshire Lunatic Asylum by A. & W. Reid, No. 5, North Elevation (detail), 12 Mar 1863, 

Aberdeen, GHRB, MP 35/5 
 

It was planned to open the new Banff asylum on the 10 April 1865 but following a visit 

from W. A. F. Browne of the General Board on 1 April it was deferred by a month. This 

was due primarily to the unfinished state of the grounds and in particular the terrace to 

the south. It was decided at this time to set the charge for rates of board for ‘pauper’ 

patients at £23.10 per anum and the building was opened for the reception of patients on 

1 May 1865. By 5 August that year it was evident that, with only 42 resident patients, the 

building was not being used to its full potential and it was decided to open it for all 
                                                
65 No rooms for male servants are evident in Reid’s plans and it is therefore likely that they were 
accommodated at the farm or in cottages around the site. 
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‘lunatics and pauper lunatics for whom accommodation shall be required; the pauper 

lunatics of the district having a preference to all others.’66 Private patients were to be 

charged £25 per anum with clothing, bedding and other charges as additional. The 

Commissioners Report of March 1868 noted that there were 32 male and 42 female 

patients residing in the asylum and that further accommodation was available for 13 male 

and 3 female.67 

 

The Banff asylum had much in common with the contemporary Northern Counties 

District Asylum in Inverness, although on a much smaller scale. It had been built by 

Matthews (an unsuccessful candidate of the Banff competition) from 1859-64. The 

designs by competitors Matthews and Peddie & Kinnear were so similar in their layout 

that this is highly unlikely to have occurred by chance and rather that some form of 

architectural brief was given, although none has been located. It is also possible that they 

sought advice directly and independently from the General Board. 

 

As at Banff the vertical stroke of the T at Inverness was formed by the service block of 

kitchens, stores and workrooms, with the north entrance behind (fig. 6.20).  

 

 
Fig. 6.20 Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, designed by James Matthews, 1864 ©RCAHMS 
                                                
66 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hosptial, Banff, GRHB 35/1, 5 August 1865 
67 Ibid. 
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At Inverness the long accommodation block was extended beyond that of Banff with a 

further wing at the end following the right angled block at which point Banff terminated. 

The additional wings are stepped back and therefore on a different axis. As the building 

sprawls horizontally a stepped effect is created and this facilitated the ability to extend on 

either side if or when additional accommodation was required. The entrance block at 

Inverness was much more compact than that at Banff which rendered the possibility of 

having internal courtyards impossible. The Inverness asylum was to accommodate much 

greater numbers than Banff and, therefore, priorities in the management of patients would 

have been slightly different. 

 
Each asylum building was dependent on the size and the specific requirements of the 

chosen site. T- and E-plans originally seen at Perth and at the Second Class house at 

Gartnavel, were developed, although with different internal arrangements. This was 

particularly as regards the positioning of the kitchen court. The topography of individual 

sites resulted in the main axial corridor being located on one side of the building and 

sometimes on the other. A serifed T- or E-plan was a compact arrangement making it the 

preferred form if areas of the site rose or fell away at particular points. It could also be 

extended in length or turned back on itself as the site dictated. 

 

In 1860 the Edinburgh-based practice of Peddie & Kinnear produced similar designs for 

the District Asylum for Haddington (Fig. 6.21) and in 1866 for Fife and Kinross at 

Springfield near Cupar (6.22). Both were variations of the same arrangement but at Cupar 

the end blocks, rather than being stepped back and running parallel, were positioned at 

right angles to the main axial corridor. 

 
Another development was the positioning of the day-rooms and single bedrooms, now all 

located on the ground floor, with the whole of the upper storey devoted to sleeping 

accommodation. The day rooms all looked south into the gardens. A criticism that 

emerged in 1870 from the General Board was that their ‘placing of the sick in scattered, 
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single rooms, which is the practice followed, was regarded as less likely to ensure their 

proper care, than association in dormitories under constant supervision.’68  

 

 
Fig. 6.21 Haddington District Asylum, Plan of Ground Floor, 1860 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 6.22 Floor plan of Fife and Kinross District Asylum, 1861 ©RCAHMS 
                                                
68 Twelfth Annual Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum, 1870, Inverness, ix 
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Classification continued to be a dominant theme in asylum design throughout the main 

asylum building period. The 1866 annual report for the Inverness asylum noted that ‘The 

general arrangements … are convenient, and there are abundant means of 

classification.’69 This continued emphasis on classification had been outlined by the 

Commissioners in their 1859 Report: 
 

The accommodation for the male and female patients, in the main structure, should 
be kept distinct on either side of the centre; and this building should be so 
constructed as to admit of the separation of the male and female patients 
respectively into at least three classes.70 

 
Another level of classification was developed at Inverness where it was noted that ‘a 

group of five single bedrooms in what is practically an isolated block, for patients who 

are at times noisy at night. Here they are quite away from the others and disturb no 

one.’71 It could be said that this system of separate, detached accommodation echoed the 

isolation blocks built for fever patients in the poorhouses. 

 

By the mid 1860s the public asylum building project was gathering pace. In the absence 

of any detailed model plans from the General Board, other medical practitioners and 

asylum superintendents began to put forward papers on the best way of creating and 

managing these ever-growing institutions. In 1861 Wemyss published his Remarks on his 

‘ideal’ asylum layout, which would see patients housed in one main block with additional 

infirmary wards. His proposed buildings would form three sides of a square with a central 

line of offices within its interior. The south side would form the main building of two 

floors with the one-storey ranges to the east and west projecting northwards. It would be 

separated into an initial division of males and females. The central line of buildings 

within the square was to contain the kitchen and its appendages, coal houses, laundries, 

and workshops and also a house for the steward or chief attendant.72 

 

                                                
69 Second Annual Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, 1866, 4  
70 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
71 Thirty-third Annual Report of the Inverness District Lunatic Asylum, Inverness, 1897, Appendix 
72 Wemyss, op. cit., 7 
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There was nothing revolutionary in Wemyss’s Remarks but in outlining the exact 

accommodations in the asylum he provided a useful text from which the thoughts of the 

period can be understood. Although no asylum in Scotland was constructed exactly to 

this proposed plan, the concept of a central kitchen was comparable to the T-plan 

poorhouses of the period; but they form a similar overall massing to the early District 

Asylums. In essence, Weymss’s ‘ideal’ design is effectively the same as Inverness, but 

with the outer wings returned backwards and at right angles. In the case of Cupar the 

outer wings extended forward as well as back, illustrating that it is fundamentally a 

variation on a theme. Figures 6.23 to 6.36 illustrate the plans of District Asylums built 

during this period, all of which (with the exception of Argyll) form variations on the E 

and T plan. 

 

 
Fig. 6.23  The Northern Counties District Asylum of 1864; 1st edition Ordnance Survey, 1868 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 6.24  Perth District Asylum (second) of 1864; 1st edition Ordnance Survey, 1864 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 6.25  Banff District Asylum of 1865; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1905 ©nls 
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Fig. 6.26 Ayrshire District Asylum of 1866; 1st edition Ordnance Survey, 1897 ©nls 
  

 
Fig. 6.27  Haddington District Asylum of 1866; 1st edition Ordnance Survey, 1893 ©nls 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.28  Fife and Kinross District Asylum of 1866. The block to the south east is a later addition and not 

part of the first build; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1893-4 ©nls 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.29 Stirling District Asylum of 1866; 1st edition Ordnance Survey, 1859-60 rev. 1913 ©nls 
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Fig. 6.30  Melrose District Asylum of 1869; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1898 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 6.31  Bothwell Asylum of 1872; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1898 ©nls 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.32  Mid Lothian and Peebles District Asylum of 1874; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1892 ©nls 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.33  Barony District Asylum of 1875; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1898 ©nls 
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Fig.6.34 Greenock Poorhouse and Parochial Asylum of 1876; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1897 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 6.35 Paisley and Johnstone District Asylum of 1876; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1897 ©nls 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.36 Dundee Lunatic Asylum (second) of 1877; 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1902 ©nls 
 

The District Asylums of this ‘main’ period saw witnessed the development from the 

single-cell bedrooms that had characterised many of the early Royal Asylums to 

dormitory accommodation. ‘First-class’ patients in the Royals would, for the most part, 

continue to occupy these rooms, or suites of rooms. In these cases too, however, double 

rooms or small dormitories were often adopted to help with the socialisation of the 

patients. The District Asylums were mostly devoted to dormitory accommodation which 

could house a greater number of patients in large, easy to manage rooms. Furthermore, as 

District Asylums were built for the ‘pauper’ classes these patients would have been 
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accustomed to living with others in close proximity. This served to maintain continuity 

between home and asylum life. At Melrose an article describing the new asylum in 1872 

noted that whilst there were a few small rooms available for single patients, it consisted 

of many sizes of room, including small dormitories of seven beds, larger rooms of 12 or 

14 beds and large dormitories of 40 beds. It was also reported that it had ‘two secluded 

rooms in each wing, 14ft x 9ft with large windows and a couch bed but no other 

furniture.’73 Again, the dormitory accommodation provision far exceeded that 

recommended by the General Board. 

 

A key text in the study of the development of District Asylums in Scotland was written 

by Sir John Sibbald, Commissioner in Lunacy, who in 1897 published On the Plans of 

Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor.74 He chose Barony Parochial Asylum at Lenzie as 

his example to illustrate the type of plan that had evolved by the 1870s. Although the 

overall layout is still an example of the E-plan, there is a marked departure in 

arrangement. It was not unique in its development from the early District Asylums, but 

rather provided an architectural expression of the views prevailing at that time in relation 

to access, classification and the breaking up of the asylum into smaller, more home-like 

units. This is illustrated in figures 6.37 and 6.38 and reflects how patient accommodation 

and classification was carried through into the architecture even more comprehensively 

than before. 

 

Here the ranges of the hospital and observation wards were quite distinct from the 

patients’ accommodation. Large bay windows helped to create a domestic rather than an 

institutional atmosphere and at the same time served the very practical function of letting 

in more light. At Barony the most significant advance from earlier asylums designs was 

the almost entire separation of the main axial corridor from the ward blocks. 

 
 

                                                
73 Border Advertiser, Friday 17 May 1872, 3 
74 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897 
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Fig. 6.37 Barony Parochial Asylum, Lenzie, Glasgow as designed by James Salmon & Son in 1875, from 

J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, page after 10 
 

 
Fig. 6.38 Perspective drawing of Barony Parochial Asylum, 1895 ©East Dunbartonshire Library Services 
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The blocks of day rooms and dormitories had become like a line of terraced houses, each 

with its own entrance at ground-floor level and giving the appearance of a series of 

private homes. At the same time this enabled increasingly sophisticated levels of 

classification. This concept was taken further at the Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch 

(1889) where the ‘terrace’ of houseblocks was broken up into separate pavilions instead 

of forming a solid continuous E. At Barony the laundry and workshops occupied 

approximately the same positions as they would later do at Gartloch. The bathrooms at 

Barony were isolated, possibly to keep condensation out of the main building and, also, to 

simplify the plumbing. Although this seems to be a sensible arrangement, it does not 

appear at any other Scottish asylum. At the large Dundee asylum of 1877 (which was 

later to become the Dundee District Asylum) there was no access or service corridor 

layout as at Barony, illustrating that the evolution in plan did not always follow a 

chronological pattern. 

 

From the outset the General Board had expressed a preference for ‘moderately sized’ 

asylums yet already by this date they seemed to be advocating the larger institutions, 

which would be constructed in the late period. By 1874 the General Board was stating 

that ‘large asylums are able to secure to their patients advantages which smaller asylums 

cannot afford – such as medical attendance of a higher order, the services of a chaplain 

and more extensive and more varied means of amusement.’75  

 

In 1880, with a view to the probable erection of one or more new large District Asylums 

in Lanarkshire, the Board instructed its first architect, Sydney Mitchell, to prepare a set of 

model plans illustrative of their views of asylum construction.76 In a description of these 

plans, which were designed for an asylum providing accommodation for 1000 patients, 

the institution was divided into two main divisions – one, the hospital section, being for 

the accommodation of one-third of the entire population, the other being for the 

accommodation of the remaining two-thirds.77 

                                                
75 Sixteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1874, 1ii 
76 This was the earliest reference by the Board to its ‘own’ architect so it is likely that Mitchell was the first 
but no formal appointment has been traced in the Annual Reports. No model plans have been discovered. 
77 Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1892, x1iv 
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The further removal of penitential features 

Moral Treatment aimed to eschew any connection with the prison either in care regimes 

or in the appearance of asylum buildings. Although the Royal Asylums arguably 

manifested some elements of the penitentiary and the early District Asylums were rather 

austere in appearance, this was beginning to change from about the 1870s. Asylums were 

becoming larger and more ornamental than ever before and it was increasingly the 

intention that patients and staff would take pride in this environment and help to maintain 

it. A major development in this respect was the removal of the airing courts which had 

characterised the early asylum. 

 

The 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act, although it introduced many reforms, had not 

immediately put an end to the creation of airing courts and indeed in its first annual report 

the General Board gave advice on how best to erect them. It stated that they ‘need not be 

more than two in number on each side, and should be of ample extent so as to afford 

proper means for healthful exercise. They should all be planted and cultivated, and any 

trees already existing within them should be preserved for shade. The walls should be 

sunk in a ha ha.’78 One of the earliest references to the complete removal of airing courts 

came from the Royal Asylum at Aberdeen. It was reported in 1863 that 

 
the benefits secured by the removal of the walls on the east and west sides of the 
approach, by the addition of the field beyond the Medical Superintendent’s former 
house to the general grounds, are already such as to suggest the abolition of all 
airing-yards in front of the house; and this is recommended upon principles of 
salubrity and the moral effect on the inmates.79 

 

The removal of airing courts would fundamentally change the appearance of the 

Aberdeen asylum and other institutions began to follow its lead. At the Haddington 

District Asylum, which was opened in 1866, airing courts were apparently never used and 

in 1869 the enlargement of the Argyll District Asylum necessitated the removal of 

considerable portions of the walls of the existing airing courts. It was easier to remove the 

airing courts at asylums, which possessed extensive grounds than those in the middle of 

                                                
78 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 118 
79 Fifth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1863, 133 
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towns. The town-based asylums needed to continue to protect patients from intrusive 

public view but these were progressively relocated to new, larger sites in the countryside. 

 

By 1878 many airing courts had been removed from Scotland’s public asylums and it 

could be remarked in the Twentieth Annual Report of the General Board that this was 

regarded by the Superintendents as in all respects advantageous.80 K. Keddie, a twentieth-

century consultant psychiatrist at Montrose Royal Asylum (1966-84), discussing this 

matter stated ‘whatever be the results from a curative point of view, it is certainly 

pleasanter to an onlooker to see the patients all joining in amusements in a large open 

park, where they can have recourse to cricket, croquet, lawn tennis, archery, football, and 

other outdoor sports, than to see them pacing about aimlessly in an enclosed pen.’81 The 

General Board would report in 1879 that ‘in regard to the buildings we had to record the 

decreasing use of walled airing courts as places of exercise for the patients. In several 

instances the airing court walls had been pulled down; and in the case of no recently 

erected establishment had any walled airing courts been provided.’82 At Haddington ‘the 

female airing-court has now been thrown open and converted into a pleasure ground’83; at 

Perth ‘the walls of both the enclosed airing-courts have been entirely removed’84; and at 

Stirling ‘the walled airing courts are no longer used.’85 By the 1880s airing courts had 

ceased to be built on new asylum sites and those remaining at asylums were in the 

process of demolition. The Annual Report of the General Board in 1881 noted that: 

 

The more recent changes in Scotch asylums which are due to the extension of this 
principle have been for the most part such as tended to remove the prison character 
from the arrangements of asylums, and to assimilate them to the arrangements of 
private houses. The most important of these have been 1) the abolition of walled 
airing courts, 2) the disuse of locked doors, and 3) the extension of the practice of 
giving liberty on parole.86 

 

                                                
80 Twentieth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1878, 1 
81 K. Keddie, What it Was towards What it Ought to Be: The Montrose Bicentenary, Montrose, 1982, 101 
82 Twenty-first Annual Review of the General Board…, Edinburgh, 1879, Xxix 
83 Ibid., 54 
84 Ibid., 64 
85 Ibid., 68 
86 Twenty-third Annual Review of the General Board…, Edinburgh, 1881, xxxi 
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 It was recorded in the British Medical Journal of 1887 that ‘the most striking illustration 

… to one accustomed to asylum arrangement elsewhere, is the universal absence of 

walled airing courts. In the most recently erected asylums no airing courts have been 

provided. In those asylums where airing courts were originally provided the walls have in 

almost every case now been removed.’87 

 

Other developments on asylum sites 

Developments during this period were not limited to the creation of new District Asylums 

and indeed much of the work was taking place at the existing Royal Asylums in the 

enlargement and addition of buildings. Aside from improvements and additions to the 

main block, developments were underway on other parts of the asylum site and by the 

end of this period significant additional detached buildings had begun to emerge. These 

included the erection of cottages at the Crichton Royal in Dumfries and at the Aberdeen 

Royal Asylum, a separate building for private patients (Elmhill), again at Aberdeen, and a 

hospital block at Montrose. Separate detached buildings would be a more common 

feature of the late building period but the end of this main period saw the start of a 

transition away from the large single asylum structure. 
  
Cottages added to public asylum sites  

Cottages began to be built at a significant rate during this main asylum building period 

for ‘the accommodation of a large proportion of the working and inoffensive patients, 

who might be placed either under the care of the families of the attendants or of cottar 

attendants of the asylum.’88 The aim was to recreate the family home on site, under the 

watchful eye of trusted attendants. The Commissioners also stated that ‘the cottages, if 

adopted, should be of different sizes, each calculated to accommodate from three to five 

patients, in addition to the family of the occupier.89 This was a forerunner of the move to 

the boarding-out system which is explained in the following chapter. The male patients 

were to be placed either in single rooms, or in dormitories for three or four, and each 

                                                
87 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 1903, 19 June, 1887, 1564-5 
88 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
89 Ibid., 118 
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cottage was to contain a water closet.90 One cautionary note was raised in the Builder of 

1860 that refered to the ‘extent of divergence, from what may be called the principle or 

plan of asylums’. It urged caution lest single patients be ‘consigned to incompetent 

persons’ as they had in the past.91 In its Third Annual Report the Commissioners were 

pleased to record that the cottages at Crichton and Aberdeen of which they spoke ‘in 

strong commendation of the arrangement carried out in the cottages, as especially 

characterized by privacy, domesticity and homeliness.’92 

 

Additional buildings for private patients 

When the new Glasgow Royal Asylum was built at Gartnavel during the early period it 

featured two distinct houses, one for each class of patient. The development of this two 

house arrangement was then seen at the Aberdeen Royal Asylum where an entirely new 

building was constructed for private patients at Elmhill. The addition of a private wing 

would later characterise other Royal Asylum sites at Edinburgh, Montrose and Dundee. 

At Elmhill the stylish Italianate building (fig. 6.39) was constructed by William Ramage 

(1862-6) and provides a marked contrast to the contemporary plain, District Asylums. 

Along with the cottages, it represented another break from the single-block asylum. 

 

 
Fig. 6.39 Plan of the proposed new buildings at the Royal Lunactic Asylum of Aberdeen, produced in 

Interim report to the managers of the Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen, 
Aberdeen Public Library, Lo p362.1 IN 2, 17 December 1858, folios at end of pamphlet 

                                                
90 Ibid. 
91 ‘Lunatic Asylums in Scotland’, Builder, January 7, 1860, 4 
92 Third Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1861, x1ix 
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Planning for Elmhill had begun as early as 1858, just a year after the Lunacy Act, at 

which time it was noted that the Superintendent, Mr Jamieson, and the architect Mr 

Ramage, had ‘visited several of the most important asylums in the Kingdom.’93 A report 

written following their tour indicated that, as a result of their findings, some general 

improvements would be made to their original plan. In it Ramage noted:  

 
On examination of several of the most noted asylums, I found that much greater 
space than has hitherto been the case here was allotted to each patient. I also 
considered it necessary to make the kitchen accommodation, officials’ rooms. &c. 
such as would suit a building of double extent; as, in event of increased 
accommodation being required for patients, difficulty would be experienced in 
enlarging these departments from this position in the centre of the building.94 

 
Ramage’s building (fig. 6.40) was a single-pile, three-storey block entered by a portico 

and flight of steps in the centre of the main block. These opened into a large vestibule, ten 

feet wide, off which were the committee room and waiting rooms. A corridor to the rear 

of the central block led to the wings, along which it continued. At either side of the main 

entrance were the residences of the officials and staircases to the upper floors at either 

end. These provided convenient access between the central block, wings, pantry, dining 

room and the basement floor. Each wing had two dayrooms with separate entrances to the 

grounds and a dining room, common to both, which in wet weather could be used as an 

additional day room. The dining room communicated with the pantry and had easy access 

to the  kitchens below. The first floor at Elmhill comprised parlours, bedrooms, either 

single or combined to suit various treatments of patients. All single rooms were spacious 

enough that an additional bed for an attendant could be added if required. The second 

floor was devoted to sleeping accommodation with a dormitory at one end for six patients 

and an adjoining room for an attendant. In total 66 patients could be accommodated at 

Elmhill, 33 on each side. Space for a further 12 patients was possible if needed. The 

kitchen was located in the basement floor with sculleries on either side. From these, 

which were also used as serving rooms, meals were given out to the attendants by 

windows opening onto the corridors. The basement also comprised the servants’ hall, 

                                                
93 Interim report to the managers of the Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen, Aberdeen Public 
Library, Lo p362.1 IN 2, 17 December 1858, 3 
94 Ibid., 4 
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female servants sleeping apartments and the cellars. Additional sleeping accommodation 

for attendants was available in the attic storey.  

 

 
Fig. 6.40 Plan of the proposed new buildings at the Royal Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen, produced in 

Interim report to the managers of the Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen, 
Aberdeen Public Library, Lo p362.1 IN 2, 17 December 1858, folios at end of pamphlet 

 
It was originally intended to build Elmhill of plain rubble work rather than ashlar as it 

stood at a distance from the nearest public road. Ramage eventually decided to build in 

ashlar however, for as he himself stated, ‘prejudice exisits against a harled front for 

public buildings’.95 As a result his estimates listed the costs for both. The base of the 

building was of rustic work with the belts and window reveals of close pick-dressed 

work. Although stylish, the elevation was relatively plain, but arranged in such a manner 

that bold shadows were formed along the long range, also broken up by the towers. The 

airing courts were located on either side of the wings.  

 

Succursal Asylum at Banff 

The addition of a succursal asylum made Banff unique in Scotland and therefore worthy 

further comment here. After a relatively slow start, the asylum population was steadily 
                                                
95 Ibid., 7 
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increasing and on 21 May 1869 a letter from Arthur Mitchell, Commissioner of the 

General Board, was sent to the asylum, requesting whether or not an asylum of 100 

patients was still sufficient for the District. He asked if there was any way of keeping 

down the numbers and stated that if not, it might be necessary to enlarge the asylum and 

employ a resident doctor. He stated: 

 
There are two ways in which your asylum might be enlarged. The one would be a 
simple extension of the present buildings, or the erection of a separate block in 
direction connection with them under the same management and forming part of the 
present establishment. The other would be the erection of a separate house, cheaply 
constructed at some distance from the present asylum and would require to be 
under separate management. Into such an establishment, patients who are incurable, 
inoffensive and easily managed could be transferred from the present asylum. If 
women only were received into this separate little asylum the conditions under 
which it would exist would be greatly simplified and an experienced Matron might 
be its superintendent.96 
 

Providing this sort of accommodation for males was not practical owing to the additional 

land that would have to be purchased. While females generally worked indoors, males 

were reliant on the land for active outdoor employment. No District Board had yet 

adopted this mode of extending its accommodation but, according to the General Board, 

it had been discussed in relation to larger districts and provided a good solution. Banff 

was, however, the only District in Scotland to build this entirely separate, female-only 

asylum, which was eventually opened in 1880 (fig 6.41).  

  

 
Fig. 6.41 Postcard of main asylum c.1950 from private collection belonging to F. Watson 
                                                
96 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hosptial, Banff, GRHB 35/1, 21 May 1869 
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Figures 6.42 and 6.43 show the Banff District Asylum around the turn of the century with 

the succursal asylum to the left of the main accommodation block. They also illustrate the 

proximity to the railway line and the gentle slope of grounds to the south occupied by 

cultivated fields and cottage gardens. 

 

 
Fig. 6.42 Postcard of main asylum c.1900 from private collection belonging to F. Watson 
 

 
Fig. 6.43 Postcard of main asylum c.1900 from private collection belonging to F. Watson 
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Hospital blocks 

When the asylum first arrived as a new institution in Scotland medical treatment was 

virtually non-existent. The surrounding curative landscape and the employment of a 

kinder and gentler approach from staff, was almost all that was available. By the end of 

the ‘main’ period, however, a number of effective medical treatments were emerging and 

while some patients needed only a safe haven from the outside world, others required 

more sustained medical and nursing care. The hospital block, also predominantly a 

feature of the ‘late’ building period, was conceived primarily for existing asylum patients 

who also suffered from additional physical medical conditions such as epilepsy. In 

essence it took the form of a general infirmary with the provision of general accident or 

emergency treatment for patients when required. One of the most common reasons for 

admission to the hospital block, however, was for the treatment of co-incident infectious 

diseases such as Tuberculosis.  

 

In the First Annual Report of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for 

Scotland it was specified that: 

 
Suitable infirmaries, in the proportion of at least one tenth of the whole, should be 
provided, in which the cubicle contents of the sleeping rooms should be greater 
than in other parts of the building; and every room, including the single rooms, 
should have an open fireplace. A small day room in each infirmary is also 
desirable.97  

 
In 1862 Wemyss added: 
 

When devising a plan for an asylum, it is necessary, in a general way, to ascertain 
the character and extent of the accommodation required … by a consideration of 
the probable number of persons to be admitted, and the nature of their cases … 
new, recent and curable cases require medico-moral treatment, with all the 
appliances and arrangement of a hospital, or curative establishment, for their 
recovery; while the chronic and incurable cases only require comfortable quarters 
for their care and safety, with proper food, clothing, and occupation.98 

 
The public asylum was taking on a mixed character with a curative hospital element on 

the one hand, and a home for the chronic cases on the other.  

                                                
97 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 117 
98 Wemyss, op. cit., 4 
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Hospital blocks were either built as part of the original concept or added to the existing 

asylums of the earlier periods. At the Royal Edinburgh Asylum a hospital block, 

organised along the principles of a general hospital, was added from 1877-82 under the 

direction of Superintendent Thomas Clouston. A further development of this period was 

the employment in these blocks of female nurses in both the male and female sections. 

This was followed at the Fife and Kinross District Asylum under Dr Turnball in 1896. 

According to a Minute of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board in 1903 this was due 

to the belief that females had ‘gentler methods of dealing with the patients … [in more] 

… tastefully kept wards.’99 In some cases, such as at Montrose (figs 6.44 and 6.45) it 

resembled a country Cottage Hospital, emphasising the idea that it was a ‘normal’ 

hospital set within the grounds of an asylum. The hospital section at Montrose was built 

between 1886 and 1888 to designs by Sydney Mitchell.  
 

 
Fig. 6.44 Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside showing the main block on the right with the new hospital 

block on the left, from the Second Edition Ordnance Survey, 1904 nls 
 

                                                
99 Minutes of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, 11 August, 1903, 
227 
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Fig. 6.45 Montrose Royal Lunatic Asylum, Hospital block, 2001RCAHMS 
 

Twin towers 

Specific architectural features would also evolve during this main asylum building period 

and one such example was the twin or paired towers. These first appeared as both a 

decorative and practical architectural feature in Matthews’s design for Inverness and 

would characterise Scottish asylum design for decades to come. The towers at Inverness, 

Melrose and Barony (figs 6.46 to 6.48) provided both a focus and grandeur to the design 

but also dealt with the very practical issue of providing storage for the asylum’s water 

supply on both the male and female sides. This arrangement also had the significant 

advantage that the cisterns could be repaired and cleaned independently without 

interruption to the water supply. Twin towers would also be a major and widely 

recognisible feature of the late period asylums at Glasgow (Gartloch) and Lanark (figs. 

6.49 and 6.50) but they were essentially a product of the main asylum building era. 
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Fig. 6.46 Photograph of the Northern Counties District Asylum showing the twin towers as designed by 

James Matthews in 1859, photograph 2000 ©A. Darragh 
 

 
Fig. 6.47 Drawing of Melrose District Asylum as designed by Thomas Brown II and James Maitland 

Wardrop from 1869-72 ©J. Kerr, Galashiels, 2000 
 

 
Fig. 6.48 Detail of colour postcard of Barony Parochial Asylum (known as Woodilee Asylum) at Lenzie, 

of 1871-5, showing the grand twin towers, c.1920 ©East Dunbartonshire Council 
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Fig. 6.49 Thomson & Sandilands, 1889-1902, Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch, main administration 
 block, 2002, ©RCAHMS 

 

 
Fig. 6.50 Detail of postcard showing aerial view of the District Asylum for Lanark, also known as 
 Hartwood Hospital, showing the square twin towers, c.1930 ©Shotts History Group 
 

There is an obvious distinction in architectural pretension between the early voluntary 

asylums and the public-sector District Asylums built as a result of the 1857 Lunacy 

(Scotland) Act. The First Annual Report of the General Board stated ‘as the buildings are 

intended chiefly for the accommodation of pauper patients, all superfluous external 

decorations should be avoided; at the same time they should be rendered as cheerful and 

attractive as due consideration of economy will permit.’100 The early asylums, 

particularly the Royal Asylums, were built to reflect the generosity and philanthropic 

nature of the donors. Stark’s grand dome at Glasgow, Burn’s octagonal clerestories at 

Perth, Edinburgh and Dumfries and the crenellated grandeur of Wilson’s later Glasgow 

                                                
100 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 115 
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illustrate that these asylums were built to make an impression, but as they were all 

independently built and financed they were extremely varied in character and plan. 

 

The asylums of the main building period were more regulated than in the early period in 

that they were bound, initially, by the constraints imposed by the General Board. Its 

emphasis was on economy of design rather than dictating any particular style of build, 

which followed contemporary trends to a greater or lesser extent. Wemyss stated ‘the 

required economy consisted in the buildings being of a plain description, planned so as to 

obtain the greatest space at least cost, without ornamental or otherwise expensive 

furnishings, and with a view to facilitate the proper treatment and care of inmates by the 

attendants.’101 These building were large, and this very fact often gave them a  

monumentality, regardless of architectural style or ornamentation. Of the Melrose District 

Asylum at the time of its erection it was noted in the Border Advertiser on Friday 17 May 

1872 that ‘as was to be expected from the purpose intended, internally and externally 

everything is plain, but like all large composite buildings its massiveness makes an 

outline that is pleasing enough’.102 Despite the budgets within the public sector being 

more limited, some architects found ways in which to combine architectural style and 

grandeur with practicality. At the same time, to ensure economy of maintenance, 

architects would specify the use of the highest quality materials available when dealing 

with public buildings. The buildings needed to be durable, and able to withstand the 

harshness of the climate. Compromises often had to be made on ornamentation, as 

illustrated in a talk given by Charles Wilson to the Glasgow Philosophical Society on 13 

March 1882. It was stated that ‘a judicious architect will … in public buildings, refrain 

from using the more cheap and ornate wood cornicing in favour of the more costly stone 

cornice or parapet, even though the cost has to be made up by dispensing with some 

decorative features.’103 

 

                                                
101 Wemyss, op. cit., 3 
102 Border Advertiser, Friday 17 May, 1872, 3 
103 D. Thomson, The Works of the Late Charles Wilson, a lecture read before Glasgow Philosophical 
Society, 13 March, 1882, 3 
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The principal achievement of the main building period was the erection of 15 new 

District Asylums. The increasing standardisation of plan is evident, particularly in the 

arrangement of the kitchen court and emphasis on a southern exposure in the patients’ 

accommodation. Another development during this phase was the removal of any 

remaining prison-like features, which had characterised some of the asylums of the early 

period. A further advance was the emergence of separate, detached buildings on site such 

as hospitals, churches, private ‘first-class’ annexes and cottages. These additional 

buildings would be further developed during the late period, ultimately leading to the 

colony-planned institutions of the final asylums. While the Scottish Lunacy Commission 

Report of 1857 and the subsequent Act played a vital role in setting down the ground-

rules for future asylums it was largely achieved by the use of light-touch managerial 

directions to the District Boards. There was a definite emphasis on encouraging local 

managerial initiatives rather than centrally imposed solutions.  
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Chapter 7 
 

Architectural developments – the ‘late’ period 
 

To give special attention to asylums for the poorer classes of patients, because it is there 
that the most difficult problems have had to be solved, and it is by studying the 

constructional features of such asylums at different times that we can best bring into view 
the nature of these problems and indicate the principles which have guided the most 

successful attempts at their solution.1 
 

The ‘late’ or final period of asylum building, for the purposes of this study, was 

from 1888 to 1930. After this time these establishments would cease to be called 

‘asylums’ and instead came to be known as ‘mental’ or ‘psychiatric’ hospitals. From 

about the final decade of the ‘main’ asylum period and well into the ‘late’ period public 

asylums became larger, more monumental and ornate than ever before. Huge amounts of 

money were spent on architectural detailing, particularly in asylums of the Glasgow area. 

It is likely this was due to an increasing sense of civic pride, the same trend being evident 

in other public buildings of the period. This late period saw major changes to the design 

and layout of new public asylums in Scotland and many additions to the existing asylums. 

This was partly due to ongoing legislative changes but also reflected changes in clinical 

practice. These developments would eventually lead to a diminution in the functional 

importance of the single, main block that was a central feature of asylums up until this 

time. It led to the detachment or partial detachment of various parts of the main asylum 

block initially with the development of separate pavilions (a process first begun at 

Barony) and echoed the pavilion style of general hospitals. 

 

The late period would also be characterised by the division of the asylum into two distinct 

sections, the medical and the non-medical. By the end of this period the asylum would 

become a semi-independent and self-sufficient rural village or ‘colony’ comprising 

separate, domestic-style villas, buildings for administration, churches, lodges, cottages, 

hospitals, purpose-built farms, staff accommodation, nurses’ homes and in some 

instances even with its own train stations and shops. As with the ‘main’ building period 

                                                
1 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 6 
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the primary focus remained on the provision of further accommodation for ‘pauper 

lunatics’. There was also increasing pressure for private or ‘first-class’ annexes, partly 

linked to the growth in voluntary admissions from patients who were generally better-off 

and more used to a comfortable lifestyle. They were also willing to pay for the privilege 

of ‘first-class’ accommodation. The prison-like aspect of the early asylums had 

diminished greatly and as Sibbald remarked: ‘the walled airing courts which had 

characterised the design of so many of the early asylums had also been removed to give 

patients a greater degree of freedom.’2 

 

The Pavilion arrangement 

The innovative arrangement of the access corridor and related partially-detached 

pavilions at the Barony Parochial Asylum in 1875 provided a model for other pavilion-

based asylums, namely the Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch by Thomson & 

Sandilands (1889-1902) and Lanark District Asylum by J. L Murray (1890-95). At 

Gartloch the ‘terrace’ of houseblocks seen at Barony was physically broken up into 

separate pavilions instead of forming a solid continuous E (fig. 7.1). These ‘pavilion’ 

plans were a half-way arrangement between the very formal and ordered E- and T-plans 

of the main building period and the much more fluid colony schemes that were to come. 

At Gartloch the main administration block was separated from patients’ accommodation, 

which was now located in three-storey pavilions and linked to the central services by 

single-storey corridors. 

 

 
Fig. 7.1 City of Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch as design by Thomson & Sandilands in 1889 from 

J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, page after 14 

                                                
2 Ibid., 11 
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Thomson & Sandilands used this system of segregation to separate patients by diagnostic 

category into large detached blocks to the rear of the main block. As seen in figure 7.2 

this main block was very shallow, mainly only one room deep, with the rear providing 

windows for supervision. On one level it provides a façade – a grand entry to the asylum 

– and on another created a building, which could be completely devoted to 

administration. Behind this lay the real workings of the asylum in a highly classified 

format unseen to the visitor (fig. 7.3). The source of the design may well be French as its 

design almost directly followed the time spent in Paris at L’École des Beaux-Arts by 

Robert Douglas Sandilands from 1880-85. While there he worked in the atelier of the 

great theorist of the École, Julien Guadet, then assembling his analysis of all building 

types which was eventually to be published as Elements et Theories in Paris in 1901-4. 

Although the style of the building at Gartloch is Beaux-Arts the only Beaux-Arts element 

about the plan is the emphasis on developing logical solutions. The pavilion system 

adopted at Gartloch was later employed by J. L. Murray for the Lanark District Asylum at 

Shotts from 1890-95 (fig. 7.4) where, to the rear of the long entrance front, lay two 

divergent corridor ranges off which two large pavilions were constructed on each side. 

Both Gartloch and Lanark show influences of contemporary ‘echelon’ plan developments 

in England, particularly in the employment of a system of single-storey corridors linking 

the various villas together.  

 
Fig. 7.2 Thomson & Sandilands, 1889-1902, Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch, side view of 
 administration block, showing narrow shallow plan proportions, 2002, ©RCAHMS 
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Fig. 7.3 Thomson & Sandilands, Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch, Aerial view showing the narrow 

administration block with the twin towers acting as a façade to the detached and classified 
buildings behind, 2002, ©RCAHMS 

 

 
Fig. 7.4 Lanark District Asylum of 1895; from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1898 ©nls 
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This use of the pavilion system at Gartloch and Lanark echoed similar developments in 

general hospitals as their design also began to be fragmented into a series of detached 

sections under the umbrella of a central administration. While the various ‘pavilions’ 

treated their own designated cases by diagnosis, each could, if desired, operate virtually 

independently. Florence Nightingale had commented on the principle of the pavilion 

system for general hospitals in 1867 stating that: 

 
The first principle of hospital construction is to divide the sick among separate 
pavilions. By a hospital pavilion is meant a detached block of building capable of 
containing the largest number of beds that can be placed safely in it, together with 
suitable nurses’ rooms, ward sculleries, lavatories, baths, waterclosets all complete, 
proportioned to the number of sick, and quite unconnected with any other pavilions 
of which the hospital may consist, or with the general administrative offices, except 
by light airy passages or corridors. A pavilion is, indeed, a separate detached 
hospital which has, or ought to have, as little connection in its ventilation with any 
part of the hospital as if it were really a separate establishment miles away.3 

 

It is slightly curious why this arrangement took such a long time to be adopted by asylum 

planners as it had been in use by general hospitals from 1857. In Scotland a prime 

example was the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary by David Bryce with its series of north- and 

south-facing wards of 1870-79 (fig. 7.5). 
 

 
Fig. 7.5 Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, 1879 ©RCAHMS 
                                                
3 F. Nightingale, Notes of Hospitals, London, 1863, 56 
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These wards, separated into medical and surgical sections, became known as Nightingale 

wards as they were planned in consultation with Florence Nightingale and could be 

extended in length as the site would allow. This fitted well with the suggestion of the 

General Board of Lunacy which, in its report of 1857, placed an emphasis on buildings 

being extendible and reducible. By this date in the history of asylum design there was 

little difference to be seen between the arrangement of the pavilion general hospital and 

the pavilion asylum. While the hospital used this design to help with infection control, it 

was adopted in asylums as a means of classification. 

 

Detached hospital blocks 

Gartloch was not only revolutionary in its employment of near-detached pavilions off a 

central access corridor but also in its division of the whole asylum into two distinct 

sections – the medical and the non-medical sections. While a detached hospital section 

had been added at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum from 1877-82 and at the Montrose Royal 

Asylum in 1886-8, these were very much an addition to existing buildings. Gartloch was 

the first asylum to comprise two equally important but entirely distinct diagnostic 

sections, called the ‘Asylum or Non-Medical Section’ and the ‘Hospital or Medical 

Section’ as part of the original plan (figs 7.6 and 7.7). 

 

 
Fig. 7.6 City of Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch as design by Thomson & Sandilands in 1889 from 

J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, page after 14 
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Fig. 7.7  Glasgow District Asylum of 1889; from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1898 ©nls 
 

Two years prior to this development at Gartloch a new hospital or infirmary block had 

been built at Montrose Lunatic Asylum as an addition to the existing asylum building. At 

Gartloch the hospital section comprised nearly half the overall complex. Those patients 

who were both mentally and physically ill requiring specific medical attention through 

nursing and drug administration were accommodated on one side and those in need of a 

more ‘moral’ programme of treatment through work and therapy were placed on the 

other. Sibbald noted that in an ordinary District Asylum the number of patients who 

required this ‘medical’ accommodation could be up to one half of the total number. It was 

noted by Sibbald later in his article that the division of an asylum into two partially 

independent sections permits better ‘provision being made in the hospital section for the 

medical treatment of those patients who specially require it.’4 

 

For the non-medical section an even simpler construction was required with an 

arrangement and management more like that of an industrial community. At Gartloch, the 

                                                
4 Sibbald, op. cit., 15 
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central building of this section consisted of a block containing ‘the general store, the 

kitchen, the dining hall, the amusement room, and the administrative offices for the 

whole institution.’5 Here the patients were accommodated in separate three-storey 

‘pavilions’, which were connected to the main block and to the other blocks by low link 

corridors as at Barony. Off the main corridors were two central bathrooms, one on the 

male and one on the female side. At Gartloch and indeed in all of the Scottish asylums – 

even those separated into two distinct sections – the overall management was always 

under the direction of the Superintendent. In England and continental Europe however 

(following the example of the Heil-anstalten and Pflege-anstalten in Germany) attempts 

were made to render the two sections of the asylum totally independent. In England this 

arrangement was recommended by the English Metropolitan Poor Act of 1867, under 

which new asylums were built in London for chronic and easily managed patients. It 

proved extremely difficult however to keep each section restricted to its proper function 

and seems to have led to many cases of patients being wrongly accommodated and 

treated. The General Board for Scotland was not in agreement with this trend, stating in 

1892 that it did not wish to be understood as ‘desiring that the separation should be so 

complete as to make the two sections wholly separate institutions under different 

superintendents.’6 In Scotland patients continued to be managed by the same 

Superintendent and could be transferred from the medical to the non-medical section as 

the need arose. 

 

A year before the opening of Gartloch a partially detached although very distinct hospital 

block had been built for the Royal Edinburgh Asylum. This was constructed as part of the 

new wing for ‘first-class’ patients designed by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson at Craighouse 

from 1888-94. Unlike Gartloch it had an access corridor linking to the main building (fig. 

7.8). With its range of large, detached villas it is likely that Craighouse became an 

important source for later detached villas of the colony-planned asylums. In 1892 the 

General Board commented on the arrangements of the villas at the new site, stating that 

‘a separate hospital villa for gentlemen, and another for ladies, are being provided. In 

                                                
5 Ibid. 
6 Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1892, x1vi 
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these villas, it is intended that the comforts of a high-class private residence shall be 

combined with the arrangements of a fully-equipped asylum hospital.’7
 

 

 
Fig. 7.8  Edinburgh Lunatic Asylum (second) at Craighouse of 1888; from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 

1898 ©nls 
 
This architectural development reflected a shift in public opinion towards the nature of 

mental illness and the need for new types of accommodation. In 1892 it was reported in 

the British Medical Journal that ‘the constant reference to the matter which appears in the 

daily press shows how the rate payers are beginning to feel the weight of their pecuniary 

responsibility. That two classes of institution are necessary is evident, namely – homes 

for the incurable chronic cases, and hospitals for the recent and acute, the two being 

separated but not distinct.’8 The Govan District Asylum by Malcolm Stark of 1890-95 

was also built with two entirely distinct sections (fig. 7.9). This arrangement was highly 

praised by the General Board, leading it to report that ‘the new asylums in course of 

erection for the City of Glasgow District, and for the Govan District, follow in their main 

                                                
7 Ibid. 
8 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 1657, 1 October, 1892, 746 
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features the plans in which the board’s views as to the distinctive characters of the main 

asylum and of the hospital section are illustrated.’9  

 

 
Fig. 7.9  Govan District Asylum of 1890; from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1897 ©nls 
 
The concept of a detached hospital block was reproduced all over Scotland and existing 

asylums without separate ‘hospital’ provision commenced an extensive building 

programme to incorporate this new essential element. In addition to their innovative 

hospital at Montrose Sydney Mitchell & Wilson went on to build new detached hospital 

blocks for the Melrose District Asylum in 1895-8 and separate male and female 

infirmaries for the Crichton Royal Institution at Dumfries in 1899 (figs 7.10 and 7.11). 

The Infirmary blocks at Crichton comprised two dormitories, each for 10 patients; a day-

dormitory for 16; four single bed-rooms; a large day-room; a large dining-room; chief 

medical officer’s room; reception rooms; kitchen and requisite stores and lavatories. It 

was an institution in itself and completely self contained. Here Sydney Mitchell designed 

in a vernacular style with Arts and Crafts elements, which complemented his other 

buildings at the Institution at this time. 
                                                
9 Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board … Edinburgh, 1892, xiv 
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Fig. 7.10 West Elevation for a Female Infirmary Section at the Crichton Royal Institution by Sydney 

Mitchell, 1899 RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.11 Alternative design for a Female Infirmary Section at the Crichton Royal Institution by Sydney 

Mitchell, 1899 RCAHMS 
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At the Aberdeen Royal Asylum William Kelly designed a new hospital block (1890-93) 

and at the Stirling District Asylum A. & W. Black’s was completed in 1893. 

 

On 27 December 1892 the Commissioners of the General Board stated that the Aberdeen 

Royal Asylum required major reconstruction and a Special General Meeting was called. 

This resulted in the decision to carry out, not only important developments in the old 

asylum, but to erect a hospital building for 150 patients at an estimated cost of £50,000.10 

As illustrated in Figure 7.12, the asylum at Aberdeen would be practically doubled in size 

as a result. 

 

 
Fig. 7.12 Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, from John Bartholomew’s Plan of Aberdeen, 1912 ©nls  
 

The new hospital was built by William Kelly from 1892-3 and was divided into 

administration, observation and blocks for the physically ill, with one nurse to every five 

patients. It was managed by a senior medical assistant and a qualified female nurse, who 

were permanent residents. Designed to be the nucleus of the institution and the centre of 

                                                
10 Opening of New Hospital & Administrative Offices at the Aberdeen Royal Asylum, Pamphlet in Aberdeen 
Public Library, LoP 362.2 AB3, 27 December 1892, 4 
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asylum administration, it was intended that patients would first be admitted and housed 

here for observation prior to a classification and appropriate allocation into a specialist 

care section of the asylum. This was becoming standard practice in asylum hospital 

buildings of this period. The hospital also contained a new Boardroom, visitors’ rooms, 

waiting rooms and the offices of the Medical Officer and Superintendent. The primary 

function of the hospital, however, was for the treatment of patients suffering from acute 

mental disorders who required medical or surgical care. 

 

The central section was devoted to administration with male and female observation 

blocks on either side. Here also were the living and sleeping accommodation for the 

recently admitted patients. Behind these lay a new main dining hall and a dining room for 

attendants. The sick wards were located at the extreme ends of the blocks and built in the 

shape of an L so as to avoid having long monotonous wards. Kelly added to these, day 

rooms with large bay windows. There were two smaller isolation blocks on each end and 

single rooms for ‘morbidly excited patients in the north end … cut off by a cross corridor 

and a series of doors’.11 All patients were accommodated in wards and single rooms 

specially designed for the treatment of their different bodily diseases. The whole building 

was made up of five distinct blocks connected to each other by corridors and to the main 

asylum via a glazed walkway. In addition, verandahs and large glass covered courtyards 

provided additional space for exercise. 

 

At the Lanark District Asylum the hospital was built from 1904-7 by Cullen, Lochhead & 

Brown. At the Ayr District Asylum John Bennie Wilson designed a new Hospital (figs 

7.13 and 7.14). According to the Annual Report of 1907 it was built to accommodate 154 

patients – 77 men and 77 women – in a single-storey, south-facing building comprising a 

ward with 20 beds and six adjoining single rooms for all newly admitted cases, a ward 

with 40 beds and six adjoining single rooms for the nursing of sick and infirm patients 

and a small isolation ward with three beds and two single rooms for the treatment of 

phthisis.12  

                                                
11 Ibid., 5 
12 Forty-ninth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1907, 1xvi 
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Fig. 7.13 Ayrshire District Asylum, perspective view of new hospital by John Bennie Wilson, 1904 
 

Between the reception ward and the sick ward on each side there was a conservatory day-

room which could be used as a sitting room for those patients who were not confined to 

bed. In the centre of the building and separating the male from the female side were the 

apartments of the Assistant Matron. It also incorporated structures (such as those 

illustrated in figure 7.15) for ‘open-air treatment’ for Tuberculosis. As noted in the 

Journal of Mental Science these hospitals could be used for almost all groups of patients 

including the ‘acute newly admitted, chronically excited and relapsing cases.’13  

 

 
Fig. 7.14 Ayrshire District Asylum, plan of new hospital plan by John Bennie Wilson, 1904 

                                                
13 Journal of Medical Science, October, 1907, 13 
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By 1900 open air treatment was introduced for mentally ill patients suffering from 

Tuberculosis by the erection of verandahs alongside hospital ward blocks. Patients could 

remain out of doors for most of the day and in 1906 at the Ayr District Asylum, 

Superintendent C. C. Easterbrook noted that ‘continuous exposure to the fresh air during 

ordinary daylight hours has been the main feature of the year in the treatment of patients, 

and has undoubtedly benefited their health, contentment and conduct generally.’14 These 

sheltered verandahs generally had wooden partitions between the beds for the isolation of 

the most excitable chronic patients. Above all it allowed for the separation of the 

mentally ill Tuberculosis patients, thus preventing the spread of disease to other non-

infected patients. At Aberdeen Royal Asylum the verandahs were moveable and formed 

of wooden frames covered with oiled canvas. They had the advantage of being 

inexpensive, while serving their purpose.15 On the other hand Mid Lothian and Peebles 

District boasted permanent ‘heated verandahs.’16 In 1919 Easterbrook stated: 

 
I have been much impressed by the improvement exhibited by Tuberculosis 
patients, sane and insane, undergoing the open-air treatment. I also recall certain 
sun-bathed days in summer at Morningside when all the sick, infirm and bed-ridden 
patients in the women’s hospital at West House were all turned out of doors, in 
beds, hammocks and chairs, and given an annual outing in the fresh air and 
sunshine, and I retained vivid impressions of the sun burnt faces, healthier bodies 
and more contented minds as the result thereof.17 

 

 
Fig. 7.15 Ayrshire District Asylum, main buildings, women's isolation verandah 
                                                
14 ‘Ayrshire Lunatic Asylum’, Journal of Medical Science, October, 1907, 13 
15 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, xxiii 
16 Fifty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1911, xxxi 
17 C. C . Easterbrook, Ayrshire Lunatic Asylum: Sanatorium Treatment of Active Insanity, Ayr, 1919, 11 
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At the Edinburgh District Asylum Hippolyte J. Blanc designed a grand, symmetrical 

hospital block with four long main wards for 12 or 14 patients each (fig. 7.16).  

 

 
Fig. 7.16 Bangour Village Asylum, Hospital Block from Academy Architecture Vol.30, 1906, 62 
 

By the 1890s detached hospital blocks had become a permanent feature of the Scottish 

public asylum. This progress was welcomed by the General Board when it reported in its 

Annual Report of 1892 that ‘the chief distinguishing feature in the arrangements of new 

asylum accommodation during recent years has been the greater prominence given to the 

hospital department This has been due to a desire to increase the efficiency of asylums as 

curative institutions.’18 

 

This was also commented upon in the Builder of the same year: 

 
there is a growing and a clearer perception of the fact that the efficiency of the 
asylum as a curative institution is more satisfactorily attained when the 
arrangements specially designed for this purpose are kept to a great extent separate 
from those which have more immediately in view the providing a home for the 

                                                
18 Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1892, x1iii 
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inmates. The hospital sections in the district asylums at present being erected, the 
Commissioners tell us, will afford accommodation for not less than a third of the 
total number of inmates, thus bearing out the two great functions of asylums as 
medical institutions and as homes for the insane.19 

 
Sibbald, writing in the British Medical Journal in 1897, stated that: 

 
One of the most valuable of the improvements in Scottish asylums during recent 
years is the great importance that is given to the distinctively medical or hospital 
aspect of asylum administration. Most of the asylums now possess large and more 
or less independent sections of specially hospital character, where the medical 
treatment of the patients in the more restricted meaning of the words is the 
predominant aim and where special facilities are given for the clinical study of 
insanity.20 

 

Even at Gartloch and Govan, which had distinct hospital sections incorporated from their 

conception, additional infirmary blocks were built. This also illustrates an increasing 

optimism that mental illness was a disease to be treated just like any other. At Govan it 

was noted in 1908 that ‘two new infirmary blocks are reported to be ready for occupation. 

The accommodation provided in them for 62 patients of each sex is stated to be in every 

respect satisfactory.’21 And at Gartloch ‘a sanatorium for consumptive patients which 

accommodated 30 of each sex, has been opened at the Glasgow District Asylum, 

Gartloch. The building, which is constructed of wood and iron, is very commodious.’22 

At Crichton Sydney Mitchell built a further male hospital in 1910. 

 

By the time of its final report in 1914 the General Board would look back noting that: 

 
Thirty years ago it was considered sufficient that the hospital section should afford 
accommodation for about one-third of the total number of inmates; with more 
experience of the system, especially in the urban asylums where there occurs a 
greater influx of physically weak and senile cases, the hospital section had to be 
gradually enlarged until at the present time, in many of the larger Scottish asylums, 
one-half of the whole accommodation is required for hospital purposes.23 

 

                                                
19 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 1657, 1 October, 1892, 746 
20 British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 1903, 19 June, 1897, 1564-5  
21 Fifty-first Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1908, xxxiv 
22 Forty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1904, xxxiii 
23 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, xcv 
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Detached blocks for private patients 

In addition to hospital blocks many late period asylums were also provided with detached 

wings for better-off or ‘first-class’ private patients on the same asylum site. This separate 

provision had originally been provided at Gartnavel where the ‘first’ and ‘second’ class 

houses were very distinct. Although the main asylum building period had seen the 

building of Elmhill House at the Aberdeen Royal Asylum, it was really during the late 

period, starting with the addition of Craighouse to the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, that 

separate provision began to occupy a significant part of the asylum site. Where formerly 

this group of patients would have been accommodated in a particular part of the main 

building, new thinking led to the erection of entirely detached buildings, which were 

classified by rank. New blocks were added to Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside 

(1855-7) by William Lambie Moffat and to Dundee Royal Asylum at Westgreen by 

Edward & Robertson (1874-82). 

 

Unlike Edinburgh and Aberdeen where space was at a premium, the asylums at 

Sunnyside (Montrose) and Liff (Dundee) were situated in large landscaped parkland. In 

both cases, these private wings were built to the same E-plan as the larger pauper wings 

on the same site. These separate facilities had their own kitchens, dining-halls and 

gardens. They were more ornate, often looking more like a country house than an asylum. 

Unlike the main pauper institutions, rates of board in the private sections were expensive 

and the accommodation suitably luxurious. 

 

At Montrose Carnegie House was built in 1896 by John Sim to a design by William Kelly 

(fig. 7.17) and at Westgreen, Gowrie House was constructed from 1898-1901 by Thomas 

Saunders Robertson (fig. 7.18). Although on the same site, both wings had very much 

their own identity, particularly Gowrie House, which was situated in its own landscape 

park, away from the main asylum.  
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Fig. 7.17 Dundee Royal Asylum showing the main asylum with the private wing, Gowrie House, in the 

foreground, 2001 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.18 Montrose Royal Asylum, showing the main asylum to the top of the picture and the smaller, 

private wing, Carnegie House, echoing its form to the right hand side, 2001©RCAHMS 
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Gowrie House (fig. 7.19) was a single-story block with three-storey wings, which 

reduced to two storeys at the rear on rising ground. The building was symmetrical with a 

large, main entrance hall, giving the appearance of a luxurious country house. On either 

side of the entrance on the ground floor was a spacious corridor day room, which opened 

on to wings, running at right angles from either end. These wings each had two further 

day rooms to the south, giving a total of six day rooms along the ground floor of the south 

front.  

 

 
Fig. 7.19Tayside Health Board Archive, Gowrie House by Thomas Sanders Robertson, 1898, THB 7 B/05 
 
Behind the entrance hall was a set of twin-panelled stairs leading to the rooms above and 

to the dining room behind. To the rear of the dining hall were the kitchen, stores and 

boiler house, all accessed by way of a passageway to the left of the block. Both the 

kitchen and dining hall were of double height. This passageway ultimately led to the 

Matron’s apartments, servants’ dining room and hall. The matron was responsible for the 

smooth running of the house, again reminiscent of a housekeeper in a traditional country 

house. In addition to their southern day rooms, the side wings comprised six single 

bedrooms, an attendant’s room, bathroom, lavatories and stores. The wings could also be 

accessed from secondary entrances, beside which were shoe rooms, a vestibule and a 
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waiting room for visiting family and friends. The upper floors mainly comprised 

additional sleeping accommodation for patients and servants. 

 

In 1887 Aberdeen Royal Asylum had bought the Glack Estate near Inverurie, primarily to 

acquire more land but one of the two main buildings existing on the site was the House of 

Daviot, which had been built originally as a private residence in 1875-6. In 1889 the 

asylum authorities converted it into a private wing for the patients of highest class from 

the main asylum. Craighouse (fig. 7.20), Carnegie House (7.21) Gowrie House (7.22), 

and House of Daviot (fig. 7.23) all gave the appearance of fine country mansions, with 

the Scottish baronial style employed at Gowrie and Daviot particularly evoking 

domesticity.  

 

 
Fig. 7.20 Craighouse of 1888, the ‘first-class’ Annex of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, 1988 ©The 

Scotsman Publications Ltd 
 

 
Fig. 7.21 Montrose Royal Asylum, Carnegie House of 1896 by William Kelly, 1939 ©Archive Services, 

University of Dundee 
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Fig. 7.22 Dundee District Asylum, Gowrie House of 1898-1901 by Thomas Saunders Robertson, 2001 

©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.23 House of Daviot, original building by James Matthews 1875-6, enlarged extensively by 

Matthews and Mackenzie, 1889, photograph, 2009 ©D. W. Walker 
 
Approaches, cottages and lodges 

The number of cottages and lodges which had begun to be constructed at the end of the 

main building period, also increased greatly in the late period. The District Asylum for 

Lanark, for example, was noted to have 27 cottages on the asylum estate.24 These were 

for the accommodation of both staff alone or for the staff and patients who resided 

together. The developments in architectural plan in the main and late asylum building 

periods also resulted in new architectural forms being constructed, such as approach 

avenues and entrances. First impressions were important for new patients and visitors 
                                                
24 Forty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1902, xxxii 
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alike. The approach to the separate buildings for the ‘first-class’ patients was like that of 

a country house estate; illustrated here by the gateway at Carnegie House at Montrose 

(fig. 7.24). This main phase saw lodges and cottages being constructed at the Mid Lothian 

and Peebles District Asylum at Roslyn by William Lambie Moffatt in 1871-4; Dundee 

Royal Asylum by Edward & Robertson 1874-1882 and these were joined by Haddington 

District Asylum by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson in 1890; Aberdeen Royal Asylum by 

William Kelly in 1897-9: Gartnavel for the Glasgow Royal Asylum by J. J. Burnet in 

1898-9; Crichton Royal, Dumfries by Barbour and Bowie in 1904 and by Sydney 

Mitchell & Wilson in 1904-5; Northern Counties District Asylum by Alexander Ross & 

Son in 1913; Aberdeen District Asylum by Robert Gall at the Fife and Kinross District 

Asylum by Andrew Haxton who built six new houses for attendants in 1927-9 and 12 

additional cottages in 1930. Figures 7.25 to 7.29 show examples of these cottages at the 

Lanark, Crichton Royal, Melrose and Gartloch. 

 

 
Fig. 7.24 From in-house publicity booklet Facilities and Accommodation at Carnegie House, Montrose,  

Montrose Royal Asylum at Sunnyside, 1900 ©Tayside Health Board 
 

 
Fig. 7.25 Lodge, Lanark District Asylum, c.1910 Greater Glasgow Health Board 
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Fig. 7.26 Upper Brownhall Lodge, Crichton Royal Institution of 1904, 1993 RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.27 Staff Cottage, Melrose District Asylum, 1931-6, 1997 RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.28 Lodge, Melrose District Asylum, 1931-36, 1997 RCAHMS 
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Fig. 7.29 City of Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch, row of cottages of c.1920 Greater Glasgow 

Health Board Archive 
 
Farms 

Prior to the late period any farms on asylum sites had either been purchased as part of the 

original site or had been bought from adjoining landowners. The General Board had 

positively encouraged the purchase of local farms in its Annual Report of 1863, 

commending the new District Asylum for Argyll and Bute for taking up the lease of the 

neighbouring farm of Fernock. They thereby secured ‘the permanent prosperity of the 

establishment, but will afford an example which other District Boards will find it for their 

advantage to follow, alike in the interests of patients and ratepayers.’25 At Ayr the District 

Board was advised to take on lease any neighbouring farm that might chance to become 

vacant. At Dumfries, the farm became part of the asylum estate when Brownhall Farm 

was purchased in 1867. Given that these were already existing functional units they could 

be large or small, dairy or mixed, depending on the area and the farming patterns of the 

region. 

 

As asylums grew and a greater emphasis was placed on agricultural labour for the 

patients, new farm complexes began to be incorporated as part of the estate. These were 

                                                
25 Fifteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1873, 1xix 
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rapidly developing as model farms with distinct ranges of buildings to match their 

function. At the Crichton Royal plans of 1890-93 drawn up by the Clerk of Works, John 

Davidson, and advised by Colonel R. F. Dudgeon of Kirkcudbright, show a Baronial-

style group of farm buildings clustered around a centre quadrangle (fig. 7.30). Montrose 

had a similar model farm complex also based around a courtyard (fig. 7.31). Farm 

buildings could also be of much more modest proportions but in each case they were 

purpose-built with a view to the patients who would work in them. Sibbald emphasised 

the benefits of having a farm of a considerable size attached to an asylum; in his 1897 

publication On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor he stated that ‘many of 

the District Lunacy Boards which had only small farms attached to their asylums at first, 

have subsequently become either the proprietors or tenants of neighbouring farms, and 

all the most recently erected asylums have farms of considerable size attached to them.’26 

 

 
Fig. 7.30 Crichton Royal Hospital, Crichton Farm Offices by John Davidson, Clerk of Works, in 

consultation with R. F. Dudgeon, 1890-93, 1993 ©RCAHMS 

                                                
26 Sibbald, op. cit., 18 
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Fig. 7.31 View of Farm Buildings, Offices and Grieve’s House at Montrose Royal Asylum, Montrose, 

1855-7, photograph 2002 ©RCAHMS 
 

Farm and Laundry Colonies 

These farm building complexes often incorporated residential accommodation for the 

working patients. Although this was not unique to asylums (other hospital types included 

TB sanatoria, such as at the Royal Victoria Infirmary in Edinburgh) the Lunacy 

(Scotland) Act of 1857 had encouraged that accommodation for various groups of 

patients should be built in the region of their workplaces. This provided yet a further 

level of classification and provided accommodation suitable for those groups of patients 

for whom a farming community was the natural home. The Crichton farm had 

accommodation for 80 male patients in the central upper storeys on the north side of the 

main quadrangle, while staff occupied the towers on either side. This began the 

development of other separate buildings to house industrial working colonies elsewhere 

on the asylum site. The Act stated that: 

 
detached buildings of a cheap and simple character, consisting chiefly of associated 
day rooms and dormitories, might be provided for the use of working patients. For 
the females these buildings might be placed in connexion with the wash-house and 
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laundry; and for the males, be in the proximity to the workshops and farm 
buildings.27 

 

At the Crichton Institution separate accommodation was provided at the laundry annex 

for female paupers, designed by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson in 1895, and he also planned 

an additional block for ‘day accommodation’ at the farm in 1898-9. Alexander Skirving 

in 1902 created farm colonies for both the Barony Parochial Asylum at Lenzie and at the 

Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch (fig. 7.32). 

 

 
Fig. 7.32 City of Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch, Farm Colony by Alexander Skirving, 1902 

Greater Glasgow Health Board Archive 
 

Of Barony it was noted that there were three such groups ‘one of 50 men, who live at the 

chief farm steading … 15 men … at a small outlying farm steading; … 8 women … in a 

small cottage on the grounds.’28 This concept was also being promoted in continental 

Europe. An example was the extensive buildings erected in connection with the asylum 

farm, known as ‘agricultural colonies’, at Haschhof, the satellite of the Provincial Insane 

Colony at Kierling-Gugging near Klosterneuburg, Vienna, of 1899.  

                                                
27 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
28 Sibbald, op. cit., 19 
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Nurses’ homes 

In the early and main building periods asylum staff (including the Superintendent and 

Matron) were given homes in the main central asylum block. As the single, large asylum 

block began to be replaced by a number of smaller, more classified units there was a 

move to house staff in separate, detached blocks. The provision of good-quality, on-site 

accommodation not only aided recruitment and retention of staff but also was an essential 

given the semi-rural setting of many of the asylums. While many lived in cottages and 

lodges the increasing number of nurses employed on the site justified new, purpose-

specific detached buildings. Some of these were on a very extensive scale and during the 

late period they became an ever-more significant building on asylum sites. These 

included nurses’ homes at the Barony Parochial Asylum (fig. 7.33); Aberdeen District 

Asylum (fig. 7.34); and Montrose Royal Asylum (fig. 7.35). Further large-scale nurses’ 

homes were built at Glasgow District Asylum by Thomson & Sandilands in 1898; 

Dundee Royal Asylum by Thomas Martin Cappon in 1904-11; Stirling District Asylum 

by A. & W. Black of 1907 (at a cost of approximately £10,000)29; Royal Edinburgh 

Asylum at West House by Henry and MacLennan of 1912; Renfrew District Asylum by 

T. G. Abercrombie in 1914; Lanark District Asylum by Cullen, Lochhead and Brown in 

1926-31; Fife and Kinross District Asylum by Andrew Haxton in 1927-9; and at Crichton 

Royal Institution in Dumfries James Flett designed a board room and nurses residence in 

1923-6 and a new nurses’ home in 1930. 
 

 
Fig. 7.33 Barony Parochial Asylum, Nurses’ Home, c.1900 ©East Dumbarton Museum Service 

                                                
29 Fifty-first Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1908, xxxvii 
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Fig. 7.34 Aberdeen District Asylum, Nurses Home, 1995 RCAHMS 

 

 
Fig. 7.35  Montrose Royal Lunatic Asylum, Nurses’ Home, 2001RCAHMS  
 

Housing for Superintendents 

At the top of the asylum staff hierarchy was the Medical Superintendent. Originally he 

had occupied the rooms at the centre of the asylum for the purposes of supervision and 

surveillance. Gradually this arrangement changed with the provision of detached villas 

for them and their families elsewhere on the asylum estate. In the First Annual Report of 

the General Board it urged that ‘a suitable residence should be provided for the medical 
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superintendent, with kitchen and other necessary domestic offices.’30 At the Edinburgh 

District Asylum in 1906 it was reported that ‘the Medical Superintendent’s house is 

completed and is a commodious dwelling, so situated as to command a view of all the 

buildings.’31 Given the status of the Superintendent within the asylum the houses were 

generally large detached villas, as illustrated in figures 7.36 to 7.39. The architectural 

style, construction material and the substantial scale of these buildings was usually in 

keeping with the main asylum.  
 

 
Fig. 7.36 Mid Lothian and Peebles District Asylum, Superintendent’s House, 2001 A. Darragh 
 

 
Fig. 7.37 Glasgow District Asylum, Superintendent’s House, 1994 RCAHMS 

                                                
30 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
31 Forty-eighth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1906, xxxii 
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Fig. 7.38 Northern Counties District Asylum, Superintendent’s House, 2000 RCAHMS 

 

 
Fig. 7.39 City of Glasgow District Asylum at Gartloch, Superintendent’s House c.1895 Greater Glasgow 

Health Board Archive 
 

Villas 

From the outset of the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act the development of separate villas on 

asylum sites was advocated by the General Board. In its First Annual Report it stated that 

provision of accommodation of a ‘simple and inexpensive description might also be made 
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for a portion of the idiotic, imbecile and fatuous patients, and also for chronic cases.’32 

This brought about the detached villa, in the same way that it had given rise to the 

cottages. These villas came in two main forms – as detached villas built on existing sites 

and secondly as those built as part of a particular ‘colony plan’ layout. The function of 

both was the same and that was to combine the dual concepts of classification and 

domesticity. This arrangement reflected a change in both attitudes and architecture, for it 

saw each block being constructed with special reference to the requirements of the class 

of patients it was intended to receive. By the late phase of public asylum building in 

Scotland villas for patients were not just seen as one-off additions, but as providing a 

major component of future patient accommodation. Whereas the cottages were small and, 

by their very nature, modest in design, usually housed from three to five patients the 

villas were often large and architecturally impressive accommodating anywhere between 

20 and 100.  

 

Of Crichton’s villas in 1894 it was noted: 

 
there are now eight of these separate country houses, and their use is reported to 
confer a great benefit upon their inmates, both in the respect of the freedom and 
home-like life enjoyed in them, and the great power which such a variety of choice 
gives in adapting the accommodation to a patient’s mental condition and means.33 

 
Villas were constructed for both private and ‘pauper’ patients, as at the Crichton Royal in 

Dumfries, but the first villa specifically for ‘paupers’ in Scotland was at the Perthshire 

District Asylum at Murthly, which opened around 1894. Craighouse had villas for the 

highest classes of patient from the time of the original scheme in 1888. During C. C. 

Easterbrook’s period as Superintendent of the Crichton Royal Institution (1908-36) the 

building of villas became even more extensive. He was a strong advocate of the benefits 

of this type of accommodation and in 1910 visited similar establishments in Germany, 

Austria, France and throughout Britain in an attempt to learn the latest ideas on this form 

of arrangement. On his return four additional large villas were built and in 1913 he went 

on a further tour to North America to study villa developments. These separate residences 

                                                
32 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
33 Thirty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1894, xxv 
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or villas became a distinguishing feature of, amongst others, the Crichton Royal and the 

Perthshire and Renfrew District Asylums. The 1910 Annual Report of the Commissioners 

encouraged this arrangement, as it would ‘preserve the advantages of that mode of care 

for many of the insane.’34 As Sibbald noted, it was ‘free from the hampering influence of 

architectural or other considerations dependent on its forming part of one great 

building.’35 Also, it permitted a plainer, simpler structural arrangement – more like that of 

a private dwelling or family home. 

 
Villas were constructed on almost all public asylum sites in Scotland but those of 

particular note were built at Craighouse by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson (Queens Craig, 

Bevan Craig and South Craig) in 1888-94; Crichton Royal Institution (Solway House) by 

Sydney Mitchell & Wilson (with John Davidson) in 1890-92; Crichton again (Dudgeon 

House and Browne House) by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson in 1897, (block for disturbed 

and violent pauper lunatics) in 1898 and (male and female observation villas) in 1911; the 

Ayrshire District Asylum by Stevenson & Cassels in 1897; Barony (new villa for the 

children of the asylum) by Clarke, Bell & Bryden in 1899-1906; Montrose Royal Asylum 

(Howden Villa) by John Sim in 1901; Banff District Asylum by Kelly & Nicol in 1903; 

James Murray’s Royal by Maclaren and Mackay in 1903-4 and by Smart, Stewart and 

Mitchell (Gilgal House) in 1929-31; Renfrew District Asylum by T. G. Abercrombie in 

1914; Aberdeen District Asylum by Gall & Hay in 1923-6. Figures 7.40 to 7.44 show 

examples of some of these villas at Crichton, Murthly, Montrose and Craighouse.  

 

 
Fig. 7.40 Villa at Crichton of 1901, image 1993 RCAHMS 

                                                
34 Fifty-second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1910, xxv 
35 Sibbald, op. cit., 14 
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Fig. 7.41 Pinel Villa of 1894 at Perthshire District Asylum, Murthly, 2001 RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.42 Howden Villa by John Sim, Montrose Royal Asylum, 1901 Tayside Health Board 
 

 
Fig. 7.43 North Esk Villa, Montrose Royal Asylum of 1902, 2001 RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.44 Craighouse, Bevan villa, 1891, photograph taken 1895 RCAHMS 
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Churches 

New detached units were not limited to hospitals blocks, farms, work settings and 

accommodation for patients and staff. Developments had been underway throughout the 

main and late periods in relation to the spiritual needs of patients in the form of free-

standing church buildings. The asylum chapels, which had originally been placed at the 

centre of the main building were, by the end of the study period, relocated into new, 

independent structures and in some cases of vast and monumental proportion. As early as 

1842 Charles Wilson at the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Gartnavel, had taken the first step 

along this path by designing a partially detached chapel, which would link the ‘first’ and 

‘second’ class houses. The church remained central to the plan but had come out of the 

main accommodation space, creating a distinction between ‘home’ and church, yet 

keeping it a central feature of the whole design. This was developed at Barony where the 

church was partially attached to the main building. At James Murray’s Royal Asylum in 

Perth the church of 1904 designed by the Physician Superintendent Dr Urquhart was also 

a semi-independent structure, adjoining two new villas. 

 

The erection of detached church buildings on site had two distinct functions. Firstly it 

allowed space within the main building to be reclaimed for sleeping accommodation for 

the increasing patient population, and secondly it provided a new, independent, purpose-

built and generally much larger area for church services and other gatherings. In 1870 the 

General Board noted of Montrose that ‘should the pressure for accommodation continue, 

room, it is suggested, might be provided by building a detached chapel.’36 Detached 

churches and chapels had been a feature of asylum design before this period for in 1857 it 

was noted in the Scottish Lunacy Commission Report of 1857 that ‘at Dundee and 

Aberdeen, detached chapels are at present in the course of construction.’37 Two detached 

church buildings most worthy of note were the Crichton Memorial Church at the Crichton 

Royal Institution in Dumfries of 1889 by Sydney Mitchell & Wilson (fig. 7.45) and the 

Church of Our Lady at the Edinburgh District Asylum, Bangour, by Harold Ogle 

Tarbolton of 1924 (fig. 7.46). Although no longer the central feature within a main 

                                                
36 Twelfth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1870, 1x 
37 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 90 
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asylum building, both churches occupied central positions on the new colony-style sites. 

By 1889 the Dumfries asylum was, in essence, a colony plan, the main building by Burn 

now being only one of many buildings spread over the complex. Similarly at Bangour, 

the colony planned asylum had the church forming a focal point to the whole design, 

virtually at the centre of the site. 

 

 
Fig. 7.45 Crichton Memorial Chapel, Dumfries, general view, 1993 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.46 Church of Our Lady, Edinburgh District Asylum, view from East, 1993 RCAHMS 
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Recreation halls 

During the late period these large, free-standing recreation halls had an enormous impact 

on the asylum site. As with many of the other detached buildings on site they had their 

own kitchens and toilet facilities and therefore could be accessed entirely independently. 

Seating was removable so it created a multifunctional space, which could be used for all 

manner of activities – dances, theatricals, concerts and other social gatherings. Figures 

7.47 to 7.49 show three representative recreation halls from the District asylums for the 

Northern Counties, Aberdeen and Edinburgh. 

 

 
Fig. 7.47  Northern Counties District Asylum Recreation Hall of 1927, photograph 2000 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 7.48 Aberdeen District Asylum Recreation Hall of 1904, photograph 1995 ©RCAHMS 
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Fig. 7.49 Edinburgh District Asylum Recreation Hall of 1906, photograph 1993 ©RCAHMS 
 

The Colony or Village plan 

By the early twentieth century, asylum design had progressed to what would become its 

final layout – the colony or village plan. Given that for many years detached buildings 

had been constructed on site one might say that the colony or village plan had been 

evolving and was not an entirely new concept. The difference was, however, that from 

their creation they were to be villages designed to give the patient a feel of the outside 

world. Situated in open countryside the patients in these colonies would thus be managed 

by controlled exposure to the wider environment. They could be as varied as small towns, 

with a combination of residential, public and agricultural buildings. Here the ‘villa’ 

system of Gartloch had been further refined, creating village-like ‘colonies’. This would, 

as stated in the British Medical Journal of 1906, be ‘a departure from the present type of 

building … it is entirely a new departure in asylum construction, so far as Great Britain is 

concerned, although the villa principle is adopted to some extent in other countries, 

notably the United States.’38 H. Richardson notes in A Continental Solution to the 

planning of Lunatic Asylums 1900-1940 that ‘Scotland proved more receptive to this 

                                                
38 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1498 
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radical departure from accustomed planning than England.’39 By 1900 treatments had 

improved to such a degree that recovery was likely in all but the most severe cases.  

 

In Scotland this was first witnessed at both the Edinburgh District Asylum in Uphall 

(Bangour Village Hospital) from 1898-1906, designed by Hippolyte J. Blanc (fig. 7.50 

and 7.51) and at the District Asylum for Aberdeen at New Machar (Kingseat Hospital) of 

1901-4, designed by Alexander Marshall Mackenzie. The last three asylums in this study 

– Renfrew District Asylum at Dykebar of 1909 designed by T. G. Abercrombie, 

Gogarburn Home for Mental Defectives of 1924 by Stewart Kaye and Lennox Castle 

Certified Institution for Mental Defectives of 1929 by Wylie, Wright and Wylie – are all 

designed on this plan. Renfrew in particular was singled out by the Commissioners as 

being of the ‘segregate or village type, having an administrative centre, a separate 

hospital, and separate villas at suitable distances for the various classes of patients.’40 

 

The designs by Hippolyte J. Blanc in 1898 for the Edinburgh District Asylum at Bangour, 

reproduced in the RIBA Journal in 1908, showed an entirely self-contained village.41 It 

had been designed to be self-sufficient through the labour of the most able patients and 

included a power station, workshops, bakery, stores, kitchen and laundry situated 

centrally. Each villa accommodated between 25 and 40 patients and varied from two to 

three storeys. On the ground floor of each villa there was a day-room, dining-room and 

kitchen, with sleeping accommodation in the rooms above. The patients were still 

classified by sex, rank and nature of condition, with each group occupying its own villa 

or colony in comfortable and specially designed houses. Architecturally this led to major 

changes to asylum design as many of the elements which had for years characterised 

asylum sites had vanished. Great lengths of buildings were broken up into small home-

like units and large common dining-halls were replaced by smaller rooms within the 

                                                
39 H. Richardson, ‘A Continental Solution to the planning of Lunatic Asylums 1900-1940’, in Scotland and 
Europe: Architecture & Design 1850-1940, St Andrews Studies in the History of Scottish Architecture & 
Design, II, 1991, 70 
40 Fifty-second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1910, xxxii 
41 H. J. Blanc, ‘Bangour Village Asylum’, in RIBA Journal, Vol. XV, No. 10, 21 March 1908, 309-26 and 
10 November, 1906, 545 
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villas. Amongst the advantages of the colony system was that it was more economical to 

construct and could be extended to meet demand as resources became available. This had 

been proposed by the District Board for Argyll and Bute as early as 1861. 

 

 
Fig. 7.50 Edinburgh District Asylum (second) of 1898; from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1915 ©nls 
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Fig. 7.51 Aerial view of Edinburgh District Asylum at Bangour, 2002, ©RCAHMS 
 

The editors of the British Medical Journal in November 1906 drew attention to the fact 

that although the designs of Bangour were started first, A. Marshall Mackenzie’s District 

Asylum for Aberdeen at Kingseat was, in fact, completed earlier. In 1904 it was noted of 

Aberdeen that ‘the asylum is built on the segregate principle and is the first in Scotland of 

that type to be completed and occupied.’42 The Aberdeen District Board stated that before 

fixing on plans for their new asylum great pains had been taken to gather information as 

to the arrangements in other institutions at home and abroad. In 1897 a deputation from 

the Sites and Buildings Committee of the Edinburgh District Lunacy Board visited the 

                                                
42 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1498 
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asylums of St Anne and Ville Juif in Paris; Dalldorf, Herzeberge and Wuhlgarten in 

Berlin; and Alt Scherbitz, near Leipzig. A further deputation visited the Perth District 

Asylum at Murthly; the Stirling District Asylum at Larbert; the County Asylum at 

Rainhill, near Liverpool; the West Riding Asylum at Menston, near Leeds; the Claybury 

asylum in Essex; and the Cane Hill Asylum in Surrey. The advantages of the segregated 

type of asylum appeared so manifest that the Alt Scherbitz arrangement of 1876 was 

chosen as the model to be followed (fig. 7.52).43 

 

 
Fig. 7.52 Plan of Alt-Scherbitz Village Asylum near Leipzig in Germany from J. Sibbald, On the Plans of 

Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, page after 22 
 
It was based on two principal concepts: firstly that the asylum should be separated into 

two sections and secondly that the buildings, as far as possible, should echo the character 

of ordinary private dwellings. This had a particular bearing on their size, style of 

architecture, internal arrangements, and grouping. At Alt-scherbitz the first of these two 

                                                
43 Report of a Deputation from Edinburgh District Lunacy Board appointed to visit certain asylums in 
France, Germany and England, recommended by the General Board of Lunacy, Edinburgh, 1897 
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sections would be called the ‘central establishment’, which corresponded directly to the 

medical section, and the second the ‘colony’, corresponding to the non-medical section. 

 

According to Sibbald, it was following this deputation of the Building Committee to the 

continent that 

 
the parish council of Aberdeen, after much consideration and inquiry, resolved to 
adopt a system, tried chiefly on the continent, by which fatuous and insane persons, 
instead of being crowded into one large building, are attended to in separate 
colonies under adequate oversight…the buildings are dotted in picturesque fashion 
over the area which is intersected by walks, margined by shrubs and broken up by 
trees.44 

 

At Aberdeen (figs 7.53 and 7.54) the buildings would consist of a central hospital, five 

villas for men and five for women, an administrative block, with accommodation for 

attendants on its upper floor, a nurses’ home, laundry and powerhouse, kitchen and 

stores, recreation hall, bath house, isolation hospital, workshops, chapel and a mortuary. 

There was to be a house for the Medical Superintendent, three lodges for officials and 

two double-cottages occupied by an attendant, the blacksmith, and farm-servants. The 

central hospital section would accommodate 100 patients, 50 males and 50 females, in 

three wards on each side of central kitchen. These would be occupied by the sick, 

depressed and the recent or acute cases. On either side of these wards was a day room, 

which could be used as a dining hall if required but it was noted that if patients dined in 

their respective wards, the day room might be used for the senile and infirm.45 

 
All new cases would be first admitted to the hospital. A corridor from the central section 

led to the infectious wards, which at this period, were to be devoted to the treatment of 

patients in the third stage of consumption. Although it was stated that such patients would 

not be the main source of infection, it was noted that ‘their segregation is necessary for 

the protection of other patients.’46  
 

                                                
44 Sibbald, op. cit., 15 
45 Minutes of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, 11 August 1903, 
225 
46 Ibid. 
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Fig. 7.53 Aberdeen District Asylum at Kingseat, from Ordnance Survey, 1966 
 

Of the 10 villas, two would be ‘closed’, that is to say, locked all day for patients who 

were a danger to themselves or other patients; four would be colony villas into which 

industrious or easily managed patients would be housed. The classification of the four 

remaining villas was not to be made until the asylum of 478 patients was fully occupied, 

in order to ascertain the areas of greatest need. Every detail of the new asylum was 

carefully considered, both externally and internally and advice was sought from other 

contemporary asylums around the country. It was reported in 1903 that 

 
before deciding definitely on the furnishing and staffing, for the sake of economy as 
well as efficiency … a small committee should inspect … two or three more of the 
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recently equipped Scotch Asylums, such as Gartloch and Hartwood, near Glasgow 
and also the Stirling District Asylum.47 

 

The new asylum was opened for the reception of patients on 16 May 1904 and the 

following month was inspected by the General Board. The buildings were said to be of  

‘substantial and economical construction’ and ‘admirably adapted to their purpose’.48 At 

this point the board resolved to approve of and adopt the asylum as a District Asylum for 

the City of Aberdeen.  
 

 
Fig. 7.54 Aberdeen District Asylum, Kingseat, 2000 ©RCAHMS 
 
In 1906 the British Medical Journal reported that ‘the asylum is as free as it is possible 

for such an institution to be from the prison-like appearance and depressing environment 

which in popular conception are inseparable from a madhouse.’49 But it was recognised 

                                                
47 Minutes of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, 11 August 1903, 
73 
48 Ibid., 14 August 1904, 139 
49 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1502 
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by the authorities at Aberdeen that ‘insanity’ could not be cured by the buildings alone, 

even in the most massive doses. The British Medical Journal commented that certain 

public bodies in England should take note as they appeared to think that the solution of 

the ‘lunacy’ problem was to be found ‘in covering as much ground as possible with 

palatial building.’50 At Aberdeen, however, the architecture was much more restrained, 

returning almost to the point of austerity as at the early District Asylums. By 1902 the 

General Board commented that architectural features, however good from an architectural 

point of view, were not called for in the case of a District Asylum, and suggested that ‘if 

these features were found to add materially to the cost of the buildings they should be 

omitted.51 The architect of the asylum, A Marshall MacKenzie, had been fully aware of 

these issues noting in 1902:  

 
I desire to say that from the first to last my aim has been so to design these 
buildings in all their details, that, while being thoroughly efficient and complying in 
every way with all the latest improvements and the requirements of the General 
Board of Lunacy, they shall at the same time be the most economically constructed 
asylum in the country.52  

 

Colonies for ‘mental defectives’ 

Sibbald was a great exponent of this colony plan and had, in 1897, published his Plans of 

Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, which contained a full description of the plan of 

Alt Scherbitz and a recommendation that it serve as a model for future asylums in 

Scotland. The final three institutions of this study, Dykebar, Gogarburn and Lennox 

Castle were also based on the colony system (figs 7.55 to 7.56). With its grouping of 

buildings around a central green Gogarburn portrayed the ideal colony community with 

domestic-style villas, scattered workshops, school, large communal recreation hall and 

church. As with Kingseat and Bangour, the emphasis was a move away from the barrack 

like institutions of earlier periods. Although Lennox Castle (fig. 7.57) had the same 

constituent parts as Kingseat, Bangour and Gogarburn, its arrangement was characterised 

                                                
50 Ibid., 1498-1502 
51 Forty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board … Edinburgh, 1902, 1i 
52 Minutes of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, 11 August, 1904, 
66 
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by a rigidity, which returned it to a much more institutional style of design. The identical 

nature of the single-storey villas, dormitories and ward blocks was in contrast to the 

variety offered by the colony system at other institutions. 

 

The site comprised two distinct areas – the male and female sections – each incorporating 

10 dormitory blocks, seven workshop blocks and central refectories. At the heart of the 

site was the church, administration block and assembly hall, stores block, sports pavilion, 

the existing walled garden of the original castle and a tea room and shop. The hospital 

group was made up of the hospital itself, the isolation block and the mortuary. Staff were 

extremely well catered for at Lennox Castle with what was, in essence, their own housing 

development on site, almost entirely independent of the main groups of buildings. In 

addition to this the original Lennox Castle was redeveloped into a nurses’ home. Both the 

Superintendent and the Medical Officer had large, detached villas, screened by trees and 

set in their own landscaped grounds. The site was well connected with the lodge and 

main entrance leading to Lennoxtown to the south east of the site and a railway siding 

just a few hundred yards away with Campsie Glen station which was on the Blane Valley 

Branch of the London and North Eastern Railway. 

 

 
Fig. 7.55 Renfrew District Asylum of 1909; from 2nd edition Ordnance Survey, 1913 ©nls 
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Fig. 7.56 Perspective view of Gogarburn from the south by Stewart Kaye 1927 Edinburgh Gallery 
 

 
Fig. 7.57 Layout plan of Lennox Castle Certified Institution for Mental Defectives, from Lennox Castle, a 

small booklet produced at the opening of the institution, published by Glasgow Corporation, 
1936 ©Greater Glasgow Health Board Archive 
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The colony plan was a reflection of a late nineteenth-century desire to break up the size 

of institutions. With this it was also important not to lose the economic benefits and 

organisational efficiencies of the large facility. This trend became an international design 

phenomenon with separate villas designated for admissions, long-term care, intensive 

care, secure accommodation and eventually villas for out-patients. This arrangement 

allowed for the increased classification as each separate villa or colony could be easily 

planned for a particular patient group. It could also be added to as required. As H. 

Richardson comments, the colonies at Kingseat (Aberdeen), Bangour (Edinburgh) and 

Dykebar (Renfrew) ‘represent a high point in Scottish Asylum design’.53 

 

Public asylum design in Scotland progressed from the early, rigid layout of the prison-

like, radial, courtyard, U- and H-plan asylums to the more flexible T- and E- forms, to the 

pavilion and villa arrangements and finally to the ‘colony’ layouts of the early twentieth 

century. Although classification remained paramount, the confinement and containment 

principles that characterised the earliest asylums had evolved to a much more flexible, 

liberated and domestic-style setting. The colony-planned asylum was the last 

development of the asylum form in Scotland. Thus can be traced an evolution in 

architectural layout and social development from the first asylum at Montrose to the last 

institution at Lennox Castle. The final report of the General Board in 1914 noted that the 

Edinburgh District Asylum showed a marked improvement on the old ‘barrack type of 

institution, and ‘an approximation towards the normal mode of life of human beings.’54 It 

might be argued that in the colony system, the domesticity of Tuke’s Retreat at York, 

which had been almost abandoned during the period of extensive asylum building, had 

gone almost full circle over a period of almost 150 years. 

 
 
 

                                                
53 H. Richardson and G. Stell, ‘Health and Welfare’ in G. Stell, J. Shaw and S. Storier (eds), Scottish Life 
and Society: a compendium of Scottish Ethnology; Volume 3, Scotland’s Buildings, Edinburgh, 2003, 324 
54 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, xxviii 
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Chapter 8 
 

A move to Moral Treatment 
 

Besides, it should be remembered that lunacy is a disorder so peculiar in its 
circumstances, and in the treatment which it requires, as to take it altogether out of the 

class of the common disorders with which human nature is afflicted.1 
 

This chapter investigates how the public asylum in Scotland was managed under a 

system known as Moral Treatment from 1781 to 1930. In particular it explores how 

specific elements of the treatment were encouraged by the General Board of Lunacy and 

embraced by asylum superintendents. The start of this study period coincided with the 

end of a particularly powerful period of intellectual change in Scotland from around 1740 

to 1790 (known as the Scottish Enlightenment) and included disciplines such as literature, 

engineering, painting and architecture. Many well-known names from Scottish history –

Robert Burns, David Hume, Sir Henry Raeburn, Allan Ramsay, Adam Smith and Thomas 

Telford – created in Scotland, with others, one of the greatest cultural centres of the mid 

to late eighteenth century. This period brought with it many philanthropic projects such 

as the establishment of religious, literary, medical and educational institutions throughout 

the country and, as a result, Scotland led the way in the treatment of the physically ill for 

many decades. Similarly its emerging public lunatic asylum and system of Moral 

Treatment would come to reflect these Enlightenment principles and gain wide national 

and international significance. 

 

What was Moral Treatment? 

In W. A. F. Browne’s What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be of 1837 he noted that: 

 
All recent writers on insanity have spoken loudly in praise of moral treatment. But 
they have spoken vaguely of its nature. Each of them attaches a different meaning 
to the word. Employment is the panacea of one; amusement is the specific of 
another; classification is advocated by a third.2 

 

                                                
1 Inverness Journal, 1818, ref. 13/3 4D E in a letter from Lord Binning to Sir Alexander Muir Mackenzie, 
Bart, dated 28 February, 1818 
2 W. A. F. Browne, What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, Edinburgh, 1837, 156 
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Browne argued that this did not go far enough when he stated that for effective Moral 

Treatment ‘every arrangement … from the situation, the architecture and furniture of the 

building … to the direct appeals made to the affections by means of kindness, discipline 

and social intercourse, ought to be embraced’.3 For Browne, like other psychiatrists of his 

age, the word ‘moral’ had a different connotation from today and throughout his works he 

refers to mental illnesses such as ‘melancholia’ as ‘a disease of moral sentiments.’4 In the 

nineteenth century the term ‘moral’ encompassed many factors such as the improvement 

of the mind, body and soul and a remove from all things material. It was defined in the 

Second Annual Report of the Crichton Institution, Dumfries of 1841 when it was 

suggested that within the public asylum environment under a system of moral treatment 

there was ‘a sort of invigorating moral climate, in which the shattered mind recovers a 

portion of its strength and elasticity, and is more easily and successfully acted upon by 

other means of alleviation.’5 This alleviation would be found in the early removal of the 

patient to the asylum, exposure to fresh air, exercise, active employment, attending 

church and being treated kindly by asylum staff. These developments in the mode of 

managing the patients led to advances in the views of asylum administrators with regard 

to the structural arrangements of asylums and their related landscapes. As the period 

progressed this would fundamentally change the character of these institutions, which 

became less centres of detention, and more hospitals for curative treatment. Moral 

Treatment was also based on the concept that the hospital environment could, in itself, 

have curative powers. 

 

Within the subject of productive labour and activity, one might say that the new asylum 

had a five-fold purpose – its function being not only medical, but also social, moral, 

religious and economic. Financially these institutions benefited from any income- 

generating activities that took place, while socially there was the collective action of 

productive work. As to moral and religious improvements, patients received Christian 

guidance and instruction, believed to diminish symptoms of illness and depression. 

Thereby was created a more supportive and healthy environment. Browne, in What 

                                                
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid., 11 
5 Second Annual Report of the Crichton Royal Institution for Lunatics, Dumfries, 1841, 8 
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Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be described his vision for an ideal asylum,  

encouraging the reader to  

 
Conceive a spacious building resembling the palace of a Peere, airy and elevated, 
and elegant, surrounded by extensive swelling grounds and gardens. The interior is 
fitted up with galleries and workshops, and music rooms. The sun and the air are 
allowed to enter…the view is unobstructed by shutters or bars; all is clean and 
attractive…The inmates all seem to be actuated by the common impulse of 
enjoyment, all are busy, and delighted by being so. The house and all round appears 
a hive of industry… They literally work to please themselves…There is in this 
community no compulsion, no chains, no whips, no corporal punishment, simply 
because these are proved to be less effectual means for carrying any point than 
persuasion, emulation and the desire for gratification.6 

 

Throughout this period changes in the mode of managing patients were continuously 

introduced and developed. It was found that as conditions in the asylums improved and as 

increased comforts were provided for the patients, coercive discipline came to be less 

needed and means of restraint could be reduced. It was also realised that more patients 

than had previously been thought possible could be engaged in useful occupation and that 

recovery and ‘cure’ could be a reality rather than a dream. This approach to treating the 

‘insane’ was based on several key ideas: removal of the individual from the outside world 

and their relocation within an ordered and disciplined environment; replacement of 

various forms of restraint by increased levels of personal liberty; creation of a 

comfortable, home-like environment, encouraging, active and worthwhile employment; 

an emphasis on moral and religious teachings; a new belief in the possibility of recovery 

and cure and the increased awareness of the special needs of patients by the kindness and 

gentleness of suitable staff.  

 

Although initially Moral Treatment was a concept that had developed in continental 

Europe it quickly found favour both in England and Scotland. The Retreat at York in 

particular provided the leading example on which many other public asylums would base 

their treatment. The Dundee Royal Asylum in 1820 decided that ‘the management 

adopted in the Retreat at York shall be closely followed; and a copy of the account of that 

mild and excellent institution, drawn up by Samuel Tuke Esq., shall lie upon the table of 
                                                
6 Browne, op. cit., 229 
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the Directors room for the perusal of every person connected with the Establishment.’7 

There were also visible reminders of the teachings of Pinel and Tuke in many Scottish 

asylums through the naming of wards and memorial plaques aimed at keeping these 

management principles before staff and patients. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show memorials to 

Pinel and Tuke at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum of 1837 and in 1894 the Perth District 

Asylum added two convalescent villas, naming them ‘Tuke Lodge’ and ‘Pinel Lodge.’8 

These are just two examples of many. Tuke was equally impressed with the growing 

public asylum network in Scotland and in his search for new ideas and methods of 

treatment he made a study visit to Dundee in 1837, taking particular interest in the 

employment and activities organised for patients. The Dundee Royal Asylum’s Annual 

Report of that year states that Tuke was so impressed by what he had heard of the asylum 

at Dundee that he recorded in the Visitors’ Book ‘I have come to learn and admire.’9  

  

The 1835 Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum ordained that treatment in 

Scotland’s public asylums should comprise the following key elements:  

 
1. The patient should be early removed to an Asylum – divested of all gloom, large 

and airy, affording ample means of classification, and surrounded by extensive 
grounds. 

2. The patient’s bodily health must be carefully attended to. 
3. As soon as the acute stage of the disease has passed, the patient ought to be 

constantly occupied in such a manner as to exercise both his body and mind, 
according to his rank, education and habits. 

4. All the higher powers of the mind are to be cherished, and full scope given to the 
benevolent feelings. 

5. All patients must be treated kindly, and addressed and acted towards as rational 
beings. It may be that they must be looked on as children, - still they must be 
looked on as rational children.10 

 

                                                
7 Minute Book of the Dundee Royal Asylum, Dundee, 1820, 7 
8 Thirty-ninth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1897, xxxi 
9 Annual Report of the Dundee Royal Asylum, Dundee, 1837, 40 
10 Twenty-First Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Lunatic Asylum, Glasgow, 1835, 16 
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Fig. 8.1 Bust of Philippe Pinel (1745-1826) at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum of 1837, photograph taken 

2002 ©A. Darragh 
 

 
Fig. 8.2 Profile of William Tuke (1732-1822) at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum of 1837, photograph taken 

2002 ©A. Darragh 
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One of the responsibilities of the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for 

Scotland as founded in 1857 was to standardise methods of treatment. In 1869 it  

canvassed the views of asylum superintendents on what they felt constituted the most 

efficient order of treatment and to which elements they attached the most importance. 

Responses were forthcoming from Dr Jamieson, Aberdeen Royal Asylum; Dr Sibbald, 

Argyll and Bute District Asylum; Dr Gilchrist, Crichton Royal Institution; Dr Rorie, 

Dundee Royal Asylum; Dr Tuke, Fife and Kinross District Asylum; Dr Mackintosh, 

Glasgow Royal Asylum; Dr Aitken, Northern Counties District Asylum; Dr Howden, 

Montrose Royal Asylum; Dr McIntosh, Perth District Asylum and Dr Grierson, 

Roxburgh District Asylum. The results were as follows: 

 

1. Change of surroundings, and removal from existing causes and unfavourable 

circumstances. 

2. Medical treatment: drugs or medicine, blood-letting, and counter-irritation. 

3. Supply of physical wants; food, clothing, shelter. 

4. Moral treatment – classification, mechanical restraint, solitary seclusion, general 

seclusion or isolation from the outer world, bathing exercise, occupation, 

recreation, counsel, religious exercises, general supervision.11 

 

Although this was 34 years on from the Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum in 

1835 the results of the survey of superintendents were remarkably similar. In the early 

years of the public asylum there was little medical treatment available for the patients 

other than to entertain and create diversionary activities. Engaging in sport, games, 

expeditions, compiling magazines, work on the asylum farm or as helpers around the 

estate or wards was an important part of the regime. Through the exercise of both body 

and mind and inducing fatigue, a beneficial therapeutic effect was often achieved. This 

concept continued to be supported many years later by contemporary scientific journals 

such as the Lancet, which commented ‘recreation and treatment go hand-in-hand.’12 The 

                                                
11 Eleventh Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1869, 239 
12 Lancet, 18 January, 1900, 124 
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five sections in this chapter reflect the major themes of Moral Treatment as defined by 

asylum Superintendents and the impact they had on developing asylum communities. 
 

The early removal of patients from the ‘cause’ of their ‘insanity’ 

The early removal of patients from the source of their ‘insanity’ and relocation to a 

purpose-built asylum environment seems to have been the single most critical factor of 

treatment. In the New Statistical Account of Scotland it was noted that ‘in general, 

recovery is by no means hopeless, when the case is not too long neglected.’13  This belief 

and emphasis had not changed by the time of the 1857 Act when F. Winslow noted in 

The Law of Lunacy and the Condition of the Insane in Scotland, an article based on the 

report of the General Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland of 1855, that ‘the success of 

curative treatment depends in a very great degree upon its being undertaken at an early 

stage of the disease.’14 Later in his article he stated that ‘it cannot be too often repeated, 

that in the treatment of insanity, loss of time is unfavourable to recovery, and that every 

impediment that is thrown in the way of immediate treatment acts most prejudicially 

upon the patient by tending to render permanent the aberration from normal action, 

which, under favourable circumstances, would speedily have subsided.’15 

 

As the removal of the patient from the location associated with his or her ‘insanity’ was 

paramount it raises the question as to what the perceived causes of ‘insanity’ during the 

nineteenth century actually were. The Annual Report of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum in 

1849 recorded the following all-embracing list of causes in patients admitted during that 

year. These included: 

anxiety, terror, grief, chagrin, remorse, disappointed affection, disappointment, 
mental fatigue, religious excitement, jealousy, destitution, epilepsy, intemperance, 
injury of head, coup de soleil, child-bearing, miscarriage, amenorrhoea, 
menorrhagia, tropical climates, fever, idiocy, shock from seeing a fellow servant 
killed by a railway engine [and] shock from hearing of the death of two relatives 
and unknown.16 

                                                
13 The New Statistical Account of Scotland, Edinburgh 1845, Vol. 9, Markinch, Co. of Fife, 687 
14 F. Winslow (ed.), ‘The Law of Lunacy and the Condition of The Insane in Scotland’, Journal of 
Psychological Medicine & Mental Pathology, Vol. XII, 1859, 429-40 
15 Ibid., 432 
16 Annual Report of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum for the Insane, Edinburgh, 1849, 25 
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It was further reported that over a quarter of all those admitted had complaints relating to 

drunkenness. The Inverness Advertiser of 1865 noted the causes of ‘insanity’ of those 

admitted to the new Northern Counties District Asylum in 1864. It stated that these were 

very varied, with as many as 124 cases being unknown, but those accounted for included:  

 
drawing of tooth, greed, quarrel at the putting stone, religious excitement, 
disappointment in marriage, anticipation of marriage, pecuniary difficulties, 
intemperance, fear, family annoyances, disagreements with wife, jealousy, eviction 
from croft, drowning of a brother, sudden death of nephew, death of husband [and] 
desertion by husband.17 

 

Winslow also explained in his article how insanity was believed to be a hereditary disease 

when he stated that in the course of his investigations he had 

 

obtained abundant proof that fatuous female paupers frequently become the 
mothers of illegitimate children, who, in their turn, grow up imbeciles, or become 
lunatics; and although there is naturally more difficulty in tracing the source of 
idiocy or insanity to a paternal origin, there can be little doubt that male fatuous 
paupers contribute to this evil.18 

 

He continued that ‘it would be esteemed a harsh measure to send all such cases to 

asylums, and yet society has a right to demand that all persons who are supported on 

charitable funds should be placed in such circumstances, and under such control, as will 

guard against the propagation of this social evil.’19 ‘Hereditary drunkenness’ or 

intemperance was also believed to exist and considered to be a major contributory cause 

of ‘insanity’ with numerous references to it throughout asylum records. In 1877 the Earl 

of Shaftesbury, Chairman of the Lunacy Commission in England maintained 

‘intemperance is the cause of full two-thirds of the insanity that prevails either in the 

drunkards themselves or in their children.’20 In certain areas of Scotland where in-

breeding within the community was common, the same type of ‘insanity’ manifested 

itself regularly. At the Montrose asylum in 1882 Dr Howden claimed that ‘Shetland and 

                                                
17 Inverness Advertiser, 7 November, 1865 
18 Winslow (ed.), op. cit., 429-440 
19 Ibid. 
20 Report from the Select Committee, Proceedings, Minutes of Evidence and Appendix, Vol. XIII, xiv, 1877, 
702 
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Caithness lunatics were nearly all melancholic and have been so for the last 30 years.’21 

In 1900 the Lancet reported that in 16 per cent. of all asylum admissions ‘a hereditary 

predisposition to insanity was established’.22 Alexander Morison of Edinburgh (1779-

1866), fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in both Edinburgh and London, had 

attempted to capture and represent the characteristics of this group since 1843 when he 

published The physiognomy of mental disease in 1840. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show some of 

the hundreds of the ‘typical’ facial expressions of different forms of ‘insanity’ he 

recorded. Initially lithographs and later photographs were used to record these ‘typical’ 

features of various types of mental disease. Interestingly, affluent patients were rarely 

recorded in this way whereas pauper patients were considered to be socially anonymous 

and so they were used for the illustrative examples of, amongst others ‘the face of 

erotomania’, ‘the face of melancholia’ and ‘the face of dementia.’23 

 

 
Fig. 8.3 ‘Female aged 27, with a hereditary pre-disposition to insanity’ from The physiognomy of mental 

diseases by Alexander Morison, 1843, Longman & Co., London, pl. LVI Wellcome Library, 
London 

 

                                                
21 A. S. Presly, A Sunnyside Chronicle 1781-1981, Montrose, 1981, 22 
22 Lancet, 18 January 1900, 124 
23 M. Neve, ‘Rise and Fall of the Asylum’ in Victoria to Viagra, 150 years of Medical Progress, The 
Wellcome Trust, London, 2003, 32 
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Fig. 8.4 Photograph showing a female psychiatric patient, ‘erotomania’ from The physiognomy of mental 

diseases by Alexander Morison, Longman & Co, London, 1843 Wellcome Library, London24 
 

Other causes of ‘insanity’ 

In What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be Browne suggested that ‘insanity’ fell most 

heavily on those whose professions were most closely connected with ‘temporal and 

selfish interests’, and the dispositions which are vicious or lead to vice.25 To give an 

example, he believed the agricultural poor to be practically exempt from ‘insanity’, 

because they lived a more simple, moral life. He noted that: 

 

poverty enjoins a compulsory temperance; it shuts out the longings of ambition; it 
acquaints with the realities of life, and excludes the effects of sentimentalism … the 
agricultural population, which presents poverty in its most attractive forms, and 
enjoys its best privileges, is to a great degree exempt from insanity.26 

 

This was echoed in the commentary attached to the National Census of Scotland in 1861 

when it reported that ‘the occurrences of pauper lunacy seems to be more frequent in the 

towns than in the country’.27 It also noted that ‘the male is slightly more liable to insanity 

                                                
24 ‘Erotomania’ is a morbid sexual passion  
25 Browne, op. cit., 56 
26 Ibid., 59 
27 National Census of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1861, lviii  
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than the female; but it is very important to note, that this greater liability to insanity in the 

male is in about the same ratio as his greater liability to all diseases, and to death, as 

compared to the female.’28  

 

Browne felt that there were certain features of daily life that could lead those particularly 

at risk to develop ‘insanity’. Scottish asylums in the nineteenth century were carefully 

planned to counter the ‘maddening’ aspects of society and urban life.  He argued that by 

creating a new asylum – a world within a world – the stresses and temptations of the 

outside could be locked out and new, moral society created within. According to Browne 

these stresses included ‘poverty, overwork, grief, relationships and religion’ which, in 

themselves, could ‘drive people mad.’29 He wanted to take patients from their own 

troubled worlds, heal them and return them when they were better able to cope. Browne’s 

vision was for a tranquil oasis from which ‘the bustle and annoyances of the metropolis 

are shut out.’30 The removed nature of public asylums would create an alternative 

restorative place in which all problems of modernity could be reversed. It was argued that 

cities were noisy and of Aberdeen it was noted that the new District Asylum was located 

‘far from the smoke and din of the city … Aberdeen pays for the cleanliness of its stone-

paved streets by the nerve-shattering noise of its traffic.’31 The result was the locating of 

both patients and new asylums to the countryside. In the report of the Scottish 

Commissioners in 1857 it was stated that ‘the first beneficial influence of asylums is due 

in a considerable degree to change, and the consequent novelty in the patient’s position. 

He is removed to new scenes, and placed in circumstances likely to break the chain of 

morbid thought.’32 

 

Order and discipline 

This removal and relocation was coupled with the idea of order over disorder and 

contrasted with the former conditions in which ‘lunatics’ were kept. It was linked to 

discipline as highlighted in the 1866 Annual Report of the Northern Counties District 
                                                
28 National Census of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1861, lviii 
29 Browne, op. cit., 1-98 
30 Ibid., 220 
31 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1501 
32 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 238 
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Asylum, which stated that a large number of the patients had been brought to the asylum 

from private asylums or homes throughout the Highlands, where no efficient discipline 

had been exercised and no efforts had been made to treat them. It was reported that 

‘remembering the condition in which many of them were brought up, it will be easy to 

see how many difficulties must be overcome to introduce them to habits of order and 

industry.’33 In the Minutes of the Banff District Asylum in 1869 it was noted that 

 
It may be very true that the patients have not been accustomed to the use of knives 
and forks in their homes but the recommendations is made chiefly with the view of 
encouraging attention to neatness and tidiness, and as a discipline … it is a lesson in 
good manners so to speak, of daily occurrence, and such lessons are of great 
consequence in all aggregations of the insane. The more their surroundings are 
improved the more easy will it be to manage them in a satisfactory manner.34 

 

This emphasis on order over disorder and discipline over chaos would be one of the main 

underlying elements of the Moral Treatment and was to create a world in which the 

patients would be motivated by the quest for perfect order. In Madness, Morality and 

Medicine, Digby attempts to explain how contemporary asylum superintendents applied 

elements of the Moral Treatment to encourage co operation from the patients. She notes 

that: 

Evangelical commitment to the equality of men before God encouraged asylum 
superintendents to begin to espouse what they described as ‘mildness’ and 
‘kindness’ toward those who would now be known as ‘patients,’ with a view to 
obtaining obedience and replacing the outward discipline of manacles and chains 
with an inner self-discipline.35 

 

Browne referred to his ideal asylum as a Utopia – ‘A perfect asylum may appear to be a 

Utopia; a sight to dream of, not to see.’36 While Browne realised that his dream might 

never be a reality he continued through his asylum superintendencies to strive for this 

Utopia. 

 

 

                                                
33 Second Annual Report of the Inverness District Asylum, May 1866, 4 
34 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archive, GRHB 35/1, 21 May 1869 
35 A. Digby, Madness, Morality and Medicine, New York, 1985, 5-8 
36 Browne, op. cit., 176 
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Asylum location 

By the middle of the nineteenth century Scotland’s earliest institutions had become 

hemmed in by ever-expanding and noisy cities as a consequence of the Industrial 

Revolution. This had led to the depopulation of the countryside with migration into towns 

on account of employment in factories. This was particularly problematic in Montrose, 

Glasgow and Dundee where replacement buildings had to be constructed several miles 

away to secure the required space for patients. In the Report published by the 

Commissioners in 1857 it was noted of Dundee that they were advertising the erection of 

an entirely new institution as ‘the site of the asylum is regarded as becoming every day 

more unsatisfactory from the continued extension of the town.37 The new asylum of 

1877-82 was situated about a mile and a half north of the town. Development land in 

towns and cities was very expensive and a relocation to the countryside allowed the 

purchase of a much larger site at lower cost. With asylum populations growing steadily 

throughout the century and with increased instances of overcrowding in existing 

institutions the transfer of large groups from town centre sites also seemed to remove the 

asylum from public notice. This process further segregated the lunatic population from 

‘normal’ society as asylums began to be located on the edges of the community. 

 

In Browne’s fifth lecture on What Asylums Ought to Be he outlined how, on a visit to 

Ivrey near Paris in 1831, he found the asylum located in a  ‘beautiful, airy situation, with 

a pleasant exposure…four distinct buildings … conveniently distributed through a well 

laid out and ornamented park of twenty five acres, part in garden, part in grass, and part 

in plantation, with neat walks bordered with flowers, running in every direction.’38 

 

This, to Browne’s mind, encompassed all the principles he deemed so important to 

asylum planning in Scotland. He stated how the ideal location for a nineteenth-century 

asylum was on an elevated site, with good air, open surroundings and on the outskirts of a 

town or city. Removal from the cities to the outskirts or to smaller towns and villages also 

promised a landscape that combined elements of rural and village life, providing the 
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ambience of a rural retreat yet affording good views of the town itself. Browne set out his 

plans for an ‘ideal’ asylum location, stating that ‘it is certainly indispensable that the 

situation chosen should be healthy … it should be so far in the country as to have an 

unpolluted atmosphere, a retired and peaceful neighbourhood, and yet be so near to a 

town as to enjoy all the comforts and privileges and intercourse which can only be 

attained in large communities.39 This was particularly advised by the Commissioners in 

Lunacy when they stated in their report that ‘buildings for the insane should be so 

situated as to afford the patients the benefits of retirement and repose, combined with a 

pleasant prospect, a salubrious locality, and the advantages of a town within easy 

distance.’40 This was then echoed in the First Annual Report of the General Board of 

Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland of 1859 in which they specified that ‘the site of 

the buildings should be elevated, as respects the surrounding country … cheerful in its 

position … of a perfectly healthy character … of profitable cultivation … [and] in 

proportion of not less than one acre to four patients, so as to afford ample means for 

agricultural employment, exercise and recreation.’41 The Board emphasised that 

peacefulness and tranquillity were essential elements in the effectiveness of the asylum, 

stating that they should not be in proximity to nuisances such as ‘steam engines, shafts or 

mines, noisy trades or offensive manufactures and neither should it be surrounded, nor 

overlooked, nor intersected, by public roads or footpaths.’42  

 

It was also important that the asylum be within such a distance of the town to provide 

public amenities such as gas and water and that the town itself was large enough ‘to 

afford the means of amusement of and recreation for the medical staff, the attendants, and 

such of the patients as might derive benefit from a change in the asylum routine.’43 Most 

Scottish asylums, therefore, were located a few miles out of the towns and cities. Perth’s 

James Murray’s Royal Asylum was situated at Bankhead on the south-western declivity 

of Kinnoull Hill about one mile from the centre of Perth and the Glasgow Royal Asylum 
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at Gartnavel was noted to be ‘about three miles from Glasgow’.44 At Melrose the asylum 

was ‘erected upon Bowden moor, about half a mile distant from the town’45 and in The 

Border Advertiser of 17 May 1872 it was reported that ‘the house stands on a sloping 

spur of a hill, 600 feet above the sea level, and 300 feet above the level of the Tweed at 

Melrose, and is about half a mile away from the railway station by the Dingleton Road’.46 

The Barony Parochial Asylum was ‘situated about three-fourths of a mile from the village 

of Lenzie upon a rolling farm of four hundred acres.’47 Figure 8.5 illustrates the Perth 

asylum located several miles to the north east of the town across the River Tay and figure 

8.6 shows the location of the Banff District Asylum at Ladysbridge about three miles to 

the west of the town. 

 

 
Fig. 8.5 James Murray’s Royal Asylum, Perth from Great Reform Act plans, 1822©nls 
 

                                                
44 Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1841, 10 
45 K. Miller, The Story of a Community: Dingleton Hospital Melrose, Melrose, 2000, 5 
46 Ibid., 9 
47 E. N. Brush, ‘Notes of a visit to some the asylums in Great Britain’, American Journal of Insanity, 
January, 1883, 278 
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Fig. 8.6 Banff District Lunatic Asylum, showing the distance from town centre, 1857-8 ©nls 
 

The retired location of asylums and mental hospitals continued well into the twentieth 

century as illustrated in figure 8.7 of Lennox Castle Institution for Mental Defectives 

built from 1929-36. This site, while being located in the countryside, had easy access to 

Lennoxtown and was close to Campsie Glen railway station, which served patients, staff 

and visitors alike as well as being vital for the provision of supplies. 

 

 
Fig. 8.7 Layout plan of Lennox Castle Certified Institution for Mental Defectives, from Lennox Castle, a 

small booklet produced at the opening of the institution, published by Glasgow Corporation, 
1936 ©Greater Glasgow Health Board Archive 
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Communication between town and asylum 

The General Board stipulated that the asylum should be ‘as central as possible to the mass 

of population in the county or district for which it is to be erected’ and made easily 

accessible by railway or other public transport system.48 This it felt to be of vital 

importance in order to communicate with the outside world, transport goods and also to 

encourage visits of friends. Location on the outskirts of the towns made it possible for 

staff and certain patients to visit for amusement and recreation and also secured local 

supplies of gas and water. As the nineteenth-century asylum progressed, typically it 

became a self-sufficient complex, sending surplus produce to the nearby town or city to 

be sold. It also became one of the largest permanent local employers with staff needing 

ready access by road and rail. Some asylums, such as the Lanark District Asylum, had 

their own private railway wagons for transporting people (and goods) between the towns 

and the asylum (fig. 8.8).  

 

 
Fig. 8.8 Hartwood train wagon, c.1910 ©Shotts History Group 
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As the century progressed other issues, such as the proximity to a railway, became 

influencing factors. Often asylums had railway stations near by or even in some cases, 

such as at Dykebar in Paisley, their own private station. Gartloch Asylum’s railway 

station, Garnkirk (fig. 8.9) served the asylum community almost exclusively. This line 

originally formed the Garnkirk and Glasgow Railway and was the first public railway in 

Scotland, opened in 1831. Where a line did not already exist it was sometimes 

constructed, as in the case of the Edinburgh District Asylum at Bangour. Here a private 

Act was obtained for the construction of a railway line to the asylum grounds.49 A 

promotional booklet highlighting the facilities on offer for private patients at Carnegie 

House, Montrose, informed prospective patients that ‘the main railway lines are within 

easy distance; Dubton Station on the L. M. S.  being one mile,  and Montrose on the L. N. 

E. R.  being three miles.’ 50 
 

 
Fig. 8.9 Postcard of Garnkirk Station (now demolished). This railway played an important part in the 

early life of Glasgow District Asylum, 1903 ©Greater Glasgow Health Board 
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Importance of views from asylum sites 

It was considered important that good views be available from an asylum as they 

provided a stimulus for recovery by encouraging the patient to look at an eventual return 

to wider society. This was evident at almost all asylums and even those very earliest 

institutions made alterations to their sites to enable patients to view the local area. At 

Montrose, where high walls had originally been built to confine patients at the first 

asylum, raised mounds were formed so that the patients could gain sufficient elevation to 

see over them. As seen in figure 8.10 these were in place prior to 1861. A similar 

arrangement was made at Dundee when it was noted that ‘mounds have been raised in 

some of the airing courts, to enable the patients to see over the high walls which enclose 

them.’51 

 

 
Fig. 8.10 Ordnance Survey Large Scale Town Plan of Montrose, showing detail of raised mounds in the 

airing courts, 1861 ©nls 
 

At James Murray’s Royal in Perth it was noted that the building stood on ‘the acclivity of 

Kinnoul Hill, commanding an impressive range of view’ and that the Crichton Royal in 

Dumfries of 1839 had originally been built on rising ground from which extensive views 
                                                
51 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 87 
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of the surrounding county of Nithsdale, the Solway Firth and the Cumberland Hills were 

afforded.52 Similarly the Glasgow Royal Asylum at Gartnavel was situated on an elevated 

site with views radiating in all directions – northwards to Dumgoyne in the Campsie Fells 

and to the south and west sweeping downwards to Paisley and the Clyde. By the time of 

the General Board’s first annual report in 1859 the importance of views and an open 

prospect was firmly established when it noted that ‘the general form of an asylum should 

be such as to afford an uninterrupted view of the surrounding country, and the free access 

of sun and air.’53 Although most asylums boasted views, those that did not were criticised 

by the General Board. It was unimpressed with the lack of views from the Aberdeen 

Royal Asylum in 1876 and stated that ‘the main airing-courts are hemmed-in by 

buildings, and the great mass of the patients cut off from the pleasures and advantages of 

an open prospect.’54 In a study tour to Great Britain in 1883 the Assistant Physician of the 

New York State Lunatic Asylum, Dr E. N. Brush, noted that the Barony Parochial 

Asylum ‘commands a wide expanse of very interesting Scotch scenery.’55 In 1906, of the 

Aberdeen District Asylum at Kingseat, it was noted that ‘the asylum stands at an 

elevation of 439 ft. above the level of the sea; the air is pure and bracing and around 

stretched a wide landscape bounded by mountains.’56 

 

As the public asylum developed from the early to the late period, and particularly as a 

result of the 1857 legislation, the importance placed on stimulating views and easy access 

to towns increased. The District Asylums, in particular, given their later origin, placed a 

great emphasis on this fundamental aspect of location. The elevated sites of many 

asylums served a dual purpose as on the one hand they afforded views to the town for the 

patients and at the same time were hidden from the view of townspeople by trees and 

landscape. In the same way that a country estate planted woodland to keep it private, so 

too the asylum planted trees. Patients could see the town from the asylum but the asylum 

could not be seen from the town.  
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Other requirements of asylum sites 

It was vital that the site also be fertile for growing crops, grazing animals and planting 

gardens. The Glasgow Royal Asylum site at Gartnavel was noted to be ‘generally free 

and fertile, and the immediate neighbourhood picturesque and well cultivated.’57 The 

Glasgow site at Gartnavel seemed to unite many of these required qualities and the 

annual report of 1843 noted that: 

 
attached to the establishment are sixty-eight acres of ground, having an excellent 
southern exposure, to be laid out in gardens and pleasure grounds, so that every 
great facility will thus be afforded to the Physician, in giving the patients necessary 
exercise and amusement, and also in employing them in wholesome recreatory 
employment.58 

 

A plan of the grounds at the Crichton Institution in Dumfries dated 1853 (fig. 8.11) 

illustrates the relationship of asylum buildings and the immediate landscape. As with 

practically all asylum sites it comprised airing grounds, ‘pleasure grounds’, orchard, 

vegetable garden and farmland.  

 

 
Fig. 8.11 Crichton Royal Institution, Plan of the grounds, 1853 ©Crichton Royal Hospital 
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William Tuke of the Retreat at York, in the eighteenth century, had been a pioneer in 

recognising the importance to ‘lunatic’ patients of nature and the surrounding 

countryside. Drawing on the eighteenth-century tradition of landscape gardening of 

English country houses, the Retreat provided extensive gardens and groves for the 

patients’ enjoyment. Tuke and Browne placed a great deal of emphasis on the moral 

influence of nature, believing it to have great healing powers. 

 

By the mid-nineteenth century asylums comprised, to a greater or lesser extent, the 

elements of a traditional rural estate adapted to fit therapeutic needs. As with a country 

house estate the landscape park included ornamental drives, pleasure grounds, avenues, 

parkland, home farm, lodges, ha-has, kitchen gardens, greenhouses, estate walls, and 

even on occasions its own cemetery and cricket ground. As with the estate, the parkland 

was used for recreational activities such as games, picnics and walks and the ornamental 

gardens for relaxation. These walks and gardens were often very impressive, as illustrated 

in figures 8.12 to 8.15, but access to these areas was supervised. To some extent this 

echoed the same controlled access to the grounds of country house estate, which was not 

open to all and was also supervised. 

 

 
Fig. 8.12 Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, Ordnance Survey First Edition Large Scale Town Plans, 

detail of the formal Gardens, 1850 ©nls 
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Fig. 8.13 Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, Ordnance Survey First Edition Large Scale Town Plans, 

detail of the formal Gardens, 1850 ©nls 
 

 
Fig. 8.14 Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, Ordnance Survey First Edition Large Scale Town Plans, 

detail of the formal Gardens, 1850 ©nls 
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Fig. 8.15 Dundee Royal Lunatic Asylum, Ordnance Survey First Edition Large Scale Town Plans, Plan of 
 Dundee, 1857 ©nls 
 

The General Board noted in 1873 that at Dumfries ‘the civilising effect of improved 

surroundings cannot be overestimated.’59 Asylums were situated within a carefully 

crafted naturalistic landscape and patients, as part of their daily routine, were surrounded 

by the healing powers and picturesque prospects of nature.  

 

While the asylum building at Inverness was ready for the reception of patients in 1866, 

the immediate grounds were not. It was noted with disappointment that: 

 
little progress has been made in reclaiming the grounds, or clearing away the mass 
of earth in front. Trees and evergreens, presented by some of the neighbouring 
proprietors, have been planted, and will somewhat add to the amenity of the walks; 
but great exertions should be made to render the space in front more neat and, if 
possible, ornamental.60 
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Ten years later the Gartnavel Gazette recorded that ‘the walks, or drives, especially in 

front of the Castle, sweep over the ground in elegant curves … a considerable part of 

which is cultivated in a most useful manner, and all kept in excellent order.’61 

 

The First Annual Report of the General Board placed an emphasis on the quality of the 

land and drainage when it stated that ‘the site of an asylum should be of a perfectly 

healthy character, and offer facilities for obtaining a complete system of drainage. A 

calcareous, gravelly or rocky subsoil is most desirable; but if a clayey subsoil only can be 

obtained, an elevated position is indispensable.’62 It went on to note that ‘the land should 

be capable of profitable cultivation, and it is also desirable that it should afford a supply 

of water.’63 It also encouraged that within the site itself there should be no road of 

approach or public entrance traversing the grounds and that ‘the general entrance, the 

porter’s rooms, the reception rooms, the committee room, the store rooms, and the other 

offices, should be so placed as not to interfere with the amenity of the buildings occupied 

by the patients.’64 The Board also recommended that ‘the principal buildings only are … 

to be placed near the northern boundary of the land.’65 The reasoning behind this was that 

the site would then provide an ample area of terrain on which to build the main structure 

and allow easy access from the north. This in turn would mean that the whole of the 

southern part (i.e. the sunny side) of the land would be available for the undisturbed use 

of the patients. In general the Board advocated that asylums be ‘so arranged as to give the 

principal rooms a southern or south-eastern aspect.’66 It was also important that the 

buildings on the site were planned in such a way as to allow for extensions, which might 

become necessary at later periods.  

 

Recovery and cure 

Although the initial emphasis of the Moral Treatment was on the removal of patients 

from the ‘source’ of their ‘insanity’ and relocation to a purpose-built asylum site, the 
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method of treatment was of equal, or arguably of even greater importance. Patients would 

be treated in a new ‘enlightened’ way with an emphasis on recovery and cure. Moral 

Treatment argued that people would behave rationally if treated well. By the mid-

nineteenth century it was widely accepted that the majority of asylum patients would be 

admitted as a temporary measure, during which time they would receive all the proper 

care and attention they required. As asylums developed their range of therapies, recovery 

and cure became real possibilities. The chains, iron manacles and fetters had been 

discarded and patients who had for years been kept in solitary confinement in their cells 

began to mix freely and harmlessly with their fellow patients. In the First Annual Report 

of the Glasgow Royal Asylum it was noted that: 

 
Some, who formerly shivered in filth and nakedness, are now clothed and clean; 
others who sat cowering in a posture so unnatural, that, in no long time, it renders 
the knee-joints incapable of motion, are now induced to walk daily; nay, several 
who spent their time in idleness or mischief, have already begun to assist the 
Servants, with much contentment to themselves, and some benefit to the 
Institution.67 

 

This contrast was great indeed and in 1860 an article in the Builder stated that: 

 
Transference to an asylum is beneficial, judging not only from the fact that one-half 
the patients admitted to these institutions are restored to sanity; but information as 
to the extent to which asylums have contributed to diminish the disorder, and 
regarding what the result might have been had the treatment been conducted in 
private houses, is viewed as defective. Again, however, practically, the Scottish 
commissioners tend to the same conclusion as the English commissioners, -saying 
that the influence of asylums in restoring sanity is not to be judged by the past, that 
immediate treatment is most important, that the discipline of an asylum exercises a 
beneficial and curative influence, and that, therefore, the question is mainly, 
whether, as asylums are at present constituted, they fulfil all the expectations which 
the expense of their maintenance might warrant.68 

 

At the Northern Counties District Asylum it was reported in the Annual Report within 

two years of opening that ‘many of the patients had been discharged as cured, and, owing 

to the healthy nature of the locality, the number of deaths since the opening of the 
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institution was remarkably small.’69  

 

Developing clinical treatment 

Prior to the establishment of the public asylum in Scotland ‘treatment’ was based on 

containment and the ‘handling’ of those believed to be ‘insane’. Specific medical 

treatment was non-existent or repressive at best, leading the French physician Parchappé 

to state in 1853 that ‘there was no medical treatment other than grossly empiric.’70 

Diagnosis was vague and the terminology, if possible, more vague. Terms like ‘partial 

insanity’, ‘periodic insanity’ and ‘common insanity’ were ascribed to patients without 

any accompanying description of clinical features. Winslow’s report noted that some 

terms were more clear-cut such as ‘puerperal mania’ or ‘great despondency’ and 

‘religious melancholy.’71 

 

Treatment was ‘moral’ rather than ‘medical’ with the asylum itself becoming a 

therapeutic environment with an emphasis on the welfare and care of the individual. In 

Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland O. Checkland states that although the treatment of 

lunacy was not due to any revolution in therapy analogous to that in surgery, treatments 

used in clinical medicine and surgery were also applied to the mentally ill, such as 

purging and bleeding. As the century progressed, fewer Medical Superintendents resorted 

to the earlier treatments of purging, swinging, bleeding, blistering and water therapies, 

substituting them with Moral Treatment.  

 

Forms of treatment 

The replacement of the previously repressive regimes by Moral Treatment was achieved 

over a period of years. Even when Moral Treatment was the norm there continued to be 

an occasional need for restraint of particular patients. Asylum design reflected this 

requirement with the construction of buildings, or parts of buildings, to accommodate the 
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more restless patients. In his Observations on the structure of hospitals for the treatment 

of lunatics of 1809 Reid at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum noted: 

 
among forty patients, two or three of each sex will be in such an outrageous state as 
to render it necessary to have recourse to the strictest coercion, by means of a strait 
waistcoat, and confinement altogether solitary.72 

 
It is known that this form of restraint was utilised at Aberdeen for in 1816 it is noted in 

the Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary that strait jackets were procured from R. Gibbin & 

Son.73 In the first Glasgow asylum it was recorded that the privations and various 

restrictive measures for reducing patients to obedience were generally successful but 

when these means failed, the whirling chair was used. It was further noted: 

 
the operation to which patients are subjected in this machine, as managed in the 
Asylum, is perfectly safe; and, besides subduing, sometimes even permanently, the 
furious and refractory, has, in some forms of lunacy, a most salutary effect in 
promoting the cure.74 

 
There was a strong desire, however, to remove restraints entirely for the majority of 

cases.  As early as 1822 the Dundee Royal Asylum could report that ‘severity and 

corporal punishment here are unknown ... several who had known only chains and 

solitary confinement for many years, have experienced in this house immunity from all 

restraints.’75 But as Browne had foreseen there would be occasions when certain forms of 

restraint might be necessary. The 1824 Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum 

made reference to a patient who was ‘in bed attached with leather straps.’76 This form of 

restraint was discussed in the 1857 Commissioners’ Report, noting it was ‘a bed like a 

chest, into which an epileptic patient is locked at night. The lid of the chest is formed 

with cross-straps.’77 This may seem barbarous to us today but its use was limited to the 

most severe and extreme cases where there was no other means of preventing self-harm. 

The Annual Report of 1834 stated: 
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Everything is done to promote the general comfort; and the great quietness of our 
Asylum, so often remarked by visitors, is in no small measure the consequence of 
that degree of personal liberty which our patients are permitted to enjoy and to the 
tenderness observed in the nature and use of the means of restraint when such 
means are indispensable.78 

 

In Scotland key figures such as Browne denounced these treatments stating that often 

 
coercion is employed unnecessarily. Either from the savage philosophy of terrifying 
into obedience, and, it is to be presumed, into the possession of reason, or from the 
despicable economy of employing a small corps of keepers; chains, muffs, 
manacles, are in many places the substitutes for mildness and prudence, or suitable 
attendance. Not only the violent and the destructive but the perverse, even the 
restless and noisy maniac must be secured.79 

 

This was similar to the report of James Murray’s Royal Asylum at Perth three years after 

the first patient was admitted, when the Directors’ Report stated that ‘the patients have 

been allowed the utmost degree of liberty consistent with their own safety, and no 

coercive measures have been employed but such as were absolutely necessary.’80 When 

the second asylum for Glasgow was built at Gartnavel in 1842 the founders went so far as 

to place an inscription on the foundation stone recording that ‘into this institution 

mechanical restraint was never to be introduced.’81 It was noted in 1844 that at Dundee 

‘no patient was under special restraint.’82 In 1861 there is a reference to a patient at 

Gartnavel wearing a ‘strong dress’ and ‘strong gloves’.83 Two years later there was a case 

of a patient wearing ‘locked boots.’84 

 

Seclusion was another form of treatment used in the public asylums but even then it 

seems to have been only in the most severe cases. Dr Brush recorded that during his visit 

with Dr Yellowlees at the Glasgow Royal Asylum ‘seclusion … would appear to be used 

rarely, and restraint less often, though employed when, in his judgement, considered 
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necessary.’85 In The Law of Lunacy and the Condition of the Insane in Scotland it was 

noted that ‘seclusion for short periods is in frequent use; but no case has come under our 

observation or notice, in which it has been improperly applied or injuriously extended.’86 

The article continues ‘in none of the asylums have we observed mechanical restraint in 

use; and the registers show that it has been resorted to in one or two instances only, in 

which there appeared to be good grounds for its application.’87 According to the Annual 

Report of 1861 seclusion had been resorted to only once at the Aberdeen Royal 

Asylum.88 In 1867 it was further reported that ‘seclusion and the shower-bath are in 

occasional use for the purpose of discipline.’89 At Banff it was noted that ‘seclusion is 

rarely required and has been used on only two occasions since last inspection’ but by 

1878 no entries appear in the register of restraint and seclusion.90 The exception was 

perhaps the Melrose District Asylum where it seems to have been a more frequent 

method of treatment. In 1872 ‘seclusion [was] resorted to on 33 occasions,’ although by 

the following year its use had ‘decreased significantly.’91 In 1873 the Stirling District 

Asylum was pleased to report that it had in that year used restraint only once.92 

 

The Twentieth Annual Report of the General Board provided an overview of the various 

treatments such as restraints and seclusion: 

 
mechanical restraints and seclusion are probably as little used in the treatment of 
the insane in the asylums of Scotland as in those of any part of the world. They are 
not avoided in obedience to any absolute rule, but simply because they are not felt 
to be useful. In some asylums all forms of mechanical restraint are practically 
unknown, and even peculiar contrivances or qualities of dress are little used. In 
others, again, there exist special forms of restraint, as, for instance, the box or 
locked bed, called the conservative bed, of the Dumfries and Perth Royal Asylums. 
Fortunately it is not often thought necessary to use it in either asylum.93 
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By 1911 it was noted that ‘there has been only one case of restraint and seclusion during 

a period of over 3 years, which reflects credit on the enlightened and humane mode of 

obtaining treatment in this asylum.’94 The rate at which the changeover to Moral 

Treatment occurred was rather dependent on the individual asylum superintendents.  

 

Liberty 

The removal of restrictions on liberty was one of the most revolutionary reforms of Moral 

Treatment. The first tentative steps in this regard were taken, almost simultaneously in 

France and England, at the end of the eighteenth century. This resulted in the 

abandonment of the chains and fetters which had up to that time been considered 

necessary for the safe custody of ‘lunatics.’ Moral Treatment was based on a new 

understanding of the nature of ‘insanity’. Hitherto the public perception of ‘insanity’ was 

grounded in fear, which was largely unfounded. Reformers felt that this treatment had 

been unjustifiably cruel and set about exploring ways in which liberty could be granted to 

the ‘insane’ commensurate with the safety of both patients and the public. As early as 

1807 the architect William Stark, in his Remarks on the Construction of Public Hospitals 

for the Cure of Mental Derangement, highlighted his desire to create an environment 

‘which follows and watches every motion of the patient, while it insures him a more than 

ordinary degree of liberty, of exemption from restraint and bondage, of personal security, 

of ease, comfort, and enjoyment.’95 

 

The 1831 Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum reported that Stark had also 

commented on ‘the cheerless dismal dwellings in which the insane were commonly 

immured’ and insisted on a plan which would admit both rich and poor and allow as 

much freedom as possible within the confines of the asylum walls.96 This emphasis 

continued and in 1835 it was noted in the annual report that among the most important 

features of Moral Treatment were ‘classification, employment and the utmost degree of 

                                                
94 Fifty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1911, xxxi 
95 W. Stark, Remarks on the Construction of Public Hospital for the Cure of Mental Derangement, 
Edinburgh, 1807 
96 Seventeenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1831, 8 
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personal liberty consistent with safety.’97 Consequently one of the duties of the General 

Board was to monitor the liberty afforded to patients. At James Murray’s as late as 1871 

it reported unfavourably that ‘there is considerable room for the relaxation of restrictions 

which approach those of a prison.’98 In 1900 the Lancet claimed that in Scotland liberty 

was generally given and certain patients eligible for leaving the asylum were able to 

attend church or visit friends and family. It stated ‘the privilege of parole is extended to 

from 20 to 25 per cent of the patients and it is much appreciated and seldom abused.’99 

 

Open door treatment 

The Annual Report of the General Board of 1881 noted that ‘it is indeed a thing of 

common experience, that the mere feeling of being locked in is sufficient to awaken a 

desire to get out. This happens both with the sane and the insane … with many, however, 

the desire to escape dies away when it ceases to be subjected by forcing upon their 

attention the means of preventing it.’100 This was the theory behind the open door 

treatment regimes that prevailed in many Scottish asylums in the latter decades of the 

nineteenth century. 

 

Dr Batty Tuke at the District Asylum for Fife and Kinross near Cupar was the first in 

Scotland to put handles on the doors so that patients could come and go as they pleased. 

Sibbald noted in 1897 this provision of handles created less of a feeling of imprisonment 

among the patients as they were able to go in and out of a day-room ‘by opening the door 

with an ordinary handle instead of having it opened by an attendant with an obnoxious 

key.’101 Nevertheless there were areas in each asylum where the open door policy could 

not be safely applied. At Aberdeen District Asylum two of the 10 villas were constantly 

locked during the day and these were occupied ‘by epileptics, paralytics and patients of 

uncleanly habits, and they are under constant supervision by night as well as day.’102 J. 

and A. Churchill in Asylums of the World  of 1891 suggest that the open-door treatment, 

                                                
97 Twenty-first Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1835, 18 
98 Thirteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1871, 212 
99 Lancet, 18 January, 1900, 124 
100 Twenty-third Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1881, xxxiii 
101 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 12 
102 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1500 
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along with the early removal of airing courts, was one of Scotland’s most important 

legacies and ‘removed the prison element from their existence.’103 

 

Moral Treatment was about caring for the mentally disturbed with dignity, gentleness, 

respect and compassion. It aimed to restore liberty to the individual and provide time for 

the natural healing of the mind in a peaceful, restorative environment. This was the only 

practical method of treatment in the nineteenth century when even medically prescribed 

interventions were ineffective. The Moral Treatment regime seemed effective and with 

time some patients improved sufficiently to be discharged. Others were able to engage in 

some form of satisfying, productive activity, even if cure was not the eventual outcome. 

This was echoed an article in the Glasgow Herald in October 1893 when, commenting on 

the new District Asylum lately erected at Govan, it reported: 

 
For their benefit and treatment this magnificent pile of buildings is being erected, 
where everything that kindness, experience and wisdom can devise will be done to 
ameliorate and improve the condition, and if perchance they cannot be restored to a 
sound mind, their energies and capacities will find opportunity for employment 
congenial to their various dispositions.104 

 

The asylum itself formed an ordered, controlled, therapeutic landscape in which the 

buildings, gardens and farmland all played an important part. 

 

                                                
103 J. and A. Churchill, Asylums of the World, London, 1891, 240 
104 Glasgow Herald, Wednesday 4 October, 1893, 10 
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Chapter 9 
 

Role of asylum staff 
 

It is impossible to attach too great importance to the character of attendants in the 
management of asylums.1 

 

The effective management of public asylums was critically dependent on the 

recruitment and retention of good-quality staff at all levels. A kind and gentle staff was a 

requirement for Moral Treatment to be successful in working with the mentally ill. The 

commitment of Superintendent and Matron to this form of treatment was essential and in 

turn they were responsible for ensuring all staff followed its principles. In Browne’s 

lectures he stressed that caring for ‘lunatics’ was not an easy job and it might seem more 

practical and time efficient on occasion to revert to former methods of treatment. He 

required staff to display great patience and understanding: 

 
No one who is practically acquainted with the character of lunatics, with their 
cunning, their obstinacy, and their perverseness, can be surprised to find how many 
keepers of lunatic-houses at length desist from curative efforts, medicinal or moral, 
and become content to keep their patients well fed and out of the way of accidents. 
But as the undoubted consequence of this quiescent method is, that many lunatics 
are deprived of the chances of cure, and many continue to be unjustly confined for 
life, the merit of a superintendent is very great whom all the troubles of an asylum 
cannot divert from the great duty of providing for the cure of the greatest possible 
number of his patients, and for the comfort of all.2 

To Browne good members of staff were critical, and he placed a special emphasis on 

their intellect and good moral character. It was these qualities that would make it possible 

for them to dispense with the former physical and mechanical restraints. He commented 

in 1840 that one must ‘substitute intelligent attendants and other moral restraints of 

sufficient strength and activity.’3 In his fifth annual report for the Crichton Royal 

Institution he added that the position of an attendant was fraught with difficulty when he 

stated that he ‘will be exposed to satire, he will find his slightest error, or discrepancy, or 

ignorance, or forgetfulness seized upon and turned against him; and he may be forced to 

                                                
1 Fourteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1872, 1vi 
2 J. Forbes and J. Connoly (eds), ‘Art. 5’, British and Foreign Medical Review: or Quarterly Journal of 
Practical Medicine and Surgery, Vol. 5, January-April, 1838, 65 
3 First Annual Report of the Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, 1840, 89 
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retire from the struggle discomfited and exhausted.’4 In 1872 the General Board reiterated 

Browne’s comments of 35 years earlier when it stated that ‘the position of an attendant is 

no doubt a very trying one. High qualities, intellectual, moral, and physical, are required 

for the satisfactory performance of the duties.’5 James Harper, Physician Superintendent 

at the Crichton Institution 1957-66, would many years later comment that to find properly 

qualified staff had ‘always been and will always be, the most difficult part of the very 

difficult task allotted to those who manage an Asylum.’6 

 

Recruitment, remuneration and retention 

The key elements in successful recruitment and retention of asylum staff were good pay 

and comfortable accommodation. The movement of staff between institutions was 

encouraged, particularly in the top positions such as Superintendent and Matron. The 

Glasgow Royal Asylum in 1838 reported that the Matron was chosen from a renowned 

English asylum: ‘after much inquiry and due deliberation, Miss Lucy Vessie, Matron of 

the Lincoln Asylum, was, at a meeting of Directors, held on the 4th July, unanimously 

chosen to be Matron of our Institution.’7 In the same year at Glasgow the Superintendent, 

Mr Galbraith, resigned and the search for his replacement included extensive advertising 

‘in the Scotch, English and Irish newspapers.’8 It was noted that ‘upwards of sixty 

candidates offered themselves for this situation’ and that ‘the Directors were gratified to 

find that so many gentlemen, respectable, both in regard to character and professional 

attainments, should have been ambitious of the appointment.’9  It was recorded that Dr 

William Hutcheson of Edinburgh was elected to the vacant office. In 1845 it was reported 

that ‘Mrs. McFee, the matron, has left the hospital at Montrose, and was selected, out of 

60 candidates, for the Hanwell Middlesex County Asylum, and that she has been 

succeeded by Miss McKay, who seems well qualified for the office of matron, and gives 

great satisfaction in the discharge of her duties.’10 At the Elgin District Asylum in 1910 a 

                                                
4 Fifth Annual Report of the Crichton Royal Institution for Lunatics, Dumfries, 1844, 16  
5 Fourteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1872, 1vii 
6 J. Harper, ‘Dr W. A. F. Browne’, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, August 1955, 592 
7 Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1838, 11 
8 Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1839, 11  
9 Ibid.  
10 Lunatics  (Scotland), An Abstract of Return to an Address of the Honourable The House of Commons, 
London, 21 Feb 1845, 1-10 
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Miss Haggarty, who had over 13 years’ experience in the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, had 

succeeded Miss Low as Matron.11 Such movement of key staff between asylums was 

beneficial in spreading good practice. The Superintendent and Matron were often invited 

to sit on the Board of Directors for other institutions and in the list of Directors in the 

1814 report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum it was noted ‘Wm. Drury, from St. Luke’s 

Hospital, Superintendent; Mrs. Drury, Matron.’12 

 

With board and lodgings included and few other costs chargeable, the asylum offered a 

secure economic package during economically insecure periods (fig. 9.1). It was essential 

that asylums were adequately staffed and that the pay was competitive. In 1857 the 

British Medical Journal drew attention to the negative consequences, which would result 

if ‘the attendants and nurses are not in sufficient number and their wages are too low to 

secure the services or continued stay of efficient persons.’13 In 1863 the Dundee Royal 

Asylum was congratulated on the ‘liberal manner in which they remunerate the 

attendants’.14  

 

Recruitment of staff was especially good in times of economic depression, for example in 

the 1920s and 1930s when secure employment was very much in demand and resulted in 

an influx of well-qualified individuals into the asylum workforce.  

 

These individuals often had particular skills from previous employments, which allowed 

them to introduce a wider range of activities to the patients. For nursing appointments 

experience was essential, but it was not specified that this had to have been gained in an 

asylum. Sibbald stated that he preferred attendants to be selected from among those with 

general hospital experience. He also emphasised that they should not have to deal with 

administrative duties as they were required to place their entire focus on the patients. 

Figures 9.2. and 9.3 show medical and nursing staff of the Fife and Kinross District 

Asylum in 1880 and the Montrose Royal Asylum in 1897. 

                                                
11 Fifty-second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1910, 101 
12 First Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1815, 15 
13 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 38, 19 September, 1857, 792-4 
14 Fifth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1863, xxxviii 
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Fig. 9.1  Asylum salaries and provisions at Montrose Royal Asylum, 1890 Tayside health board 
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Fig. 9.2 Asylum staff at the Fife and Kinross District Asylum at Springfield near Cupar, c. 1880 

University of St Andrews  
 

 
Fig. 9.3 Montrose Royal Asylum staff, 1897 Tayside Health Board 
 

In 1883 Dr Brush, commenting on his tour of Barony Parochial Asylum, noted: 

 
They all wear a simple but distinctive uniform. That of the women is a neat, plain, 
black dress, white apron, white collar and a simple white nurses’ cap. They impress 
me as a carefully selected, intelligent and appreciative body, and to them, of 
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necessity, belongs much of the credit for this success, which has attended Dr 
Rutherford’s endeavours.15 
 

Figure 9.4 shows an asylum nurse in typical uniform during the 1930s at the Montrose 

Royal Asylum. The formal uniform, with its crisp white apron, hat and badges of training 

further cemented the similarities between general and asylum nursing.  

 

 
Fig. 9.4 Montrose Royal Asylum nurse, 1932 Tayside Health Board 
 

Nurses’ homes and staff cottages 

The availability of nurses’ homes and staff cottages during the late period of asylum 

building was an additional factor in the recruitment and retention of nurses and 

                                                
15 E. N. Brush, ‘Notes of a visit to some the asylums in Great Britain’, American Journal of Insanity, 
January, 1883, 283 
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attendants. Prior to the provision of separate accommodation, staff were housed in the 

main asylum building, often in the attics. The new, detached nurses’ homes were a 

marked improvement and provided a ready-made community for single nurses. They 

often had single-study bedrooms (fig. 9.5), which afforded a degree of privacy. Single 

male attendants were often accommodated in cottages around the asylum site. As the 

asylums developed some of these attendants were encouraged to provide a family-home 

environment to help patients to adjust to life outside the asylum prior to their return to the 

community. Dinner was eaten around the kitchen table (rather than in the large dining-

hall) and the small number of staff and patients represented the average size of a family 

group. This can be illustrated in the case of the Govan District Asylum where a house for 

the grieve was attached to the farm buildings containing ‘accommodation for seven 

patients, with day room and dormitory.’16 
 

 
Fig. 9.5 Nurse’s Room, Montrose Royal Asylum, 1939 Tayside Health Board 
 

At the Bothwell District Asylum at Kirklands it was noted in the annual report of the 

General Board in 1905 that ‘a home for 8 male attendants’ had been built and went on to 

state that a ‘detached home for male attendants is a novelty in connection with Scottish 

                                                
16 Glasgow Herald, Wednesday 4 October, 1893, 10 
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Asylums.’17 Of the Aberdeen District Asylum it was noted in 1906 that ‘there is a house 

for the medical superintendent, three lodges for officials, and two double cottages 

occupied by an attendant, the blacksmith and farm servants.’18 

 

Given that stability and order were considered important for mentally ill patients, a 

crucial factor in the effective running of asylums was continuity of care. Hence it was not 

only dependent on the recruitment of excellent staff, but also on their retention. As with 

most professions the heavy expense involved in training individuals made it essential to 

provide opportunities for advancement within the asylum. Incentives were offered to 

encourage male staff to settle down and live on site through the provision of tied cottages 

in which they and their families could live within the asylum grounds. The General Board 

of Commissioners in Lunacy in 1897 stated that ‘married attendants constitute the highest 

class and secure permanency of service, and they therefore recommend the erection of 

comfortable separate cottages for each attendant.19 

 

Referring to the number of resignations at the Paisley District Asylum in 1911 it was 

suggested that ‘the District Board might consider the question of offering opportunities to 

the male staff to marry and settle in the institution.’20 Staff acommodation on site was a 

very convenient arrangement and in many instances this worked well. The combination 

of large numbers of staff and their dependants on site helped to promote balance and 

normality in the midst of the asylum. 

 

Staff to patient ratios 

The numbers of resident and non-resident staff employed varied with the size of each 

public asylum. What was required for the vast Barony District Asylum built in 1875 for 

500 patients was certainly not needed for the much smaller institutions at Elgin, Banff 

and Haddington. In the early institutions such as Stark’s Panopticon-inspired Glasgow 

Royal Asylum of 1807, the emphasis was on containment and surveillance and the 
                                                
17 Forty-seventh Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1905, xxxiii 
18 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1498-1502 
19 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 1926, 27 November, 1897, 1583-5, based on the Thirty-ninth 
Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1897 
20 Fifty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1911, xxxii 
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building was designed to be managed by a minimum of staff. Under the Moral Treatment 

regime, which advocated a close relationship between patients and carers, many more 

staff were necessary. During the late period when separate hospital blocks and other 

detached buildings were constructed, even more members of staff were required.  

 

Compared with the large number of patients and few staff employed at the Bethlehem 

hospital in London, William Tuke ran the Retreat at York like a family, with seven staff 

for every 30 patients.21 In the early part of the study period, the emphasis was on 

observing the ‘disturbed’ patients to prevent them from self-harming. At the first 

Glasgow asylum in 1816 it was recorded that ‘One poor woman was watched incessantly 

night and day for three weeks together, by which means alone she was prevented from 

destroying herself, and she is now, from the state of extreme danger, restored to perfect 

health.’22 This would have required constant attention of more than one full-time staff 

member over the 24-hour period. This level of care was not easily provided in these early 

years when the emphasis was on controlling patients and staff numbers were low. The 

first Glasgow asylum reported that ‘under the Superintendent and Matron, there is a Male 

and a Female Keeper; a Porter; a Man for attending the Furnaces of the Heating 

Apparatus; a Cook; a House-Maid; one Woman, with occasional Assistants, employed in 

Washing; and one in Sewing.’23 The ratio of staff to patient would have been low indeed. 

The annual report for 1833 expressed concerns that the continued admission of paupers 

was unbalancing the staff to patient ratio, which in turn was lessening the effectiveness of 

the asylum. When Browne arrived at the Crichton Royal in 1838 he stated that ‘each 

attendant should not be required to look after more than 12 patients.’24 By the time the 

Aberdeen District Asylum at Kingseat was fully open for the reception of patients in 

1904 it was noted that the day staff ‘consists of 26 nurses and 8 attendants; the ratio being 

                                                
21 N. Roberts, Mental Health and Mental Illness, New York, 1967, see Montrose Centenary book 
22 Second Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1816, 13 
23 First Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, 3 January, 1815, Glasgow, 1818, 6 
24 Harper, op. cit., 592 
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1:8 ½ patients. For night duty there are 7 nurses and 3 attendants, which gives a 

proportion of 1:29.’25  

 

In addition to nursing staff the number of patients to be seen by each visiting or resident 

doctor was also stipulated. The 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act stated that: 

 
In every Asylum licensed for One hundred Patients or more there shall be a 
Medical Person resident therein as the Medical Attendant thereof; and every asylum 
licensed for more than Fifty and less than One hundred Patients, in case there shall 
be no resident Medical Person therein, shall be visited daily by a Medical Person; 
and every such Asylum licensed for Fifty or less than Fifty patients, in case there 
shall be no Resident Medical Person therein, shall be visited at least twice every 
week by a Medical Person.26 

 

The changing relationship between staff and patients 

The gradual removal of prison-like restrictions in asylums followed a change in the 

nature of the relationship between the patients and those in charge of them. The attendant 

became less gaoler and more a companion or nurse. A close relationship between staff 

and patients was an important aspect of Moral Treatment, of which Browne commented 

in 1884: 

 
much of what is designated moral treatment consists in the conferences and 
controversies of the officers with the patients in the attempt to disentangle the 
intricacies and confusions of thought; to substitute precise for vague conceptions, 
hopes for fears, reason for impulse, to convince of error.27 

 

Harper would later confide ‘to these persons is in a great measure committed the 

management and moral treatment of the insane: . . . they are literally the companions and 

ought to be the friends and teachers as well as the nurses and guardians of the patients. 

Yet for this class there is no normal school, no golden road, no road at all to 

knowledge.’28 

                                                
25 Minutes of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, 11 August, 1903, 
226 
26 An Act for the Regulation of the Care and Treatment of Lunatics, and for the Provision, Maintenance and 
Regulation of Lunatic Asylums in Scotland, 1857, 20 & 21 Vict. c.71, 628 
27 Harper, op. cit., 592 
28 Ibid. 
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The concept of ‘open door’ therapy as initially championed at the Fife and Kinross and 

the Argyll and Bute District Asylums had a further direct effect on staff. Previously staff 

could easily observe a room full of classified and contained patients, and to some extent 

leave them to their own devices. With the open-door approach this resulted in a complete 

change in the mode of supervision. Not only did the open door remove one of the 

remaining prison-like features of their abode, but it forced the attendants to devote more 

constant and intelligent attention to those under their care. Dr Sibbald, Superintendent of 

the District Asylum of Argyll and Bute, stated: 

 

The absence of locked doors and of similar inhibitive expedients of a structural or 
mechanical kind was attended with other advantages, and not the least of these 
was its effect on the attendants. It obliged them, when they could not wholly rely 
on walls and bolts and bars for the detention of the patients, to give more 
individual and constant attention to them, to engage them in congenial occupation, 
and, otherwise, to guide their thoughts into channels likely to foster contentment 
and happiness.29 

 
During Dr Brush’s tour of asylums in Great Britain in 1883 he enquired into many 

aspects of asylum life for staff. He studied staff behaviour towards the patients, their 

personalities, uniforms and facilities for their board and lodging. At the Royal Edinburgh 

Asylum, having asked about the dining arrangements for staff and patients, he was 

informed that the staff ate in a hall of their own before the patients (fig. 9.6).  

 

 
Fig. 9.6 Nurses’ dining-room at West House of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, c.1900 Lothian Health 

Services Archive 
                                                
29 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 12 
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The Superintendent, Dr Yellowlees, had explained that the main reason for this was ‘to 

have them in a better condition to patiently supply the patients’ wants, on the basis that 

they would exhibit less irritability of temper, and hurry the patients less, if their meals 

came before rather than after the patients.’30 

 

Staff and the Gaelic language 

The Barony District Asylum staff largely comprised ‘Highland men and women, a race 

noted for their efficiency and faithfulness.’31 In some parts of Scotland Gaelic was still 

spoken widely during the nineteenth century, especially in the western areas. This was a 

particular concern for the District Asylum for Argyll and Bute in Lochgilphead and the 

Northern Counties District Asylum in Inverness. It was also noted as an issue in the 

Montrose Royal Asylum. The annual report of 1865 reported that at Lochgilphead: 

 

in direct contact with the patients there are a steward and head attendant, 6 male 
and 7 female attendants, all of whom, with one exception, speak Gaelic. This is 
very satisfactory, as at least one-fourth of the lunatics either do not speak English 
or speak it imperfectly. Such an arrangement is not merely consolatory to the 
persons under treatment, but it is absolutely necessary for their treatment. The fact 
that one of the superior officers is familiar with the language of the country, 
affords a guarantee for the protection of the patients from harshness and 
mismanagement.32 
 

At Lochgilphead worship was performed in English and Gaelic alternately.  

 

Training, research and the employment of medical practitioners 

As stated previously, in the early years of the public asylums in Scotland the systematic 

training of asylum staff was almost non-existent and therefore what was provided was 

essentially custodial care. At Montrose medical care was initially supplied on a monthly 

basis by a group of local doctors. By 1799 the asylum managers agreed to Mrs Carnegie's 

request in the interest of continuity and consistency of care that ‘a paid physician be 

appointed for a year at a cost of £15.’33 Very few of the other Royal Asylums followed 

                                                
30 Brush, op. cit., 287 
31 Brush, op. cit., 283 
32 Seventh Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1865, 144 
33 See http://www.dundee.ac.uk/museum/medical/sunnyside 
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Carnegie’s lead in supplying this regular medical input at that time. She had long 

advocated the appointment of a resident Medical Superintendent. She noted ‘by this 

arrangement a man would have the leisure and time to study this particular branch of 

physic which for the good of mankind is much to be wished were further advanced’.34 

 

Although some other doctors were appointed, most Scottish lunatic asylums remained 

without any supervising medical authority until the 1830s when the seven Royal Asylums 

each appointed medical superintendents. In a report presented to the managers by Mr 

James Wills, Surgeon, in June 1828 he noted that in the public asylums of Scotland: 

 
it is now very generally acknowledged that the services of a well-qualified Medical 
man can not be dispensed with in a Lunatic Asylums not only for the purpose of 
investigating the cases of the pitiable inmates, and prescribing medicine, diet, and 
moral treatment, but of duly arranging all things relative to them, for, in a Lunatic 
Asylum, there is very little indeed that does not resolve itself into Medical 
treatment.35 

 

He went on to deplore the short contracts of employment of visiting medical staff, stating 

that: 

with an appointment of only six months, with a scanty allowance, and with other 
avocations, has a Medical person time or encouragement, or is it possible for him, 
to make the arrangements alluded to; and to do justice to seventy or eighty Patients? 
No, he has not, he can not.36 

 

In 1837 Browne’s lectures on insanity were given to staff at Montrose. This is reputed to 

be the first instance that staff had received direct training in an asylum – well before 

Florence Nightingale opened her school of nursing at St Thomas’s in 1859. Browne 

wanted his staff to be able to understand and appreciate the vital nature of Moral 

Treatment through education. He delivered a further series of lectures in 1855 at the 

Crichton Institution, which included teaching on psychology, and went on to lead 

discussions on psychology and mental symptoms. These teaching sessions included 

lectures on the duties of staff and the nature and management of mental disease. The 

                                                
34 S. Cormack, Susan Carnegie, Aberdeen, 1966, 289 
35 R. Poole, Memoranda Regarding the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Infirmary and Dispensary of Montrose, 
Montrose, 1841, 113 
36 Ibid. 
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meetings anticipated the beginning of group psychotherapy and K. Keddie, later 

psychiatrist at Montrose commented that this was the first time such training had been 

attempted in an asylum.37 Superintendents often provided teaching on ‘insanity’ in 

medical schools around the country as in the case of Thomas Clouston, of the Royal 

Edinburgh Asylum, who lectured on the subject at Edinburgh University in the 1840s. 

Research into insanity was most commonly carried out by asylum superintendents who 

were close to the patients and in a unique position to observe the progress of their 

illnesses. Again W. A. F. Browne was a leader in this activity, but so too were other 

asylum superintendents such as Dr Mackinnon (1839-46) and his successor Dr Skae 

(1846-73) at the Edinburgh Royal Asylum (fig. 9.7). In 1911 it was noted with approval 

that the Medical Superintendent of the Dundee Royal Asylum ‘lectures on mental 

diseases at Dundee.’38 Dr Mackinnon was renowned for giving open lectures on 

‘insanity’ with the belief that by educating the public, and making the subject more 

approachable, the prejudices that had been entrenched for so many centuries might be 

dispelled. O. Checkland notes in Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland that Dr Skae also 

sought to investigate the links between mental disorder and physical disease, his efforts 

doing much to encourage research into aetiology.39  

 

 
Fig. 9.7 Dr David Skae, Superintendent of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum 1846-73, 1860 Lothian Health 

Services Archive  
                                                
37 K. Keddie, ‘What it Was towards What it Ought to Be: The Montrose Bicentenary’, Psychiatric Bulletin 
of the Royal College of Psychiatrists, 1982, 101 
38 Fifty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1911, 90 
39 O. Checkland, Philanthropy in Victorian Scotland, Edinburgh, 1980, 173 
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Medical records and research 

As early as 1816 patient medical histories were being systematically recorded at the 

Glasgow Asylum. It was argued that ‘all public lunatics asylums ought to be instruments 

of public instruction, as well as of relief. With this in view it was one among the excellent 

regulations of the Glasgow and Nottingham asylums, that the case of every patient 

received shall be accurately recorded, and the treatment regularly entered in volumes.’40 

Soon after taking up post at Montrose as Physician Superintendent, Browne’s approach of 

systematic clinical observation led to the introduction of a casebook approach for noting 

causes, treatments and cures. Harper noted of Browne that this involved him making ‘a 

philosophical analysis of the individual mind, of its history, condition and capabilities so 

that the physician may know and be able to act upon and mould the moral nature of each 

patient committed to his care.’41 He noted: 

 
It has been tried first to give a full and detailed account of each case on admission 
and then to continue the narrative annually or as often as events may render 
necessary. The history of each individual thus contains the progress towards health 
or aggravated forms of disease from year to year, the prominent features at 
particular stages, the effects of treatment, whether these consist of failures or 
successes (and it) enables the institution of comparison between distant periods and 
new or modified conditions.42 

 

The maintenance of medical records is regarded today as essential but at the time this 

development represented a huge advance in the treatment and study of mental illness. 

When he was later appointed to be Superintendent at the Crichton Institution in Dumfries 

Browne continued the individual record-keeping on each patient, with a daily report 

written by the attendant in charge. By 1845, however, he came to the conclusion that this 

report was not sufficient of itself and decided that the Medical Superintendent should, 

once again, keep his own set of medical records. These notes reveal detailed observations 

of conditions such as mania, general paralysis of the insane, epilepsy, alcoholism and 

addiction. He also produced detailed descriptions of various clinical states such as 

                                                
40 Reports of the Select Committee appointed to consider of Provision being made for the better Regulation 
of Madhouses in England: with Minutes and Evidence order by the House of Commons, (With an appendix 
on Scotland), 11 June 1816, Vol. 6, 463 
41 J. Harper, op. cit., 591 
42 Ibid. 
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hallucinations, delusions and aphasia. 

 

At the Bothwell District Asylum in Lanarkshire a training programme was established for 

asylum attendants in the 1870s. In 1884 Dr A. C. Clark of the Glasgow District Asylum 

presented a paper, Special Training of Asylum Attendants, which was widely circulated 

and acted on by asylum superintendents.43 P. Nolan in A History of Mental Health 

Nursing refers to Bothwell’s excellence in the field of asylum staff training in 1891.44 

This was a far cry from the situation at the original Montrose Asylum where the only 

requirement had been for staff to be ‘kind and gentle’. By 1900 all public asylum staff in 

Scotland were receiving specialist training. 

 
Superintendents 

The views of asylum superintendents on what constituted the best way of treating patients 

changed gradually and often as a result of trial and error. Each was ultimately responsible 

for the overall treatment administered in the asylum and this often reflected their own 

personal approach to care. When Browne moved from the Montrose Asylum to the 

Crichton Institution at Dumfries the managers at Montrose, in setting out to find his 

replacement, stipulated that he must be of ‘gentle and amiable disposition and high moral 

worth.’45 They also stated that it rested with the Superintendent whether ‘the unhappy 

maniac shall be treated with a cold bath or the straight [sic] waistcoat, or be indulged with 

the fiddle, newspaper, or the backgammon board.’46 As Checkland writes ‘medical 

superintendents were as gods in their little universes, very well provided-for by their 

philanthropist-managers, who understood the need to attract good men.’47 

 

Staff treats 

It was important to reward staff for good work and from about the time of the 1857 Act, 

picnics (fig. 9.8), theatre trips and day visits to local areas of interest were initiated. This 

was in addition to the weekly balls and dances held in the recreation hall for patients, 

                                                
43 ‘A visit to Bothwell Asylum’, The American Journal of Psychiatry, 40, January 1884, 337 
44 P. Nolan, A History of Mental Heath Nursing, London, 1993, 68 
45 Keddie, op. cit., 101 
46 Ibid. 
47 Checkland, op. cit., 176 
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which staff also often attended. The annual staff dance was an eagerly awaited event, for 

which each staff member was sent an individual invitation from the Superintendent (fig. 

9.9). 

 

 
Fig. 9.8 Staff from Montrose Royal Asylum on a summer outing, c.1910 Tayside Health Board 
 

 
Fig. 9.9 Invitation from the Superintendent to the Staff Dance, Montrose Royal Asylum, c.1910 

Tayside Health Board 
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Over the study period there were a great many improvements from the situation first 

outlined by Browne when he stated that ‘the attendants had long been the worst features 

of the early asylums.’48 Asylum staff had come to play a vital role in the running of the 

institution and its wider therapeutic regime. Recruitment of quality staff was critically 

important and asylum superintendents became more and more selective in their choice as 

the calibre of applications improved.  

                                                
48 Harper, op. cit., 592 
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Chapter 10 
 

Patient accommodation and the asylum as a home 
 

the nearer the conditions of asylum life are made to resemble those of a sane community, 
the more contented do the patients become, and the more successfully is their restoration 

to a really sound state of mind promoted and secured.1 
 

 The exponents of Moral Treatment had long advocated that ‘lunatics’ were 

influenced to a large extent by their surroundings. The appearance of the immediate 

asylum environment thus came to form a major part of the treatment process. As Tuke 

noted in an essay presented at the Glasgow Royal Asylum in 1812, Practical Hints on the 

Construction and Economy of Pauper Lunatic Asylums, ‘it does not require much 

acquaintance with the character of lunatics, to perceive in how great a degree, the 

prevention of abuses, and the compatibility of comfort with security, must depend upon 

the construction of their abodes.’2 This was echoed in the first annual report of the 

Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland when it was stated that the structure of asylums 

‘should be light and cheerful, and calculated to inspire feelings of hope and confidence.’3 

It was also an important feature of Moral Treatment that a home-like environment was 

created in which patients could be accommodated in a manner befitting their rank and 

status in the outside world. This chapter explores how the asylum was adapted to provide 

a comfortable domestic setting and considers some of the many practicalities of 

managing the growing asylum community on these large and complex sites.  

 

In the early 1800s when the first public asylums began to assume their monumental 

forms, buildings of their size were still very rare. Most Scots lived in rural communities 

with few pretensions to grandeur and local buildings were modest in scale. The vast 

lunatic asylums at the same time could thus evoke fear and uncertainty but also a degree 

of pride in patients, inspiring recovery. In attempts to distance the asylum from the prison 

small apertures were replaced with larger bay windows, which created a much more 

domestic appearance. This also allowed the curative and restorative qualities of fresh air 

                                                
1 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 20 
2 W. Tuke, Practical Hints on the Construction and Economy of Pauper Lunatic Asylums, York, 1815, E 
3 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 239 
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to flow freely through the south-facing rooms. At the Northern Counties District Asylum 

in 1866, two years after opening, an inspection was made and it was noted that ‘except in 

one or two passages, the house is remarkably well-lighted and cheerful.’4 A photograph 

of a day-room at the Northern Counties District Asylum (fig. 10.1) illustrates the light 

entering freely through the large, almost floor-to-ceiling, windows and shows the overall 

ratio of window to wall. In the dormitories of the Banff District Asylum it was noted that 

‘the amount of light admitted into the dormitories and the pureness of the linen which is 

judiciously fully exposed to the air produced quite a dazzling effect.’5 

 

 
Fig. 10.1 Inverness, the Northern Counties District Asylum, c.1910 ©The Highland Health Board 
 

There were, of course, times when the light was to be shut out. In the bedrooms an 

emphasis was placed by the General Board on the necessity of patients sleeping well in 

                                                
4 Second Annual Report of the Inverness District Asylum, Inverness, 1866, 16 
5 Minutes of the Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archives, Aberdeen, GRHB 35/1, 21 
May 1869 
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the summer months. To this effect they added in the recommendations of their first report 

that ‘shutters should be provided for a majority of the single sleeping rooms.’6 In addition 

those suffering from epilepsy were removed from sources of bright light, as this was 

believed to lead to seizure. At Gartnavel a ward of basement rooms was specially 

designed without windows to eliminate the possibility of the light triggering the fits of 

epileptic patients.  

 

Continuity 

For patients to feel ‘at home’ within these large asylum complexes it was essential that 

they be accommodated in a way that demonstrated continuity between their own home 

and their life in the institution. This could have been as a patient in the very highest 

‘class’ of accommodation with adjoining rooms for personal servants or at the other end 

of the scale, in the farm colonies where they were housed together with other farm 

labourers. The aim was to recreate a patient’s own world in the context of an ordered and 

controlled environment. Glasgow Asylum’s Annual Report illustrates this point in 1821: 

 
Patients who have been liberally educated, and who have been accustomed to the 
elegancies of polished life and manners, often retain a fastidious taste, and a proud 
sense of their superiority. They not only would spurn at what they might conceive 
to be a degrading employment, but they feel indignant, unless their 
accommodations be of a superior kind, and are apt to be offended, when exposed to 
the company and conversation of any person whom they may deem to be an 
unworthy associate. For such patients, small suites of apartments, unconnected with 
the common wards, have long been much in request, and will soon be provided. 
And while they will be permitted to enjoy the greatest possible degree of personal 
liberty, consistent with the necessary treatment, they will be furnished with the 
means of such suitable amusements and recreations, as will serve, both to relieve 
the irksomeness of confinement, and to promote the cure of the malady.7  

 

The 1831 Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum reminded readers that from its inception 

this institution had provided treatment and suitable accommodation to patients ‘of 

superior as well as of inferior rank’ and to each of these classes of patients ‘one half of 

the original building was expressly appropriated.’8 In Views of Glasgow and its Environs 

                                                
6 First Annual Report of the General Board …,  Edinburgh, 1859, 117 
7 Seventh Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1821, 15 
8 Seventeenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1831, 9 
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J. Swan noted in 1828 that ‘the eating rooms, parlours, and bedrooms, for the higher rank 

of patients, are spacious and genteelly furnished.’9 

 

At Reid’s Royal Edinburgh Asylum there were designated areas in which ‘persons whose 

friends object to their associating with the patients’ (i.e. the other ‘second’ class patients) 

were permitted to keep servants, their own carriages and other conveniences.10 It was as 

if they were still living at home. In the sleeping quarters too, the dormitories of the lower-

class patients were replaced in the ‘first-class’ wings by single-ward rooms, with the 

highest class of patient receiving a bedroom with a private adjoining water closet and 

parlour with additional rooms for a private servant. Continuity between home and asylum 

was thus maintained. 

 

The 1831 annual report of the first Glasgow Asylum noted that: 

 
The aspect of the light, cheerful and neatly furnished apartments, occupied by our 
patients of the wealthier classes, forms, indeed, a striking contrast, to the 
accommodations of such patients in former times, as the care, tenderness and even 
delicacy, now observed in their treatment. The Directors, aware how desirable it 
is, that our patients, especially of superior rank should be treated with the utmost 
possible degree of privacy…’11 

 

Patients were furthermore to be surrounded by objects and decoration that they would 

recognise and with which they would feel comfortable. It was believed that the poor 

should not expect to have the same treatment as the rich as this would be totally out of 

keeping with expectations for their rank and status, as Browne stated in 1837: 

 
the accommodation, the fare, the attendance required for the rich, cannot be 
extended to the poor, nor is it necessary that it should. The pauper could not 
appreciate, nor prize, nor derive benefit from the refinement and delicacies essential 
to comfort, and instrumental to the recovery of the affluent.12 

 

                                                
9 J. Swan, Views of Glasgow and its Environs, Glasgow, 1828, 26 
10 C. Stevenson, Medicine and Magnificence, New Haven, 2001, 210 
11 Seventeenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1831, 9 
12 W. A. F. Browne, What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, Edinburgh, 1837, 199 
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This belief that the provisions for the rich and poor should be different in quantity and 

quality from each other was accepted across all the Scottish Asylums. The second edition 

of the Regulations of the Glasgow Asylum for Lunatics of 1823 outlined that this disparity 

could be ‘in the size of the bed-room, in the number of apartments, in the quality of 

furniture and of diet, in the rank of associates, and in the proportion of keepers, or 

servants.’13At the Crichton Institution in Dumfries this difference in fare and 

accommodation was outlined in the original advert for the asylum: ‘to each Pauper Patient 

will be given a separate bed-room; and in common with ten others, the use of a large 

public room and of a capacious gallery and balcony’ Those of a higher class were 

expected to find ‘everything resembling the objects in a private house’ consisting of 

‘spacious and handsomely-furnished rooms … to which are attached baths, douches, &c., 

galleries and balconies overlooking the town and vicinity … where perfect security is 

combined with elegance and comfort’.14  

 

It notes that the pauper patients were provided with ‘A public room for 10; a private 

Sleeping-room for each; iron bed; no curtains, no carpets, &c.’ and to the middle class 

‘Two public rooms for 10; a private Sleeping-room for each, with curtained bed, carpet, 

toilet, basin stand &c.’ whilst to the highest rate of board was given ‘A Parlour and Bed-

room of large dimensions, and furnished in mahogany.’ In terms of provision, therefore, 

and ultimately in terms of building, the gulf between the rich and poor was clearly 

evident. At Gartnavel the apartments for patients of higher rank often comprised suites of 

rooms to allow personal servants to wait on them. At the Crichton it was noted in 1845 

that: 

 
two lines of distinction have been drawn: one between the higher classes, who 
reside with their attendants in suites of apartments, and the middle classes, who are 
associated in galleries; and another between the middle classes, who possess the 
accommodations of a plain but pleasant home, and the poorer classes, who are 
likewise associated in galleries of the same dimensions, and with the same means of 
ventilation and heating as those occupied by their superiors.15 
 

                                                
13 Regulations of The Glasgow Asylum For Lunatics, Glasgow, 1823, 22 
14 Original Advert for New Asylum (framed), Dumfries and Galloway Council Archives, 1983/017 
15 Sixth Annual Report of the Crichton Institution for Lunatics, Dumfries, 1845, 20 
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This reflected the accepted class distinction prevalent throughout the United Kingdom at 

the time and was outlined in the Sixth Annual Report of the Crichton Royal Institution, 

Dumfries which stated that ‘in a country where the distinctions of rank and riches are so 

broad and practical as in this, it is absolutely necessary that the first principle of 

arrangement of the inhabitants of an asylum should be founded on the amount of board 

paid.’16 

 

In Parchappé’s discussion of Gartnavel in Des Principes à Suivre dans la Fondation et la 

Construction des Asiles D’Aliénés of 1853 he highlighted how accommodation for the 

different classes of patient was dependent on the rates of board and how, relating to the 

need, this manifested itself in the creation of certain spaces and the addition of particular 

objects and activities.17 He noted how patients of the higher class were sub-divided into 

three further classes after the initial payment of the higher class rate and that those of the 

very highest, ‘pensionnaires les plus riches’, required ‘private lounges, dining-rooms, 

lounges for conversation and music, and the generally comfortable, almost sumptuous 

decoration and furniture.’ He went on to indicate how for the lowest category of ‘first-

class’ patients, ‘des pensionnaires de dernière classe’, there was a four-bed dormitory 

and that patients of the ‘first-class’ who paid £173 per year: 

 
occupy a gallery painted to imitate Sienna marble. Their floor is carpeted. The 
windows are framed with rich curtains. The chandeliers are hung from the ceiling. 
The armchairs, the couches, the tables are arranged from place to place. The 
ventilators that occupy the space above the doors of the rooms are hidden by coats 
of arms or ornaments. These elegances might be considered an excessive luxury, 
but are nevertheless deemed necessary … and one must not lose sight of the view 
that these conditions are essential for the well being of the sick.18 

                                                
16 Ibid. 
17 M. Parchappé, Des principes a suivre dans la fondation et la construction des Asiles d’Aliénés, Paris, 
1853, 243 
18 Les différences d’habitation, pour ces catégories, portent sur le nombre des pièces accessoires, salons 
particulieres, salles à manger, salons de conversation et de musique, sur l’ornementation et sur 
l’ameublement généralement très confortable et Presque somptueux dans les habitations des pensionnaires 
les plus riches. Dans la subdivision des pesionnaires de dernière classe, il y a un dortoir de quatre lits. La 
galerie des pensionnaires qui payant 173 livres sterling (4,075 fr.) par an est peine en initation de marbre de 
Sienne. Son plancher est recouvert de tapis. Les fenêtres sont garnis de riches rideaux. Des lustres sont 
suspendus au plafond. Des fauteuils, des canapés, des tables, sont disposés de place en place. Les 
ventilatuers, qui existent au-dessus des portes des chambers, sont masqués par des écussons peints d’armes 
ou ornaments. Ces recherches d’un luxe peut-être excessif, mais non déplacé  pourtant dans un 
établissement qui est une véritable mainson de santé, n’ont pas fait perdre de vue la réalisation des 
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The 1857 Report of the Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland went further, suggesting 

that ‘the accommodation should be equal, if not superior, to that to which the patient has 

previously been accustomed.’19 At the Aberdeen Royal Asylum in 1859 the very 

‘domestic character’ of the hospital was noted, along with the ‘superior style of 

accommodation at very moderate rate now afforded to the private class of patients’.20 By 

this date hair mattresses had replaced the chaff that for years had formed the bedding of 

the poorer class. Two years later Wemyss (first introduced in Chapter 6) urged caution on 

this point, stating that 

 
it is not to be supposed or expected that those unfortunate individuals who require 
to be supported at the public expense, possibly for the period of a pretty long life, 
are to be maintained in a manner much superior to that of their rank and society, 
and to which they have been accustomed.21 

 

His argument was that even in the most basic curative department their accommodation 

would be far superior than they needed and certainly far better than they would have had 

in their own homes. He continued, however, that if their illness proved incurable they 

should be treated with every kindness and be accommodated at the level of their own 

rank and habits in life. In 1879 it was noted in the Annual Report of the General Board 

that ‘society is actually divided into these classes, and a corresponding division in the 

asylum arrangements would therefore be a natural one.’22 

 

At the Royal Edinburgh Asylum the new annex at Craighouse (figs 10.2 and 10.3) would 

provide accommodation for the highest class of patient while East House would be 

reserved for the middle classes. This would allow West House to be reserved entirely to 

‘pauper lunatics’. 

 

                                                                                                                                            
conditions plus essentielles au bien-etre des maladies …, from M. Parchappé, Des principes a suivre dans 
la fondation et la construction des Asiles d’Aliénés, Paris, 1853, 243 (trans. A. Darragh) 
19 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 239 
20 Medical Report of the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Aberdeen, for the year ending 31 December, 1858, 
Grampian Heath Board Archive, Aberdeen, GRHB 2/8, 1859, 9 
21 A. W. Wemyss, Remarks on County Asylums Required for Pauper Lunatics with a Sketch Plan for These, 
Edinburgh, 1861, 6 
22 Twenty-first Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1879, 43 
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Fig. 10.2 Drawing Room, Craighouse, ‘first-class’ annex to the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, 1895 copied 

1993 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 10.3 East Wing, Craighouse, ‘first-class’ annex to the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, 1895 copied 1993 

©RCAHMS 
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In the older Royal Asylums which catered for both ‘private’ and ‘pauper’ patient, 

classification and differences in rates of board and accommodation were not purely to 

maintain this balance between home and asylum – there was a more practical, financial 

necessity behind it. Accommodating the rich and the poor together within the same 

institution resulted in cross-subsidy with profits derived from the ‘first-class’ patients 

reducing the rates of board charged to the ‘pauper’ classes. At the first meeting of 

Qualified Subscribers of the Glasgow Lunatic Asylum it was stated that ‘the profits 

arising from the boarders, are to assist in furnishing good accommodation for the poor, at 

a small expense to the public.’23 

 

Objects of interest 

It was considered important that the asylum was well-stocked with objects of interest 

such as works of art, artifacts, ornaments, books and magazines of general interest. Plants 

and flowers were often brought from the conservatories and gardens by patients, staff and 

visitors. The Second Annual Report of the General Board strongly recommended ‘the 

more copious introduction into the galleries of flowers, birds, and other objects calculated 

to arrest the attention and interest of the patients’ at the Glasgow Asylum.24 In 1863 it 

was reported of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum ‘additional furniture and objects of interest, 

such as pictures, mirrors, flowers, and pet animals have been introduced with the happiest 

effect.’25 The new District Asylum for the Northern Counties was noted to be lacking in 

these objects: ‘in the single and smaller rooms the addition of various plain, home-like 

articles of furniture would not only be admissible but most beneficial.’26 James Coxe, 

Commissioner in Lunacy for Scotland, advised that this would not merely give the house 

a pleasing appearance, but would fundamentally influence the mental condition of the 

patients and ‘render them more orderly, more tractable, and more humane’.27 At Elmhill, 

the first-class wing of the Aberdeen Royal Asylum, it had been agreed to spend a sum of 

£30 on pictures and statuettes for the ornamentation of the rooms and corridors of the 
                                                
23 Report of The General Committee appointed to carry into effect the Proposal for a Lunatic Asylum at 
Glasgow with a Minute of the First General Meeting of Qualified Subscribers, 1814, 5 (ref. GGHBA, 
HB13) 
24 Second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1860, 1xv 
25 Fifth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1863, Xxxviii 
26 Second Annual Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, May 1866, 8 
27 Ibid., 4 
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Asylum.28 

 

J. Sibbald returned to the general deficiency in interesting items in 1897 when he stated 

that ‘conditions showed that it was desirable to do much more than had previously been 

thought necessary to supply the inmates of an asylum with objects of interest.29 By the 

time of the furnishing of the District Asylum at Aberdeen in 1906 it was reported that 

‘the rooms are abundantly decorated with pictures, plants and ornaments.’30 General 

views of corridors in figures 10.4 to 10.5 illustrate how they were decorated with these 

‘objects of interest’. Figure 10.4 shows a gallery in the ‘First Class House’ at Glasgow 

Royal Asylum while figure 10.5 shows a ‘second class’ or ‘pauper’ gallery at Montrose 

Royal Asylum.  

 

 
Fig. 10.4 ‘First Class Gallery’, Glasgow Royal Asylum, c.1910 Greater Glasgow Health Board 
 

                                                
28 Minutes of the Aberdeen Infirmary and Lunatic Asylum, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, Lo 362.1 IN 2, 
13 December 1886, 41 
29 Sibbald, op. cit., 10 
30 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1500 
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Fig. 10.5 Male Ward 1, Montrose Royal Asylum, 1939 Tayside Health Board 
 

The asylum as a home 

As early as 1857 it was reported that many patients preferred to be accommodated in 

smaller houses rather than in one large institutional block. The Commissioners stated ‘we 

have reason to believe that the patients themselves prefer the smaller houses, where their 

individuality is more recognised, and where they have a more home-like feeling.’31 

Although this was the case it was an impossible aspiration for the majority of patients 

during the early and main building periods where the design emphasis was on a single 

main asylum structure. By the end of the main building period smaller, more 

individualised units were beginning to be erected where classified patients could live in a 

much more home-like environment. In 1873 the General Board stated that ‘our own 

experience leads us to give the preference to small establishments, as being more tranquil 

and more home-like than those in which large numbers of patients are congregated 

together.’32 

 

A further feature of normal home life was the ability to welcome friends and family to 

visit the asylum. Just as in the outside world people would normally wish to visit each 

other’s homes, so it was encouraged in the asylum. Given that it was an institution, 

                                                
31 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 65 
32 Fifteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1873, 1ii 
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however, there had to be some level of control over who could visit, to what parts and 

when. This was solved in some places by providing a separate room in which visitors 

could meet with their families and friends. Entrance halls were given the appearance of a 

country house (figs 10.6 and 10.7) in an attempt to dispel the fears that undoubtedly 

troubled family and friends. However it was commented in relation to the District 

Asylum for Mid Lothian and Peebles ‘visitors should, as often as possible, be admitted to 

the wards to see their relatives.’33 

 

 
Fig. 10.6 Northern Counties District Asylum, entrance hall, c.1910 ©Highland Health Board 
 

 
Fig. 10.7 Northern Counties District Asylum, entrance hall, c.1910 ©Highland Health Board 

                                                
33 Fifty-second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1910, 126 
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Decoration 

The general decoration and furnishing of the asylum was an important consideration. Of 

the Banff District Asylum in 1872 it was stated that ‘the appearance of cheerfulness has 

been increased by general papering.’34 In addition to the specific requirements of each 

class, day-rooms and dormitories reflected gender differences following the conventions 

of domestic life. What was preferred by the females would not necessarily have appealed 

to the males. Figures 10.8 and 10.9 show typical rooms in the Northern Counties District 

Asylum in which those for females had upholstered chairs and patterned wallpaper while 

those for males had mainly un-patterned walls with plain leather sofas and chairs. In most 

asylums females were accommodated on the west side of the building, which usually had 

better light in the evenings for activities such as sewing, reading and playing music. This 

was a particular feature at Barony and Gartloch where the end blocks were angled north-

south. In the single bedrooms it was noted at Montrose that ‘individual tastes of the 

patients are largely consulted and gratified.’35 At the Aberdeen District Asylum at 

Kingseat it was noted in 1903 that the ‘heavy furniture has given place to a lighter and 

more comfortable furnishing.’36 

 

 
Fig. 10.8 Northern Counties District Asylum, Specimen day-room for females, c.1910 ©Highland Health 

Board 
                                                
34 Fourteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1872, 1xviii 
35 Fifteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1873, 1xxiii 
36 Minutes of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, 11 August 1903, 
73 
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Fig. 10.9 Northern Counties District Asylum, Specimen day-room for males, c.1910 ©Highland Health 

Board 
 

The importance of decoration and orderliness was highlighted in the Inverness-based 

Scottish Highlander publication of 1897, where it was reported: 

 
It is instructive to notice how a clean, well-decorated and comfortably furnished 
ward influences its patients for good. Patients who in their old dilapidated quarters, 
in which there was nothing worth taking care of, were noisy, untidy, and 
destructive, seem to be controlled by a restraining influence and to be on their best 
behaviour when placed amongst nice things, and they do not destroy them.37 
 

The internal order, cleanliness and attractiveness of the asylum seemed to be of vital 

importance to the patients and had a positive bearing on their ‘behaviour’ or mental state. 

The same article commented that ‘it is no uncommon occurrence for a restless, 

troublesome, destructive woman to steal away from one of the old unrenovated wards to 

one newly decorated and furnished, and to be found there quite contented and pleased 

with herself, giving no trouble.’38  

 

Fitting out of public asylums 

The fitting out of these vast institutions was carefully planned to the last detail. The level 

of care and attention devoted to the accommodation was illustrated in the 1895 Annual 

                                                
37 Thirty-third Annual Report of the Inverness District Lunatic Asylum, Inverness, 1895, 10 
38 Ibid. 
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Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum which noted ‘the corridor has a panelled 

dado and a rich crimson wallpaper. The woodwork is stained walnut … the walls of the 

sick ward are panelled … with varnished pitch pine, and above this are painted in oil in a 

delicate shade of pale green, which is quiet and restful to the eyes.’39 From the time of the 

First Annual Report of the Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland many suggestions and 

directions were provided as to the best materials to use for specific areas, such as walls, 

doors, stairs and floors. The Board advised that ‘all the passages, and day and sleeping 

rooms should have boarded floors; and it is desirable that the boards should be tongued. It 

is indispensable that they should be of the best wood, and thoroughly well seasoned.’40 At 

Inverness (fig. 10.10) it was reported that ‘the floor is of pitch pine boards, 3in by 1½ in 

polished by bees’ wax and turpentine rubbed in by heavy brushes. It may be mentioned 

that all of the floors of the hospital are of pitch pine except those of the bathrooms and 

lavatories, the boot rooms and the kitchen which are tiled.’41  

 

 
Fig. 10.10 Inverness, Northern Counties District Asylum, specimen empty dormitory showing flooring, 

2004 ©RCAHMS 
 
The first annual report stated that ‘the walls generally should be plastered or lined with 

Roman cement.’42 And in relation to the stairs it was suggested that they be ‘built of 

stone, without winders or long straight flights. The well should be built up, and hand-rails 

should be provided.’43  

                                                
39 Ibid., Appendix  
40 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 116 
41 Thirty-third Annual Report of the Inverness District Lunatic Asylum, Inverness, 1895, Appendix 
42 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 117 
43 Ibid., 116 
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Practical issues in the asylum are too numerous to explore in any detail in this study but 

there are some of such importance that they cannot be omitted. These included facilities 

and arrangements for dining, washing, heating, lighting and ventilation. It was essential 

that these were managed efficiently and economically, as the smooth running of the 

asylum contributed to the order and tranquillity of the overall caring regimes of the 

institution. 

 
Dining 

The First Annual Report of the General Board stipulated that in each asylum there should 

be a general dining-hall ‘conveniently situate [sic] with reference to the kitchen … for the 

patients of both sexes.’44 At the Royal Asylums the private and pauper patients generally 

ate separately, either at different times in the same hall or in different halls for each class. 

In the ‘pauper’ District Asylums the males and females generally ate together. At the 

Haddington District Asylum the dining-hall ‘presented the novel feature of the male and 

female patients being seated alternately, and the experiment was regarded as 

satisfactory.’45 At the Melrose District Asylum there was an opening from the kitchen to 

the patients’ dining hall through which the dishes were set on a side table in the hall. This 

meant that patients would not be disturbed by the continuous entrance of the servants. 

The hall was used by both sexes and could seat 168 patients at once on 28 small tables 

with six chairs at each.46 In 1883 Dr Brush, on his study tour, noted that at West House in 

Edinburgh ‘meals are served to the pauper patients in a large common dining hall’ (fig. 

10.11).47  

 

Dining seems to have been a very ordered activity in the Inverness asylum as after a visit 

by the Commissioners in Lunacy it was reported that dinner was served in a ‘very 

creditable and orderly manner’ with ‘about nine-tenths of the patients being present in the 

hall.’48 In the new dining-hall at Gartnavel of 1879 (fig. 10.12) ‘178 men and 123 women 
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dined together during the visit. The food was neatly and comfortably served.’49 The 

Grand Hall was opened in 1877, mainly for the use of ‘pauper patients’ and at the same 

time a smaller room, the ‘Lesser Hall’, was built for private patients. The Grand Hall also 

served as a recreation hall and its vividly painted ornamental frieze displayed scenes of 

dancing, hunting, golf and curling. Above it were inscribed biblical quotations on the 

theme of ‘love’, such as ‘By Love serve one another’ and ‘Love suffers long and is kind’, 

on which the patients could meditate. 

 

 
Fig. 10.11 Edinburgh West House (‘Second Class’) dining-room, 1955 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 10.12 East house (‘second class’) dining-room at the Glasgow Royal Asylum, 1877 ©Greater 

Glasgow Health Board Archive 
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Dining arrangements for private patients 

The manner in which private patients dined was indicative of their treatment in general. 

In West House at Glasgow it was noted that ‘great advantage has been derived from 

providing a general dining hall, in which a considerable portion of the gentlemen take 

their meals.’50 This ‘Lesser Hall’ accommodated about 30 private patients. It was noted 

that ‘the meat is served in joints, and cut at the side table by the head attendant.’51 Later 

developments in the private wing at Glasgow saw the introduction of a ‘mess room’ in 

which two assistant medical officers dined in the same room and at the same time as the 

patients and were served with the same dishes. These were placed on a side table, where 

the head attendant acted as carver and two of the ordinary attendants officiated as waiter, 

and ‘each patient had a tumbler of beer, and bread at discretion.’52 The details of this 

mess-room arrangement were carefully recorded for the Annual Report of 1871 as it was 

thought that they might be advantageously copied in similar institutions. The lower-

ranking private patients at Gartnavel accommodated in East House ate in the new dining-

hall opened in 1879, which was ‘tastefully fitted up and judiciously furnished’ and where 

the food was served in separate courses ‘in a neat and appropriate fashion’.53 A smaller, 

separate dining-hall, contiguous to the large one, was provided for private patients of the 

East House, so that the two classes could dine at the same time ‘without the risk of any 

invidious comparison of the food supplied at the two tables.’54 At the private wing of the 

Royal Edinburgh Asylum, East House, it was reported in 1870 that ‘there is no general 

dining-hall or amusement-room; the kitchen is small, hot and inconvenient.’55 Once the 

new annex for ‘first-class’ patients was opened, patients dined in small dining-rooms, 

similar to those of a private family home (fig. 10.13). 

 

Serving 

The simultaneous serving of food to hundreds of patients and staff was a major 

undertaking which could often cause problems. It was noted at Dundee in 1869 that ‘the 
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crowding and mode of serving are still open to great objection, and at some points the 

food was cold. These drawbacks are, in great measure, to be attributed to the size and 

position of the rooms.’56 Other institutions, however, devised ways of providing hot food 

to all the patients. At Edinburgh in 1864 it was stated that ‘a railway is at present in 

process of construction from the kitchen, along the central passage of the West House, 

intended for the conveyance of food to the different galleries.57 At Glasgow in 1906 ‘hot 

closets for keeping the food warm before being sent to the dining tables have been 

introduced.’58 This became even more difficult when asylums began to expand with 

separate, additional accommodation blocks remote from the central kitchens. At the 

Aberdeen District Asylum food was distributed to detached villas in separate covered 

vessels, labelled for each house and conveyed in a special wagon. The final consignment 

from the kitchen was delivered to the last villa within ten minutes of leaving the kitchen, 

and ‘found to be as hot and as palatable as could be desired.’59 

 

 
Fig. 10.13 Ladies’ dining-room, South Craig Villa, Craighouse, ‘first-class’ annex to the Royal Edinburgh 
 Asylum, 1895 copied 1993 ©RCAHMS 
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Asylum diet 

A good diet was another feature of Moral Treatment as it was regarded as ‘a protection 

against the occurrence of excitement.’60 There are numerous references to the quality of 

food served in asylums, which generally were very complimentary. At the Dundee Royal 

Asylum in 1869 dinner was reported to be ‘abundant, and in good quality’.61 At Glasgow 

Royal Asylum it was of ‘excellent quality, and was exceedingly well cooked …[and] 

much attention is given to the preparation and serving of the food, as well as to its quality 

and quantity.’62 It was further noted that this remark applied equally to the food supplied 

to pauper patients and to private patients, whether paying low or high rates of board. As 

most asylums had their own farms to supply meat and grow vegetables there was 

generally an abundant supply of both. Some of the more expensive meats reared on site, 

such as pork, were sent to market, while in others such as the Fife and Kinross District 

Asylum the patients’ diet included ‘pork from their own farm.’63 High days and holidays 

were celebrated with special fare, as illustrated in figure 10.14. 

 

 
Fig. 10.14 Gartnavel Royal Asylum, Christmas Dinner Menu, from a photographic print in Gartnavel 

Royal Hospital ©Gartnavel Royal Hospital 
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Washing and bathing 

An aspect to asylum life that required to be carefully considered in the planning was that 

of washing and bathing. In What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be Browne highlighted 

the importance of washing the patients and that there should be ‘an ample supply of 

baths’.64 As the public asylum developed throughout the century, cleanliness came to be 

an important part of Moral Treatment and the demand for water for regular washing and 

bathing increased year on year. The First Annual Report of the General Board stated that: 

 
In each ward there should be conveniences for washing the person, slop-rooms 
containing a sink, a storeroom or closet, and water-closets. It is very desirable that 
all water-closets, lavatories, &c., should be placed in projections. A bath should be 
provided in the wards occupied by the dirty patients; but there should be besides 
general bathrooms conveniently situated for the general use of the patients, and the 
baths should be so placed as to leave all the sides free.65 
 

In the same report the General Board noted that ‘a means of flushing should be 

provided.’66 In relation to personal hygiene, it was noted that ‘the inmates are bathed 

once a-week, but three use the same water. This objectionable arrangement cannot now 

be necessary.’67 This may have been no less frequent than the patients took at home and 

the use of recycled water was commonplace. Washrooms and bathrooms were generally 

placed in areas where they could receive constant ventilation. As with other parts of the 

asylum building, it was stated that the bathrooms and washrooms were fitted out with 

high-quality furniture ‘of the very latest and best description. The baths, sinks, basins, 

etc., are of white glazed earthenware, and the pipes are of copper with brass joints.’68 

Figure 10.15 shows one of the ornate toilet bowls at the Crichton Royal Institution at 

Dumfries. In general it is evident that levels of privacy increased as the century 

progressed, the later asylums providing partitions between toilets and baths. 

 

Regarding bathing, a novel facility was built on the male side of the Bothwell District 

Asylum in 1882 in the form of a large plunge bath, about 31ft long, 8ft wide, and 4 ½ ft 
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deep. It was reported that ‘nearly one half of the men use this bath, – preferring it to the 

ordinary bath and using it much more frequently.’69 It was, in essence, a small swimming 

pool.  

 

 
Fig. 10.15 Water closet at Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, photograph taken 2000 ©A. Darragh 
 
 
Water supply 

To facilitate laundry, cooking, washing, bathing and flushing, asylums had to have a good 

water supply. The General Board stated in its first annual report that ‘the quantity, 

exclusive of rainwater, which should be contained in cisterns on the roof, should, at the 

driest season, be not less than forty gallons per patient, per diem, and the amount should 

be accurately gauged.’70 At Montrose Asylum ‘thirty eight galleons of water are reported 

to be the quantity used by each inmate per day.’71 As it would also be used for drinking, 

the Board drew attention to the necessity of making a careful analysis of this water to 

determine the proper materials for pipes and reservoirs.72 The Board discouraged the use 

of lead for pipes, reservoirs and cisterns and suggested that any elevated water tanks be 

constructed out of cast iron.73 At the Melrose District Asylum provision had originally 

been made for the water from two abundant springs nearby to be brought into a large 
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cistern on an elevated part of the asylum grounds. This was found to be insufficient, 

however, and was therefore supplemented by running the rain water from the roofs into 

large tanks sunk in the courts. From here it was lifted by force pumps into cisterns in 

connection with the lavatories and washing-houses.  

 

As mentioned in Chapter 6 the twin towers, which became a recognisable feature of 

public asylums in Scotland, also served to house water tanks. These water storage towers 

provided the supply of water to the washhouses and laundries. At Kingseat, the water 

storage tank had a capacity of 300,000 gallons and was built on a site 100 ft above the 

floor level of asylum. This gave the water great pressure and it was noted in 1904 that a 

large bath could be filled to 9 inches in 30 seconds.74 At the Stirling District Asylum the 

tank held up to 120,000 gallons and from this a large supply pipe was connected to a 

steam pump which pumped the water around the various buildings, also at a high 

pressure.75 By 1910 the water supply at the Paisley District Asylum was obtained from 

the Paisley Corporation Waterworks.76 

 

Fire 

In addition to providing water for drinking, washing and bathing another major reason for 

storing water was for the ever-present need to extinguish fires. This was illustrated in the 

Stirling District Asylum where work was undertaken to construct a ‘tank, pump, water 

pipe and hydrants for securing an adequate water supply under pressure in case of fire.’77 

Fire could, and frequently did, spread extremely rapidly in asylums. Originally there were 

open fireplaces in the majority of asylum day-rooms, candles were used for lighting and 

floors were made of wood. Gas would also prove a hazard. As early as 1809 Reid at the 

Royal Edinburgh Asylum stated that it was ‘highly necessary that every possible 

precaution should be adopted to guard against accidents by fire. There should only be 

fires kept in the day-rooms; and the fire places in these ought to be secured with a strong 
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iron grating, projecting out, so as to prevent the patients from interfering with the fire.78 

As the asylums expanded, additional fireplaces were added to the wards as the comfort of 

patients was an important part of treatment. In their First Annual Report the General 

Board advised that: 

 
There should be a disconnection of the floor and joists at all internal doorways, by 
means of a stone sill, and, in all cases where a fireproof construction is not adopted, 
similar separations, at not greater distances apart than fifty feet, should be made in 
the floors and ceilings. Provisions should also be made for a complete fireproof 
separation of the timbers of the roof at the same distances, and the parapet should 
be carried through the roof one foot above the slating.79 

 

In some of the earlier asylums the buildings had ventilating flues constructed of 

inflammable materials, such as quartering lathed and plastered. It was suggested that ‘a 

distance of at least twenty feet from their point of connexion with any shaft, furnace, 

rarefying chamber, or smoke flue should be constructed entirely of brick, stone or iron 

door-frame.’80 An example of a sliding fire door is shown at the Northern Counties 

District Asylum in Inverness (fig. 10.16).  

 

 
Fig. 10.16 Fire door at the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, 2000 RCAHMS 
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The Aberdeen District Asylum of 1904 had fire exits from the start, opening out from 

every dormitory flat and had installed a system of fire alarms throughout the building. 

Futhermore a six-inch fire extinguishing main with a connection from reservoir was 

installed at a cost three hundred pounds (£300).81 

 

Following the calamitous 1903 fire at Colney Hatch Asylum in Surrey (Europe’s largest 

asylum with 2,500 patients), which claimed the lives of 51 people, the General Board in 

Scotland reviewed the adequacy of fire-prevention measures in all Scottish asylums.82 

This included the asylum fire brigades, fire extinguishing appliances and water supply. 

Staff members were trained in fire-fighting techniques and fire drills became a standard 

feature, as illustrated in figure 10.17. Additional fire exits were installed and staff and 

patients were alerted to the dangers of fire within the asylum. The General Board drew 

attention to the need for adequate water pressure for fire fighting at the Barony Parochial 

Asylum and went on to state: ‘it would also be of advantage to erect fire-escape staircases 

in connection with the large Recreation Hall, where the exits are insufficient in the event 

of a panic.’83 

 

 
Fig. 10.17 Nurses Fire Drill at Montrose Royal Asylum, Sunnyside c.1910-20 Tayside Health Board 
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The Board also advised that lightning conductors should be placed on the highest parts of 

the building and connected to the rain-water pipes. 

 

Cleaning 

Victorian institutions, particularly hospitals, were regularly and scrupulously cleaned. 

Not only did this seriously diminish the spread of infection but also satisfied the moral 

theory that ‘cleanliness is next to Godliness’. Both staff and patients were involved with 

this task and each year major ‘spring cleans’ took place, as illustrated in figure 10.18. 

   

 
Fig. 10.18 Montrose Royal Asylum Spring clean, 1913 Tayside Health Board 
 

Heating and ventilation 

Two vitally important considerations were heating and ventilation. As the century 

progressed more efficient methods were introduced. In 1828 Swan, referring to the 

Glasgow Asylum, noted that ‘the whole building is heated by rarified air, generated in the 

sunk story, and communicated by concealed flues, to the various apartments and 

galleries.’84 This was a common method of heating older asylums but in 1837 Browne 

stated that it was inadequate: 
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where the lunatic is comfortably lodged and sufficiently clothed, there is still great 
inattention to the mode in which the building where he sleeps is heated. In winter 
he is compelled to pass, as if in imitation of a Russian bath, from the temperature of 
a crowded and probably over-heated common-hall, to that of a damp cell, which 
has been cooled down by the indispensable process of ventilation to the freezing 
point.85 
 

By 1843 it was reported of the new Glasgow Royal Asylum at Gartnavel that ‘every 

attention has been paid to the heating and ventilating of the buildings.’86 Here hot air was 

circulated by means of a series of vents but over the following years this system was 

plagued by a series of persistent problems. By 1859 the General Board proposed: 

 
all the day rooms and galleries should be warmed by means of open fireplaces, or 
open firestoves; and in large rooms two fires should be provided. Fireplaces should 
also be built in all associated dormitories; but in them and other large rooms, such 
as the chapel or general dining hall, and in the corridors and passages, further 
provision for warming may be necessary.87 

 
The same report also cautioned not to lose any of the collected heat: 

 
in all cases where descending or horizontal smoke flues are used, they should be 
entirely constructed of brickwork, rendered or pargetted, inside and out; and flues 
from any of the heating or other furnaces, which are carried up through any of the 
main walls, should  be constructed with a hollow space round them, to prevent the 
inconvenient transmission of heat.88 

 
At Elmhill the fire walls were so arranged that each apartment had a fire place and 

although this added to the expense, these were deemed vital. Not only did they add 

materially to the appearance of comfort (whether used or not), but they provided a means 

of ventilating the sleeping apartments. 

 
Many asylums were heated on the ‘plenum’ system where air was forced through a 

plenum chamber for distribution to various ducts about the building. By the beginning of 

the twentieth century arrangements for heating had progressed to such a degree that the 

Reck Circulatory System was introduced. This was a low-pressure hot-water heating 

apparatus, in which the water was heated and the circulation produced by low-pressure 
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steam. This was invented by Captain A. B. Reck of Copenhagen and was first introduced 

into the United Kingdom in 1903 at the Glasgow Royal Infirmary. By 1911 over 200 

buildings throughout Britain were heated by way of this system. The engineers 

responsible for installing it were James Boyd & Sons of Paisley and it is not surprising 

that it was first introduced in asylums in that area, starting with the Ayr District Asylum 

in 1906, the Glasgow Royal Asylum in 1908 and in 1910 at the new District Asylum for 

Renfrew. At the Lanark District Asylum the buildings were heated throughout by hot 

water, the pipes for which measured nearly nine and a half miles.89 

 

Ventilation  

From the outset of the development of public asylums in Scotland the importance of 

exposure to daylight and fresh air was encouraged. As early as 1809 Reid in his 

Observations on the structure of hospitals for the treatment of lunatics noted that care 

should be taken to render the ventilation of the several apartments as complete as 

possible. He continued that this can ‘be best done by horizontal tubes carried along the 

ceilings of the several rooms and galleries, communicating at different places with the 

open air.’90 The Glasgow asylum was highly commended by the General Committee in 

1814 for its plan that ‘secures to every room the freest ventilation’91 and in 1818 the 

directors stated they preferred ‘the risk of occasional noise, to the certainty of disease and 

death from ill-ventilated apartments.’92 The combination of well-lit rooms and free-

flowing air throughout the institution created the ideal conditions for the patient’s 

recovery. Browne commented that effective ventilation was often neglected and insisted 

on ‘more attention being paid than is common to the size and ventilation of the sleeping 

apartments’.93 

 

The First Annual Report of the General Board advised that ‘the windows of day rooms 

and corridors should be large and of a cheerful character, and everyone be made to open 
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easily and so as to allow a free circulation of air, but not in such a manner as to expose 

patients to danger.’94 Besides the windows ‘ventilation generally should be provided for 

by means of flues, taken from the various rooms and corridors into horizontal channels 

communicating with a perpendicular shaft, in which a firebox should be placed for the 

purpose of extracting the foul air.’95 The report on the Inverness asylum in 1866 stated 

‘of the house itself the sanitary condition has been highly satisfactory, and the freedom 

from any epidemic influence is believed to be principally attributed to its elevated 

position, which commands at all times a thorough ventilation of the structure.’96 It 

continued: ‘ventilation is well attended to, but it might be advisable to increase the 

opening space of some of the windows.’97 Advisory comments were generally heeded by 

the District Boards and in 1872 ‘the house was found in excellent order, and cleanliness 

and ventilation well attended to.’98 Free-flowing air was essential in eliminating, in a 

natural way, any odours, which might have been present within the asylum. The 

Commissioners in Lunacy reported in 1872 ‘the house was found thoroughly clean in 

every part, and free from all offensive odours, except a slight smell arising from some of 

the urinals which are not altogether judiciously placed.’99 In many cases the high towers 

of asylum buildings were not only ornamental, but served an important function n the 

ventilation of the buildings. At Melrose, for example, cast metal vents from the fires were 

carried up the towers, as were the foul air flues in the principal apartments. Being brought 

in contact with the heated metal vents a constant draft was maintained and any noxious 

odours distinguished. As early as 1906 in the Aberdeen District Asylum the ventilation of 

the hospital and villa was carried out by means of electric extractor fans.100 

 
Sewerage 

This was yet another critical aspect of the effective public asylum management and to 

that end the General Board advised in its First Annual Report that ‘the best and most 
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approved system of pipe or tabular drainage should be adopted, with an efficient fall so as 

effectually to carry off to a sufficient distance from the asylum the soil and all other 

impurities.’101 It went on to advise that the sewerage should be collected in closed tanks 

and made available for agricultural purposes.102 There were many different systems of 

sewage disposal in the public asylums, however, with no one being preferred, or with no 

one being appropriate to all others. This is illustrated in the case of the Banff District 

Asylum at Ladysbridge, which solicited advice from other asylums (both District and 

Royal) in 1901 as to which methods were employed on their sites. The results showed 

that these were varied. In the case of the District Asylums of Argyll and Bute, Barony, 

Elgin, Haddington, Melrose, Stirling and at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, sewage flowed 

directly into the town or city sewers. At the Northern Counties District Asylum in 

Inverness it flowed directly into the sea. For others this was not so straightforward. At 

Perth District Asylum, Dundee Royal Asylum and James Murray’s (which employed two 

different methods simultaneously) a system of field irrigation was in place. At the District 

Asylums of Ayr, Fife and Kinross, Govan, Lanark, Mid Lothian and Peebles, the 

Northern Counties along with James Murray’s Royal Asylum, Montrose Royal Asylum 

and the Crichton Royal sewage was dealt with by means of septic tanks. Bothwell District 

Asylum used a system of settling tanks and at the Glasgow District Asylum a method 

created by the International Purification Company was providing the service.103  

 
Gas and electricity 

Even in the smallest institutions, gas could be made quite economically on site. Given 

Scotland’s long dark winter days and the need for light in the evenings this was essential. 

At James Murray’s Royal Asylum in Perth it was reported that ‘artificial light, first 

provided by lamps and candles, was replaced in 1827 with gas lighting from the Perth 

City Gas Company.’104 This was followed a short time after by Glasgow Royal Asylum 

in 1833: ‘the Weekly Committee have had some communications with the Gas Company, 

with the view to the introduction of Gas-light into the Asylum, as formerly proposed.’105 
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In 1863 a Minute from the Banff Gas Light Company it states that while the asylum was 

originally quoted £340 to supply gas to the building, the actual figure would be £601.106 

At the Northern Counties District Asylum in 1866 it was noted that ‘in the evening the 

gas, when full pressure is used, is sufficient, and of good illuminating power.’107 Across 

the Scottish asylums gas began to be replaced by electricity in the final decades of the 

nineteenth century. At Glasgow the asylum produced its own electricity from 1891 until 

1906 at which time mains were installed and the entire building rewired. Of Lanark in 

1895 it was noted that ‘electric light is employed for illumination, the lamps numbering 

1260 and having a combined power of 21, 964 candles’.108 At the Aberdeen District 

Asylum at Kingseat electric radiators were installed from the start and in a Minute of the 

29 October 1904 noted that ‘all the buildings are lighted throughout by electricity and the 

electrical plant is of the best design.’109  

 
Other utilities 

As the asylum began to break up into smaller, individual units the issue of 

communication between different building had to be addressed. The farm, hospital 

blocks, nurses’ homes, chapels, cottages and villas each had to have their own separate 

means of lighting, heating, washing, dining, supplying water and fire prevention. The 

efficient management of this was a major undertaking. As new, detached blocks were 

created, efficient means of ferrying goods between blocks became necessary. Small vans 

were acquired to provide this transportation around the asylum site (fig. 10.19). These 

vehicles were also often used to carry produce to and from the nearest town. At Kingseat, 

communication was improved by the installation of a system of telephones and electric 

bells in 1906.110 
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Fig. 10.19 Electric lorry belonging to the Montrose Royal Asylum, 1921 ©Tayside Health Board 
 

In addition to the hospital sections, the asylum complex could include other facilities 

such as dentist surgeries and dispensaries (figs. 10.20 and 10.21). These ensured the 

asylum was more self-sufficient, with very little need for patients ever to leave the 

community, other than to allow for additional recreational activities. A further step was 

the introduction of shops for the supply of everyday convenience items. 

 

 
Fig. 10.20 Montrose Royal Asylum, dispensary and pharmacy, c. 1939 Tayside Health Board 
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Fig. 10.21 Montrose Royal Asylum, Dentist’s Surgery, c. 1939 Tayside Health Board 
 

Death in the asylum 

In an institution the size of a public lunatic asylum, the death of a resident was something 

that needed to be considered in planning. Asylums were communities in which people 

lived closely together for years, and death could be a very traumatic event for the 

residents. Despite the range of conditions from which they suffered deaths in asylums 

were actually quite rare. Asylum care appears to have lengthened the lives of those who 

might otherwise have died at home without proper care or treatment. This was evident as 

early as 1816 when it was reported in the Second Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal 

Asylum that: 

 
though several patients were sent to the Asylum in extreme danger, and several 
were attacked with dangerous diseases during their residence, there has been only 
one death, out of one hundred and sixteen people, a circumstance very remarkable, 
considering that many of the patients are of great age, and several subject to violent 
fits of epilepsy.111 

Almost all asylums in Scotland had mortuaries and one such building at the Northern 

Counties District Asylum is illustrated in figure 10.22. In 1884 the General Board advised 

that two apartments should be available in the mortuaries. One of these was to provide a 

                                                
111 Second Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Lunatic Asylum, Glasgow, 1816, 4 
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space for the friends and relatives of patients to gather before the funeral and it was 

suggested that it be ‘comfortably furnished and be as far as possible like a room in an 

ordinary dwelling’.112 The Board was aware that much unnecessary pain could be caused 

to the feelings of those whose friends died in the asylum where mortuary conditions were 

poor. From roughly 1857, from which time there was a greater attempt to discover the 

reason for death, mortuary ranges usually comprised several buildings. This was evident 

at Melrose where the mortuary was detached, and consisted of ‘post-mortem examination 

room, waiting-room and mortuary proper.’113 

 

 
Fig. 10.22 Northern Counties District Asylum, Mortuary, 2000 RCAHMS 
 
Irrespective of the design or architectural style employed in the asylums, good first 

impressions were essential for patients, staff and visitors alike. The manner in which each 

was received was especially important to create the right therapeutic ethos from the start. 

The intention of creating a home from home was especially developed in the later colony-

planned asylums. At the Aberdeen District Asylum the visitor was struck by the ‘cheerful 

and homelike appearance of the buildings, which, without architectural pretensions, have 

a simple beauty in harmony with their surroundings and with the purpose for which they 

                                                
112 Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1884, xxi 
113 Border Advertiser, Friday 17 May, 1872 
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are intended.’114 On a visit by the Commissioners in Lunacy to one of the villas at the 

Aberdeen District Asylum in 1906 it was noted that: 

 
the general effect is that of a private dwelling inhabited by persons of cultivated 
taste … the idea of a home is the foundation of the colony system of asylum.’ 
Assuredly this idea finds embodiment in Kingseat but if a hint of criticism may be 
allowed; the ‘home’ which is made for its inmates is perhaps a trifle luxurious.115  

 

                                                
114 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1501 
115 Ibid. 
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Chapter 11 

Employment, recreation and religion 
 

The amusements have consisted of the weekly balls, concerts, recitations, lectures, and 
the Christmas dinner and dance, for which the floral decorations still remain, and are 
of the most beautiful and tasteful kind. The institution of classes for the instruction of 
the female attendants, and which are regarded as successful, obviously suggests the 

extension of such a means of occupation and recreation to the patients.1 
 

Employment, recreation and religion were three further key elements of Moral 

Treatment and this chapter explores how they formed part of the daily routine of the 

developing public asylum. Furthermore, they signalled an end to the inertia and 

hopelessness that for years had characterised the lives of the insane in early institutions 

and other unsuitable accommodation. Work and activity were believed to turn the 

patients’ thoughts from the disturbances that plagued them and this idea led Sibbald to 

state in 1897 that ‘occupation of a suitable kind is of more importance than anything else 

in the treatment of a large number of the inmates of an asylum.’2 This included, amongst 

other activities, employment (particularly out-of-doors), sport and exercise, music and 

theatre, reading and learning. Through the exercise of both body and mind and by 

inducing fatigue, a beneficial therapeutic effect was often achieved. This approach was 

supported by contemporary scientific journals such as the Lancet, which commented that 

‘recreation and treatment go hand-in-hand.’3 Religion was also a key component of 

Moral Treatment and church-going, coupled with religious instruction, formed an 

important part of asylum life. In Madness and Civilization of 1961 Foucault noted that 

‘to encourage the influence of religious principles over the mind of the insane is 

considered of great consequence, as a means of cure.’4 

 

Employment 

The plans of the original Glasgow Royal Asylum illustrate that even by 1810 designated 

spaces for work and recreation were being included, demonstrating that the emphasis on 

                                                
1 Second Annual Report of the Inverness District Asylum, Inverness, 1866, 10 
2 J. Sibbald, On the Plans of Modern Asylums for the Insane Poor, Edinburgh, 1897, 18 
3 Lancet, 18 January, 1900, 124 
4 M. Foucault, Madness and Civilisation: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason, Paris, 1965, 244 
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labour and recreation was already established. By 1818 there was a reference to a female 

patient in the asylum undertaking caring duties: 

 
[she] is of the greatest use to the house, by counselling, assisting, and 
soothing other patients, over whom she has great influence, every exertion 
of her judgement or benevolence toward them tending wonderfully to 
promote her own recovery, and fortify her constitution against future 
attacks.5 

 

Thus her employment clearly benefited both the asylum and herself. In 1821 the 

Glasgow Committee requested the building of a new section to comprise ‘a chapel, … 

billiard-room … workrooms … and a weaver’s shop.’6 At Dundee this same principle of 

active employment and recreational activities was encouraged: ‘every inducement shall 

be given to help patients out of their sleeping apartments unless during the time between 

ten at night and eight in the morning.’7 By 1833 it was highlighted in the Nineteenth 

Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum that ‘the constructing of work-rooms or 

shops, where patients who are disposed to labour, might without molestation from their 

unruly neighbours, be very beneficially employed.’8 Four years later W. A. F.  Browne 

outlined his vision for the employment of patients relative to their strengths and 

inclinations in What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, when he stated: 

 
Some of the inhabitants act as domestic servants, some as artisans, some rise to the 
rank of overseers. The bakehouse, the laundry, the kitchen, are all well supplied 
with indefatigable workers. In one part of the edifice are companies of straw-
plaiters, basket-makers, knitters, spinners, among the women; in another, weavers, 
tailors, saddlers, and shoemakers, among the men. For those who are ignorant of 
these gentle crafts, but are strong and steady, there are loads to carry, water to 
draw, wood to cut, and for those who are both ignorant and weakly, there is oakum 
to tease and yarn to wind. The curious thing is, that all are anxious to be engaged, 
toil incessantly, and in general without any other recompense than being kept from 
disagreeable thought and the pains of illness.9 
 

The main aim was simply to suit the skills of the patient to the employment required. 

This was further reinforced by Browne when he stated: 
                                                
5 Fourth Annual Report of Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1818, 7  
6 Seventh Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1821, Appendix 
7 Tayside Health Board Archive, The Chartulary 1811-1891, No. 1 of the Dundee Lunatic Asylum, 8-17 
8 Nineteenth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1833, 16  
9 W. A. F. Browne, What Asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, Edinburgh, 1837, 229 
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labour is divided, so that it may be easy and well performed, and so apportioned, 
that it may suit the tastes and powers of each labourer. You meet the gardener, 
the common agriculturist, the mower, the weeder, all intent on their several 
occupations, and loud in their merriment. The flowers are tended, and trained, 
and watered by one, the humbler task of preparing the vegetables for table, is 
committed to another.10 

 
By 1866 at the Northern Counties District Asylum, Browne now in his role as 

Commissioner in Lunacy, commented that industrial occupation had already received 

considerable attention, for as many as ‘77 females were industrially employed as 

follows:- ‘4 as cooks, 7 as laundry maids, 26 as domestic servants, 30 in sewing, and 10 

in knitting.’11 As an illustration of the results of their labours it was noted that ‘6452 

articles, such as shirts, mattresses, blankets, stockings, &c., have been repaired, and 

1226 made.’12 As for the employment of the male patients it was noted that ‘52 men are 

employed, 12 as domestic or ward assistants, 1 as storekeeper, 7 as stokers, 3 as tailors, 

3 as shoemakers, 1 as carpenter, 25 as gardeners and 1 as doorkeeper.’13 It was noted 

that the shoe makers had repaired ‘697 pairs of boots and shoes; the tailors had repaired 

952 articles of clothing; while some of the products of the gardeners’ labour were the 

raising of 20 quarters of corn, 100 bolls of potatoes, 328 cabbages, 65 bushels of carrots 

and 14 bushels of onions.’14 At the Banff District Asylum it was noted in 1869 that ‘of 

25 industrious females 13 are engaged in sewing, 5 in the laundry, 3 in the kitchen and 

others in different domestic services’ and ‘of 17 men 10 act as labourers, 3 as domestic 

servants, 1 as a stoker and two work in the stables.’15 

 

By 1872 the principle of active employment was well established and the following list 

of employments at the Argyll and Bute District Asylum further illustrates the variety of 

occupations available. For males these comprised 25 working at trenching and  

levelling; 8 working in garden; 2 making road metal; 1 acting as shepherd; 2 working 

                                                
10 Ibid., 229 
11 Second Annual Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, 1866, 9 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
14 A ‘boll’ n. a measure of capacity for grain etc., used in Scotland and the North of England, usually 
equal to 6 Imperial bushels. From the Second Annual Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum, 
Inverness, 1866, 9 
15 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archive, GRHB 35/1, 21 May 1869 
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with mason; 4 building dry stone dyke, 31 thinning turnips; 3 working with engineers; 3 

working with joiner; 2 driving carts; 3 herding cattle; 1 assisting store keeper; 1 cutting 

wood and 10 acting as housecleaners. This gave a total of 96 male patients actively 

employed.  On the female side 25 were engaged in needlework; 8 in the kitchen; 7 

thinning turnips; 8 working in the laundry; 4 spinning; 1 as dairymaid; 4 knitting 

stockings; 3 as housemaids; 14 as housecleaners and 8 were engaged teasing hair of old 

mattresses. This totalled 82 engaged in active employment. Out of the 217 resident 

patients 178 were actively employed. According to the Annual Report, the remaining 

patients consisted of the old and infirm.16 

 

Introducing patients to work again (ideally to the work with which they were familiar) 

also contributed to the continuity between home and asylum which was considered to be 

beneficial. The Annual Report for 1841 stated: 

 
The general rule, therefore, ought to be to employ the Patient steadily in a 
manner suited to his rank and education, avoiding any occupation which is 
associated with his delusions, and indulging him in any not positively 
injurious to him, to which he may have taken a fancy.17 

 
By 1883 it was noted by Dr Brush that: 

 
The employments enumerated for men are: at cleaning and other household work 
in the wards only, as harden labourers, as farm servants, as ground or field 
labourers, as clerks or store keepers, as messengers, as stokers or engineers, as 
bakers, as tailors or upholsterers, as shoe makers, painters, joiners, plumbers or 
blacksmiths, masons, quarrymen and masons’ labourers. For women, occupation 
was furnished in the kitchen, the laundry, officers’ quarters, at needle and 
housework, and at knitting.18 

 

Patients could, if preferred, embark upon entirely new forms of work and thus the 

asylum offered the opportunity for learning new skills. Whatever their specific 

employment, the important issue was that the patients were employed to carry out 

worthwhile tasks providing a sense of satisfaction, and keeping them both mentally and 

                                                
16 Sixteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1874, 187  
17 Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1841, 5 
18 E. N. Brush, ‘Notes of a visit to some the asylums in Great Britain’, American Journal of Insanity, 
January, 1883, 280 
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physically active. The results of their labours could be seen by the patients in the 

production of food, flowers, plants, vegetables or meat for consumption or in the 

mending, washing and making of garments for themselves and fellow patients to wear. 

Figures 11.1 to 11.6 illustrate some of the these employments. 

 

 
Fig.11.1  A female doing needlework in the Montrose Royal Asylum, c. late 19th century Tayside 

Health Board 
 

 
Fig. 11.2 The Laundry and Dressmakers’ Workshop at the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, c. 1910 

©Highland Health Board 
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Fig. 11.3 Kitchens at the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness c.1910 ©Highland Health Board 
 

 
Fig. 11.4 Kitchens at the Stirling District Asylum, 1925 Falkirk Museums 
 

 
Fig. 11.5 Bakery at Montrose Royal Asylum, 1939 Tayside Health Board 
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Fig. 11.6  ‘Patients at work amang the neeps’ in 1902 at the Stirling District Asylum Falkirk Museums 
 

As the public asylum developed many other types of work were added which offered an 

even greater range of employments to individual patients. This involvement in 

responsible work was considered an essential part of Moral Treatment. In 1883 it was 

reported by Dr Brush on his visit to the Barony Parochial Asylum that these included 

nursing duties: 

 
One method of employment I considered unique – the utilisation of patients as 
night nurses. Six patients, three of each sex, are thus employed. They accompany 
the night attendants on their rounds, assist them in taking up patients when 
necessary and in the general care of the sick and feeble as well as watching the 
epileptic and suicidal … they, of course, only act under the supervision of the 
regular night attendants, of whom there are an equal number, three for each sex.19 

 

At James Murray’s Royal Asylum in Perth, a Mechanics Institute was established which 

offered former tradesmen a sense of continuity in their working lives, and to others the 

opportunity of learning a new trade. One novel form of employment was the operation 

of printing presses in asylums. These provided the opportunity for skilled, practical 

                                                
19 Ibid., 281 
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work, and this usually included the production of the asylum magazine. The Crichton 

Royal Institution established its print shop in 1844 and published its house magazine, 

The Crichton Chronicle. Montrose had The New Moon (also started in 1844) and in 

Edinburgh The Morningside Mirror was first published in 1845. The magazine for the 

James Murray’s Royal Asylum in Perth was named The Excelsior and the Glasgow 

Royal Asylum produced the Gartnavel Gazette.20 

 

It was also common for ‘pauper’ patients to take on work for private patients. The 

opportunity for such private employment is illustrated by an extract from the 

advertisements section of the Gartnavel Gazette:  

 
Wanted Immediately. By the Gentleman occupying No. 4 Gallery, a first class 
Barber. He must be competent to give a clean shave … every two days. None 
need apply but steady hands, as the work must be done without drawing blood. 
Applications, with references to be Addressed, Shaver, Office of this paper.21 

 

Farm labour 

Much of the work for males in the asylum comprised farm labour. The asylum farm 

often provided produce for the community, but any surplus was sold bringing income to 

the institution. Asylum farms were profitable enterprises and reduced the cost of the 

maintenance of the patients. The 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act stated that ‘farm 

buildings, with suitable stables, &c., should be provided, and also workshops suitable 

for the employment of the patients, according to the prevalent occupations of the 

district.’22 The Journal of Psychological Medicine & Mental Pathology in 1859 added 

that ‘a good-sized farm ought to be an economical appendage to an asylum.’23 At Banff 

in 1869 it was noted that ‘almost all the ground may now be regarded as being under 

cultivation … and from 20 to 24 patients went to harvest on their adjoining farms, and 

                                                
20 While it is likely that the production of newsletters and magazines was an activity equally encouraged at 
the District Asylums, it is those belonging to the Royal Asylums that have survived. 
21 The Gartnavel Gazette, Vol. 1, 6 July, 1853, Glasgow (ref. HB13/2/136) 
22 First Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1859, 118 
23 F. Winslow (ed.) ‘The Law of Lunacy and the Condition of the Insane in Scotland’, Journal of 
Psychological Medicine & Mental Pathology, 1859, 429-40 
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realised a sum of £8 sterling which is reserved as a fund from which the expense of 

amusement is defrayed.’24 

 

Farming had the benefit of providing work which was both repetitive and varied. No two 

days were the same and this kept patients interested in their employment without making 

them feel overwhelmed by new tasks. In agricultural districts asylum farms provided the 

most appropriate form of employment and patients were already used to this work, 

leading the General Board to state in 1879, ‘in agricultural districts it provides naturally 

for the employment of the large majority.’25 Sibbald went further in 1897 suggesting that 

the farm constituted an actual treatment:  

 
The farm gives the institution many of the features of ordinary life among the 
sane, and makes the life of the patients more like that of an industrial community. 
This tends to make the patients both think and act more sanely, and must therefore 
exercise no inconsiderable curative influence.26 

 

The Clerk of the Aberdeen Royal Asylum commented in 1896 that agricultural labour 

was an activity that could be undertaken, irrespective of class or background, when he 

noted that ‘employment in the fields is perhaps the only one in which patients of all 

ranks can equally join, being the natural occupation of the poor, and no degradation to 

the rich.’27  

 

This was endorsed in the Annual Report of the General Board in 1904, which reported, 

‘there are few better curative agents in the treatment of insanity than agricultural 

labour.’28 The Crichton Royal Institution in particular was renowned for its cattle 

breeding, and received many honours for milk production and cropping in competitions 

such as the Royal Highland Show. The larger asylum farms included an abattoir on site 

where livestock was slaughtered, ensuring a supply of fresh meat. At Inverness it was 

                                                
24 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archive, GRHB 35/1, 21 May 1869 
25 Twenty-first Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1879, xxxi 
26 Sibbald, op. cit., 19 
27 Report by William Carnie, Clerk, in Opening of New Hospital & Administrative Offices at Aberdeen 
Royal Asylum, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, LoP 362.2 AB3, August 1896, 2 
28 Forty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1904, 1v 
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noted that in the first quarter of 1862 ‘three tons, fourteen cwt. of beef have been 

consumed on the premises, all killed at home.’29 

 

Remuneration for work 

One of the earliest references to the remuneration of patients is given in 1809 at the 

Royal Edinburgh Asylum. In Reid’s Observations on the structure of hospitals for the 

treatment of lunatics in that year he suggested that some patients, by providing labour to 

the asylum and for private patients could reduce the cost of their board: 

 
A building constructed for the accommodation of forty patients, twenty males, and 
as many females, with lodging for the under keeper and servants, with a kitchen 
and other conveniences for the charge and management of these patients, would 
require an under keeper, with one male and two female servants. These however, 
might receive also occasional assistance from the patients of lower rank confined 
in the asylum when their disease was in such a state as to admit of their being thus 
usefully employed. And from the board of patients thus aiding the institution, a 
deduction, in proportion to their services, might be made, with the view of 
diminishing the expense to their relations, or the parish by whom they are sent.30 

 
During his time at the Crichton Browne explained that by occupying patients throughout 

the day they would become ‘less the sport of their own distempered inclinations’31. He 

confirmed that ‘labour is not, however, on any occasion carried so far as to induce 

fatigue – the aim is to benefit the patient, not to perform an appointed service or to save 

expense.’32 On his visit to the Barony Parochial Asylum in 1883 Brush noted that ‘the 

patients are encouraged to engage in this work by the allowance of a slight sum, five 

shillings I believe, a month, and certain extra privileges are accorded them.’33 On the 

same subject the Superintendent, Dr Rutherford, opined as follows: 

 
Although I do not advocate the indiscriminate payment of patients in an asylum 
for their work, and deprecate the practice of giving beer, tobacco, snuff and extra 
food, and such like, as reward, and withholding them as punishment – for the food 
of a patient, including his tobacco, should be given to him in consideration of his 
condition and not according to the work he does and should not require to be 

                                                
29 The Inverness Advertiser, 2 May, 1862, 2D 
30 R. Reid, Observations on the structure of hospitals for the treatment of lunatics…, Edinburgh, 1809, 1 
31 Second Annual Report of the Crichton institution for Lunatics, Dumfries, 1841, 18 
32 Ibid. 
33 Brush, op. cit., 281 
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increased nor be allowed to be diminished … yet there are cases whose 
circumstances render it only just as politic that some remuneration should be 
given. At present there are several patients of both sexes who receive sums 
varying from 5s to 20s per month … The whole question, however, of the 
remuneration of patients in an asylum is a difficult one and may be regarded as 
still unsolved. It is a question which has long received, and is still receiving my 
careful consideration.34 
 

Clearly patients, where possible, were given meaningful employment in a capacity, 

which was calculated to be therapeutic. At the same time this labour greatly contributed 

to the containment of costs in the asylum. The matter of remuneration continued to be 

controversial issue, however, throughout the study period. 

 

Recreation and exercise 

Moral Treatment included regular exercise and daily exposure to fresh air. To facilitate 

this special sheltered, secure spaces were created, which could be used in all weather 

conditions. In the early and main building periods these were provided in the form of 

closed-in airing courts but increasingly this extended into open landscape parkland and 

gardens.  Where there was insufficient space within the asylum grounds as in the case of 

the Royal Edinburgh Asylum the committee negotiated with the Governors of George 

Watson’s Hospital to acquire ‘ten acres of additional ground, in order to provide for the 

recreation and useful enjoyment of … patients.’35 At Inverness Browne remarked ‘all 

the patients, with the exception of those who are prevented by sickness or infirmity, take 

exercise in the general grounds.’36  

 

In many of the asylums included in this study, the length of the central access corridor 

was such that it was sufficient of itself to provide for ample exercise during inclement 

weather. In the first Glasgow asylum Swan noted that ‘each ward has a gallery 70ft long, 

by seven feet 6 inches wide in which the patients take exercise in bad weather.’37 Later 

link corridors were constructed to provide additional covered access to different parts of 

                                                
34 Ibid. 
35 First Annual Report of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, Edinburgh, 1838 
36 Second Annual Report of the Inverness District Asylum, Inverness, 1866, 6 
37 J. Swan, Views of Glasgow and its Environs, Glasgow, 1828, 26 
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the asylum and, although primarily for the use of staff, these also provided further 

covered space for exercise (figs 11.7 to 11.9). 

 

Sports and games 

Exercise and exposure to fresh air was also encouraged through participation in various 

outdoor sports and activities. The 1818 Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum stated that 

‘a bowling green’ was in the process of construction.38 Bowling greens were a feature of 

asylums, as shown in maps in figures 11.10 and 11.11 where they are clearly marked 

alongside the ornamental formal gardens at the Royal Asylums of Edinburgh and 

Montrose. Figures 11.12 to 11.14 show the greens at the District Asylums for Glasgow, 

Lanark and the Northern Counties.  

 

 
Fig. 11.7 View of covered link corridor at Montrose Royal Asylum, 2002 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 11.8 View of covered link corridor at Lanark District Asylum, 2002 ©RCAHMS 
                                                
38 Fourth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1818, 16 
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Fig. 11.9 View of covered link corridor at Lanark District Asylum, 2002 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 11.10 Map extract from 1849 showing the ‘Bowling Green’ at Edinburgh Royal Asylum nls  
 

 
Fig. 11.11 Map extract from 1861 showing the ‘Bowling Green’ at Montrose Royal Asylum nls  
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Fig. 11.12 Bowling green at Glasgow District Asylum, Gartloch, 1987 ©RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 11.13 Bowling green at Lanark District Asylum, 2002 ©RCHAMS 

 

 
Fig. 11.14 Bowling green at the Northern Counties District Asylum, 2002 ©RCHAMS 
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Asylums were provided with cricket and football pitches, tennis courts and curling 

ponds. In 1857 the Commissioners reported that at Montrose ‘some of the pauper 

patients, who can be trusted, are permitted to play at quoits and bowls of an evening on 

the links.’39 During the winter, football, shinty and curling seem to have been the most 

common sports while in summer there was croquet, tennis, cricket and golf. Figure 

11.15 shows the football team of the Melrose District Asylum and figure 11.16 a game 

of curling at Inverness. The September issue of the The Sunnnyside Chronicle, Montrose 

Asylum’s magazine, in 1902 reported that: 

 
our cricket Eleven have acquitted themselves well this season – owing to 
constant practice, and the indefatigable exertions of their captain in keeping 
them up to the mark….we are reminded that the summer is far spent, the 
cricket season is virtually ended, and keen curlers begin to take occasional 
glances at the ponds to see if they are in proper trim for the first touch of 
frost.40 

 

Asylum grounds and gardens played an important role in delivering effective Moral 

Treatment. With respect to the Northern Counties asylum in 1864, it was stated ‘the 

usual in-door amusements are carried out with spirit’ and that ‘more out-door sports will 

be introduced when the grounds have been put in order.’41  

 

 
Fig. 11.15 Melrose District Asylum football team, c.1910 Dingleton Hospital, Montrose  
                                                
39 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 87 
40 K. Keddie, The Gentle Shetlander, Edinburgh, 1984, 60 
41 Second Annual Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, 1866, 5 
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Fig. 11.16 Curling at Montrose Royal Asylum c.1880 Tayside Health Board 
 
Entertainment 

Entertainments were numerous and varied in the asylum with theatricals, dances and 

concerts taking place regularly in the recreation halls. At James Murray’s in Perth it was 

noted in 1860 that ‘lectures, dances, picnics, and other amusements, are in frequent use.’42 

Dancing was popular and weekly balls were held in which patients were reported to ‘figure 

in reels and in country dances, and sing songs.’43 Figure 11.17 shows a group dancing out 

of doors and is titled ‘Dancing at Sunnyside’ and is likely to have been an open event 

combining patients, staff and visitors.44 

 

 
Fig. 17 ‘Dancing at Sunnyside’, c.1900 Tayside Health Board 

                                                
42 Second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1860, 1xxi 
43 Minute Book of the Association for the Instituting of a Lunatic Asylum, Vol. IV, 5 May, 1908, 25 
44 The photograph in figure 11.17 is captioned ‘Dancing at Sunnyside’, however, there are no ruins like 
this on the site. It is likely that this group was on an excursion, perhaps to the nearby Redcastle or Old 
House of Dun. 
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Patients either already knew the dances, or soon learnt them, and Keddie commented: 

 
They knew all the intricate figures of Lancers and Quadrilles … also the joy 
of down-the-middle-and-up-again country dances like Triumph, Flowers of 
Edinburgh, Rory O’More, Petronella and, of course, the Foursome and 
Eightsome reels.45 

 
Many of these were included in the programme for the Christmas Ball at Montrose in 

1884 (fig. 11.18). 

 

 
Fig. 11.18 Christmas Ball at Montrose Royal Asylum, 1884 Tayside Health Board 
 

Keddie also noted that a fancy dress ball was held in the Assembly Hall every two years 

or so after New Year. One such occasion took place during Dr Havelock’s 

Superintendency and was described in the local press: 

 
Over three hundred people (all in fancy dress) assembled in the handsome 
recreation hall, the company including, besides the patients and staff, a large 
numbers of ladies and gentlemen from Montrose and neighbourhood, and a 
considerable number of the Managers of the Institute. The Ball opened at 9 
o’clock, by which time most of the guests had arrived, and the patients, all 
dressed, stood marshalled in the corridors, a long line of 200, ready to march in 
grand procession to the hall.46 

                                                
45 Keddie, op. cit., 60 
46 Ibid., 59 
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Theatre 

By about 1900 every asylum had a theatre, or somewhere plays and musicals could be 

performed. This was normally located in the recreation hall and comprised staging with 

a series of wings and ante-rooms. By 1843 in Montrose the patients had started to 

produce their own plays and Browne regarded this as a further form of moral therapy. 

Harper noted that Browne felt that ‘the most novel and interesting attempt to render 

amusement subservient to the objects of treatment was the introduction of private 

theatricals as a means of occupation to a certain proportion and enjoyment to above one-

half of the inmates.’47 At Montrose a succession of theatrical events is known to have 

taken place in the assembly hall with its well-equipped stage, which included footlights 

and a drop curtain depicting the Gannochy Bridge (fig. 11.19). Dr Havelock was 

actively involved in the Amateur Dramatics Society, directing productions such as that 

of the 26 December 1894 when the society put on a performance of The Lion Slayer (fig. 

11.20).48 Keddie added that musical theatre and operettas such as Gilbert and Sullivan’s 

HMS Pinafore were popular and that the asylum had its own amateur orchestra made up 

of patients and staff.49  

 

 
Fig. 11.19  Recreation Hall of 1882, Montrose Royal Asylum, 1939 ©Tayside Health Board 

                                                
47 J. Harper, ‘W. A. F. Browne’, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1955, 591 
48 Keddie, op. cit., 59 
49 Ibid., 60 
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Fig. 11.20 Theatre Programme at Sunnyside Royal Hospital (formerly Montrose Royal Asylum), 1894 

Tayside Health Board 
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Cinema 

The recreation hall was a multi-functional space and was used for a variety of different 

events. The 400-seat auditorium at the Northern Counties District Asylum in Inverness 

doubled as a cinema, providing seating for patients, staff, their friends and families to 

see ‘silent’ films accompanied by a pianist. Each film reel lasted approximately 10 

minutes and, depending on the length of the film, the projectionist could change up to 

six reels on one or two projectors. At Inverness this worked by having two ports set high 

in the wall between the projection room and the auditorium, with the film being 

projected onto a screen at the opposite end of the hall. One was a viewing port through 

which the projectionist could check what was happening on the screen, and the other 

was a projection port through which the reel of film was shown. Because the film was 

nitrate-based and highly inflammable each port was fitted with a protective iron shutter, 

which could be rapidly closed by means of a long iron handle, thus preventing fire 

reaching the auditorium (fig. 11.21). 

 

 
Fig. 11.21 View of the Cinema operation area and cinema projection at the Northern Counties District 

Asylum, 2002 ©RCAHMS 
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Music 

Music has long been associated with therapy for all kinds of illnesses. As early as 1784 

it was noted in the asylum register of the Montrose Royal Asylum that the oldest 

resident was a ‘Martha Wallace from Stracathro’, who was deeply moved by music. 

According to Keddie, ‘one day in May 1838 a fellow patient within the asylum created 

moments of magic and frenzy with his fiddle and bow.’ Mrs Wallace, old and feeble as 

she was, ‘evinced her susceptibility to the charms of music by rising from her seat... and, 

with a cheerful countenance, hobbling and dancing, to the utmost of her strength, to the 

sprightly tune called Neil Gow.’50 Keddie referred to two other female patients having 

been moved by the power of music. Catherine Crighton of Arbroath, ‘about ninety years 

of age’ and a resident for twenty-seven years, ‘smiled, her countenance brightened up, 

and she danced, as a Lunatic Musician played Scotch reels.’ The other patient, Miss 

Forbes Anderson of Edinburgh, who had been ‘affected with Fatuity for twenty years 

past’ also ‘danced with considerable glee to the music of a fiddle’.51 

 

In a report of 1828 regarding the Montrose Royal Asylum, Dr Paterson stated they had 

experimented with the power of music on the patients and ‘found it productive of the 

most happy effects ... inspiring almost all, more especially the females, to a greater or 

less degree, with happiness [to] rise from their seats and … move their feeble frames in 

time to the enchanting melody, … others sitting to listen and to gaze with wondrous 

delight.’52 As a result it was proposed that a trial be made of employing a musician for 

two hours, twice or thrice a week. At Banff District Asylum an attempt was made to 

form a violin band among the male patients in 1869.53 Music was to be found elsewhere 

in asylum buildings and was not limited to day-rooms and the recreation hall. Figure 

11.22 shows a piano positioned at the centre of a ward at the Inverness Asylum. The 

importance of music was confirmed at the new District Asylum in Aberdeen where it 

                                                
50 K. Keddie, ‘What it Was’ towards ‘What it Ought to Be’ in the Psychiatric Bulletin of the Royal 
College of Psychiatrists, 1982, 98-9 
51 Ibid., 99 
52 R. Poole, Memoranda Regarding the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Infirmary and Dispensary of Montrose, J. 
and D. Nichol. Montrose, 1841, 55 
53 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archive, GRHB 35/1, 21 May 1869 
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was noted that ‘in many of the day rooms there is a piano.’54 

 

 
Fig. 11.22 Northern Counties District Asylum, c. 1910 Highland Health Board 
 

Education 

Education became an important feature of asylum life. The Commissioners’ Report of 

1857 reported that at the Crichton Royal Institution during the forthcoming summer ‘a 

triple course is contemplated, on botany, chemistry, and natural history, by Dr. Browne 

and his assistants.’55 Patients were encouraged to take an interest in the natural world 

and to read for both enjoyment and personal development. The Crichton library had ‘a 

museum of specimens in natural history, and a library consisting of about 5000 

volumes.’56 At Glasgow it was noted that ‘eight lectures have been delivered to full and 

attentive audiences; and a weekly literary class has been instituted, which has held 20 

                                                
54 British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2395, 24 November, 1906, 1500 
55 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, Appendix, 49 
56 Ibid. 
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meetings, and is attended by from 14 to 20 members.’57 At Montrose, the wintertime 

brought about a series of educational classes open to both patients and staff, covering 

subjects such as reading, writing and arithmetic. Keddie notes that ladies from the 

neighbouring town ‘assist in conducting the school once a week and add the beneficial 

influence of sane and sympathizing minds to the ordinary effects of occupation and 

intellectual training.’58  

 

Other occupations and leisure 

According to the Annual Report of the General Board in 1900 the variety of occupations 

for patients had increased dramatically over the preceding century. For many years art 

therapy had been a feature of treatment at the Crichton Royal and in 1841 it was 

reported that a young girl had experienced the ‘curative powers of painting’ by 

composing ‘a portrait of the matron.’59 Later at Barony in 1900 it was noted that many 

new activities were being introduced by the Brabazon Society, such as ‘rug making, 

wood carving, wood painting and bent-metal work.60 Billiards was encouraged as a 

curative leisure activity. As early as 1818 at the Glasgow asylum it was remarked that 

‘the cures have been promoted and relapses prevented, by exercise at a billiard-table, to 

which the convalescents now have free access as often as they wish.’61 There were 

billiard tables in all asylums and this gentle past-time was preferred by some patients to 

the more strenuous sporting activities. Architectural plans and early photographs show 

these billiard rooms, such as in the private ‘first-class’ annexes of Carnegie House, 

Montrose (fig. 11.23), and Craighouse, Edinburgh (fig. 11.24). In ‘pauper’ institutions 

billiard tables were frequently located in the male day-rooms rather than in a separate 

room exclusively for the purpose (fig. 11.25). At Kingseat, four second hand billiard 

tables were purchased at a cost of £100, along with three bagatelle tables at a cost of 

£20.62 Gentlemen playing billiards would often smoke. Given the popularity of tobacco 

in the early twentieth century, this recreational habit was indulged by asylum managers 
                                                
57 Third Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1861, 1ix 
58 Keddie, ‘What it Was’ towards ‘What it Ought to Be’, op. cit., 101 
59 Second Annual Report of the Crichton Royal Institution for Lunatics, Dumfries, 1841, 20 
60 Forty-second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1900, xxvii 
61 Fourth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1818, 16 
62 Minutes of the Aberdeen City District Lunacy Board, Local Studies Library, Aberdeen, 11 August, 
1903, 58 
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and included in the running costs of the asylum. Figure 11.26 shows the tender for 

tobacco and snuff at the Haddington District Lunatic Asylum in 1920. 

 

 
Fig. 11.23 Billiard room Carnegie house, c. 1900 Tayside Health Board 
 

 
Fig. 11.24  Billiard room at Craighouse, Royal Edinburgh Asylum, 1895RCAHMS 
 

 
Fig. 11.25  Male day-room with billiard table at the Northern Counties District Asylum, c.1910 

©Highland Health Board 
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Fig. 11.26 Tender for tobacco at the Haddington District Asylum, 1920 ©East Lothian Museums Service 
 

Visits and trips 

In addition to the beneficial effects of employment, sports, education and other leisure 

activities, Moral Treatment also advocated a complete change of scene from time to time 

for patients not considered at risk of absconding or self-harm. In the case of the Royal 

Asylums at Perth and Glasgow, summer houses were either owned or rented in which 

selected groups of patients and staff could spend a few days during periods of good 

weather. It was noted in 1893 that the Directors of the Glasgow asylum ‘rent a house at 

Stirling to give the patients the benefit of a change in summer quarters.’63 Similarly 

                                                
63 Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh,1893, xxvii 
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James Murray’s Royal Asylum owned ‘a summer house at Elie.’64 For ‘first-class’ 

patients, such as those in Carnegie House at Montrose, frequent access to the local area 

was facilitated by means of ‘a comfortable limousine with a chauffeur in uniform … 

[who took] … patients and their friends for drives through the surrounding country’.65 

 
Religion and church-going 

Religious practice and church-going was a fundamental aspect of Moral Treatment as it 

was believed that it could lift the soul out of its everyday surroundings and raise it to 

something altogether greater, more moral and less worldly. In the early years of the 

Royal Asylums, the maintenance of rigid class distinctions was considered to be of such 

importance that even church-going had to be rigorously classified. The Glasgow Royal 

Asylum report of 1821 commented: 

 
The chapel must be large enough to accommodate about 100 auditors. The 
means of separating the males from the females, so that they shall not be able 
to see each other, while they may have it in their power to see the clergyman; 
and also the means of separating the patients of the higher ranks from their 
inferiors.66  

 
At James Murray’s Royal Asylum in Perth in 1857 the Commissioners recorded ‘the 

two sexes sit apart, but in view of each other … a partition completely divides the room 

in two compartments, leaving half of the pulpit in each.’67 

 

There were references to churchgoing and the desire for religious instruction as early as 

1818 at the Glasgow Asylum. Referring to a particular female patient who was ‘cured’ 

and chose to stay on in the asylum it was noted that ‘she visits her friends as often as she 

chooses, behaving as easily and correctly as any one in company; regularly attends 

public worship, frequently conducting another patient to church.’68 Around 1832 a 

clergyman was employed to preach at Montrose on Thursdays and to say prayer on 

                                                
64 Fifty-fourth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1911, xxxii 
65 Promotional pamphlet for services available at Carnegie House, Montrose, 1900, 14 
66 Seventh Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1821, Appendix 
67 Scottish Lunacy Commission Report …, Edinburgh, 1857, 90 
68 Fourth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1818, 7 
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Mondays.69 The benefits of patients attending church was outlined in the Physicians 

Report to the Managers of the Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen for the year ending 1 May 

1837: 

In regard to the performance of religious worship in the asylum, I have to observe 
that the results appear to me highly satisfactorily; and I doubt not they have also 
appeared in this light to those of the managers who have had an opportunity of 
witnessing the manner in which the patients conduct themselves during its 
celebration. From sixty to seventy (exclusive of servants) attend the chapel every 
Sunday, whose behaviour is almost without exception, most orderly and 
becoming.70 

 

In 1838, again at Montrose, the Annual Report commented on the introduction of 

‘Divine Services’71 and a year later at the Crichton Royal in Dumfries, it was noted that: 

 
Divine Service will be performed twice every Sabbath, by a Clergyman of the 
established church, for all patients who can with benefit or impunity be allowed to 
participate; and where the condition of individuals may render it inexpedient for 
them to join in a public ordinance, religious consolation will be administered in 
private. Patients who do not belong to the Church of Scotland, may be attended by 
Clergymen of their own persuasion.72 
 

Church services were seemingly of such great comfort to the patients that the Glasgow 

asylum at Gartnavel went a step further with the introduction of daily rather than weekly 

services. By 1842 it was stated that ‘during the past year, two considerable changes have 

been made in the management of the Institution – the abolition of personal restraint, and 

the introduction of religious services morning and evening daily, instead of these being 

confined to Sundays.’73 In 1870 the Royal Edinburgh Asylum was severely criticised by 

the General Board when it was discovered that there was no proper place of worship in 

either house.’74 In most public asylums this emphasis on religious practice continued 

and in 1873 it was reported that at the Banff District Asylum ‘Divine service is 

performed on a Sunday by a paid chaplain’75 and at Ayr District Asylum in 1914 

                                                
69 Keddie, ‘What it Was towards What it Ought to Be’ op. cit., 101 
70 Physicians Report to the Managers of the Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen for the year ending 1 May 1837, 
Grampian Health Board Archive, GRHB 2/8/9, Aberdeen, 1837, 9 
71 Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1838, 6 
72 The Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, Dumfries, June, 1839 
73 Twenty-eighth Annual Report of Glasgow Royal Asylum, Glasgow, 1842, 11  
74 Twelfth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1870, 1viii 
75 Fifteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1873, 223 
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‘Divine Service last Sunday was attended by 380 patients – 201 men and 179 women.’76 

In 1910 Lanark District Asylum reported that ‘five hundred and twelve patients attended 

the Protestant Service last Sunday. There are 66 patients of the Roman Catholic faith 

who receive the ministrations of a priest, who is paid for his services.’77 Whilst 

encouraged to attend religious services this was not compulsory for patients in Scottish 

public asylums. Church attendance generally reflected the prevailing practice in towns 

and villages throughout the country at that period. At the Northern Counties District 

Asylum in Inverness in 1866 it was reported that of the 200 patients resident in the 

asylum, 130 attended chapel on a regular basis. The percentage of males attending 

church was markedly higher than the females, almost double at 81% compared with 

49% female.78 

 
In addition to the issue of denomination, that of language had to be addressed in some 

cases. At Inverness it was noted that: 

 
whilst the form of worship has been retained, a slight change has been made in the 
services, The Rev. Macgregor preaching alternately in English and Gaelic, instead 
of as formerly only in English. There can be no doubt that the change is 
advantageous and the conduct of the patients indicates their appreciation of it.79 

 

The July 1853 edition of The Gartnavel Gazette included a poem written by one of the 

patients. It illustrates how the asylum provided a haven, a place of reverence and quiet 

reflection. The title was ‘Thoughts on Gartnavel and its Inmates’.80 

 
Within some miles of Glasgow town 
There stands upon a hill 
A house where balmy blessings flow 
To cure all mental ill; 
With food and raiment for the poor,  
And for the weary, rest, 
And couches to recline upon 
Where none can them molest. 

                                                
76 Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1914, 76 
77 Fifty-second Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1910, 124 
78 Second Annual Report of the Northern Counties District Asylum, Inverness, 1866, 5 
79 Ibid., 26 
80 The Gartnavel Gazette or Monthly Journal of the Glasgow Royal Lunatic Asylum, No. 2, Vol. 1, 
Wednesday, 6 July, 1853 (Ref. GGHBA, HB13/2/136) 
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Hid from the world’s contempt and scorn, 
They find a calm abode, 
And friends who help to succour them 
Beneath their heavy load. 
How sweet it is on Sabbath days 
To see them then appear 
Before the servant of the Lord 
His message glad to hear. 
 
How might it vain professors shame 
To see how reverently 
They lift their voice in praise to him 
Who did for sinners die. 
Their brimful eyes, though wandering wild 
Tell how their hearts do bound, 
When Christ’s ambassador to them 
The Scriptures doth expound. 
 
And their imploring look to heaven,  
When he for them doth pray, 
Shall not be by the Lord forgot 
On that great solemn day 
When we shall all before him stand, 
To hear our sentence just, 
From which there will be no escape 
When we rise from the dust. 

 
Of the Fife and Kinross District Asylum it was noted in 1870 that a Sunday School and 

week-day classes for both attendants and patients were established and held under the 

immediate direction of the Assistant Medical Officer and the Matron and attended by 

‘10 to 12 servants, and 25 to 30 patients.’81 At the Banff District Asylum in 1869 it was 

noted that ‘three male and five female patients attend the parish church ad thirty seven 

males and thirty five females the services of the Chaplain in the house.’82 By 1873 this 

number had risen significantly: ‘about 30 enjoy the privilege of attending worship in the 

parish church, but in numbers restricted to 10 of each sex at a time.’83 This was 

encouraged by the General Board in 1878 which stated that ‘such visits give pleasure 

and increase contentment and rarely do harm.’84 By dressing up and ‘going out’ to 

                                                
81 Twelfth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1870, 180 
82 Minutes of Ladysbridge Hospital, Banff, Grampian Health Board Archive, GRHB 35/1, 21 May 1869 
83 Fifteenth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1873, 1xx 
84 Twentieth Annual Report of the General Board …, Edinburgh, 1878, xxxiii 
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church, the patients were provided with that important continuity between home life and 

life within the asylum. This was deemed essential for their eventual return to society. 

 

The Journal of Mental Science noted that ‘an important and impressive ceremony was 

witnessed at Murray’s Royal Asylum on Thursday, September 29th, 1904, when the new 

chapel was solemnly dedicated, and the new villas adjoining were formally opened. The 

function was attended by a large number of subscribers to the Chapel Fund.’85 Dr Fraser, 

Commissioner in Lunacy, went on to state that ‘it is most gratifying that so many of 

your past and present patients have contributed to the cost of erecting the chapel. It is 

therefore largely a monument of gratitude.’86 This illustrates the desire for church and 

religious instruction at this time. 

 

Moral Treatment encouraged the introduction of a great many innovations, which tended 

to normalise life in the asylum. Permitting patients to pursue a lifestyle as close as 

possible to their pre-asylum pattern and in keeping with what was happening in society 

was clearly very beneficial.  

 

                                                
85 H. Rayner, A. R. Urquhart, C. Norman (eds) ‘The opening of the New Chapel at James Murray’s Royal 
Asylum at Perth’ in the Journal of Mental Science, Vol. LI, No. 212, January 1905, 229 
86 ibid. 
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Conclusion 

 
This thesis opened with the questions ‘Prison or Palace? Haven or Hell?’ and, in 

conclusion, these must now be addressed with reference to the research material that has 

provided the basis for analysis. The subject of the public asylum network in Scotland has 

been explored in three time phases: the ‘early’, ‘main’ and ‘late periods, and has 

considered 39 purpose-built institutions that were established across the country from 

1781-1930.1  

 

Starting from a period prior to the Enlightenment when ‘lunatics’ were imprisoned and 

feared, the study initially considered contemporary perceptions of ‘insanity’ and attempts 

made to contain it in both Britain and Europe. It then focussed on the first European and 

British institutions founded solely to provide for this unfortunate group. The ‘early’ 

period of asylum building in Scotland (1781-1857) was then explored with reference to 

the charitable institutions, which were established during that time. Throughout this work 

the impact of legislation has also been considered and, in particular, the Lunacy 

(Scotland) Act of 1857. This heralded a move from uncoordinated local philanthropy to 

secure central regulation and government funding. The resulting ‘main’ asylum building 

period (1857-88) saw a further distancing, in both management and architecture, from 

former penal institutions and introduced a more standardised plan of building for 

treatment. The final or ‘late’ phase of public asylum building (1888-1930), was 

characterised by a move to re-model the now extensive asylum buildings, breaking them 

up into smaller, more specialised ‘classified’ units. This period also saw an increasing 

emphasis on the ‘hospitalisation’ or ‘medicalisation’ of asylums, which coincided with 

the introduction of effective treatments and led to the creation of specialised hospital 

units within asylum complexes. This conclusion provides a summary of the evolving 

institutions during each of these periods. 

 

                                                
1 This figure includes four private annexes attached to Royal Asylums, Gogarburn Home for Mental 
Defectives and Lennox Castle Certified Institution for Mental Defectives. Further details of each of the 39 
institutions are provided in the accompanying Gazetteer volume. 
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Prior to the emergence of the public asylum those considered to be ‘insane’ roamed the 

streets, were incarcerated in prisons, tollbooths, private ‘madhouses’, accommodated in 

some cases alongside the physically ill, or maintained at home. ‘Lunatics’ were believed 

by many to be influenced by the movements of the moon, possessed by the devil, and 

capable of contaminating society at large. They were feared in the same way that earlier 

generations had feared the leper, and often hidden away, restrained with chains or caged. 

Those in the earliest institutions were publicly humiliated for idle sport and ostracised by 

other family members anxious to escape the social stigma that surrounded them. There 

was no accurate system of enumeration nor was there any effective treatment other than 

confinement, containment and custodial care. This penal association was echoed in the 

design of early asylum buildings with their foreboding airing courts, small windows, bars 

and railings. They were little more than prisons, used to accommodate these unwanted 

individuals and remove them from society. Public opinion demanded their segregation 

from the world and there was no real possibility of liberty. Was the early asylum a 

prison? In many ways, it was. 

 

Although prison-like in architecture and management, the earliest public asylums 

inspired a growing notion that the ‘insane’ was a specific group in society which 

deserved its own specialist provision. In Scotland moral reformers emerged, enthused by 

the philanthropic energy unleashed by the Enlightenment, who promoted the country’s 

first ‘lunatic’ institutions (today known as the Royal Asylums). These were funded by 

legacies and public subscription and made powerful statements about the benevolent 

nature of their originators.  These same citizens took great civic pride in these new 

asylum buildings and the philosophy behind them. As quickly as the new public asylums 

were built, they were filled. This represented both a previously unmet need and also, as 

Andrew Scull has suggested, they became ‘a convenient place to get rid of inconvenient 

people’.2 

 

                                                
2 A. Scull, ‘A Convenient Place to Get Rid of Inconvenient People: The Victorian Lunatic Asylum’ in 
Buildings and Society: Essays on the Social Development of the Built Environment, ed. Anthony D. King 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980), 48-50 
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These early asylum buildings were often grand, monumental, and classified with 

provision for different, segregated groups in specific areas. Since they were designed to 

house both the rich and the poor, accommodation suitable for the various classes was 

combined into one main institution building, creating complex issues for architects and 

asylum managers. With no standardisation of plan many different architectural 

arrangements were attempted during this early period with varying degrees of success 

and failure. Among others, these included a radial arrangement at Glasgow, a courtyard-

planned building at Edinburgh and a H-plan design at Dundee. Even in this early period, 

however, some attempts were made, through the design and arrangement of buildings and 

landscape, to create a therapeutic environment in which patients would be provided with 

a safe haven from the outside world. It could be suggested that their symmetry, 

proportion and order was intended to make a public statement about the new ‘ordered’ 

society within.  

 

It was demonstrated, initially in France and then in England, that not only were the 

buildings themselves of great importance, but that effective treatment could actually be 

provided, based on little more than enlightened, humanitarian principles. When this 

‘Moral Treatment’ was introduced in Scotland, patients began to be treated with a new 

kindness and gentleness hitherto unknown. This represented a fundamental departure 

from the previous custodial ethos of the prison. One might argue that it was during this 

period that cruelty turned to care and prisoner to patient. Demand for this new form of 

accommodation greatly outstripped supply, and many ‘lunatic paupers’ requiring 

admission could not be provided for in the limited accommodated available in the Royal 

Asylums of the early period. It was evident that major reform and a national response to 

the situation was urgently required. 
 

In England the Lunacy Act had been passed in 1845 but it was not until 20 years later that 

Scottish legislation was enacted. In 1855 a Royal Commission was established to 

investigate all public asylums, private madhouses, poorhouses, hospitals, prisons and at 

home or any place in which ‘lunatics’ were accommodated. Its findings led directly to the 

passing of the 1857 Lunacy (Scotland) Act which, under new centralised management, 
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created what would be the basis of mental health care provision for the next 100 years. 

The Act set down a comprehensive framework to regulate the supervision and 

governance of asylums by a General Board. It opened the way to public funding for 

District Asylums to provide accommodation for ‘pauper’ patients throughout Scotland. 

For the first time there was a strong central administrative structure with a secure 

legislative mandate and public finance to make provision for all mentally ill patients 

across the country. The Board also set up a system of safeguards to prevent abuses in 

some of the still unregulated private madhouses, and worked to relocate all ‘lunatic’ 

patients, wherever they were currently accommodated into the new District Asylums. 

These were each managed by their own District Boards, made up of representatives of the 

local prison boards.   

 

The ‘main’ asylum building period (1857-1888) was concerned primarily with the 

creation of District Asylums to house, as economically as possible, large numbers of 

‘insane paupers’. As a result the buildings were much less ornate than the early Royal 

Asylums and followed a much more standardised plan. In arrangement, changes were 

made to the location of the main asylum entrance, access roads were moved to the 

northern side of the site and an emphasis was placed on having a southern aspect in the 

patients’ rooms. Barred windows and galleries were removed, as were the airing courts 

and, in their place, grounds were developed for recreation, horticulture, agriculture and 

other meaningful outdoor work. Productive occupation, one of the key principles of the 

Moral Treatment, was intended to give patients a feeling of self worth and encouraged 

them to take pride in their environment. In many cases the existing Royals had been 

encroached upon by expanding towns and cities so the new District Asylums began to be 

relocated in semi-rural settings. The objective was towards promoting self-sustaining 

asylum communities, which were labour intensive. 

 

The use of mechanical restraints decreased significantly during this period and patients 

were afforded a much greater measure of personal liberty. The increased domesticity of 

the public asylum saw family and friends being encouraged to visit, and staff began to be 

trained specifically in the treatment of mental illness. It was becoming clear that although 
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little effective medication existed, a benign regime of care, gentleness, removal from 

stress, and rest could lead to spontaneous recovery and an eventual reintegration into 

society. 

  

During the first half of this ‘main’ period the architectural emphasis was still very much 

on one large, detached block but, by the second half, much more extensive developments 

were beginning to take place. Additional detached buildings began to appear on site such 

as cottages for staff, houses for better-off patients and the first specific hospital blocks. 

Numbers of both patients and staff were increasing at such a rate that it became clear that 

one building could no longer accommodate all those seeking entry and the diverse range 

of specialist facilities they required. The last asylums built during this period began to 

assume monumental forms and vast sums of money were spent on the external and 

internal ornamentation and decoration. This suggests that there was a greater expectation 

on the part of both patients and society about the appropriate standard of accommodation 

to be provided and also that institutions such as these had a secure long-term future. 

 

It was the late period of public asylum building in Scotland (1888-1930), however, that 

ushered in the most major and radical developments that would fundamentally change 

both the nature and architecture of asylum buildings. This was characterised by the 

‘hospitalisation’ or ‘medicalisation’ of the asylum with large hospital blocks being built 

on existing sites or as integral parts of new institutions. It accelerated the move away 

from the earlier single, all-purpose building into smaller, detached, more home-like villas 

where patients could be classified into different distinct treatment groups, each with a 

purpose-built colony home. Although some high-risk patients were still detained 

compulsorily, for the majority of patients doors were unlocked and aspects of any former, 

restrictive penal regimes were removed. The asylum was now to be perceived as a self-

sufficient village community, located in idyllic countryside with its own series of villa 

homes, gardens, church, shops, hospital and sports pavilions. 

 

With the continued pressure from those seeking entry into the asylum, pauper District 

Asylums expanded their capacity, arguably becoming enormous warehouses for society’s 
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afflicted. Similarly, severe limitations of space at the older Royal Asylums led to the 

creation of separate additional accommodation, either on site or at a distance. This ranged 

from large farm colonies to classified patient villas and from staff housing to new ‘first-

class’ annexes. These wings for the better-off were a particular feature of the late period 

and housed the most affluent patients in extremely superior buildings boasting all the 

facilities of a top-class hotel. Of Craighouse in Edinburgh, Harriet Richardson would 

later write that ‘it revived something of the palatial aspect of the asylum in the 

phenomenal scale of the buildings and the grandiose interiors’.3 Although perhaps never 

quite reaching the status of a ‘palace’, these buildings were truly luxurious and as far 

removed from the prison as one can imagine. The existing main blocks of the Royal 

Asylums were often re-designated for the exclusive accommodation of ‘pauper’ patients.  

 

The fact that patients could (and did) admit themselves voluntarily to many of Scotland’s 

public asylums speaks volumes for the changing perception of the institution as a ‘haven’ 

rather than one of repression and confinement. Initially these voluntary patients were 

mostly well-to-do individuals who could equally have afforded to be cared for at home 

but rather chose to enter the asylum for treatment and to find a safe haven from the world. 

This late period also saw the process of boarding out of ‘recovering’ patients, which was 

a further major step towards what is standard practice in today’s ‘care in the community’. 

 

There have been varying opinions on the actual effectiveness of public asylums and there 

are many critics of the definition of the asylum as a sanctuary, a shelter or a place of 

refuge. Whilst many in the medical profession believe them to have been of great 

importance in terms of medical development, others disagree. Michael Neve from the 

Wellcome Trust, for example, argues that the asylum came to mean ‘not safety but 

danger; not recovery and relief, but imprisonment.’4 At the same time, social historian 

Roy Porter suggests that ‘The asylum was not just to secure, but to cure.’5 Andrew Scull 

has argued that by the end of the nineteenth century the psychiatric profession was in 
                                                
3 H. Richardson, A continental solution to the planning of lunatic asylums 1900-1940, St Andrews, 1991, 
75 
4 M. Neve, ‘Mental Health’ in Wellcome Trst (ed.) From Victoria to Viagra: 150 years of medical 
progress, London, 2003, 33  
5 R. Porter (ed.), Cambridge Illustrated History [of] Medicine, Cambridge, 1996, 293 
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denial about the fact that its beloved asylums had been reduced in practice to nothing 

more than warehouses; it refused to admit that the line that early nineteenth-century 

reforms had so definitively drawn between the asylum and the prison had become 

increasingly blurred as the century progressed.6 Did the asylum provide a haven for this 

unfortunate group or was it simply a different form of hell? 

 

In attempting to answer this question, it is useful to consider contemporary opinion of the 

period. In 1877 an article was published in the British Medical Journal which posed the 

question ‘Are asylums like prisons?’ which was answered thus:  

 
if the word prison is to be taken in its literal sense as simply a place of confinement, 
it must doubtless be admitted that asylums are prisons; but, if it is to be taken in its 
more general received acceptation as a place of penal discipline and stern 
correction, then it is a misuse of language to call a modern asylum a prison.7 

 

Limitations on liberty do not necessarily equate to a prison: a school could be labelled 

prison-like because pupils are bound by rules on entering the building and in a hospital 

patients are restricted to their own wards. In the asylum the majority of patients, 

especially ‘pauper’ patients were housed, fed and clothed to a much higher standard than 

they were before entering the asylum. It was again noted in The British Medical Journal 

that ‘if persons thus treated are in prison after all, then we must alter our notions of what 

a prison is. Stone walls do not a prison make.’8 

 

In 1893 an article on the effectiveness of the Scottish Lunacy Reform of 1857 was 

written by Dr Clouston, Superintendent of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum. In it he drew on 

his 33 years of experience, the first three in the early years of the General Board of 

Lunacy for Scotland’s existence (where he ‘knew the general condition of the insane 

then, in and out of asylums’), ten years in England working for the English Lunacy 

Commission and 20 years at the Royal Edinburgh Asylum (where his position was 

‘largely independent of any authority except the public and my own board’). He stated 

                                                
6 A. Scull, ‘A Convenient Place to Get Rid of Inconvenient People: The Victorian Lunatic Asylum’, in 
A.D. King (ed.), Buildings and Society, London, 1980, 37 
7 The British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 852, 28 April, 1877, 521 
8 The British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 852 (Apr. 28), 1877, 522 
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I know the condition of the insane in Scotland now and of the public opinion there 
in regard to insanity. I have read all the thirty-four Annual Reports of the Board. I 
should, therefore been in a reasonably good position to give an independent answer 
… and point out some lessons from the history of Scottish Lunacy administration. 

 

He opined further:  

 
We have every reason to know that the motives which dictated the use of the cell, 
the straight-jacket, and such like appliances, were pure and humane, and that these 
were honestly thought to be the best means of treatment, just as we now think that 
ample occupation, exercise and the abolition, as much as possible, of all mechanical 
or even personal restraint are most conducive to the happiness and recovery of the 
mentally afflicted…it is with a sense of humility that I recognize in many of our 
modern advances and improvements, but the realization of views and aspirations 
ably advocated 50 years ago.9 

 

The last 150 years have seen the development of a response, which initially sought to 

warehouse a section of society in remote, self-contained institutions behind high walls. 

This was a reaction in part to the ‘moral panic’ of a society trying to ignore a great social 

problem by hiding it away. There were also intolerant views about eugenics and fear that 

the world would be overrun by deviant individuals. The isolation of generations in remote 

rural locations, with harsh custodial regimes, only served to reinforce the stigma of 

mental illness. The public asylum movement was a brave response to this distressing 

medico-social problem and it was a successful initiative, which served the people of 

Scotland well over this period. Today’s effective medications have completely 

transformed the quality of life for the mentally ill, however, the abiding legacy for the 

care of current mental health patients was based on the principles of Moral Treatment of 

the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Conditions improved progressively for all 

patients over the study period and even without the benefits of today’s scientific methods 

many recovered and returned to society. By the 1930s asylums had largely shed the 

image of a prison and were successfully providing a temporary home from home for their 

patients.  

 

                                                
9 The British Medical Journal, Vol. 1, No. 852 (Apr. 28), 1877, 521-522 
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The era of the asylum has largely passed into history but many of the buildings still exist 

as a silent witness to a bygone age. The period 1781-1930 saw many important buildings, 

some of national and even international significance such as the revolutionary first 

Glasgow Asylum by William Stark. In his 1998 lecture series A History of Human 

Services Professor Wolf Wolfensberger states that the Glasgow Lunatic Asylum was ‘one 

of the most important designs for human services buildings anywhere in the world.’10 

Although initially slow to provide for those believed to be mentally ill, the advent of the 

public asylum in Scotland created a safe haven in which tens of thousands of Scots 

sought refuge during the eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

 

 

                                                
10 W. Wolfensberger and S. Thomas, A History of Human Services, Universal lessons and future 
implications, read as part of The Minnesota Governor’s Council on Development Disabilities, Millersville 
University, Pennsylvannia, September, 1998  
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Greater Glasgow and Clyde Archive Plans 
GB 812 HB 13; GB 812 HB 24 
 
Lothian Health Services Archive Plans 
LHB7/57/1-24; LHB36/16; LHB47/2/6 
 
Northern Health Services Archives Plans 
MP 2; MP 35 
 
RCAHMS, Dick Peddie and McKay Collection Plans 
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DPM 1860/12/1-7; DPM 1860/117/1-6; DPM 1860/120/1-5; DPM 1870/67/6; DPM 1900/97/1; DPM 
1930/234/1-7 
 
RCAHMS, Sydney Mitchell & Wilson Collection Plans 
SMW 1880/1/1-54; SMW 1880/27/1, 2; SMW 1880/34/1-23; SMW 1890/14/1; SMW 1890/28/1-7 
 
RCAHMS Region Collection Plans 
ABD 562/1; ELD 111/1-6; GWD/12/1-22; IND 97/1-8; RXD 258/1-7 
 
RCAHMS Haxton & Wilson Collection Plans 
HW 1920/11/1-43 
 
Tayside Heath Board Archive Plans  
THB23/21; THB29; THB 30/8 
 
Lectures 
W. A. F. Browne, What asylums Were, Are and Ought to Be, a series of five lectures delivered before the 
managers of the Montrose Lunatic Asylum, Montrose, 1837 
 
G. Hine, Asylums and Asylum Planning read before the Royal Institute of British Architects, London, 18 
February, 1901 
 
D. Thomson, The works of the late Charles Wilson, Esq., born 19 June, 1810, died 6 February, 1863, read 
before the Architectural Section of the Glasgow Philosophical Society, Glasgow, 13 March, 1882 
 
W. Wolfensberger and S. Thomas, A History of Human Services, Universal lessons and future implications, 
read as part of The Minnesota Governor’s Council on Development Disabilities, Millersville University, 
Pennsylvannia, September, 1998,  
 
Newspapers 
Border Advertiser, British Library Ref. SCT M23142 
Dundee Advertiser, British Library Ref. M14648-51 
Falkirk Herald, British Library Ref. SCT 1008 
Glasgow Herald, British Library Ref. SCT 59-64 
Hamilton Advertiser, British Library Ref. SCT M25519 
Inverness Advertiser, Inverness Library 
Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, British Library Ref. LON 923 
The Aberdeen Journal, Aberdeen Library 
The Evening Citizen, British Library Ref. SCT M71578-81 
The Scotsman, Nineteenth Century Newspapers Database, British Library 
West Coast Journal, British Library Ref. SCT M28570 
 
Asylum Magazines 
Greater Glasgow Health Board Archive 
GB 812 HB13/2/136 
 
 
 


